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Preface

Instructional Technology: Past, Present, and Future is a collection of works by many
leading professionals currently working in instructional design and technology. In preparing
this book, we had one major purpose in mind: to provide a set of readings which would
introduce graduate students to someofthe significant issues, areas, and practicing professionals in the field. The bookis also appropriate for any individual concerned aboutcurrent
issues in instructional design and technology. With the exception of ten chapters, all articles
parts
are original chapters written specifically for this volume. The bookis divided into seven
s,
application
art,
the
of
state
including: the field; critical issues; instructional development;
try
wedid
While
nt.
developme
al
profession
and future prospects; research and evaluation;
to provide broad coverage of significant and timely issues concerning instructional design
and technology, we made no attempt to be exhaustive. It should also be pointed out that
there are manysignificant people in the field who are not represented in this book. It would
take many volumesto include everyone.
I wish to express my appreciation to the authors of the chapters includedin this volume.
thank
The high quality of their work made myjobas editor mucheasier. I would also like to
I
particular,
In
volume.
this
in
the publishers who granted permission to reprint articles
for
Unlimited
Libraries
at
Ruybal
Louis
Mr.
and
would like to thank Dr. David Loertscher
the freedom they gave meto plan the book andfor their editorial expertise.
Finally, I should like to mention my daughter Robin, whose actions constantly remind
is.
me that what I do at the office and in my study is not nearly as important as I think it
G. J. Anglin
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Part 1

The Field: History and Overview

1
Educational Technology
A Question of Meaning*
Cass G. Gentry
College of Education, Michigan State University,
East Lansing, Michigan

Members of the profession recognize that while educational technology is a dynamic
emerging field, it is, sadly, still seeking definition. In the relatively short period ofits evolu-

tion, the field of educational technology has taken on a surprisingly wide range of meanings.

This has resulted in some confusion about purposes and boundaries of the field. The writing
of this article was motivated by the notion thatputting these meaningsinto a more structured
perspective might assist both experienced and novice practitioners in developing a clearer
view of educational technology.

The following sections present a sampling of meanings for educational technology and
for some related terms. While these meanings have been grouped according to a few basic
questions, only brief commentary is offered with the thought that the greater valuelies in

analysis by individual practitioners. As a target for further speculation, a personal view of
what the author has cometo think educational technology should meanis presented in the
last section. References to the meanings used are provided at the end of thearticle for the
benefit of anyone wishing to study the meanings in their original context.

If the study of these meanings has no more benefit than to help educational technologists explain to their respective spouses, children, relatives, and friends “whatit is that

we dofor a living,” then the time taken should be well spent!

*Reprinted from Educational media and technology yearbook 1987. Littleton, CO: Libraries

Unlimited.
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WHATIS TECHNOLOGY?
Technology, the root word ofinterest, is almost as confused in the public mind as edu-

cationalor instructional technologyis in that of the profession. The representative meanings
that follow bridge several interpretations, including some from education.
1.

2.

“Technology is a rational discipline designed to assure the mastery of man over
physical nature, through the application of scientifically determined laws” (Simon,
1983, p. 173).
“Technology,in its concrete, empirical meaning, refers fundamentally to systems of

rationalized control over large groups of men, events, and machines by small

groups of technically skilled men operating through an organized hierarchy”
(McDermott, 1981, p. 142).

‘
.

Ve.

Ve

Ne

PaulSaettler, a well-knownhistorian of instructional technology, states, “The word
technology (the Latin form is ‘texere,’ to weave or construct) does not necessarily
imply the use of machines, as many seem to think, but refers to ‘any
practical art
using scientific knowledge.’ This practical art is termed by the French sociologist

Jacques Ellul, as ‘technique.’ He believes that ‘it is the machine which is now

entirely dependent upon technique, and the machinerepresents only a small part of
technique. Not only is the machinethe result of a certain technique, but also its
instructional applications are made possible by technique. Consequently, the
relation of hehavioral science to instructional technology, parallels that of the
physical sciences toengineering technology, or the biological sciences to medical
technology’ ” (Saettler, 1968, pp. 5-6).
4.

The renowned educational technologist, James Finn, defined technologybysaying,
“In addition to machinery, technology includes processes, systems, management and

control mechanisms both human and non-human, and... a way of looking at the

problemsasto their interest and difficulty, the feasibility of technical solutions, and
the economic values — broadly considered — of those solutions” (Finn, 1960, p. 10).
5.

In contrasting science and technology, Admiral Hyman Rickover, the father of the
nuclear submarine anda self-proclaimedcritic of education, stressed, as reported

by Knezevich and Eye, “thatscience should not beconfusedwithtechnology.
Science dwells on ‘discovering truefacts and relationships of observablephenomena
in nature, and with established theories that serve to organize masses of verified

data concerning those facts andrelationships.’ In contrast, he declared, ‘technology
cannotclaim the authority of science,’ for technology deals with ‘tools, techniques,
procedures: the artifacts and processes fashioned by modern industrial man to
increase his powers of mind and body.’ He then addedthat the ‘methodsofscience
require rigorous exclusion of the human factor,’ for ‘the searcher for truth cannot
pay attention to his own or other people’s likes or dislikes, or to popular ideas of the
fitness of things.’ On the other hand, since ‘technologyis action’ rather than the
pure thought that is science, technology may be potentially dangerous, if it is
allowed to disregard human considerations” (Knezevich & Eye, 1970, p. 17).
“_
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WHATIS THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY
IN EDUCATION?
If one agrees with the meaningsof technologyjust presented, it is clear that technology

by definition1

j

nent of all human activities. Therefore, it is not a question of

“having technologyhavingrather whatrole it is allowed to play in

humanactivities. That question has been the subject of study for a number ofprestigious

groups and individuals, as follows.

Va \»
A

1.

Herbert Simon views technology as man’s way of interfacing between the in
(natural) and outer(artificial) environments (Simon, 1969; p. 9).

0

The Carnegie Commission concludedthat: “technology should be the servant and

I gf

not the master of instruction. It should not be adopted merely becauseit exists, or
because an institution fears that it will be left behind the parade of progress without
it. We also believe that sophisticated technologyis not to be equated with saturation. In somecourses, the use of technology may be appropriate for a few hours in

an entire term. In a few, technology may be constructively used for two-thirds of

the hoursallotted for a term of instruction; in a very few, it may take overthe entire
process” (Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1972, p. 11).
3.

There are a considerable number of writings that discuss technological inventions
that affect education. The following examples makethe point.

a)

“The alphabet provided the intellectual means for expressing, recording, and
preserving the knowledge of mankind. The invention of paper andtherefine-

ment of writing instruments reinforced and made morepractical the process of
recording information with alphabetic symbols. The book [maybedefinedas]
a ‘series of paper-based levers of varying sizes which can be boundtogether,
within a hard or soft cover, and organized for the purpose of presenting infor-

mation in a sequential manner.’ In short, the book, like TV and the computer
can be viewed from the mechanical aspects as separate from its substantive

content. Movable type (Gutenberg) made[it] possible to have the written word
within reach of the common man. TheDlackboagsdwasfirst joint
communication devices that permitted teacher and student to view the same

flexible referent at the same time. The school bus influenced waypupils
were organized for learning even in the mostisolated areas” (Knezevich & Eye,
1970, pp. 19-22).

b)

Engler views technology as being inextricably related to education. Hestates,
“If we view the ecology of education as the web of relationships between and
among learners, teachers, and the environment in whic
ey Operate, then it
becomes apparentthat these relationships are large defined by the prevailing

technology of instruction” (Engler, 1972, p. 62).
c)

Professor Robert Heinich of Indiana University raises an interesting question
about the relationship of teachers to educational technology, when hesays:
“Peter Drucker’s largely misunderstood quotestates that:
‘Learning and teaching are going to be more deeply

affected by the newavailability of information than any

other area of humanlife. There is a great need for a new
approach, new methods, and newtools in teaching, man’s
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oldest and most reactionary craft. There is a great need for
a rapid increase in learning. There is aboveall, great need
for methods that will make the teacher effective, and
multiply his or her efforts and competence. Teachingis in

fact, the only traditional craft in which we have not yet

fashioned the tools that make an ordinary person capable
of superior performance.’
I say misunderstood, because most educators, after reading the Drucker quote,

will nod their heads and automatically assume that he is asking for means to

increase the effectiveness of the ‘classroom’ teacher. Not at all. What he is asking
for is a technology of instruction that can make an ordinary person capable of
superior performance and a means, either printed or electronic, to distribute that —
instruction” (Heinich, 1970, p. 56).

WHATIS EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY?
Now that something is known about the roots of educational technology andits role in
- education, one can ask the moredifficult question, Whatis it? From the following attempts
it is possible to see that meaning depends considerably on whatpart of the elephantis being
touched and by whom!
il.

The National Academy of Engineering’s Instructional Technology Committee on
Education defines educational technology as the “body of knowledge resulting from

the application of the science of teaching and learning to the real worldof theclass-

room,together with the tools and methodologies developed assist in these applications” (Dieuzeide, 1971, p. 1).

Educational technology“is concerned with the overall methodology andset of techniques employed in the application of instructional principles” (Cleary et al., 1976).
Educational technology “involves the applications of systems, techniques, and aids
to improve the process.ofhumanlearning.... It is characterized by four features in
particular: the definition of objectives to be achieved by the learner; the application

of principles of learning to the analysis and structuring of the subject matter to be
learned; the selection and use of appropriate media for presenting material; and the
use of the appropriate methods of assessing student performance to evaluate the
effectiveness of courses and materials” (Collier et al., 1971, p. 16).

Two conceptions of educational technology (ET) presented by Silvermanarerelative ET, which focuses on both proceduresand devices, and constructive ET, which

focuses on analyzing instructional problems, constructing and selecting evaluation

instruments, and on production techniques and devices, all in terms of reaching
desired outcomes (Silverman, 1968, p. 3).
Educational technology “is a complex, integrated process involving people,

procedures, ideas, devices and organization, for analyzing problems, and devising,
implementing, evaluating and managing solutions to those problems, involvedin all
aspects of human learning” (AECT Task Force, 1977, p. 164).
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WHATIS INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY?
A term often used interchangeably with educational technology, instructional technology (IT) presents refinements not found in meanings of educational technology.

1.

The Commission on Instructional Technology defines IT in two ways: (1) as “the
mediaborn of the communications revolution which can be used for instructional

purposes along side the teacher, textbook, and blackboard,” and (2) as “asystematic way of designing, carrying out, and evaluating the total process of learning
and teaching in terms of specific objectives, based on research in humanlearning
‘and communications, and employing a combination of human and nonhuman

resources to bring about more effective instruction” (Commission on Instructional
Technology, 1970, p. 19).

2.

David Engler, who has studied meanings of IT, tells us it is defined in two rather
different ways, “First, and most commonly, it is defined as hardware— television,
motion pictures, audiotapes and discs, textbooks, blackboards, andso on; essentially these are the implements and media of communication. Second, and more
AaRD A ete “galeDN

A

vw

)

significantly, it is defined as aprocess
a
by means of which we apply the research
findings of thebehavioralsciences to theproblemsofinstruction. Defined either

a

Set?

“yed way, instructional technologyi1S Yalibeabte’. Gutenberg technology, as an example,
can produce the Bible, Mein
Kampf, and Portno
10y'S Complaint, with equal
indifference” (Engler, 1972, p. 59).

/Sacttler thinks that the physicalscienceconceptof instructional technology “usually
means the application of physical science and engineering technology, such as

motion picture projectors, tape recorders, television, teaching machines(including
the computer), for group (or individual) presentation of instructional materials”

(p. 2). The behavioralinstructionalband,

suggests that “educational practice should be more dependent on the methods of
science as de
y be
5
S in the broad a
of psychology,
anthropotopy, sociology, amd
processes, language and

im

the more

lingulStics, COMMU

specialized areas of

tearing,

Proup

attOns, administration, cybernetics,

ercestiOWr
peychometrics,Mcreover, this conceptincludes the applicationof

enginéeritigresearchdevelopment (including human factors engineering) and

branches of economics and logistics related to the effective utilization of
instructional personnel, buildings (learning spaces), and the new computerized

machinesystems such as data processing and informationretrieval” (Saettler, 1968,

pp. 4-5).
4.

Instructional technology is made up of “the ‘things of learning,’ the devices and the
materials which are used in the processes of learning and teaching” (Armsey &

Dahl, 1973,
a

P.

vii).

sy Sy load

5.

Instructional technology is “an effort with or without machines, | available or
utilized, to manipulate the environmentof individuals in the hope of generating a
changein behavior or other learning outcome” (Knezevich & Eye, 1970, p. 16).

6.

Aninstructional technologist is a team member who“is a specialist in the learning
process. His or her job is to help faculty membersdefine.theobjectives of courses of
instruction, to plotthelearning-strategies to be employed, and tgevaluate_results”
(Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1972, p. 71).

2
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A summary by the Commission onInstructional Technologystates that the purpose
of instructional technology is “to make education moreproductive and more
individual, to give instruction a morescientific base, andtomakeinstructionmore
ne

powerful,learning more immediate,and
accessmore equal”(Tickton, 1971, p. 32).
1

WHAT ARE THE APPLICATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY?
In discussing the levels of useful applications and their promise, the commentary runs
from the pessimistic to the optimistic: “We pays our moneyandtakes our choices”(oris that

chances?).
1.

In describing the state of educational technology in 1972, Engler said that “the most
accurate statement that one can make aboutourpresent (instructional) methodsis
that they are old technology. The basic media of instruction,such as textbooks,

chalkboards, and teachers, have been used for many years. Today, teachers are
better prepared, textbooks are better written andbetter designed, and chalkboards

have changed color, but their functions and their relationships to learners have not
changed essentially in over one hundred years. Moreover, the process by means of
whichinstruction is carried on has not changed in any fundamental respect during

this period. It remains teacher-centered, group--oriented,
andtextbook-based.... Its_
]

and spread in Britain and the UnitedStates in the nineteenth century;

hile

thj

modettas_undergone SaInTIOaMfemtons-Overine
past

deT
Con
this

technology (derived from the impact of an industrial society on the role and

methods of education)” (Engler, 1972, p. 61). ~—

Clifford H. Block, of the U.S. Agency for International Development, comments
on the mammoth experiment with distance education technology by the British

government. “By using television, radio, and the post, the production skill of the
BBC, the instructional design skill of its superb educational technology group, and

the content expertise of a first rate faculty, the British Open University has grownto
more than 65,000 students, by all odds the largest university in Britain and one of
‘the larger in the world. Its graduates have acquitted themselves so well, and their
intellectual standards are so high, that an Open University degree means a good

deal even in status-conscious Britain” (Block, 1981, p. 73).

In discussing technology and change, Block furthertells us, “It is tempting — very
tempting —to speculate about the new world that we see comingintoreality in the
next few years: whole libraries available on a handful of videodiscs; students ofall
ages learning at home through microcomputers linked by phone with vast educational data bases; instant access bysatellite to an unlimited variety of televised

information{ ButI, like many of the other contributors believe that we have learned

that thosefundamental changes will cometo realization, in most cases, only in1a
radual_and often evolutionary way—rather than by some instantaneous sea

c

e. Educationalinstitutio

administer, need timeand.

Ose within

them

who learn, and teach, and

ience to incorporate these new waysoflearning into

their individual, social and economic patterns of behavior” (Block, 1981, p. 72).
ee

THE AUTHOR’S VIEW
The remainderofthis article synthesizes the major definitions of the past into a current
set which might be discussed by the profession at large. To do that, the author presents a

proposed definition and provides an analysis for each definition.
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Technology
Definition. The systemic and systematic application of behavior and physical sciences
concepts and othes Knowledge to the solution of problems.
Analaysis. Important termsin the definition are to be understoodas follows:

1.

“Systemic application” is included, because of a concurrence with the system’s

2.

“Systematic application” is included becauseit is easy to pass over or leave uncon-

3.

notion that all things have an impact upon andare affected by other things in their
environment. Theeffect of this interaction needs to be considered in constructing
any system, if it is to be effective, efficient, and relevant in its purpose.

trolled many significant variables in a complex system such aslearning.

“Application”is the translation and implementation of scientific and other knowledge into a system of strategies and techniques designedto solve a problem. Thus,
ion)andtechniques(practical orestablishedmeansfor
strategies (desi
accomplishing something) becomethe primary units of technology. In other words,
the strategies selected for solving a problem are equated with action designs, while
teeth ate

the tactics for making the strategy work are equivalent to techniques.

In support of the author’s definition, the following points should be considered:

Technology is value free; its use or misuse depends on the values of those who
_
a
employit.
oe

The application of technological solutions to one problem may create other
oblems which may be moreserious than the original problem.
Applications of technology should be selected and/or continued only after determination that desirable consequences outweigh undesirable consequences.

4,

Fear and hesitancy about using advanced technologiesis largely a fear of unknown

consequences. To be supportive of appropriate technologies, individuals need to
progress through the stages of awareness, interest, trial, and appraisal before either
acceptance or adoption will take place (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p. 100).
Geen

eee

Instructional Technology
Definition. The systemic and systematic application of strategies and techniques derived
from behavior and physical sciences concepts and other knowledgeto the solution of instructional problems.

Analysis. Concerns aboutthe definition of instructional technology include:
1.

Instructional technology may be divided into more narrow technologies. For
example, there are message design, mesgage delivery, and evaluation of message
effect as subsets of instructional technology. To communicate effectively, one must
clearly state the referent technology on which the broadening or narrowingis based.

Ltr

pas
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2.

Instructional technology can be viewed as a subset of a larger technology, thatis,
educational technology. Toillustrate, educational technology might be a combination of instructional, learning, developmental, and managerial technologies. In
turn, educational technology could be combined with others to form an even larger
or higher order technology.

3.

Many ofthe strategies and techniques of one technology mayalso be relevant for
other technologies.

4.

The profession must internalize the idea that the selection oftechnology deper }
both purpose and values. Somestrategies and techniques are superior to others and

should be chosen onthat basis.

X
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) Definition. The toughest construct to define is “educational technology.” Consider the

Sthorwk The combination ofinstructional, learning, developmental, managerial, and
othertechnologies as applied to the solution of educational problems.
7
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Analysis. Several points to consider in this definition are:
1.

2.

*
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The referent for both instructional and educational technology remains the root

concept “technology.” There is need to provide one otherreferent, that of “education.” John Dewey (1916) defined educationas “the enterprise of supplying the conditions which ensure growth, or adequacy oflife, irrespective of age” (p. 61).

Others differentiate between education and training: “Where the inculcation of
skills, habits, attitudes, or beliefs is intended ... the process ... is called training. In
contrast ... to increase the student’s ability and inclination to employcritical,
independent, andcreative judgement(is called education)” (Smith, 1965, p..23).

, Good defines instruction (under teaching) as “the act of providing activities, ne

materials, and guidancethat facilitates learning, in either formal or informalsituations” (Good, 1959, p. 552).

WHENCE FROM THENCE?
To plug these meanings for education andinstruction into educational andinstructional
technology can leave one impressed and humble at the idea of being in the business of
developing supporting technologies for what is probably mankind’s most significant
invention.
Regardless of how well this collection of interpretations of educational technology
clarifies or confuses matters, it is safe to assume that sometimewill pass before precise
meanings are accepted acrossthefield. It is also safe to assume that educators will continue
to chip awayat the problemsofdefinition. No doubt manyofthe efforts will be at the level
of a UNESCOstudy that concluded that whether a project was labelled ET or IT was
dependent on the project’s size and duration, with ET projects being large-scale and
involving long periods of time, whereas IT projects would be those of small size requiring

less time for completion (Dieuzeide, 1971). For those searching for substantive answers, this
doesn’t help.
Fortunately, there are increasing numbers of thinkers who havejoined the definitional
fray, and a continued refinement of the meaningsof educational technology can be expected.
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Onstudying the meaningspresented here, including the author’s interpretation, one can
see both differences and similarities. A closer look often gives the impression that definition
dependsonthe project being focused on or on the point being made at the moment. Thus, no
doubt, some of the many meaningscaneasily be subsumed by others. However, among them

are meaningsthat are clearly at variance with one another. These could well point the direction toward major issues seeking resolution.
At any rate, the range of speculations suggests considerable ferment within the
profession, and change theorists state that ferment is a time of opportunity for those with
prepared minds!
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seems
Before onesets out to write or read a history of instructional development(ID), it
the
First,
e.
perspectiv
into
endeavor
the
put
madeto
be
should
there are a few points that

history
historyof instructional development is unlike the history of the steam engine or the
the
regarding
of the computer. The reason is the absence oF unanimity or even of consensus
ntand
developme
nal
instructio
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chapter becauseit is a general one that does not include specific steps in the ID process. The
waythesteps are portrayed differs from model to model (Andrews & Goodson, 1980), and
this is not a history of any particular ID model. Notice that the definition implies instructional design, but makes noexplicit reference to instructional media; nevertheless, media
professionals have played an importantrole in the history of instructional development, and

the following sections include frequent references to the media field.

BEFORE THE1920s: BIRTH OF AN EMPIRICAL
KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR EDUCATION
One of the fundamental ideas supporting instructional development is the idea of

instructional design, that is, the notion that empirically based principles can be applied to
generate predictably effective instruction. While it may bedifficult to imagine now, in the
not too distant past instruction was dominated by the exercise metaphor: the mind was
thought to consist of faculties in need of exercise. The study of certain disciplines was

thought to improve mental performancein the way that calisthenics improve muscle func-

tioning. Schooling was conducted in accordance with such traditional practices unencumbered by a systematic examination of outcomes. A major ideological breakthrough occurred
with the advent ofscientific investigation into human and animal learning.
While manycontributions could be listed here as important in shifting the prevailing
concept of instruction, the work of E. L. Thorndike at Columbia University was perhaps

mostinfluential (Baker, 1973; Saettler, 1968) and particularly salient for the field of instructional development. While the details of Thorndike’s theories may not appear to be influen-

tial in instructional design today, the so called “big picture” of what he was trying to do
presaged manyofthe tenets of ID. Beyond his importance as an early figure in the effort to
establish a knowledge base for human learning, two points in particular are noteworthy.
First, during his long career Thorndike moved from strict concern with discovering the
laws of learning to an interest in and advocacyofsocial engineering,the idea that instruction

should pursueprespecified, socially useful goals. Second, Thorndike was a strong advocate
of educational measurement, a research tool and then a field in itself that became very

importantin establishing education as a science (Snelbecker, 1974). It is not difficult to see in
these ideas the fundamental shift in thinking about education that would ultimately make
possible the development of ID.

THE 1920s: OBJECTIVES
The third decade of the century saw the maturation of several ideas that are fundamental to instructional development. Most prominent among these are educational objectives and individualized instruction. Also in this decade appeared the seeds of ideas that
would be fully elaborated only decadeslater.

According to Baker (1973), the waning of the “mind as a muscle” metaphoraccelerated
the acceptance of the utilitarian or social efficiency movement advocated by Franklin

Bobbitt. Bobbitt (1918) believed that schools should provide experiences specifically related
to those activities demandedof citizens by their society. Furthermore, he thought that the

goals for schooling could be derived from an objective-analysth
is
oseneces ary for

successfulliving. It is not difficult to see here the roots of job and task analysis: the notion of
analyzing a complex skill into its component subskills. Even more clearly discernible was
endorsement of the connection between outcomes and instruction: specifying desirable
outcomesand then planninginstructional experiences that would facilitate their acquisition.
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Others translated the ideas posited by Bobbitt, Thorndike, and others into actual
curricula and instruction that sought to apply the tenets of objectives-driven learning. These
were the famousindividualized instruction “plans” begun in the late teens but realized and
popularized in the 1920s. The first of such plans appears to have been that of Mary Ward
and Frederic Burk at the San Francisco State Normal School. The distinctive feature of this
plan wasits reliance on self-instructional materials that allowed learners to progressat their
own pace with a minimum ofteacher direction. The endeavor was abruptly curtailed by a
California court ruling that only the State Board of Education could publish printed instructional materials (Saettler, 1968). However, two of Burk’s associates, Carleton W. Washburne and Helen Parkhurst, went on to develop moreelaborate and better known individualized instructional plans.
Washburne created the Winnetka Plan while superintendent of the Winnetka,Illinois,
public schools. This plan not only madeuse of self-paced, self-instructional, self-corrective
workbooks, but also incorporated diagnostic placementtests and self-administered tests that
students could use to determine if they were ready for testing by the teacher. Only after
f i
.
performing satisfactorily on the teacher administered test could the student undertake new
tasks (Saettler, 1968).
The Dalton Plan wasoriginally developed by Parkhurst for use in an ungraded school
old
for crippled children. It was subsequently implemented in Dalton, Massachusetts, and New pe" (peg
York City (Saettler, 1968; Tyler, 1975). The plan centered on what we would call today
“contract learning.” After having agreed to contracts, students were free to complete them at
their own pace. However, no new contracts were permitted until the current one was
satisfactorily completed.
_
The Winnetka and Dalton plans thus embodied notonly prespecified learning outcomes
and self-pacing within school subjects, but mastery learning as well. Of these the concept of
prespecified objectives was perhaps the most seminal; the others can be seen as logical
consequences of this one remarkable idea. The concept of mastery learning is made possible
by goal specification and assessment. Once intended outcomes are made clear and their
assessment is sought, the need for self-pacing and other formsof individualization becomes
apparent as individual differences in goal attainment are revealed. It is not surprising that
instructional development, with its grounding in objectives, has always been firmly linked
with advocacy of individualized instruction and mastery learning (Reiser, 1987).
Besides providing impetus to the concepts of objectives, individualized instruction, and
mastery learning, these plans provided evidence that there was an alternative to the normal
curve of student achievementresulting from traditional instruction. Because they involved so
muchself- as opposedto teacher-led instruction, the experience of these plans madeclear the
need for carefully designed materials. Thus the individualized learning plans of the 1920s
provided a rationale for continued development of designed as opposed to traditional
instruction.

ppI
lr

THE 1930s: BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
AND FORMATIVE EVALUATION
Progress toward the creation of instructional systems slowed during the 1930s (Baker,
1973; Reiser, 1987). Two reasons typically are identified: the Great Depression and the
ascendency of the Progressive Movement in education. The economic depression decreased

funds for research and educationalexperimentation. Progressivists advocated student-

initiated activities; taken to excess, this stanceresulted in an educational climate inhospitable
to prespecified instructional outcomes.
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However, it was during the 1930s that Ralph W. Tyler began the work that was to make
him famous, workthat in retrospect advanced the evolution ofinstructional development. In
1933 the Eight Year Study was launched from The Ohio State University, where Tyler was a
memberof the Bureau of Educational Research. According to Guba and Lincoln (1989), the
study had been designed in response to postwar pressures to revise the prevailing college

preparatory high school curriculum in order to meet the needs of increasing numbers of
students whoin earlier years would not have gone beyond elementary school. The Eight Year

Study sought to determine if students completing alternative high school curricula could
succeed in college; an eight-year longitudinal study was required for the students to complete
both the high school and the college degree programs. Thirty public and private secondary
schools developed alternative curricula as a part of the research. Tyler was recruited to work

on the study because he recently had been working with OhioState faculty to develop tests of
intended learning outcomes, which he termed objectives (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).

The Eight Year Studyis notable as part of the history of instructional developmentfor
two reasons. Thefirst is that the study served to refine the procedures for writing instructional objectives. The study confirmed that objectives could be clarified if written in terms of
student behaviors, hence thestill current term, behavioral objectives (Reiser, 1987). Second,
it was essential during the Eight Year Study to ensure that the alternative curricula were
implemented as planned. Therefore, the objectives and their assessment were used to revise
and refine the new curricula until they produced “an appropriate level of achievement”
(Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 28). Though the term would not be coined for almostthirty-five
years, instructional developers recognize this process as formative evaluation. It is clear that

Tyler well understood the cyclical nature ofevaluation within the process of creating instruc-

tion designed to produce specific-outcomes (Cambre,1981). Thusin a frequently overlooked
decade two definitive aspects of ID becamevisible.

THE 1940s: INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA AND
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
World War-II created an enormousinstructional problem: thousands of military
personnel had to be trained rapidly to perform thousands oftasks critical to their own
survival and the war effort. The response to this instructional problem had a far-reaching
impact on the evolutiop_of instructional development (Olsen & Bass, 1982; Saettler, 1968).
Part of the goverémnt) responseto this urgent need wasthe creation and distribution of
thousands of training
s and other mediated learning materials. According to Saettler

(1968), the Division of Visual Aids for War Training within the U.S. Office of Education
alone produced 457 sound motion pictures,silent filmstrips, and 457 instructors’

manuals between January 1941, when the division was created, and June 1945. Other
agencies within the armed services produced materials as well; 16mm projectors and filmstrip projectors were purchased and distributed by the thousands during these years. Still
photographs, audio recordings, transparencies, and slides were used for instructional purposes; mediated strategies were even used to create instructional simulations.
While Saettler (1968) states that “instructional technology came of age during World

WarII”(p. 179), others might reasonably suggest that it was instructional media rather than

instructional technology that was fiurtured bythe war effort. However, this rapid deployment of mediated instruction undoubtedly influenced the evolution of instructional developmentin several ways. First, the priority and funding accordedto instruction at this time were
conducive to ex oimmentationSato recast hired by the military to

work on the wartimeTrainingwettestablished researchers (Baker, 1973; Reiser, 1987)

and the military training became an example of what a well-funded research and development (R&D) effort directed toward education could accomplish. Furthermore, this R&D
effort continued after the war, ultimately predisposing the military toward innovative
instructional systems concepts.
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Any discussion of advances in instructional design analysis would be incomplete
without noting that in 1956 Benjamin Bloom andhis co-authors published their Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives for the cognitive domain. Initiated as a support for cognitive
assessment, the Taxonomywas to prove extremely valuable in the specification and analysis
of instructional outcomesandthe design of instruction to attain them.

THE 1960s: INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
The decade of the 1960s wasso explosive for the field of instructional developmentthat
only the highlights can be included in a brief history such as this one. However, as the
previousdiscussionillustrates, most of the ideas that coalesced during the 1960s to form an
identifiable field of instructional development had been voiced previously. Whatwasdistinc-

tive at this time was the articulation of the components ofinstructional systems and the

recognition of their system properties.
Amongthe earliest authors to discuss systems were Robert Glaser (1962) and Robert
Gagne (1962). In 1962 Glaser employed the term instructional system and named,
elaborated, and diagrammed its components. He clearly described the breach between
psychological research on learning and educational practice and the need for professionals

actively engaged in developing the science of instructional technology. This discussion
appears quaint now because of references to teaching machines and a heavyreliance on

behaviorist language when describing the components ofinstruction, but clearly the essence

of instructional development as we know it today was present. InRobert Gagne

published TheConditions of Learning,milestonethatelaboratedtheanalysisof learning

objectivesand went ontorelate different classes of learning objectives to appropriate

instructionaldesigns.

_Evaluationand feedback are essential features of systems. It is perhaps not surprising

that the evolving concept ofinstructional systems was accompanied by refinementof evaluation procedures during the 1960s. It became clear that the available test construction
methodsthat produced norm-referenced tests were inadequatefor assessing the effectiveness
of instructional systems. Norm-referenced tests define a learner’s performance in terms of
the scores of other test takers. Because instructional systems were designed to produce

achievement of prespecified objectives, their assessment required tests that could beinter-

preted in terms of the specific competencies mastered. Reiser

(1987) credits Robert Glaser

with thefirst use of the term criterion-referencedmeasurestorefer totestsofthis type.

The

developmentofthis alternative testing technology began in the 1960s and continues today.

The 1960s were notable for the support instructional development received from the
federal government. By the late 1960s the military was rapidly infusing instructional systems

developmentinto their standard training procedures (Olsen & Bass, 1982). Onthe civilian

side the instructional systems concept was encouraged by the passage in 1965 of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), which established 20 federally funded
R&D laboratories. Many of these labs became advocates of ID. Through ESEAthe federal
governmentalso mandated evaluation of many federally funded educational projects. While

many of the labs did not survive the 1970s, the labs and the large curriculum development
projects funded by the federal governmentin the 1960s providedvisibility for instructional
development and encouraged educators to accept the idea that instruction could be

developed by teams of professionals outside of individual schools. The level of federal
support for instructional development at that time was evidenced by the U.S. Office of
Education funding of the Instructional Development Institutes, a large-scale attempt to
disseminate instructional development proceduresto public school teachers across the nation

(Schuller, 1986).
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Another important trend affecting the evolution of instructional development began in

the 1960s. Leaders among education professionals who had considered themselves primarily
media specialists began to lobby actively to broaden thefield of audiovisual (AV)instruction
to embracethe larger concept of instructional development and technology (Schuller, 1986).
James Finn, Arthur Lumsdaine, and other leaders of the Department of Audiovisual

Instruction (DAVI) within the National Education Association became very vocal aboutthe
need to move the AV field beyond a preoccupation with products toward a focus on the

design of instructional messages. While many professionals were comfortable with the

larger, more process-oriented concept, many others were not. To a certain extent, tension
between “media people” and “developers” remains in the field today. Historically, however,

the merger of the AV constituency with the advocates of instructional systems has no doubt
had a strong impact on instructional development. Many current ID professionals and the

graduate programs that produced them had their roots in instructional media. The decade
ended with plans to change the name of the DAVIto betterreflect the new direction of the
field.

THE 1970s: ID MODELS AND MATURATION
Activities of the 1970s were a logical outgrowth of the path-breaking ideas proposedin

the 1960s. The 1970s was a decade of consolidation. Instructional development acquired the
accoutrementsof a profession as ID scholars and practitioners sought to define and describe
more thoroughly the processes they advocated. It was a decade wherein the ramifications of
instructional development were discovered and recorded; its practitioners grew familiar with
it.

One of the hallmarks of the 1970s wasa proliferation of ID models. By 1980 Andrews

and Goodson (1980) could identify 60 of them. However, experience with instructional
development wasrevealing problems, and important and permanent modifications of the
earlier models were made. One of the most important was the addition of needs assessment
(Kaufman, 1972) to the collection of steps that defined the process. ID models no longer

simply began with a statement of objectives; analysis processes were included to assist in
determining whatthe objectives of an instructional system should be. Along with this greater

sophistication came an awarenessof the different roles an instructional developer might be
required to play. The field reached outto theliterature on consulting and change agents for
information to assist with its growing complexity. The potential of cognitive psychology for
the refinement of instructional design was noted.
Graduate education programs focusing on instructional systems design grew and

existing associations of professionals were redefined to accommodate the new spheres of

activity. The NEA’s Department of Audiovisual Instruction became the independent
Association for Educational Communications and Technology; the National Society for
ProgrammedInstruction became the National Society for Performance andInstruction.
Near the end of the 1970s AECT’s Division for Instructional Development founded the
Journal of Instructional Development.

THE 1980s: MICROCOMPUTERS AND
PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY
The historical significance of the 1980s for the field of instructional developmentis
currently difficult to write; only retrospection from the vantage point of later years will
reveal what mattered most in our very recent past. It is hard to imagine, however, that two
factors will be left out of future histories: the advent of microcomputers and the rapid adoption of instructional systems development by American businesses.
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The instructional applications of microcomputers have come to dominate muchof the
literature of instructional design. Thereis little consensus regarding the meaning ofthis
powerful technologyto instructional development. Positions seem poles apart. Some regard

this high technology as an adjunctto instructional design, an ideal vehicle for researching
humanlearning. Others seem willing to subvert the entire instructional developmentfield to

the demandsof creating computerized instruction. The possibilities opened by microcomputers seem clearly to have hastened the field’s utilization of cognitive psychology and
knowledge engineering strategies, thus broadeningits theoretical and analytical bases.
The 1980s have witnessed tremendousgrowthin the utilization of instructional development by businesses and other non-school agencies. These environments have fostered yet
another expansion of the systems concept, performance technology. Performance technology comprises instructional technology, yet incorporates the design of non-instructional
solutions to human performanceproblems as well. Just as the military often took the lead
during the history of instructional development, the cutting edge of elaboration and applications of performance technology seemsto be well outside the realm of schools and even of
universities. The significance of this expanded systems conceptfor the future of instructional

development remainsto beseen.

IN CONCLUSION
The history of instructional development is about the confluence of research, tech-

nology, and systems. The beginning of the 1990s finds instructional development with these
major themesstill very much in evidence, albeit in much more complex and sophisticated

forms. Unfortunately, the breach between educational research and educational practice
described by Glaser almost 30 years agois also still very much in evidence. The power and
the promise of instructional development were and are one of the few bridges across the
chasm.
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Predicting the future is a risky business, but there are advantages that makether
isks
worthwhile. First, reasoned predictions about the field of educational technology
provide
targets against which others may comparetheir thoughts. Second, such predictions may
stimulate efforts on the part of members to either facilitate or inhibit possible futures
implied by the predictions. In this chapter issues that seem less likely to be resolved
in the
next decade are labeled “problems,” and promising challenges are labeled “possibilit
ies.”
Thereis no intent to imply either exhaustivity or priority for these problems and possibiliti
es.
First the predicted effects of ten problems that have an impact on the field are discussed.

PROBLEMS
One—The Boundaries of the Educational Technology Field

Will Remain Poorly Drawn

While staunchly defending educational technology as a discipline, its memberss
till
wrestle with identifying the distinguishing characteristics of the field. A definition
of technology, still popular today, was coined over 20 years ago by John Kenneth Galbraith
(1967):

20
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“The systematic application of scientific or other organized knowledge to practical tasks.”
Extending that definition, educational technology would become “the systematic application

of scientific or other organized knowledge to practical educationaltasks.” At face value, this
could mean that almost everyonein education is an educational technologist. What educator
is not busy applying scientific or other organized knowledge to practical educational tasks?
Manyare even applying knowledge systematically. What, precisely, is the territory staked
out by our field, and whatis the rationale for our claim to be technologists? The answers do

not appear to be clear to other educators, nor consistently clear among educational tech-

nologists themselves.
There is little concerted effort on the part of the field of educational technology to
overcomeits definitional ambiguity. As Reigeluth (1989) has pointed out, “the field is
undergoing an identity crisis like none in its history.” Even so basic a task as standardizing
terminology across the field has been haphazard and inadequate. The most significant
attempt at standardizing terminology was madein 1977, with the publication of a definition
and glossary of terms by a task force of the Association of Educational Communications

and Technology (AECT). Morerecently, Ellington and Harris (1986) have compiled a small

book of termsrelevant to the field. None of the works examinedby the author can make any
claim to being comprehensive.
To this point in time, educational technologists have had very limited successin selling
their wares to the formal educational establishment. A report by the Alberta Department of
Education (1987) noted that:
Historically, the role of technology in education has been incremental and
peripheral, with new technologies being addedto the traditional teacher-centered
modelofinstruction. This process hasresulted in large expenditures andincreases
in teacher workload with no significant improvements to the performance of the
education system (p. 26).

The formal education establishment’s focuson the live, certified teacher as central in the

classroomis in contrast with educational technology, which, without denying the value of
the teacher, puts the learner in the central position. Numerous attempts get our field recognized, including gaining sanctions and requirements of teacher education programsby state
and national certifying bodies, have had little impact on the educational establishment.

Efforts to set up prototype educational systems that can demonstrate the powerof restructured educational environments in concert with the best of educational technology have not

been successful, despite schemes proposed by many authors (Skinner, 1948; Heinich, 1984;
and Reigeluth, 1988). The problem remains of how educational technologists may define
their field beyond these broad, indiscriminant meanings, so that boundariesof the field are
will
clear to its members and to other disciplines. We suspect the definitional problem

continue through the 1990s.

Two—The Curricular Core of Academic and Other Programs
Designed to Prepare Educational Technologists Will Remain
Ill Defined and Inconsistent
During the 1950s and 1960s, ferment among educational technology academic programs

was considered a healthy condition, but hopes of adopting a set of commoncore experiences
were disappointed in the 1970s and 1980s. Diversity among our programs is still very great
(Schiffman & Gansneder, 1987), and thereislittle reasonto think that condition will change
in the 1990s. Reasons for muchofthis diversity are clear. Academic programsin educational

technology have grownoutof several different conditions, with their genesis primarily out of
media, curriculum, and design.Silber (1982) set a general model for comparing educational
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technology academic programs. Efforts like those of Redfield and Dick (1984) to share
analyses of their academic program, while commendable, are not sufficient in themselves.
Inclusion in the standardsof certifying agencies like The National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE) will eventually help. The AECT/NSPI Task Force
on ID

Certification, led by Barry Bratton (1984), has attempted to provide direction toward
a
national curriculum through agreement on 16 core objectives. Others, like Hutchison
(1989),

believe the profession is moving toward a broader perspective that includes organization,
design and development, ergonomics, business management, and strategic planning, and
advocate a name change from “instructional technology” to “performance technology” to
reflect this shift in focus. In contrast, Mager (1988) sees instructional technology andper-

formance technology as separate sets, with both being necessary to the educational technologist. Perhapsit is time to carry out a truly comprehensive needsanalysis for thefield.

Three — The Bulk of Research in the Field Will Continue
to Be Sporadic and Diffuse
While someexcellent research has been carried forward by membersofthefield,
“the
field appears to lack pervasive research activity and interest” (Hannafin, 1986, p. 25). Most
educational technologyresearch can be characterized by a lack of planned, concerted action
to firmly ground ourdiscipline in research. Clark (1989) asserts that manyliterature reviews
in support of hypotheses are “scandalously narrow and superficial” (p. 59), and also that
researchers have made few attempts to compare models or theories. Ideally, professor
s of

educational technology should draw candidates based on their areas of research expertise.

Thus, the professoris the constant that managesthe researchdirection and the contribut
ions
of generations of students. Similarly, at the academic program level, it is desirable that
professors of that program establish clear and coordinated research goals. In turn, research
in the field of educational technology requires some coordination across academicinstitutions, supposedly through national organizations. This happens more by chance than by
design. Constraints of resources, time, and difficulty of task appear to have greater impact

on the choice and delineation of research than do the needs of the field. The large majority
of educational technologists employed by business and industry, government, and instructional development housesare rewarded for keeping their eye on productivity rather than on

research. At any rate, only a small percentage of educational technology professionals
do
research. There seemslittle likelihood that this condition will change in the coming decade.

Four — There Will Continue to Be Only Limited Use of Primary
Criteria for Evaluating Instructional Development Process,
Product, or Implementation
Accountability is a continuing issue with education establishments, but to paraphrase
Mark Twain’s commenton the weather, “everyone talks about it, but nobody does anything

about it.” Similarly, beyond the efforts of a small segment of business and industry

attempting to turn their training programsinto cost centers, thereis little valid accountability
of instructional effectiveness in that sector. Cost and time pressures placed on instructional
developers to get projects up and running makeit difficult to Carry Out activities that would
demonstrate the validity of their work. For example, systematic needs analysisis still not the
norm for determining what instruction should be developed, andlike it or not, toolittle

formative or summative evaluation of ID projectsis being carried out in either education or

training settings. It is equally rare for concomitant cost-effectiveness and cost-benefi
t
analyses to be done. A numberofsatisfactory guides to doing cost-effectiveness and costbenefit analyses are available (e.g., Kearsley’s series of articles in NSPI’s journal,
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Performance and Instruction, beginning with the February 1986 issue). Application of these

various techniques makessense, but apparently does not seem “practical,” since so few apply
n
them. We do not foresee a changein conditions that will make commonthe use of evaluatio
1990s.
the
in
sts
and validation techniques by educational technologi

Five — Undesirable Side-effects of the Entrepreneurial Practices
of Individual Practitioners of Educational Technology Will
Continue Negatively to Affect Credibility and Effectiveness
Many educational technologists in their respective settings have developed a strong
from clients in
sense for “targets of opportunity.” Too often, high dependence on resources

business, industry, and education, andpriorities established for grants from public agencies
fit
and private foundations, have caused the adjustment of the objectives of the field to

of
external views. Educational technologists have attached themselves to new waves in hopes
a
in
resulted
has
this
ely,
Unfortunat
syphoning off energy to carry on their own activities.
a
building
to
necessary
planning,
long-term
of
one
than
rather
short-term gain mentality,
discipline.

Technologists, like many innovators, have a long history of promising more than they
y
can deliver. Thomas Alva Edison (Church, 1926, p. 59), who knew more about technolog

than many, is purported to have said that “the radio will supplant the teacher. Already one
may learn languages by meansof Victrola records. The movingpicture will visualize what
the radio fails to get across. Teachers will be relegated to the backwoods.” Clearly,
.
credibility suffers when expectations are raised only to be dashed, when they go unfulfilled

The side-effects of “technological fixes” may be greater problems than the ones solved. It is
unlikely that these conditions will change during the 1990s.
Six — There Will Continue to Be Inconsistent Support for

Educational Technology from Administrators, Educators,
and Trainers
An indication of status for a program or project is how it is recognized in the parent
organization’s budget. In manycases, the operations of educational technology fall under
into
the less than desirable budget type knownas “no budget budget.” This budget type is put
from
come
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budget
budget
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are
s
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Seven— There Will Continue to Be a Division between Educational

Technologists and Other Educators over the Theories of Learning
to Which They Adhere

Although there is good verbal support for an educational technologist’s
need of a sound
learning theory base to guide instructional design, more often than
not, students in courses
are taught to design instruction using a “cookbook” approach. Winn
(1989) points out that
while this method may workin test cases developed for the course, this
kind of training is
insufficient to deal with unexpected constraints that inevitably arise
in real situations.
Educational technologists need a sound understanding of the learning
theory base from
which they work, so that they can makecreative decisions that take
the constraints and assets
of a particular situation into account.
Like otherbeliefs, specific theories, once accepted by an individual or a group,
may be
clung to tenaciously and passed onto disciples as the only legitimate theories
for the profession. Manyof the goodaspects of a prolonged period of detailed research
by behaviorists are
being ignored by some, while others refuse to consider the contribu
tions that cognitive field

theories can make. Skinner’s paper in the American Psychologist (1984) takes
educators to

task for their failure to effectively use the findings of behavioral research. Currentl
y, information processing or cognitive field theories are in the ascendancy among academic
ians. It is
not ourintention to argue here that one theoryis inherently better than another,
but rather
to suggest that educational technologists be more involved in a
mutually beneficial

relationship in which they grow by applying diverse learning theories
and in turn provide a
testing ground for theories. Educational technologists need to increase
their involvement in
implementing and testing theories such as those relevant to learning transfer
(Pea, 1988),

learning in and out of the school context (Resnick, 1987), and expert/
novice differences
(Lovell, 1987). This division among practitioners over the suitability of competi
ng learning
theories is closely related to the previously mentioned problem of the inadequ
acies of current
research. To compoundthe problem, little is being doneto relate theories
of learning to
other importanttheoretical areas, such as system, instruction, design,
evaluation, communi-

cation, and changetheory.

Fight — There Will Continue to Be Inadequate Response to the
Critics of Educational Technology
Muchof thecriticism of technology is concerned with the use of economi
c impact as a

criterion of “goodness,” without much concern for other social effects.
One of the leading
critics of technology has been Lewis Mumford. In oneofhis earliest works,
Technics and
Civilization (1934), he examines technological landmarks that were responsi
ble for transforming society. Major among these have been the adoption of the clock
by the Benedictine
monasteries to provide order amongtheir members. His pointis that
“the clock is not merely

a meansof keeping track of the hours, but of synchronizing the actions of
men”(p. 14). This
imposition of machine-like order upon humankind is contrary to our nature,
and has

reduced us to a system. Jacques Ellul (1967) is another whopoints out that
the technization
of human activities has diminished human beings. He explains his views
in terms of
technique:
Technique integrates the machine into society. It constructs the kind
of world the

machine needs and introduces order where the incoherent banging of machine
ry

heaped upruins. It clarifies, arranges, and rationalizes; it does in the domain
of
the abstract what the machinedid in the domainoflabor. It is efficient
and brings
efficiency to everything (p. 5).
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One of Ellul’s major concerns is that the primary role of education has becomethat of
preparing society’s members to “conform to the structure and the needs of the technical
group” (p. 349).
Havinga greater immediate impactarecriticisms of specific applications of technology.
Computer applicationsin instruction have received a fair share of criticism. Oettinger (1969)
criticizes contemporary instructional technology because in his view it is being force-fed,
ons,
oversold, and prematurely applied as a quick fix by funding agencies, learning corporati

e
and technical leaders in the field. Educators are not distinguishing “between the long-rang

promise of educational technology and the technology that is ready for immediate delivery”
(p. 39).
y
Morerecently,criticism has focused on unequaldistribution of educational technolog
of
across society. Malcom (1988) describes our “moral obligation” to research and find ways
n,
closing the gap between the advantaged and disadvantaged portions of our populatio

which technology threatens to make even wider. In addition to the concern that richer
districts will more readily be able to purchase and use newer technologies such as the

techcomputer, Malcom also drawsour attention to the widely divergent ways in whichthis
to
used
is
computer
the
nology may be used. She describes two scenarios, one in which
used
s
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the
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in
another
and
drills,
present an endless series of mind — numbing
as a tool to make education “more meaningful and more accessible.”

Nine — Confusion over the Definition of and the Need for

Technological Literacy Will Continue
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mance. Given the absence of a clear and accepted meaning for technological literacy,

teach technounlikely that practitioners will reach agreement on a common curriculum to
logical literacy in the near future.
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Ten— The Predilection of Educational Technologists and Other
Educators to Reinvent the Wheel Will Not Significantly Lessen
A tremendous amountof resourcesis lost to educational technologists and
their clients
becausethey are not aware of such resources. Even in cases wherethe materials
are known to

exist, they may be rejected out of hand because ofthe “it wasn’t invented here” rule.
A more

legitimate reason for not adopting existing materials is the difficulties
and expense of
revising materials to fit the needs of a different set of learners. Of interest is
whether the
greater ease of revising electronically coded computerized instruction will affect
willingness
to adopt or adapt programs in that medium. Another major reasonlimiting the
adoption of
existing materials is the general lack of validation data. As far back as
1972, Wall was

addressing the need to rigorously field test and validate materials and programs.
He argued
that without such evidence, those responsible for selecting materials could not make
sound

adoption decisions.
Beyondthe fitting of extant materials to local learning conditionsis the attempt to adapt
materials to cultural differences. As an example, Rojas (1985) evaluated the effective
ness of
adapting instruction created for an American audience to a similar Brazilian
audience, and
proposedtranslation and evaluation procedures. Instances of successful adaptati
on arerelatively rare in the literature. The trend of continually reinventing the wheelis likely
to continue.

POSSIBILITIES
One—The Growing Diversity of the Student Population Will

Encourage the Development of Alternative Instructional
Delivery Programs

Higher education has not yet moved to accommodatethe significant shift in
the characteristics of its student populations. Increasing numbersof older students are
entering higher

education, who in manycases would like to acquire their education on a part-time
basis
because of family and job responsibilities. This pressure will require developmentofin
struc-

tional systems that can certify their students and deliver instruction that fits
the working
person’s schedule in the coming decade. In addition to the part-time and older
students
mentioned above, there are other non-traditional students who require special
conditions,
including growing numbers of women, minorities, the disabled, and low-inco
me groups.
Technology systemsable effectively to serve some ofthese divergent student
groups have
been in place for several years. One such system is the prestigious British
Open University, a
model of distance education. It has successfully catered to non-traditional
student needs for
about 20 years. Other countries, like Australia have developed similar part-time
undergraduate degree programs (Noad & MacFarlane, 1984). Efforts in the United States include
the
National University Teleconference Network, begun in 1982. The technologies and
economies of scale are combining with markedly increased recognition of non-tradi
tional students

to create an environmentthat encouragesproliferation of such systems in the
1990s.
Two-— Pressure from Business, Industry, and the Government
Will Force the Educational Establishment to Better Prepare

Graduates for the Workplace

Business is finding it more and moredifficult to find employees who can take on
the
new information services type jobs that are surfacing as other tasks are increasingly
being

automated. Despite a concern overthis last decade (Mikulecky & Cousin, 1982)
about the
increased numberof individuals with insufficient writing and readingskills, little
has been
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train its
done to reduce that number. The private sector is spendingbillions of dollars to
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Three — Business and Industry Will Recruit Increasing Numbers
from among Their Current Employees and Will Subsidize Their
Degrees in Educational Technology
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Four—Increasing Access to Electronically Delivered Instruction
and Other Services Will Provide Channels for Delivery of
Instruction Developed Independently of Traditional

Education Systems

As Naisbitt has noted (1982, p. 18), our society is in transition from an industrial focus

took
to an information focus: “While the shift from an agricultural to an industrial society
100 years, the present restructuring from an industrial to an information society took only
two decades. Changeis occurring so rapidly that there is no time to react; instead we must
anticipate the future.” Because most of the new jobs being formed todayare based oninformation services of some kind, it is important that people be trained in such services.

Cleveland (1985, p. 13), predicts that “people who do not educate themselves—and keep
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reeducating themselves—to participate in the new knowledge environment will
be the
peasants of the information society.”
To paraphrase Naisbitt, Sputnik did not so muchusherin space exploration, as
it dida
revolution in communications through a system ofsatellites. As long ago as
1973, Neben

predicted that two-waysatellite systems would be within the reach of schools and
many
homesby the year 2000. The new fiber optic communication systems with their
increased

ability to carry information will complement satellite systems. Increasing
numbers of
vendors(e.g., Bibliographic Research Service, CompuServe) can each make as manyas
100

to 300 commercial, online databases available to their respective subscriber
s. Sadly, few of

the schools have yet subscribed to these databases, or even developed formal
means for
teaching students how to access and use them. There have been grand visions
such as Jack
Taub’s Education Utility (Gooler, 1986), which proposedto put everything relevantt
o public
schooling into a giant database and to makeit accessible to the students and teachers
for a
nominal fee. Morelikely, the distribution of databases among schools and homeswil
l come
through programsstored on fixed technologies such as CD-ROM.
Decreasing costs and increasing sophistication of computers andrelated technolog
ies
will soon enable independentdesignersto compete with larger companies in design
and production of instruction. These powerful instructional design tools include user-frien
dly,
computer-driven expert systems, coupled with CD-ROM and other laser technolog
y for
storing a wide rangeoftext, pictorial, and auditory information. Instructional development
will become an important cottage industry for the production of instructional programsthat
will provide cost-effective solutions for both training and education.

Five — Sophisticated Expert Systems and Other Forms of Artificial
Intelligence Will Find Increasing Application in Education and
Training Establishments
Heinich (1970, p. 56) quotes Paul Drucker as saying that “teachingis, in fact, the only
traditional craft in which educational technologists have not yet fashioned the tools that

make an ordinary person capable of superior performance.” Bloom (1984)
found that
students who were taught the samecontentin a traditional manner, with the only
difference
between experimental and control groups being a tutoring component, resulted
in the
average tutored student being 2 Sigma above the average student in the control group.
Because of the prohibitive costs of tutoring, he does notsee this as a solution to raising
the

performancelevel in schools. He termsthis the “2 Sigma” problem, which hestates as
the

question: “Can researchers and teachers devise teaching-learning conditions that will
enable
the majority of students under group instruction to attain levels of achieveme
nt that can
presently be reached only under good tutoring conditions?” (pp. 4-5). Whether this
can be
accomplished through improving groupinstruction is not certain, but perhaps education
al
technologists should be asking instead: “Are there other economically feasible
ways of
meeting the standard set by the combination of tutoring with traditional instructio
n?”

Advancesin expert systems and related technologies during the coming decade may goa long

way toward making an ordinary person capable of superior performancein designing
and
delivering instruction. Interactive video, CD-ROM, and other storage systems, with
instructional programs driven by expert systems, will become increasingly sophisticated in their
adaptation to the idiosyncrasies of individual learners. Such systems will become commonplace in training programsof the 1990s. The strongest trickle-downeffect is expected
to be to

community colleges and trade schools, with little effect on institutions of higher education
,
or on elementary and secondary schools.
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Six— As Applications of Educational Technology Become More

User Friendly, Many Educators Who Are Easily Frustrated by
Instructional Technology Will Become Adopters

In the past, man-machine interfaces have seldom been comfortable even for those who

were technically adept. Some of the same people whoexpertly handle a $20,000 automobile
cannot handle the thought of using far less expensive educational technology. While no
doubtthere are instances of true technophobia, most resistance to technologyis not because
of fear but because of(1) a limited technical aptitude, (2) not wanting to contribute the time
necessary to learn how to use the technology, or (3) past hardware or software breakdowns
(and accompanying embarrassment). The science of ergonomics is being applied to reduce

the discomfort of users in some industries. For example, the automobile industry takes great
care to ensure the comfort and ease of operators in interacting with the controls of their

vehicles. Further, it is not necessary for a driver to have the knowledge of an engineer in
order to effectively operate a car. Similarly, computer applications are being developed that
focus on ease of operation, with less technical knowledge required of the user. Menu and
macro concepts have been applied to computer programsso thatusers need to knowless and

less about technicalities of programming or of complex routines in order to successfully
design or use computer-assisted instruction. Unlike many of the other instructional media,

computersarerelatively trouble free. These changes should encourage increased client adoption of technology, and thereby expand the need for the services of educati
technologists.

Seven — Pressure for Adoption of High-Tech Instructional
\y
Delivery Systems Will Come from a More Knowledgeable G
Student Body
Earlier I mentioned that the college population is becoming older and morepart-time in
their attendance. Because of family and job responsibilities, these individuals are much more

critical of demands on their time. Given the educational establishment’s control over

certification, these students have had to adjust to universities and colleges designed for
younger, full-time students. But increasing numbers are opting for educational systems
(when available) that are moreflexible in terms of when, where, and howthey learn. As nontraditional students become aware of moreflexible alternative educational programs, they
will pressure existing institutions and newly formed onesto bendin that direction. Flexibility

in terms of curriculum content and scheduling of courses probably has been a major factor

in the rapid expansion of community colleges. Community colleges should be primetargets
for educational technologists in this decade. One important opportunity for expanding
educational technology in moretraditional four-year colleges and universities will be in offcampus courses, where novel instructional delivery systems are not as threatening to oncampus gatekeepers. Again, both of these structures tend to serve the part-time or nontraditional student. Given the steady increase in the numberof non-traditional students, the

market should move to meet their needs.

Eight — Independent Learning Skills Will Become Increasingly
Important to Students and to Society

This possibility is closely related to the preceding one. Everywhere, the increasing rate

of job obsolescence and of regular changes in job descriptions makes it necessary to learn

new skills and update old ones. These changes have precipitated the need for lifelong
learning of all workers to be successful in a rapidly changing workplace. As it becomesless
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and less convenient to interact with live teachers or trainers because of conflicting responsibilities, many workers and their employerswill find independent learning systemsattractive.
The independentlearning skills of decision making, problem solving, and self-management
are among the entering behaviors essential to effective use of alternative self-learning
systems. An interesting corollary to the developmentofsuch instructional systemsis that the
need for some independentlearning skills may be reduced bythe application ofartificial
intelligence (AI) technology. For example, many ofthe library and other searchskills now
required of independent learners may be carried out by such Al-enhanced instructional
systems through nontechnical commands, given by the user. We anticipate that the development of such validated self-learning systems, in almost every content area, will be a major

challenge for educational technologists during the coming decade.

Nine — The Natural Desire of Individuals to Control Their

Environments Can Be Aided by Technology

Traditional systems of education pretty muchplace control of the learning environment

in the hands of teachers, administrators, and other educational specialists, thus requiring
close conformity of the learner. An alternative to the traditional system is learner-controlled

instruction. Wydra (1980, p. 3) describes learner-controlled instruction as “a mode of

instruction in which one or more keyinstructional decisions are delegated to the learner.
Some of these decisions include pacing, sequencing, resource accessing, and even

evaluation.” The idea that people must conform to technology comesout of the industrial
revolution. The view that “every system design should be madeto fit the diversity of people

using it, rather than standardize the people to assume conformity” (Strassman, 1985, p. 244)
more closely fits the concept of an information society. Research has demonstrated that
learner control is a variable that has a significant effect on learning (Carrier & Williams,
1988). Computer and related technology, when coupled with instructional design, has
promise of maximizing learner control for pacing, sequencing, resource accessing, and

evaluation. The popularity of such systems should provide increased instructional development work for educational technologists.
Ten — Educational Technology Will Assist Education Institutions

in Their Response to Changing Societal Needs

Coleman (1987) describes how changesin the traditional American family are placing

greater expectations upon education. As the numberof two-incomeandsingle-parent households increases, there is a corresponding demandforservices. An example ofthis is a growing societal expectation that schools will provide after-school and summeractivities, as well
as educate in the realms of socialization previously assumed by parents; an example is sex
education. Keough (1986) argues that schools also need to respondto the increasing dropout
rate, levels of drug and alcohol abuse, and even teen suicide. Many of these topics can be
dealt with effectively through solutions found in educational technology. In other cases,
technology can take on the moreroutineinstructional tasks, so that administrators, teachers,
and counselors may be free to concentrate on the “uniquely human”aspects of education.

CONCLUSION
Concept and space limitations prevent a more balanced perspective in this chapter,
which could have included the manypositive efforts being expended by colleagues in the
field. At any rate, the purposehereis neither to praise nor to bury educational technology,
but rather to look at part of its soft underside, and at someof the factors that show promise
for its improvement. The relationships among manyof these problemsandpossibilities are
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obvious, but it is likely that many other relationships, perhaps more important than these,
are not obvious. An example would be the growing numbers of students who bring with
them to the classroom technological expertise resulting from exposure to home computer
games, arcades, and other non-formal uses of computers. What impact does that experience

have on the process of “technocizing” the classroom? Another important factor is the effect
that the continuing lack of standardization across hardware and software systems may have
on the adoption and use of technology. Again, it is not inevitable that these problemswill
remain unsolved during the decade to come, or necessarily that the field will take advantage
of the possibilities. The value of predictions like these depends on membersofthe field
sifting through them so that greater truth may be determined, and on their taking action that
will be beneficial to the field of educational technology.
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Since trendsare difficult to determine from year to year, the analysis that began in 1988

continuedin 1989. A trends report is now plannedfor every other year, so the next one will be

published in 1991. Last year wasthe starting point for analyzing trends and issuesin thefield
of educational technology (Ely, 1988). This year’s report builds on that initial effort in an
attempt to create a database for longitudinal analysis of trends in the field over the years. The

only previous attempt to discern trends in the field for ERIC was reported by Allen (1970).

As we might expect, manyof the 1989 trends are the sameas those in 1988. Year-to-year
trends are not as variable as decade-to-decade trends. The fact that certain trends are
repeated is, in a sense, a confirmation of their importance. Confidenceis increased as a trend

appears Over several years.
The trends asreflected in the literature are more reflection of the status quo than a
prediction of the future. Content analysis usually reveals the topics of current interest,

perhaps with a lag time between the events reported and their appearancein the publication.

The trends should be viewed from this perspective.

INTRODUCTION

(The reader whois interested only in educational technology trends may omit this section and resume
reading on page 39.)

The way in which trends are determined may be as valuable as the trends themselves.
This section describes the procedures used in reading the conclusions that are the focus of
this study. A rationale for content analysis as the vehicle for determining trendsis givenfirst.
Then the specific procedure used by the author is described. Trends in 1988 and 1989 are
compared, and theliterature sources are named. Finally, the rank order of topics for 1988

and 1989 is given.

*Reprinted from Educational media and technology yearbook 1990. Libraries Unlimited: Englewood,
CO.
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Why Content Analysis?
To ensure consistency, the same procedures, with minor revisions, were followed in

1989. A modified content analysis was used for determining the trends. A careful look at
whatprofessionalsin the field are saying in their own professional writings seems to be one
of the best ways to identify trends. Even though the focus on content of publications,

convention programs, doctoral dissertations, and ERIC input means looking backward, it
wasthis retrospective look that provided specific, measurable content units upon which to
base extrapolations of future movements. One alternative for eliciting trends is to use the
informed specialist (as Allen did in 1970) to nametrends from that person’s vantage point. It
would seem that one person’s viewpoint, as unbiased as that person maytry to be, is open to

criticism for its subjectivity. As with individuals, the best predictors of future performance
in professional fields would seem to be past behaviors.

Beyond Content Analysis
Frequency counts of contentunits serve as the basis for the trends in 1989. These quanti-

tative results have been complemrentéd-and supported by position papers, policy statements,

and ongoingstate-of-the-art studies issued by opinion leaders and organizations they represent: professional associations, state and federal governmental offices, and quasi-governmental nonprofit bodies. Statistics gathered and reported by organizations whospecialize in
such data collection have been used to provide quantitative profiles of growth and direction

and to confirm the content analysis. Using these sources, the author generated the trends.

The categories created for the content analysis sometimesdirectly influenced the determination of a trend and sometimesindirectly influenced it. The complementary literature was
used to enhance, explain, and provide examples related to the trends. The reader should note
that there is no direct relationship between the quantitative categories and the trends. They
are used as indicators of trends and are interpreted by the authorto tease out trends.

Top Topics
Thetrends for 1989 are more qualitative than those of 1988. This publication points out
the subtle shifts and probes some of the reasons for the directions in which the field of
educational technology appears to be heading. For example, in reviewing the trends,

“Instructional Processes” (which includes instructional design) leads the coverage many

times over its nearest competitor, “Technical Developments,” which moved from third place
last year to second place this year (see table 4.1).
Table 4.1.

Rank Order of Content Analysis Categories
1988
Instructional Processes
Personnel
Technical Developments
Management
The Field
Services
Society and Culture
Research/Theory

1989

]
1
2s
3
2
4
3
5
4
6
5
7
7
8
8
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In an attempt to be morespecific about “Instructional Processes,” our team created new
subcategories so that specific elements of each category could be broken out for further
analysis. The “Personnel”categoryfell from second position in 1988 to sixth position (out of
eight) for 1989. When categories showed consistency in retaining their position (all except
“Personnel”), further exploration was made to determine why. Then supplementary

documents, not included in the formal content analysis, were used for getting behind the
data to determine the political, social, and economic reasons for the findings.
External Pressures

Educational technology seems to be on the tongues of more educators every year. Lay
people are more involved and newspaperreporters actively seek information about tech-

nological innovationsin education andtraining settings. The general feeling seemsto be that
many new technologies, primarily those usingcomputers and telecommunications, aregoing

tq be an integral part of our culture, and that the schools oughttobe preparing young people
to be intelligent pgoducers and users of the information technology hardware and software.

Newspapers, magaaties—andBroadcasting are making people aware of the potentials of

technology, and many adults often ask, “Whynotin the schools?” This question is beginning
to haunt educators and appears moreoften in the literature than ever before. There is an
accounting for such attitudes in the trends.

Limitations
One limitation of this study that must be recognized is that the trends identified in it

were createdbyarein the field of educational technology. If the journals,
conventions, and dissertations are used as the basis for analysis, it stands to reason that these

sources attract contributions from_people within the field. It is only when the general

literature created by opinion leaders andvisible organizations is factored into the equation
that the strong influence of professionals in the field is tempered by the broaderperspectives
and opinions of other educators and policymakers. Even with this observation, it seems

reasonable to say that the literature mainly reflects the trends as seen by those who spend
their daily lives working within thefield.

Rationale for Identifying Trends
The rank order of each trend was determined by using its frequency in the literature;
i.e., the topic that is the subject of the most articles, papers, and documentsislisted astrend

number one. This ranking was further substantiated by examples from the literature,

statistics from reliable sources, and policy statements from opinion leaders and organizations. Each trend grew out of the topics and subtopics as classified in table 4.2. This
procedure permits both quantitative and qualitative data to be interpreted for determination
of trends. Ultimately, the author’s responsibility is to identify the trends and to write the
supporting rationale.
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Table 4.2.
Rank Order of Top 13 Recording Units

Design and Development
Evaluation
Status (of the field)
Computer Related
Interactive Video
Distance Education
Curriculum Support
Professional Education
Society and Culture
Telecommunications
Research/Theory
Roles and Responsibilities
Logistics
Others (36 recording units)

1988
n= 1,443

1989
n= 1,514

448
97
61
82
29
61
25
145
72
14
45
51
43
270

259
99
95
90
83
81
79
72
71
71
57
38
32
387

Issues
In the process of analyzing data to identify trends, there are likely to be varied points of

view on topics of importance to professionals in the field. In this report, an issue_is a
problem or question for which there are two or more points of view. An attempt 1s made to
state each point of view without resolution.
eo

Future Trends
This study is not an exploration of “futures.” As trends are identified they should be

monitored to determine their future potential force and direction. Predictions about the
future can be valid only by using trends over a period of years. The ERIC effort to identify
trends has just begun, andit is difficult to make predictions based on data from only two
years. However, in the absence of soothsayers or crystal balls, these trends can serve as
points of departure for extrapolations leading to future movements within thefield.

Methodology
Sources for the content analysis used in this study were fourprofessional
journals in educational technology, papers given at annual conventions orcsprofessing

asSOclations,dissertations from five universities that have a high level of doctoral

productivity, and the educational technologydocuments that have been placed into the

ERIC database (figure 4.1). The 1989 report covers the period from October 1, 1988,
through September 30, 1989.
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Journals

British Journal of Educational Technology
Educational Technology
Educational Technology Research and Development (a merger of the

Journal of Instructional Development and Educational Communications and Technology Journal, both of which were analyzed separately

in 1988)
TechTrends

Dissertation Sources

Arizona State University

Florida State University
Indiana University
Syracuse University
University of Southern California
Conferences

Association for Educational Communications and Technology
Educational Technology International Conference (United Kingdom)
National Society for Performance and Instruction
Figure 4.1. Content sources.

ERIC Input
Examined were all documents in the area of educational technology put into the ERIC
system from October 1, 1988, to September 30, 1989.
Independentreviews of each item from each source were made byat least two reviewers,
who then compared their analyses, usually in the presence of the author of this report, and
collectively made decisions about classification using a form with forty-nine recording units.
(A recording unit is a designated label for subject matter content; e.g., for the category
“Evaluation,” there are four recording units, one of which is “Product Evaluation.”) The

classification scheme duplicated the 1988 procedure with minor modification of recording
units (see appendix A). Several topics were assigned additional recording units to permit

finer distinctions of subject matter. Several recording units used in 1988 were eliminated
because of infrequent use. The rank order of the top thirteen recording units is given in table
4.2. The complete compilation of frequencies by topic and source is in the appendix.
Additional sources used to confirm the quantitative data were policy papers and reports
published in 1989 by organizations with high public visibility that are in a position to

influence public and professional opinion. Used for example, were Linking for Learning: A

New Course for Education, issued by the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S.
Congress; Results in Education 1989: The Governors’ 1991 Report on Education, released by
the National Governors’ Association; and statements of the National Education Association.
Glenn LeBlanc and Crystal Yancey served as data analysts.
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TRENDS IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, 1989
Caution
Trends can be described in the same waythat the five blind men described the elephant —

each perceived the animaldifferently depending on the place of contact. Likewise, it is difficult to determinetrends for an entire field like educational technologysince the field is often

interpreted differently by persons with varied perspectives. Part of the problem is the broad

definition of the field and part is in its multiple manifestations at various levels and in many
locations. Thus, a trend applicable to elementary and secondary schools maynotbevisible in

postsecondaryinstitutions. A professional working with artificial intelligence and expert
systems sees the field quite differently than the specialist working in the creation of video

products. When educational technology principles and practices are applied in medical and
business training sectors, the trends look considerably different than when applied in
training for adult literacy or learning English as a second language, even though basic
premises and procedures maybe the same. The purposeof this disclaimeris to point out the

potential misinterpretations that could emerge from wholesale acceptanceofall the following trends. Each statement should be screened with a contextual filter to be sure that it
applies in the setting whereit is to be used.

Trend #1
Concern for design and developmentof instructionalproducts andprocedures dominates the
professional literature.
Design and development are concerned with several subtopics: needs assessment, task
analysis, learner characteristics, message design, product development, and motivational
strategies. The dominance of these topics in the literature of 1989 is brought about by an

increasing recognition of the importance of instructional material design and thestrategies
used to deliver information. It 1s a swing away from a preoccupation with hardware that

dominated the field in its early days toward a concern for the systematic development of
software. Much ofthe literature in this area emphasizes the design of products using new
tools such as HyperCard. HyperCard has emerged as one of the most frequently discussed
topics at professional conferences and has becomethe subject of articles in every journal
reviewed for this study. One journal initiated a regular HyperCard column in 1989. This

specific interest in the use of an authoring program to create instructional materials is indica-

tive of the heightenedinterest in the process of instructional design and development.
There is usually a distinction between instructional design and instructional development. Instructional design focuses on the product itself and the lesson is the unit of analysis;
instructional developmentis broader and usually deals with the course as the unit of analysis.
The terms are often used interchangeably, but the distinction is important to practitioners

and theoreticians alike. Instructional designers are likely to look at the “micro” level of
instruction and use knowledge andskills of task analysis, interpretation of learner charac-

teristics, message design, and motivational strategies. Professionals who practice instructional development work at the “macro” level and are more concerned with needsassessment, goal definition, systematic arrangement of components, delivery systems, evaluation,
and management of the enterprise. In practice, some of the specific areas of interest for
instructional designers are artificial intelligence and expert systems, interactive video, and

problem solving. All three of these areas are frequently found in the literature and

conference programs of 1989. Instructional developers, on the other hand, are involved in
distance education and course development, which also frequently appear in the 1989
literature.
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Whendiscussing instructional design and development, the medium is usually second-

ary. To be sure, the medium is important and is sometimes the starting point for instructional designers and developers. The ideal case would determine the most appropriate
medium after decisions about goals, objectives, and context of use have been made. Analysis
of learners and task analysis should also precede the selection of a medium. Manypractitioners tend to focus on the medium becauseit is a visible delivery system; the hardware has
more public appeal and is more observable than the software. For example, the literature

speaks of “the computer” or “interactive video,” which then produces a mindset of the
devices that deliver the information rather than the informationitself. (In this content anal-

ysis, the items that emphasize equipment are placed in the “Technical Developments” category; those that describe materials or software are placed in the “Design and Development”

category.)

There continues to be a concern for the proper balance of hardware and software in
teaching andlearning. The Center for Technology in Education at the BankStreet College of

Education has a mission “to conduct research and developmentleading to an understanding
and demonstration of how technology can improve student achievement, and consequently
school productivity” (Fox & Saunders, 1989). In this instance, technology is interpreted as
hardware and software in a schoolsetting.

Results in Education 1989 (National Governors’ Association, 1989) reports a growing

concern among educators that “regardless of the current emphasis placed on computer use

instruction, schools do not appearto be taking advantage of the uniqueuses of technologyin
teaching subject matter and in helping students develop higher-order thinkingskills.... The
predominantfocus seems to be on expanding access to technologywithlittle or no attention

given to using technology to restructure schools or to teach higher-order thinking.” Even
with extensive coverage of the design and development function in the educational technology literature, there remains a public perception that it has not yet reached a creative and
sophisticated level.

Issues

Under what conditions should the medium of instruction be selected before versus

after the design process?

e How canthe distinction between instructional design and instructional development
be madeclearer?

e Is there a direct relationship between software quality and the use of specific design
models and/or procedures?

e Howcaninstructional materials be designed to help learners use high-order thinking
skills?
e How can technology be applied to assist learners in problem solving?

Trend #2
Evaluation is becomingan integral part of the instructional design and development process.
Evaluation has always beenanintegral part of the instructional design and development
process, but it is currently enjoying an increased recognition in the professional literature of
educational technology. Like the many faces of instructional design and development,

evaluation can be subdividedinto at least four areas: product evaluation, process evaluation,
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cost-effectiveness (productivity) evaluation, and formative evaluation. Product evaluation
(summative evaluation of instructional materials or software) and formative (or en route)
evaluation during the design and developmentprocess are often includedin the literature of
instructional design and development.
During 1989 there were manyarticles and conference papers that highlighted evaluation. The dominant theme for most of these papers was product evaluation, most frequently
discussing the effectiveness of computer programsused in schools and colleges. Many ofthe
paperswerecase studies of the outputs of design and development efforts. The process evaluation area also included program evaluation, that is, the summative conclusions reached
after a program orproject has concluded. Evaluation of teaching and impact of technology
fall into this category.
Evaluation seemsto be emerging as a distinct area within the larger category of instructional design and developmentandhasestablished itself within the field of educationaltechnology. Seventy-four percent of the professional academic programsnowincludecoursesin
evaluation as part of the curriculum (Johnson, 1989a).

Issues

e Should evaluation of instructional products be medium-specific or generic? (For
example, should there be one evaluation procedure for computer-assisted instruction

and another for audiotapes, or could one evaluation protocol serve all instructional
resources?)

e Should evaluation competencies be developed independently of design and development competencies? (Thatis, is evaluation separate from orintegral to the process of
instructional design and development?)
e When should evaluation be used? When should research be used?

Trend #3
There is increasing use of research and development knowledgeto solve current problems of

teaching and learning.

Much of the literature of 1989 seemed to draw upon earlier works. Summaries of

research and developmentfindings, meta-analyses of research in specific areas, and reports
of case studies reflected recognition of existing work as useful for current efforts. Educators
have often complained that information that is already knownis notused, and the wagsays,
“There’s nothing new under the sun.” However, whenexisting knowledge is synthesized it
often becomes moreuseful than separate and isolated facts. When successful programs are

publicized, they are morelikely to be adopted.

Most of the existing knowledge derived from the literature and case studies focuses on
the use of educational technology principles and practices in teaching and learning. For
example, forty of the pro
isted in the 1989 Nation
rk
(ND
talos
technology-oriented. After these programs have
gone througha rigorous review process, they are listed in the NDN catalog with a “seal of

approval.” A national review panel looks at the programs and carefully judges them
according to set criteria. Schools across the nation adopt and implementthese programs.
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Morespecific to the subject of this report on trends is Tapping the Potential of Educa-

tional Technology, published by the Southeastern Educational Improvement Laboratory.
This catalog of 105 educational technology projects was created with information gathered
from state education agencies. The introduction says that
some projects appear to be disarmingly simple, while others are at the forefront

of new ways to incorporate technology in the classroom to meeta critical need.

But all add to our understanding of how technological capacities can be harnessed to address the instructional needs of all students. (Southeastern Educa-

tional Improvement Laboratory, 1989)

The 49 entries for computers are proportionate to the general literature of the field. Other

categories reflect less emphasis but are nonethelessindicative of current activities in many of
the nation’s schools: CD-ROM (7 entries); Distance Learning Technologies (9 entries);

Robotics (5 entries); Telecommunications (14 entries); Videodisc (10 entries); Video Production (6 entries), and Videotape (5 entries).
Issues

¢ To what extent are existing research findings and case study results applicable in new
settings?
e How canresearch findings be made moregeneralizable?

e What research questions appear to be paramounttodayin the field of educational
technology?

Trend #4
Computers can be found in almost every public school in the United States.

Quality Education Data (1989) reports that 76,395 of the 79,693 public schools in the
United States have two or more microcomputers. Whenthe total number of microcomputers
is calculated, there are 1,596,715 units, or an average of 19.8 units per school. A more
revealing figure is the average microdensity of 25.4 students per microcomputer. (Microdensity is the term that indicates the numberof students in a school or school system divided
by the number of microcomputers available for instructional purposes.) Schools with a
microdensity of one to nine students per computer number 5,228. Despite improvementsin
these figures every year, the fact remains that “the average student spends only about one
hour per week on the computer” (National Governors’ Association, 1989).
Nonpublic schools do notfare as well. Of the 23,026 Roman Catholic and other private
schools, 8,440 report that microcomputers are available. Microdensity has not been
calculated.
The Apple II series dominates the market with 84 percent of the schools having access to

this brand; 21 percent of the schools have access to Radio Shack, 25 percent to Commodore,

and 15 percent to IBM. The 1989 figures show that IBM-compatible and Macintosh haveless
than 2 percent availability in the schools. All of the above figures show double counts when
more than one brandis available in a school (Quality Education Data, 1989).
There is no doubtthat use of the computerin schools at all levels continued to dominate
the literature in 1989 as it did in 1988. Journals specifically dedicated to computers in schools

were not included in the content analysis since they would skew the findings. There are at

least thirteen journals that specifically address the use of computers in education. If those
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sources were used, computer literature would be far above anyother categoryin this study.
It seems appropriate, therefore, to review someof that literature separately to augmentthe

general review of educational technology literature.

Electronic Learning has surveyed state education agencies annually since 1980. The
ninth annual surveyofall fifty state education agencies (plus the District of Columbia and

Puerto Rico) revealed that 77 percent of the states are planning new, technology-related
programs, and 93 percent of the states provide in-service computer education for certified

teachers. Computer courses in teacher education programs are required forcertification in

twenty-three states and the District of Columbia. This survey also indicated that factors

likely to hinder the development of educational technology (defined here as use of computers
and video technologies) are funding and teacher education. Funding was namedby 64 percent of the states as a major impediment to continued growth, and teacher training was

reported to be a limiting factor by 21 percent of the states. With regard to special problems
for which technology provided somesolutions, thirty-five states named special education as

receiving the most support, and twenty-seven reported the use of technology with gifted and
talented programs. Twenty-onestates use technology to address equity issues (ninth annual
survey of the states Electronic Learning, 1989).
More professional educators and associations appear to be endorsing technologyin the

schools. The National Education Association’s Special Committee on Educational Tech-

nology reported to the Representative Assembly in 1989. “Today every teacher needs a computer,” the report stresses, “because teaching now also means handling administrative tasks,

spurring the technological revolution in learning, reforming the curriculum, and restructuring the schools.” One NEA officer said, “The focus must be on technology as a meansto
restructure the school environment — not as a piecemeal appendagegrafted onto the current

school structure and curriculum, and not as a wayto further routinize learning” (Weiss,

1989b).
The momentum for computeruse in education is accelerating. Administrative andclerical applications have become routine in most schools. Universities have varied mixes of
computer access— mainframes, microcomputerclusters, and individual personal units; but
most of the use appears to be for managementofthe institution, research, and writing. The

computer doesnot constitute a major movementin the process of teaching and learning. The
most commonuse of microcomputers in elementary and secondaryschoolsis to teach com-

puter “literacy.” Other primary uses are for word processing and “drill and practice” exercises. There is some indication that schools are not buying as much microcomputer software.
Hope Reports (1989) calculated a sharp increase in microcomputersoftware sales from 1982
until 1985 and then a significant decline each year through 1988. There may be several

explanations. First, school budgets are tighter and purchasing may have been reduced.
Second, those who purchase software may not know whatis available. Third, if people know

whatis available, they mayfeel that it is not appropriate to the needs of a schoolorthatit is
insufficient in quality.
The potential for computers in teaching and learning has not been advancing. The lack
of progress can be attributed to the lack of teacher knowledgeand skills, the lack of time to
create and adapt materials, and the lack of support for introducing ideas. Mary Futrell,

immediate past president of the National Education Association (NEA)said, “In the future
we also need to do a better job of training teachers to use instructional technologies.

Whetherthe technology is a calculator, computer, VCR, or laser, we need to help teachers
integrate technology into the curriculum” (Futrell, 1989). The NEA’s Special Committee on
Educational Technology says only half of the nation’s teachers report that they have used a
computer, and only a third indicate that they have had up to twenty hours of computer

training.
Onefinding coming out of a five-year research program at the Educational Technology
Center (ETC) at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Education underscores the need
for greater teacher involvement in the use of technology in schools.
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Involving experienced teachers as partners in collaborative research requires time and
explicit efforts to link the work of the schools with the work of universities. ETC established
laboratory sites in several schools to learn what implementation of the Center’s innovations

entails. This research revealed that incorporating technology-enhanced guided inquiry

approachesinto regular classroomsrequires changes not only in technology butalso in curriculum and teaching approaches (Fox & Saunders, 1989).
Schools are not the only educational institutions lacking in computer applications to
teaching and learning. Frank Newman,president of the Education Commission of the
States, said in a keynote address to CAUSE89: “In the teaching andlearning function of the
university, wearestill in the category [of computeruse] that we in the academic world euphemistically call ‘potential.’ That is to say we have madepractically no progress. To putit in
perspective, the average university in this country, in terms of its use of information technology in teaching, is substantially behind the typical elementary and secondary school”
(Newman, 1989).

Concerns about computers in the schools led in 1989 to an international conference
sponsored by UNESCO. Entitled “Education and Informatics: Strengthening International

Co-operation,” the ten-day conference produceda series of conclusions, recommendations,

and suggestions for action. The 500 delegates also issued a “declaration” that calls for a
new impetus to the consultations that are so urgently neededin this field and to

take steps to ensure that the international community gives sufficiently high

priority to international plans and programmes aimed at co-operation on new
information technologies in education to ensure that they cater for all countries
expressing needs for assistance. (UNESCO, 1989)
ISSUES

e How can moreattention be directed to the teaching and learning functions of computers in educationsettings?
e¢ How can schools provide access, training, and time for teachers to gain computer
skills?

What constitutes “good” computer software?
e How can computer-assisted instruction be integrated into the curriculum?
e How can access to computers be enhancedfor ai// learners?

Trend #5
Interactive video is widely accepted as a research and development product but not in schools
and higher education.
In 1989 there were three times as manyarticles in the interactive video category as in

1988. The increasing activity in this area reflects growth in the production and use oflaser
discs. The more commonlaser discs for computer use, CD (compact disc, audio) and CD-

ROM (compact disc — read-only memory), have increasedinterest in the larger format videodisc, which stores more visual information. The videodisc has been around for almost ten
years, with applications limited largely to commercial motion pictures for home use. Using a
digitized format, and combiningit with microcomputercontrol, the videodisc has become an
interactive system with potential for individualized teaching and learning. A frequent
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combination reported in the literature is the use of HyperCard software with a videodisc.
This combination permits exploration of concepts in depth and use of an inquiry approach to

learning through the hierarchical structure of HyperCard, supported by computer graphics
with still and moving images stored on the videodisc. In some cases the computeris coordinated with a videotape recorder as a less expensive, and slower, interactive video system.
For education, it is clear that interactive videoisstill in its infancy and is more a research

and developmentproduct than onethat is ready for wholesale adoption. Quality Education
Data (1989) reports only 1,177 schools with videodisc players. Of that number, only 805 have
an interactive capability. In actual numbers, Hope Reports (1989) estimates that there are

3,500 videodisc players in the schools and 3,900 in the colleges. Other estimates are much
more optimistic. Pollak (1990) says, “There are 125,000 to 150,000 videodisc systems cur-

rently in use in the nonconsumerarena. Of these, it is estimated that 30,000 are in use in edu-

cation.” Clearly, there are major discrepancies between the data and the estimates. Regard-

less of the numberofunits, it is highly likely that relatively few are being used interactively in
education, even though the medium is frequently used in military and industrial training.

In the Electronic Learning ninth annual survey (1989), all of the thirty-one states
reporting on the use of technologies (other than the computer)said that television was available in 80-100 percent of their K-12 schools and that videotape recorders were almost as ubiquitous. Videodisc players and CD-ROM were foundin the smallest percentage of schools.
Thepotential contributionsof interactive video were reported in the research findings of

the Educational Technology Center (ETC) (Fox & Saunders, 1989). In science, “computer

simulations that visually represent normally unobservable aspects of scientific phenomena
can help students to change their deeply rooted everyday ideas ... and to morereadily grasp
important accepted scientific theories and concepts.” In mathematics, “results so far suggest
that the external visual representations presented by the software help students to construct
more sophisticated mental representations of the target mathematical ideas.”

There are schools where interactive video is being used. Ten existing projects in ten
states are described in Tapping the Potential ofEducational Technology (Southeastern Edu-

cational Improvement Laboratory, 1989). These projects would have to be called “pilot”
since they are using products that are custom-made or not widely available. The interactive
video developments build on the interactive characteristic of computers. It is a marriage of
two basic hardware systems, with specialized software to provide increased access to
resources in a minimum time.

The potential of interactive video is recognized by educational technologists and

educational leaders alike. Seymour Papert, of the M.I.T. Media Lab, says: “We will stop
making distinctions between computers and video. We will probably have computercontrolled systems that use video and databases and involve interaction” (Papert, 1989).
Ruth Randall, former chief state school officer of Minnesota, shares Papert’s perspective:
“Video, along withlive interactive television, will also play a larger role in distance learning.
Instructional video can bring many experiences to schools that are isolated, or that don’t
have teachers with expertise in every area” (Randall, 1989).
It is important to distinguish between interactive video and videodiscs. It appears that
more videodiscs are available than ever before. The 1989-1990 Videodisc Compendium for
Education and Training contains over 700 videodisc titles from ninety-three producers, an
increase of sixty-one from the previousedition. Most ofthetitles are in the science and computer areas. The strongest areas of growth are in art, language arts, and the social studies
(Pollak, 1990).
Issues
e Can interactive video be justified as a cost-effective teaching tool?

e How can morethan onelearneruse an interactive video workstation at the same time?
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e What is the role of CD-I (compact disc, interactive)?
¢ Whowill prepare the sophisticated interactive video software for schools?

Trend #6
Distance education has become established as a major vehicle for instruction at all levels of
education andtraining.

Distance education is prominentin the educational technologyliterature. The organization and management ofdistance education encompasses much morethan the delivery systems

that are so visible. Yet, it is delivery systems that establish the relationship between distance

education and educational technology. Thereis virtually no distance education program that
does not involve some aspect of hardware and software as well as the design and development of courseware. The emphasis on design of course materials is critical for learners who
are working independent of face-to-face contact with a teacher. Much oftheliterature falls
into the field of educational technology.

There are journals devoted specifically to distance education (The American Journal of

Distance Education, The Canadian Journal of Distance Education, and several published
outside of North America). None of these journals were part of the content analysis. A cursory review of these specialized journals reveals that many of the articles are devoted to
organization, management, retention, evaluation, and other topics that tend not to empha-

size communication technology. There appeared to be no one technology that exceeded
others in frequency. Broadcasting and telecommunications media were used as frequently as
microcomputer discs and multimedia packages. Broadcasting involves open channel

stations, point-to-point satellite, cable, and low-power transmission (Instructional Television Fixed Service—ITFS). Telephonelines are used for computer networking, two-way
audio, and graphic display (electronic chalkboard). Some programsare self-contained on
microcomputer discs for individual learning, andstill others offer a combination oftextbook, workbook, audiocassette, and various video materials (videocassette, slides, illustra-

tions). Some distance education programs have created various media configurations using
some of each of the technologies. No one technology or system works for every Situation.

Trend #9 provides further information about telecommunication delivery systems.
The 1989 publication of Linking for Learning: A New Course for Education by the
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) of the U.S. Congress, signified a current and
growing interest in distance education. The OTA report includes the results of a survey

describing distance education activities of almost every state at the elementary/secondary

and postsecondarylevels. The dominant themeis technology delivery systems, with dozens
of case studies described in detail and comprehensive cost-effectiveness results. This level of
interest confirms an earlier estimate that distance education may be a viable response to
many problems facing American education, e.g., shortage of teachers especially in rural
areas, lack of specialized instruction in many schools, and limited opportunities to learn

without the timebound and placeboundrestrictions of formal educationalinstitutions. The
OTAreport points out that “the Star Schools Program, begun in 1988 to develop multistate,

multi-institutional K-12 distance education, has helped to focus attention on distance
learning.” It also credits the National Telecommunications Information Administration and
the Rural Electrification Administration with support for distance education through their
funding mechanisms. Like other OTA reports, this report makes a series of recommendations. They focus on telecommunications policy; research, evaluation, and dissemination;
support for teachers; and expansion of the infrastructure.
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Other countries have discovered the potential of distance education, especially at the
postsecondary level. The Open University in Great Britain has been well established for more
than twenty years. Many developing nations of the world have embraced distance education
as one solution for providing increased access to education. A briefing paper for a

UNESCO-International Council on Distance Education roundtable (Timmers, 1989) summarized the trends in developing nations andspelled out the needs for the future. The United

States has becomea recent adopterof this innovation. To be sure, there had been correspondence courses andself-study programsbefore, but not in such an organized and comprehensive fashion as the current programs demonstrate. State governors have been tracking this
development and, in their 1989 report (National Governors’ Association, 1989), they
confirm increasing activities in distance education.
Continuing the trend of the past twoyears, distance learning, which brings educational instruction via television, satellite, cable, or microwave, is the most prominent area of state involvement in technology. Distance learning initiatives and
expansions were reported by thirty-seven states. States are either implementing,
expanding, studying, or funding distance learning programs to provide special
courses to schools with at-risk students, to enhance teacher education, and/orto
offer instruction in locations where there are insufficient teachers or very low
enrollments. (p. 31)
It is possible that educational technology and distance education may be closely related.
Distance education starts with the individual learner and designs learning materials for one

person at a time—one premise of design and development in educational technology.

Distance education uses a full spectrum of media resources to deliver content — another
dimension of educational technology. Distance education requires a management system
that tracks each student —and educational technology uses the concept of system in most of
its work. Distance education has a major evaluation componentwith feedback mechanisms —
and educational technology considers evaluation an integralpart ofits definition. Many educational technologists have found their way into distance education andit is likely that more
will be needed.
The most commonunit for distance education appears to be the course. Some courses
are packagedto create a complete degree (orcertificate) program at a distance. Open universities in Europe, Asia, and the Far East are already offering the entire degree program at a
distance. Whether or not university-level distance education in the United States will reach

the numbers involved in other parts of the world remains to be seen. The fact is, in most
parts of the United States there is adequate access to postsecondary education institutions,

which is not the case in Europe or in many developing nations of the world. It may be that
access determines the need for education at a distance.
Issues

e Which face-to-face instructional functions can effectively be replaced by distance
education materials?

e For what type of subjects and what type of learner is distance education most
appropriate?
© What is the lowest educational level for which distance education can beeffectively
used?
e How doesthe instructor’s role change when distance education is used?
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Trend #7
The definition, conduct, and status of professional education in the field continues to pre-

occupy practitioners.

Professionals in any field are usually concerned aboutthestatus oftheir field. They ask

questions abouttheir changingroles and responsibilities. They worry about the education of
future professionals and the upgrading of current practitioners. They look for recognition,

especially from external colleagues, and they try to identify leadership from amongtheir
ranks. Certification or licensing are means to preserve standards of professional competence. The field of educational technology is no exception. Theliterature in 1989 included
items on all of these topics, but especially professional education and roles and responsibilities of professionals in thefield.

Most of the concerns were expressed at professional meetings. Such meetings are
probably the place to “sound off” about professional matters because attendees come from

many parts of the country, andif actions are eventually called for, it would be the professional association that would likely initiate and implementactionsrelated to status, roles,
certification, and professional education. Conferences serve as a forum for such expressions
of concern. Again, the field of educational technologyis no exception. One such conference,
of Professors of Instructional Design and Technology (PIDT), focused on four major
themes: (1) redefining the field; (2) improving graduate studies: (3) conducting research; and

(4) identifying the role of educational technologists outside academic programs (Klein,

1989). These themes are consistent with much of the currentliterature.
Academic programsin higher education are often the genesis of professional concerns.
This fact occurs because professors are questioning the content of their courses and are concerned about placementof their graduates. Professors also tend to write morefor the professional journals and are morelikely to attend national conventions than practitioners. Annual
Surveys are conducted each year by Logan. In 1989 he queried the chairs of academic programs about trends that they saw in their programs. One major trend has to do with
increased placement in business and industry settings, with fewer graduates going to
academic settings. Another trend refers to curricular emphasis. There is much more activity
(courses, interest, product development) with computers in education and in the area of
instructional design and development. These emphases seem to be at the expense of more
traditional activity in media production and management. The complete listing of master’s
and doctoral programsin thefield is found in the Educational Media and T,echnology Yearbook 1989. Also appearing in 1989 wasthe third edition of Master’s Curricula in Educational
Communications and Technology: A Descriptive Directory (Johnson, 1989a). An analysis of
the publication (Johnson, 1989b) compares academic programsand the information given in
the second andthird editions. For example, 44 of the 213 master’s programslisted in 1985 are
no longer being offered; but 23 new doctoral programs have begunsince 1985. Shealso notes
that terminology describing the programs has changed.
Hutchinson and Rankin (1989) published a salary survey of Association for Educational
Communications and Technology (AECT) members. Similar studies, published in 1984 and
1987 by the same authors, provided some basis for comparison. Such studies provide one
measure of professionals in the field. They reported that “the average AECT memberis 45.5
years of age, has been employedin the field for 15.5 years, has held his or her position for
8.9 years, andis paid $40,316.” Since the last study, salaries have increased more than 16 percent, but the 12.5 percent inflation rate wiped out muchof the gain. Other findings report on
level of education, number of months worked eachyear, types of positions held, and salary
comparisons between men and women.
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Issues
e What changes are necessary in the programsto prepare professionals for service in

the field of educational technology in light of the many technological changes that
have occurred recently?

Is there a role for the educational technologist in the K-12 schools? If so, whatis it?
Should educational technology practitioners be certified? If so, by whom?
e Whereare the future educational technologists coming from?

Trend #8
The impact of technology on individuals in the society at large continues to be considered by
educational technology professionals.

Onesign of professional growthis that people within the field of educational technology
are asking questions about the consequences of their efforts on individuals who use the
products and systemscreated by educational technology procedures. For example, oneof the

perennial concerns raised by people inside and outside the profession is the effect of
commercial television on young children. The issue continues to be explored, debated, and
perpetuated because of conflicting data and opinions. The most recent analysis is The
Impact on Children’s Education: Television’s Influence on Cognitive Development (Ander-

son & Collins, 1988), sponsored by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement of
the U.S. Department of Education. The authors examined nine commonassertions about

the effects of television on children and report their findings on each assertion. They
conclude that the research literature is sparse but they offer the following responses to the
commonassertions:

e There is no evidence that television has a mesmerizing effect on children’s attention
caused by color, movement, and visual changes.

? (

e While preschool and early elementary school-age children’s comprehension oftelevision can be fragmented, this holds primarily for relatively complex adult-level
dramatic presentations.

e Even preschool children demonstrate frequent inferential activities while television
viewing.

e There is no evidence that children generally get overstimulated by television.
e Thereis little evidence that television viewing displaces valuable cognitive activities.

e The assertion that television viewing shortens attention spanis difficult to test since
the term attention span, as commonly used, has nocertain technical meaning.

e There is no clear evidence that television influences imaginativeness, but one study
indicates that television may negatively affect verbal “ideational fluency,”i.e., ability
to think of alternative uses for an object.
es
e There is some weak evidencethat television availability reduces reading achievement.
e There is no evidence that television asymmetrically influences brain development.
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Helping students (and others) to interpret what they see and hear via mass media
continues to be the subject of some ofthe literature in this category. Visual literacy is the
term attached to this movementand, thoughinterestin it peaked during the late 1970s, there
is still a residue of writing about howit is taught in schools and colleges (Wood, 1989b).
After more than 500 people from 93 countries and 29 international organizations metin
Paris for the International Congress on Education and Informatics, they issued a Declaration (UNESCO, 1989) that highlights some of the societal concernsraised in other quarters.
Several statements from that documentareillustrative of the concerns held by participants in
that Congress:
e Westrongly feel that with the introduction of new information technologies in education, educational disparities may further grow within and between countries unless
immediate and determined steps are taken to avoid such development by adopting
corrective measures both nationally and internationally.
e We declare that, by virtue of its important role in every society, new information

technologies should form part of the culture available to the entire population.

e Werecognize the multiplicity of the roles new information technologies play not only
as a tool in education but as a new approach andculture for effective transaction in
teaching and learning, managementof information, and accelerated development of
society.

These are healthy concerns of reflective practitioners who view “ends” as being as

important as “means.” In both 1988 and 1989 there were manysuch itemsin the literature,
most of them coming from documents entered into the ERIC database.
Issues

How canlearnersofall ages be taughtcritical viewing andlistening skills?
—eenneneunnennnrenenene®

What are the consequences onlearners of using technologyin the school?
How can homeuseand schooluse of technology be brought together for productive
results?

Whatspecial roles can technologyfulfill that teachers cannot do as well?

Trend #9

The applications of telecommunications used in the society at large are reflected in the
schools and in postsecondary institutions.
Telecommunications is defined here as the electronic connection betweena receiver and
a sender. Either receiver or sender could be a person or an electronic device. At the simplest
level, there is the telephone, which has permitted telelectures (an individual speaking from a
remote location to a group or groups using an amplified speaker at the receiving end) andtele-

conferences (groups meeting simultaneously at two or morelocations with audio or audio/
video communication). Telephonic connections also permit computer conferencing, search-

ing remote databases with a personal computer, using computer-based bulletin boards, and
communicating with electronic mail. More recent technologies include video connections
with regular and low-power broadcasting, cable distribution, and satellite. Very often,
combinations of several telecommunications systemsare used to deliver information.
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Previous trends reported in this paper have referred to telecommunications in relation

to computer utilization. Mainframe and microcomputers often use telecommunications for

connection to other people and information resources. The distinction is blurring as these
two technologies become mutually dependent. However, in educational settings, videoisstill

a distinct medium.
There are 377,700 video cassette recorders (VCRs) in the 102,719 public and nonpublic

schools in the United States. Colleges and universities own 50,200 units (Hope Reports,

1989). There are 1.5 million videotapes in 79,693 videotape collections and television

receivers in practically every school. Eighty-six percent of all the schools indicate that they
will purchase the same or more hardwarein 1989-1990, and 96 percent say they will purchase
the same or more software during the same period (Quality Education Data, 1989). These

data confirm the penetration of television in the schools.

There are no data on the numberof cable connections, but the currentliterature reports
that some school districts have arrangements with local cable companies to use one public
channel for educational programming.
Perhaps the most visible and controversial use of television in the schools occurred in

1989 when Whittle Communications announcedfree availability of a fifteen-minute daily
television newscast with commercials. For schools that are willing to cooperate, Whittle

Communications’ “Channel One” provides television monitors for every classroom, two
videotape recorders, and an installed satellite dish. “Channel One”is designed to present a
teenage perspective on news and current affairs to students in grades 6 through 12. The
program waspiloted for five weeks during the spring of 1989 in five secondary schools and
one middle school, and a comprehensive evaluation was completed (Whittle Communica-

tions, 1989). The results were generally favorable and the commercials did not appear to

distract from the educational value of the newscasts. Despite continuing controversy, 500
schools in twenty-four states have subscribed to the service, which was scheduled to begin in
March 1990. The Whittle organization predicts that about 8,000 schools with a potential
audience of about 6 million pupils will be using the service by December 1990.
The Turner Broadcasting System began “CNN Newsroom”on August 14, 1989. This
daily fifteen-minute commercial-free program, geared to middle and high schools, is broadcast at 3:45 a.m., EST, each weekday. Participating schools are permitted to tape record the
programs free of charge. CNN and major cable operators will absorb the costs for
connecting schools to the cable. The Discovery Channel began “Assignment: Discovery” on
September 18, 1989, with a one-hour daily program geared to middle and high schools. Each
houris made up of two segments, each twenty to twenty-five minutes, that can be videotaped
for later use. Each day follows a specific theme: Monday, Science and Technology; Tuesday,
Social Studies; Wednesday, Natural Science; Thursday, Arts and Humanities; and Friday,
World Events and Contemporary Issues. There are no commercials.
Each of the broadcasting services provides teacher guides and other support material to
augment the programs. Each of these three newservices will be watched and studied during
1990. Results will be reported in future trends papers.
Another important componentof the telecommunicationspictureis satellite delivery of
instruction to schools, colleges, and training settings. By 1989, 10,476 schools had installed
satellite dishes (Quality Education Data, 1989). The Star Schools projects, funded by the
U.S. Department of Education, used satellite communication to deliver courses. A number
of states and consortia are now operating distance education programs and courses by
satellite in Oklahoma, Washington, Missouri, Texas, and Kentucky (Jordahl, 1989). Some
satellite-based programs have grownto multistate operations. The Texas Interactive Instructional Network (TI-IN) serves twenty states and broadcasts over 100 hoursof live secondary

level courses every week. In Kentucky, 250 secondaryschools receive televised instruction via
satellite, much of it interactive. The Oklahoma Arts and Sciences Teleconferencing Service
offers courses to 102 schools in eight states. Other states have satellite delivery of instruction
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in various stages of development. Coupled with distance education developments, satellitebased communicationis clearly one of the growth areas of educational technology.
In higher education, the National Technological University (NTU) continued to offer
courses to students in remote locations via satellite. NTU is a consortium of more than
twenty engineering schools that broadcasts about 5,500 hours of credit and noncredit courses
to about forty corporate sites across the United States. Growth to this level has occurred in
the five years since its beginning (Mays & Lumsden, 1989).
Issues

e What types of connections should schools be able to make(e.g., cable satellite, lowpowerbroadcasting)?

e What are the appropriate uses of networks among schools and colleges?
e Should schools use programs during the school day that contain commercial
messages?

e Whatis the appropriate role of the school in producing instructional programs for
transmission to other schools and colleges?
e What are the cost/benefits of connecting schools to other schools and communication
sources?

Trend #10
The results of research do not appear to have much effect on applications and operations of
educational technology.
Translating research and theory into practice is a problem that has always been
expressed by educators. In part, the problem is perceived differently by researchers and practitioners and its resolutionis still waiting. Researchers wonder whypractitioners do not use

the results of their scholarly efforts, and practitioners wonder whyresearchers do not pro-

vide useful principles, expressed in understandable terms, that can be useddirectly in day-today classroom activities. These positions, which are not new, are nevertheless incorporated
into the 1989 trends report because there seems to be a preponderanceof reports on practice
in the current literature and very little on research and theory. Whereresearch and theory are
the subjects of articles and papers, they tend to emphasize models. Models, in these cases,

are usually diagrammatic representations of instructional design and development
procedures. Some models are based on research, but most seem to use empirical observations

as the rationale to support the generalizations represented by each model.
One of the conclusions of the Harvard Educational Technology Center research
program focuses on the need to link teacher knowledge with research findings. “Teachers
[should] collaboratively rethink educational goals, strategies, and roles and invent ways to
connect their own wisdom with the products of educational research” (Fox & Saunders,

1989). This position places the responsibility directly on the doorstep of teachers. While

teachers wait for “the products of educational research,” researchers are calling for more
research in order to be able to provide the results that will be directly useful. For example,
Anderson and Collins (1988), in their comprehensive study on the influence of television on
learner’s cognitive development, say:
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The research literature provides little support for most of the common beliefs
aboutthe influence of television. For a numberof reasons, however, it is difficult
to concludethat television has no majoreffects. First, there has been almost no
research on a numberof majorissues, including the influence of entertainment
television on children’s academically relevant knowledge. Second, considerations
of what is known abouttelevision viewing suggest possible negative effects (for
example, on listening skills) that have not been explored in research. Third, some
of the existing research can be challenged on methodological grounds. (p. 5)
Manyof the forty papers submitted to the 1989 annual convention of the Association
for Educational Communications and Technology, Division of Research and Theory, were
based on doctoral dissertations and makelittle attempt to derive principles for practice. In
contrast, the major conference in the United Kingdom, Educational Technology International Conference 1989, presents mostly case studies of educational technology applications
with almost no mention of research or theoretical bases. It appears that the translation
process is lacking and that the dichotomous positions are being maintained by both
researchers and practitioners. Educational technology is not unique in this matter.
There is another potential for confusion in the matter of research and practice, and that
is the interpretation of evaluation as research. Misunderstanding of the purpose and procedures of evaluation may lead to erroneous conclusions. Usually, the purpose of evaluationis
to gather data to help makedecisions, e.g., to continue a program, to market a product, to
hire a new staff member. The purpose of research is to explore new areasor test hypotheses
in order to discover new facts or to revise existing knowledge. It may or may not have direct
practical applications. Evaluation and research often use the sameorsimilar procedures in
gathering data. Both report findings and cometo conclusions. It is understandable that they
are confused. Such confusionis notclarified in the literature so that evaluation often passes
for research and viceversa.

Issues

Where do teachers go to get information about teaching and the design of learning
materials?
In what form wouldresearch findings be both responsible and useful?
e Howcan teachers be built into research and evaluation activities?

Whofacilitates the translation of research into practice?

Trend #11
The curriculum support function is an important element of educational technology
programs.
In the 1950s and 1960s, when the educational media movement was in place, practitioners emphasized the organization and managementof programsin schools and colleges.
One important maxim wasthe “3 Rs”: the Right material and equipment, in the Rightplace,
at the Right time!
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Asthe field evolved and there wasa gradual shift toward instructional design and development, the emphasis and urgency of administrative matters seemed to wane. However, the
literature of educational technology in 1989 still displays the residue of this earlier function.
The terminology has changed to curriculum support and the locus of activity has shifted to
the school library media center, but the managementandlogistics concept remains. Authors

in 1989 reported on ways in which they facilitated the use of educational media and technologyactivities in their settings. They describe the nature of the services and special proce-

dures that they have introduced to makeprogramsoperate more effectively and efficiently.
Some of the papers describe ways in which teachers and learners have been taughtskills to
use the resourcesthatare available in schools and colleges today. Some specify new information services that are intended to help teachers and learners become more responsible for

their own learning. These are the functions that help educators and students implement and
use the hardware and software being introduced under the umbrella of educational

technology.
The importance of curriculum support services is noted in the research report of the
Harvard Educational Technology Center: “Implementation assistance must therefore
include ... logistical help with issues such as schedules, equipment, and curriculum
materials” (Fox & Saunders, 1989, p. 4). The Center for Technology in Education at the
Bank Street College of Education stresses the same concern in its research program funded
by the U.S. Department of Education: “A program of ‘design experiments’ will be carried
out collaboratively with schools to design and study the optimal conditions for the integration of technology into schools under varying constraints” (Fox & Saunders, 1989, p. 177).
Recognition of the need for curriculum support is evident in the joint publication of
Information Power by the American Association of School Librarians and the Association
for Educational Communications and Technology. This publication presents the
“standards” for media and technologyin schools. It is beginning to be discussed in the educational technologyliterature, mostly in publications related to school library media programs.
Its focus is on curriculum support.

Issues

e Which managementfunctions formerly performed by educational technologists in the
school can be handled by school library media specialists?
e Whatincentives have to be offered to involve professional educatorsin the process of
curricular integration of media and technology resources?
e What hardware and software ought to be available in every classroom and which
from a central location?
e Howcanthe profession monitor effectiveness in the use of media and technologyin

formal education environments?
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APPENDIX A: TRENDS BY
TOPIC AND SOURCE

Journals

Dissertations

Conferences

ERIC

Total

The Field
History
Status
Future
Ethics
Legal Aspects
The Standards

4
10
4
l
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
38
2
3
2
8

1
47
8
10
3
0

5
95
14
14
6
9

Personnel
Roles/Responsibilities
Recognition
Certification
Leadership
Professional Education

7
0
0
0
21

0
0
0
0
0

24
1
0
2
33

7
l
2
0
18

38
2
2
2
72

1
3
2
1

0
0
0
0

4
20
13
3

0
9
13
3

5
32
28
7

4
6
7

0
2
1

6
12
22

11
18
18

21
38
48

19

0

20

51

90

5
4
3
11
7

0
1
0
0
1

48
9
9
53
16

28
4
13
19
22

81
18
25
83
46

TRENDS

Management
Organization
Logistics/Operations
Procedures/ Policies
Facilities

Finance/ Budget

Planning Processes
Diffusion
Implementation

Technical Developments

Computer-related

Telecommunications
Video
Audio
Photography/Holography
Instructional Processes/Services
Distance Education
Simulations/Games
Problem Solving
Interactive Video
AI/Expert Systems

]

‘2
3
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

6

10
7
3
0

1]

59
19
4
0

8

71
29
7
0

(Appendix A continues on page 56.)
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Appendix A (continued)

Design and Development
Needs assessment
Task analysis
Individual differences/
learner characteristics
Message design
Course development
Product development
Courseware design

Hypermedia

Motivational Strategies
Evaluation
Product Evaluation

Process Evaluation
Cost-effectiveness Evaluation
Formative Evaluation

Journals

Dissertations

Conferences

0
l

0
0

20
5

3
7
4
5
9

6
1
0
0
0

12
22
11
34
8

17
6
9
10
5

17

0

24

28

11

3

11

0

2

0

2
2
2

0
0
0

0
12
3
2

0
]
0
0

Research and Theory
Research Methodologies
Theory and Model Con-

]

Society and Culture

5

20

11
3
3

ERIC

Total

23
9

5

38
36
24
49
22

36

22

63

7
5
5

20
10
10

0
23
9
12

l
43
6
9

1
719
18
23

0

4

6

11

1
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0
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The Proper Study of
Instructional Technology*
Robert Heinich
School of Education, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Indiana

Theorigin of this article was in a request to update my monograph, Technology and the

Management of Instruction (Heinich, 1970). Since its publication, I have explored and

extended the basic premises of the monograph in a series of fugitive and quasi-fugitive
papers. I welcomed the opportunity to pull together the main ideas of those papers and
present them undera unifying conceptual framework. Prior reading of the monographwill
be helpful but not essential.
To be radicalis to grasp the root. The rootof instructional technology is technology itself.
Instructional technology as a field of study is better considered as a subset of technology in
generalrather than as a subset of Education** (or, in the orientation of some membersof the
field, psychology). Because technologies of instruction (Note 1) have developed to the point
of being able to range from helping an instructor improvea lesson to serving as the modus
operandi of an entire institution such as the Open University, the field of instructional technology, and therefore its study, has grown beyondtherestrictive boundaries of Education as
exemplified in Schools and Departments of Educationin colleges and universities.
The vast majority of academic departments of instructional technology emerged from
media (occasionally educational psychology) departments or programs in Schools of Education (Note 2). As implied above, the reason was the historical use of media as tools to
improve teacher performance. This relationship not only set organizationalandinstitutional
patterns but also shaped the directions of scholarly activity. The consequences were and are
limitations on the development of theory, research, and practice.
*Reprinted from Educational Communication and Technology Journal by permission of the
Association for Educational Communications and Technology.© 1984 by AECT. For an extension of
this discussion, refer to Instructional technology and the structure of education, Educational
Communication and Technology Journal, 33(1), 9-15.
This is the 10th ERIC/ECTJ Annual Review Paper, preparation of which was supported by the
ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) Clearinghouse on Information Resources, Syracuse
University. The material in this article was prepared pursuantto a contract with the National Institute
of Education, U.S. Department of Education. Contractors undertaking such projects under government sponsorship are encouragedto expressfreely their judgmentin professional and technical matters.
Points of view or opinions do not necessarily represent the official view or opinion of the NIE. — Ed.
**For purposes of clarity, Education as a discipline will be capitalized; education as a generalactivity

will be in lower case.
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Concomitantly, media service units operating within school systems, colleges, and
universities find themselvesin institutional settings that assign total curricular and instructional authority to individual faculty. As these service groups struggle to evolve into instructional technology units, they eventually face a decision-making structure that neither
encouragesnorfacilitates the full application of the technology at their command, andthat
makesthe use of the products of their efforts subject to the vagaries of temporary casts of
characters. In formal education, the assignmentofinstructional authority to faculty is taken
for granted. Rarely does a counterpart authority exist to institutionalize technologically-

based instruction. The consequences are the samelimitations on the developmentof theory,

research, and practice (Note 3).

LIMITATIONS
Because training teachers is the main business of Schools of Education, preparing
teachersto use media effectively and preparing service personnelto help teachersselect media

are assumed by both the Schools and the programsto be the main functions and the primary
intellectual interests of media programs. As a result, the energies of faculties are directed
toward service courses rather than toward building the knowledge base of instructional

technology. The basic assumption of teacher education is that final instructional decisions,
whether based on careful planning or spontaneity, are made at the momentofinteraction

between teacher and students. Consequently, media faculty find themselves accepting the
priority of their administrative home: improving the performance of teachers in classrooms

by providing stimulus materials and showing teachers how to use them. My complaint is
that, while improving teacher performance is a good thing, accepting that function as a
primary basis for theory building, research, and practice imposes severe limitations on the
intellectual growth and professional development of the field of instructional technology.
Before I elaborate on this point, I need to state the foundation of instructional technology.

In contrast to the underlying assumption of teacher education, the basic premise of
instructional technologyis thatall instructional contingencies can be managed through space

and time (i.e., they can be incorporated into the interface between student and material
and/or device). Our inability to do so in any given situation is viewed as a temporary
deficiency in our knowledge base. Primary emphasis is given to the development of more
powerful technologies of instruction along with the developmentof organizationalstructures

that facilitate their use; secondary emphasis is given to improvement of teacher performance. (As weshall see later, this order of priority raises the question of the level of compe-

tence required of the individual in direct contact with learners.) As a strategy, as an
approach to solving problems, this basic premise of instructional technology expands
theory, research, and development, redirects our efforts to different client systems, and leads
to lines of inquiry in direct opposition: to the assumptions of teacher education. The
following are offered in illustration.
In traditional education, curriculum and instruction are regarded as related but
separable processes: Instruction is the responsibility of individual faculty assigned to
courses. In other words, curriculum is planned independently of its implementation. When
instructors are responsible for both curriculum andinstruction, they regard each as separate
activities. Providing stimulus materials for this paradigm is what was expected of us (Note
4). The cause and effect relationship in specific instructional situations, therefore, was not
under our control. But as our technologies of instruction became moresophisticated, more
reliable, and more powerful, we realized that curriculum and instruction can be (and in
certain cases must be) developed at the same time. For example, if a courseis to be designed
as programedinstruction, or CAI, or video, etc., instruction is designed into the delivery
system. Cause and effect relationships can be identified, studied, and managed (Note 5).
Research and developmentbased ona theoretical construct that requires manipulationofall
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variables, including instructors, can lead us to an instructional science and technology
capable of radically altering the institution of education (Note 6).
However, our colleagues in Education, and other faculty, are extremely reluctant to
accept instructional technology as an alternative method of structuring education; they are
also less than eager to view us in any other than the service role of provider or designer of
stimulus materials. They do not want the craft nature of instruction disturbed by technology.
I would like to draw on an example from general technology and a parallel from education to
illustrate this crucial point.
Supposea sales representative from a machine tool maker demonstrates to the managerof
a plant that manufactures machine screwsa new toolto cut threads. The new tool permits a
faster cut, doesn’t wearout as quickly, andis easier to mountin the lathe. The foreman wastes
no time in showingthe new toolto the lathe operators whoaredelighted to try it out. Here is
obviously an innovation that has a high probability of being accepted by the workforce.
The following year, the sales representative demonstrates to the managerofthe plant a
new lathe that automatically fashions machine screws. Fewer operators are needed to
produce the same volumeof screws. The plant manager immediately recognizes an innovation that will have an impact drastically different from the tool that was adopted the
previous year. Here nowis a device that will appeal to the owner of the plant becauseit will
make the company morecost effective. The consumerbenefits also because the unit price of
machine screwswill drop. In the long run, the work force benefits from the expanded job
markets that result. But in the short run, the manager knowsthatthe lathe operatorswill not
look kindly on a machine that will do their job (Note 7).
(This should go withoutsaying, but I am not suggesting by this analogy that learners can
be treated like machine screws. The point is that perspective and insight can be gained by
studying how similar problems have been resolved in other areas of technology.)
In contrast, considerthe place of the textbook in the instructional schemeof things. The
textbook is worth examining because it has been aroundso long and has becomeso much a
part of the system that we tend notto think of it as a product of technology. The textbook
endures to a great extent because of the symbiotic relationship that has developed over a long
period of time between it and the teacher. Publishers have found that the symbiotic

relationship is disturbed if the book takes over too muchoftheinstructional burden. text

is essentially a course of study (a curriculum) between hard covers. It requires the teacher to
translate it into instruction. If the text translates itself into instruction, as in a programed
book, the symbiotic relationship is disturbed and the text is rejected. The more “pedagogical
aids” (in publishers’ parlance) provided with the text the better, but there is a very important
difference between pedagogical aids and self-instruction: The former underscores the need

for the teacher. The pointis that text adoptersaretelling publishers that the text should be

supportive, not threatening. For basically the same reason, producersfindit easier to sell
individual film titles than a course on film (or video). Producers of CAI will find a readier
market for individual lessons than for complete courses.
To generalize, the developmentof instructional technology has disturbed the symbiotic

relationship between instructional materials and teachers. I see why, and I can readily understand teachers’ reactions. They reject the implied change in the power structure. Correla-

tively, curriculum personnel andteachersresist instructional technologists when we move
toward the union of curriculum and instruction in designing mediated instruction.
Weasa field have failed to learn important lessons from our experiencesin introducing
new technologies of instruction. Reflection on those experiences and on the two examples

given above should give us moreinsight into why we need to look elsewhere for intellectual
kinship. Consider the following:

Misunderstanding of Client Systems. If the managerof the plant hadtried to convince the
lathe operators to adopt the automatic screw machine, we know what the answer would have
been. Yet this is precisely what we have done and continueto doin the institutions weserve.
Wehavetended totreat all technological innovations the samein reference to client systems:
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Introduction of television systemsis seen aslittle different from the introduction of an overhead projector. We havefailed to understand that the overhead projector (and other devices)
does not disturb powerrelationships(it is a “better tool”), but that a television system can
disturb powerrelationships. Faculty, like lathe operators, prefer the powerrelationships the
way they are and maintain them by reducing all technologies to the status of “tools.” Doing
so keeps everything in place.

Analysis and recognition of the differential effects of technology on power relationships

can lead us away from butting our heads against a stone wall toward gaining an understanding of why the system reacts the way it does and what needsto happen to change the

performance of the cast of characters.

It follows that the sameholds true for our research efforts. We act as thoughfaculty are
the clients of our research when, in reality, inquiry into most of the systemic aspects of

instructional technology is most pertinent to clients other than faculty: Administrators,
school boards, boards of trustees, legislators, etc. It is up to us to demonstrate to those

clients the policy issues implicit in technology. Evenin our traditional areas of research, such
as message design, we frequently assumefaculty to be ourclients rather than the producers
of materials who really are: Faculty are not normally in a position to incorporate research
findings into the design of materials.
Instructional Development Into Faculty Development. Instructional development departments in higher education frequently find themselves pushed more and moreinto faculty
development with less and less effort expended on instructional development. Faculty
development and instructional development are not the same. Faculty development is
concerned with improving the performance of individual instructors with little regard for
instructional development as we define it. Sometimes the fond hopeis that faculty can be
trained to doinstructional development. The problem is that the institution rewards the
performanceof the individual, not of the instructional system.
The original concept of instructional development as being able to account for all
variables, including instructors, has eroded underinstitutional pressure. The system doesnot
permit this general accountability to occur. Again, inquiry into the infrastructure that
supports the basic assumption ofinstructional authority in the present system would help us
understand whyandlead us to how therules of the game need to be changed.
I conclude this section with the observation that the more successful the instructional
development department and the more capableits personnel, the moreit will be pushedinto
faculty development: Theinstructional development department thus becomesa victim ofits
own success. The purpose of this observation is not to denigrate these and otheractivities
that serve the purposes of the institution and reward those who perform them. The point is
that instructional technologists need to recognize when they are performing functions that
do not further their conceptual framework and that delude them into misconceptions of
whatthey are about.

From Leadership to Consultation. To me, a consequence of the erosion of the concept of
instructional developmentis the gradualshift from leadership to consultation. Afterall, it’s

hard to remain a revolutionary when your cause is rejected but you prevail! Manystill
espouse the cause, but the lure of profit from the current system softens the protest. It’s sort
of like being a Norman Thomassocialist (for those of you who remember) — and the system
rather enjoys its “safe” rebels!

Seriously, we need to understand whatis happening to us when ourrole changes as the

system modifies our intellectual concepts. To prevent any misunderstanding, I am neither
belittling the acquisition of consultingskills nor criticizing people for doing their jobsas best
they can. It is important to learn to work well with clients. But the consulting skills needed in
anticipation of leading a design team are different from those neededto advise about “bettr
tools.” The latter implies acceptance of the status quo.
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Acceptance of Institutional Relationships. Perhaps the most serious consequence of our
academic origins is our acceptanceofthe institutional relationships and governing structure
of formal education. This applies to a good extent to training programs because oftheir
tendency to look to education for models. By accepting the underlying assumptionsof traditional educational practice, we automatically accept the infrastructure of those assumptions.
Wegrew up academically supporting faculty and are uncomfortable when shaking off that
encumberingintellectual heritage. We project the sameattitudes into ourservice roles and
back off from the logical consequences of our technology.
A numberof reasons for the discomfort come to mind:
1. A disturbing sense of disloyalty to our “upbringing” in Education and to our
colleagues among the faculty. Typical of this state of mind are frequent reassurances we
utter about not replacing teachers with technology; our unease over our presumption that we
could replace much of what goes on in education; the legacy of our training in Education
that instruction is best when created ad hoc or when “the teachable moment”is at hand (one
of the hoariest myths of Education); etc.

Even some of our most advanced prophets in instructional technology suffered from

this syndrome. For example, James D. Finn, who along with Charles F. Hoban did the most
to lead us into a brave new world of technology, balked at the changesin client systems and
personnel behavior implied by the consequences of his work. He could deal with it in the
abstract, as he did in “Technology andthe Instructional Process” (Finn, 1960), but not on
the personal level. He received his training during the height of the progressive education
movement and could not bring himself to break away by challenging its precepts from the
point of view of technology. Ironically, his John Dewey Society lecture, “A Walk on the
Altered Side,” is his finest attempt to drag Education into the world of technology (Finn,
1962).
To a considerable degree, those parts of the field that came up through programed
instruction and television escaped this syndrome —atleast in terms of academicorientation.

Unhampered by educationists, the programed instruction enthusiasts quickly saw the revolu-

tionary nature of what they wrought. Therealities of institutional restraints brought them
crashing back to earth. Unfortunately, the television people got caught up in the delivery
system and thoughtall one needed was a dynamic personality and a camera. Organizations
such as the Agency for Instructional Television and the Children’s Television Workshop
have been correcting that mistake. Those entering the field from the computer area are
repeating the television mistake. They don’t realize that programed instruction, not the
machineitself, is their intellectual fountainhead.
2. Cognitive dissonance caused by the discrepancy between what we can do and what
the “establishment” permits us to do. This is related to my previous statement about being a
revolutionary whose causeis rejected; or if you can’t lick ’em, join em. Cognitive disonance
is reduced (even eliminated) by convincing oneself that change can only come about by
personal persuasion, better research evidence, and improved courseware: comforting but
false.
3. The necessity to change from a nurturing to a commanding role (and from a
support to a design role). This is a particularly important problem that may solve itself in the
long run but causesdifficulties in the short run. It is a problem that plagues any profession

or trade in fundamental transition. One aspect of the problem is a personality dimension: If

people have chosen a profession because it is primarily supportive or nurturing, can they
take charge if changes in the profession demandit? Obviously somecan, but the questionis
addressed to the average professional. Is denial of the potential of instructional technology
by individual professionals an implicit refusal to accept an unanticipated level of responsibility? For example, can a media specialist in a school becomeaninstructional technologist?
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Can a person whois trained to expect someoneelse to makecurricular decisions and another
someoneelse to makeinstructional decisions moveintoa truly collaborative design role as an
instructional technologist? Another aspect is a question of different talents as well as
different personality. Is the talent for curricular and instructional design qualitatively
different from the talent required to perform traditional service functions? Do we need to
tap another labor pool, or is a drastic change in training enough? (And where do those
training programs come from?) The sameis true of media service roles in higher education.
Kerr’s (1977) study of the perceptions of media personnelin the schools underscores the need
for more workin this area.
Educationists, almost as a professional posture, assumethatall of the education professions should emerge from the basic teaching pool and, further, that all education
professionals should first be trained as teachers. I would challenge this position by returning

to the lathe example. The talent that designed the automatic lathe is fundamentally

different — by initial selection and by training — from the talent that operated the lathe. Was
it necessary for the designers of automatic lathes to be operators of lathes before exercising
their design skills?
The legacy of a nurturing role also haunts the professional association with the longest
history in the field—the Association for Educational Communications and Technology
(AECT). Because AECToriginated as a department of the National Education Association
and remained so for almost half a century, it looked to the parent association to deal with
major policy issues and generally accepted the paternalism implied. AECT has not as yet
succeeded in developing a strong, independent, and commanding voice ofits own.

4. The difficulty of analyzing our own profession. First let me hasten to state that
blame for this item cannot be laid at the door of Education but is, rather, inherent in our
academic jobs. Allow metoillustrate with an anecdote. A few years ago, I was working with
an economist on cost effectiveness of technologically based instructional systems. Asit
becameapparentthat, undercertain circumstances, cost effectiveness could be improved by
reducing the laborintensiveness of instruction, he suddenly exclaimed, “Bob, do yourealize
we're talking about our jobs?” Our own vested interests as faculty can interfere with our
scholarly inquiry into the impact of technology on education institutions. We need to discipline ourselves to separate our jobs from ourintellectual study.
Wealso need to deal with our own cognitive dissonance that arises from the discrepancy
between what we profess about the design of instruction and how we ourselves instruct.
There is a collective and an individual response to this dilemma. Thecollective responseis
that our performanceis under the samepressures andforcesthat shape the performance of
our colleagues in other schools and departments. In other words, if the rules of the game
shape the performance of the players, we are playing by the samerules. The individual
response has to do with ourcapabilities as instructors.
Different Solutions to Educational Problems. We tend to seek solutions to education
problems through technology; Education through teaching personnel. The twoare often in
direct conflict. At present, the U.S. is lamenting the sad state of instruction in the schools.
The National Commission on Excellence in Education reminds us that the gains of the
education reforms of the ’50s and ’60s have been dissipated and the support systems that

evolved during that period have been allowed to fall apart. The nation is where it was 25

years ago: in desperate need of quality education in the schools, particularly in science and
math. Education’s responseis to train moreteachers, retrain teachers now in service, and pay
them more.
Whatis our response? What have welearned from the experience of the ’50s and ’60s?
For our purposehere, two lessons we should havelearned are:
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e

We do not need more teachers in order to improve science and mathinstruction.

e

The reliance then placed on technologies of instruction to carry the burden of reform
was appropriate and is even more so today because of our vastly improved capabilities in design and delivery of instruction (Note 8).

The large scale experiment in Wisconsin using the Harvey White filmed course in
physics (Wittich, Pella, & Wedemeyer, 1960), the successful use of filmed courses by the
Rocky Mountain Area Project for Small High Schools (Anderson, 1969), the rationale
behind, and the experience of the Physical Science Study Committee (Marsh, 1964), the
Individually Prescribed Instruction Program and other technologically based programs
should reinforce us in the belief that comprehensive use of technology canresult in better

instruction in schools more quickly than can be achieved solely by training teachers. But in
these days of falling enrollments in Schools of Education, how far would weget advocating

an approachto thecrisis in the schools that does not hold out much hope for increasing
credit-hour production andfilling summersession classes once again?
I muststress that I haven’t been setting up a good guys versus bad guysconflict. Thereis
nothing inherently “bad” about them and “good”about us. Churchill has been credited with
the observation, “First we shape our buildings and then our buildings shape us.” Education

institutions evolved from basic assumptions about how instruction should be managed.

Thoseinstitutions now reinforce the assumptionsthat created them by shaping the behaviors
of the faculties and administrators who work in them. Our assumptions about the management of instruction (if you agree with me) are fundamentally different. We need to understand that. Survival depends on establishing our own intellectual identity. Capitulation
makes us vulnerable because then we can beeasily co-opted. This is contrary to what many
of us currently think. We must make a distinction between our administrative “home” and

our intellectual foundations.

By establishing our own identity, we stand a muchbetter chance of demonstrating that
the future of Education can be enhanced by broadening its mission to include all approaches
to designing, delivering, and managinginstruction. For example, curriculum faculty tend to
restrict themselves to curriculum building within one institutional framework: the schools.
Our recent moves into the human resources development area can lead curriculum faculty

into an institution-free concept of curriculum building. In this way, we can help other
departments increase their survival abilities.

In respect to our service functions, establishing our own intellectual identity would put
us in a much stronger position to demonstrate the cost effectiveness of our approach to
curricular and instructional tasks. As technology becomes more comprehensive, more
sophisticated, more pervasive, its consideration and use moveto higherand higherlevels of
decision making: selecting instructional materials to supplement a lesson affects only one
instructor; using telecommunications and information technology to create an autonomous
institution involves the legislature and a governing board. Are weintellectually ready to
address both levels and all others in between?

THE HOPE OF THE ’60s
Do you have a feeling of déja vu about the current situation in education? If so, then
you were aroundduringthe latter part of the ’50s and the decade of the ’60s. Public criticism
and Soviet scientific success combined to put pressure on the schools to improve instructional effectiveness and academic standards. Wein instructional academic standards. Wein
instructional technology knew we had methodsand techniques neededto dothe job. The ’50s
saw the teaching of entire courses by television and then by film. The emergence of the

programedinstruction movementgave us great confidence in our ability to design effective
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and replicable instruction—and isn’t that what America needed even more than a good
5-cent cigar? Extensive national curriculum projects were mounted resulting in courses with
appropriate academic rigor and backed up by well-developed packages of materials. Wediscovered systems theory, and instructional development emerged as a process and a method

to operationalize a systems approachtoinstruction.
Business and industry caught the fever. Mergers of electronics and publishing firms

became commonplace. They saw the real need for comprehensive, complex packages of
instruction. Much money was invested. Many good products were developed. Few were
bought and fewer were used. Hardware manufacturers also saw a vast market for their
equipment. Federal money madepurchase of equipmenteasier. But much ofit wound up on
Shelves in closets: technological tools whose use wasvitiated by an absence of a commitment
to technology as process.
A funny thing happened on ourwayto the systems approach andinstructional development. We stumbled overthe rigidity of educational governance and the craft structure of
educationinstitutions. We completely misread the institutional framework of which we area
part. A. Rupert Hall, a historian of technology, once commentedthat“Scientific knowledge

is Of little material value if the object of technological proficiency is the manufacture of

objects of luxury; hence, in backward contemporarysocieties, the arbitrary installation of a
few modernindustrial plants, without modification of the basic economy,haslittle more
result than to allow the rich to adopt Cadillacs and television in place of more barbarous
meansof ostentation” (Hall, 1963). This is precisely what happenedin education — exceptthe
part about “barbarous meansof ostentation”! We muststudy ourinstitutions from the viewpoint of general technology to understand how the “basic economy”can be changed to make
Our processes and products central rather than “objects of luxury.”

TECHNOLOGYIS THE BASE
Definition and Characteristics of Technology
By asserting an intellectual position independent of Education and education institu-

tions, we can examine what weare aboutin terms of theory, research, and practice from a
different perspective. But what perspective? As I stated in the lead paragraph, I proposethat
instructional technology be regarded as a subset of technology in general. A definition of
technology, then, would be helpful.

Agreeing on a definition of technology that can be applied to all stages of history may
be impossible. Early technology evolved primarily through accident and trial and error.

While the fortuitous discovery is still important, contemporary technology is mainly the
result of a constantly expanding knowledgebase. A definition that fits early technology does
not apply to advanced technology, and vice versa. Unfortunately for our use, the word was
coined during a period of time that used it to describe what artisans do. For a long time,
therefore, dictionaries defined technology as “the systematic treatment of an art.” New

dictionaries and recent revisions of older ones are using definitions that bettr fit
contemporary technology. Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary defines technology as

“...the totality of the means employed to provide objects necessary for human sustenance
and comfort” and “a technical method of achieving a practical purpose.”
Noris it useful to define technology too broadly. Perhaps in reaction to the conventional view of technology as machines, it has become fashionablein certain circles to represent just about anything that uses organized thought as technology. In responding to one

such definition, Peter Drucker dryly remarked that, according to the speaker, a fox that has
learned to cross a highway without getting killed has acquired technology.

Neither technique nor method, initself, is technology. A teaching techniqueis not technology. Neither is my method of organizing a manuscript. I have read prestigious reports
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that represented a seating chart as technology in the classroom. Thistrivializes technology.
(For example, see Goodlad, 1983, p. 469.)
In 1967, I used Galbraith’s definition: “Technology meansthe systematic application of
scientific and other organized knowledge to practical tasks” (Galbraith, 1967). It is still
useful. Daniel Bell, the eminent sociologist, defines technology as “the instrumental ordering
of humanexperience within a logic of efficient means, and the direction of nature to useits
power for material gain” (Bell, 1973). These two definitions fit our field particularly well.
Valuable as they are, definitions are still abstract. In order to better understand how

instructional technology benefits by considering it a subset of technology, we need to lookat
characteristics and principles of technology that extend into our field. Consider the
following:
1. Replicability. Certainly the most obvious characteristic of technology is doing
things in a reproducible manner. It is this characteristic that changes the goal of technology
from serving the few to enriching the lives of everyone. The technological (notscientific)
developments and inventions that led to the industrial revolution shifted control of technology from the artisan to the skilled tool designer and maker, thereby forever changing the
primary purpose of technology from the production of luxury items to mass production of
items of necessity. Some historians of technology claim that technology began with the
industrial revolution. Before that, all production was craft based.

A hallmark of technology, which makesit into a producerof plenty, is that reproduction is much cheaper than invention and development. The general economyis geared to
make that possible. The economy of education does not facilitate the kind of distribution
that can amortize the costs of invention and development over large enoughunits to realize
the benefits of large scale production. The economyof education is based on the reinvention
of instruction each year. Each instructional act is viewed as the work of anartisan.
2. Reliability. As Hoban (1962) putit, “In forty years, this concept of newer media in
education has grown from one of a device for a lesson presentation to one of a complete
system of remotely controlled instruction covering an entire course.” I have addressed this
point earlier, but some of you may bethinking that thereliability of our technologyis still
not very high. Perhaps, but remember, it doesn’t take much to be morereliable than what’s
currently in the classroom. The other point we must rememberis that the potential for
improving a technologyis far greater than that of improving a craft, and the benefits of an
improved technology can be realized more quickly than those of an improved craft.
3.

Algorithmic decision making. AsBell (1973) put it:

Technologyis clearly more than the physical manipulation of nature. Thereis an
“intellectual technology” as well. An algorithm is a “decision rule,” a judgmentof
one or anotheralternative course to be taken, under varying conditions, to solvea

problem. In this sense we have technology whenever we can substitute algorithms
for human judgment. (p. 52)

He goes on to state that new intellectual technology, while on a “continuum withclassical technology,” transposes it to a higher qualitative level. Algorithmic decision making in
design of instruction, based on our improved knowledge of humanlearning, raises our technology to a new qualitative level. Any process that lendsitself to algorithmic treatment can
be replicated reliably.
Bell concludes his discussion of algorithms with this grand statement:
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Beyondthis is a larger dream, the formalization of a theory of choice through

stochastic, probabilistic, and deterministic methods.... If the computer is the
“tool,” then decision theoryis its master. Just as Pascal sought to throw dice with
God, or the physiocrats to draw a perfect grid to array all economic exchanges
among men, so the decision theorists, and the newintellectual technology, seek
their own tableau entier —the compassofrationality itself. (pp. 52-53)

Isn’t this the dream implied by the Hoban quote and implied by the assumption that I

earlier asserted as underlying instructional technology?

4. Communication and control. Thereislittle need to elaborate on this point —it is the
one with which weare most familiar. McLuhan andhis global village, Edmund Carpenter,
and a host of others have made us awarethat weareall within “earshot” of each other. What

we have not grasped in education is that our notion of narrow institutional authority is

completely dissonant with our ability to deliver instruction wherever the students are in
whatever social groups they choose to form. We can learn from general technology how
social institutions can be reshaped by changes in communication systems.
5. The effect of scale. Implied in the first four items is the effect of changesin scale
caused by an ever-improving technology. As a number of people have pointed out, a
sufficient quantitative change causes a qualitative change—a changein scale can mean a
changein institutional form. Using a television camera as an image magnifier is a vastly
different concept of scale than using television systemsto create an institution. The printing
press created a totally different scale in the distribution of knowledge thereby changing the
social fabric of western Europe. Finn (1960) once commentedthat instructional technology
has developed to the point whereit is now possible not only to replace the teacher butalso
the entire school system, a logical extension of the Hoban quote—increasing the scale
increases the range of control. Whenthelinear extension of a technological form reachesits
limits, an increase in scale can only occur when the formitself is abandoned. For example,
whenthe limits of piston-driven aircraft engines were reached, the industry shifted to thejet
engine. When the limits of an institution to accommodate technological developments are
reached, either the institution changes under thepressureto increasescale, or the technology

is artificially restrained to fit the institution. As I will point out later, our situation in educa-

tion begs the question: Have wereachedthe limits of our institutional frameworksto facilitate the scale of our present and potential instructional technology? The above are not
intended to be exhaustive, just illustrative of the kinship between ourfield and technology.
The beginnings of exploring their relationship have been made. Finn and Hobanin the
sameyear, 1956, separately but not independently, drew parallels between certain problems
in instruction and the systems approach to organizational efforts in industry and the military — Hobanin his keynote address to the second Lake Okoboji conference and Finn in a
series of editorials in a long-defunct journal called Teaching Tools.
Finn later borrowed a principle of thermodynamics, negative entropy, to explain a
phenomenonheobserved in using technology in education. He maintained that injecting
technology into an instructional system has the same organizing effect as introducing
additional energy into a thermodynamic system (Finn, 1959). One of the most frequent
observations madeby television instructors in the 1950s had to do with how much more
tightly organized the TV lesson was comparedto the samelesson taughtin class. Any of us in
this field, regardless of the medium in which wework, can easily find examples of how the
introduction of technology has caused a higherlevel of organization.
The concept of negative entropy lendsitself to experimental verification, but, unfortunately, our fixation on learning gains as a dependentvariable obscures opportunities to
explore system effects of technology. Cabeceiras (1972) did take note of Finn’s interpretation
of negative entropy in a study on the effect of use of an overhead projector on the verbal
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behavior of teachers. However, he mentionedit only in the conclusion ofhis article; it was

not part of the theoretical framework that generated his hypotheses. Manyof the studies in
programedinstruction reported achievement of specified behaviors in less time when the

material was programed. However, I know of none that attemptedto attribute the effect to
the process of programing itself—nor were the findings related to negative entropy. The

Webraska studies of film in social studies reported that with film, a year of U.S. history
could be taught in a much shorter period. An example of negative entropy? A secondary
analysis of studies in various media where time or any other manifestation of negative
entropy was a factor could verify the construct. We mayeven find that learning gains are
more accurately attributable to negative entropy than to the medium used.
A study of technology would turn up other principles, laws, and postulates that have
some counterpart in instructional technology. Pursuing them can give us important insights

into the system aspects of instructional technology.

TECHNOLOGY AND INSTITUTIONAL
RELATIONSHIPS
A goodly part of our intellectual difficulty is the limited way in which we think of
technology in the contextof institutional and societal relationships. I have mentioned thatas
technology becomes moresophisticated and morepervasive in effect, considerationofits use
must be raised to higher and higher levels of decision making. Review the machine screw
example I used earlier. The decision to replace the entire lathe is of a totally different order

than replacing the cutting tool. The quote from HobanthatI used in discussing Reliability
can be paraphrasedasfollows:

In forty years, this concept of newer media in education has grown from the
concern of an instructor choosing a device for a lesson presentation to the
concern ofa state legislature considering the establishment of a university based
on instructional technology.

Thisis the societal reality of the change in scale noted by Hoban. But, for reasonscited
earlier, we have difficulties grasping the full implications of this type of policy shift. My contention is that we can find better guidance in howto deal successfully with these issues in the
history of technology than we can from ourhistoric roots in Education.

FROM CRAFT TO TECHNOLOGY
Many of the issues we now face have been dealt with previously—often quite

previously —in other sectors of society. For example, one of the main, if not the main, con-

ceptual issues we face is the change in instruction from a craft to a technological culture.
There are manyfacetsto this issue. I will touch on several for purposesof illustration. How

do institutions respond when threatened by technology? If they survive, why do they survive
and in what changed form? The medieval guilds dominated the production of goods in

Europe. Today’s teaching profession has certain characteristics of the craft guilds. As the
merchant guilds gradually took over the production of goods they had traditionally only
marketed, conflicts between the two types of guilds became frequent and often violent. The
craft guilds eventually lost out not only because of the gradual development of manufac-

turing but also because of improved transportation and communication. What lessons might

we learn by knowing more about this early encounter between craft and budding
technology?
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In our owntime, the labor-managementtechnology relationship can best be understood
by reviewing the history of craft unionism duringthefirst half of this century. Some of you
may be uncomfortable with this, but regardless of the stand ofindividual teachers, thereis
little question that the organized teaching profession is far closer to unionism than professionalism. The main questions are: At what stage of unionism are they, and by studying the
labor movementin general, what future developments might we expect? What should our
relationship be to both management andlabor?
We haveverylittle research on how the growth of teacher militancy and unionism can
affect our freedom to apply the full range of our technological capabilities to large-scale
instructional problems. Yet, the research we do have indicates that we should be paying
closer attention to these matters. Dawson’s (197 1) study of attitudes of members of the
education profession toward media, and Schaefer’s (1974) study of the implications of
negotiated contracts on instructional technology are good butold. Schaefer’s, in particular,
needs to be updated because it documented a movementin its early stages.
The evidence we have seemsto indicate that organized teacher activity parallels the craft

union movementin industry. The ways in which the labor movementtried to protectits

members from the encroachmentof technologyare very similar to how teacher groups seek
to maintain the labor-intensive character of instruction. How and under what circumstances

certain craft unions have accommodated (and are accommodating) technological change
could help us analyze our own problemswith the clash between the craft and technology of

instruction.
Study of the evolution of the specialization of labor in the history of technology could

give us importantinsights into how the craft-to-technology issue might manifestitself in the
organization of instructional systems. Specialization of labor can be exploited fully only ina

technologically based system. By studying the nature of work as technology changedcrafts
and industries, we can get a more objective viewpoint of how instructional relationships
might become morespecialized and how instructional responsibilities could be assigned to
those specialties. In presentations on this topic, I often use three film clips to demonstrate

how technology changes the nature of work (Note 9). One of the clips contrasts the cutting
out ofan aircraft stabilizer by a craft method —use ofa template to scribe the outline of the

stabilizer and to manually guide the cutting blade—to the same job performed by a machine
controlled by a magnetic tape. The crew of workers cutting out the stabilizer is subtly
contrasted with the technical knowledge of the designers of the machine and programmersof
the control tape. The secondclip showsthe handcrafting of glass objects contrasted with the

manufacture of glass products. The important questions raised by the film clip are these:
Under what circumstances of societal need do wecall upon the labor intensive, emotionally

satisfying hand crafting of glass, and when should werely on the efficiency of the manufacturing process? Certainly both are necessary. If technology had notentered the glass-making
business, most of us wouldstill be drinking out of gourds. The marketplace makes the
decision in industry. But what are the mechanisms in a subculture where the marketplace

does not makethe decisions? How dowereap the benefits of the specialization of labor in
instruction? The third clip documents the development of the Pap test. A scanning device

analyzes cells from a smear and sends the information to a computer. Normal cells are
ignored by the computer, but suspect onesare called to the attention of cytotechnicians for
careful examination. It would be impossible for cytotechnicians to handle the volume of
smears without the computer. Here for our study is another model of how labor can be

deployed moreeffectively. All three film clips are examples of how the nature of workis
changed whentechnologicalprocesses are applied to complex tasks.

It should be clear by now that instructional technologyis aligned much moreclosely
with managementthan with labor, despite what our sympathies may beat any given time.
Those of us employed in higher education are more likely to romanticize our relationship
with the teaching profession, partly because we are not normally on the firing line of
militancy and partly because most of us are both instructional technologists and teachers.
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But make no mistake aboutit, when we movedas field from “a device to support a lesson”
to the design of instructional systems, we also moved from the side of labor to that of
management. I am not suggesting any open hostility to the teaching profession — far from it.
WhatI am saying is that the very nature of our capabilities makes us an instrument of
management. Suppose, as an extreme example, teachers in a school system or institution
plan to go on strike. Under pressure from public and governing boards, the chief administrator calls you into his or her office and asks you to draw upandprepare to execute a plan
to use technology to keep instruction going. Choose your response: “Yes, Sir or Madam,”or
“I’d rather work somewhereelse.”
Those instructional technologists working in business and industry are far morelikely to
know where loyalty lies. Training is more easily identified with management goals.
Regardless of whether management supports effective or ineffective instruction (and
managementoften does both), we are hired to implement management decisions. As more
and moreinstructional technologists take positions in nonformal education settings, the

weight of their experiences will influence the labor-management perspective of the programs

from which they graduated.
' Thereorientation of instructional technology from its craft origins to its technology
present and future is critical to the continued well-being of thefield. Depending on a craft
orientation makes instructional technology dispensable —like items of luxury in a period of
retrenchment. Technology builds systems that collapse if the technological support — men,
machines, methods—is removed (e.g., the importance of the telephone to the conduct of
business or the importance of the school bus to consolidation of schools). Except in rare
instances such as the British Open University, we are not even close to that kind of
dependency.

TECHNOLOGY AND THE EDUCATION
PROFESSIONS
One of the aspects of technology least understood. by the education professions is the
wayin which technology changesinstitutional and professionalrelationships. Even that part
of the academic community whose job it is to study the impact of technology on society
generally takes an “it-can’t-happen-here”attitude toward the subject of its study and its own

profession. Althoughit is a function of higher education to analyze the problemsofsociety,

the difficulty here is that the problem of society to be analyzed happens to be one’s own
professional function. Many people have pointed out that it is almost impossible for
someoneto analyzecritically an activity in which he or she is presently engaged. Perhaps the
best and most objective research on the education professions can be done only by those

without an occupational vested interest.
To get a better feel for how technology might affect the education professions, it might

help to look at selected examples of how other professions have been changedby technology,
not to look for isomorphic models but, rather, to see how technology affects professions
uniquely. Technology does not changeall professions in the same way. The extent to which
technology can subsumecertain kinds of professional tasks and how the profession (orcraft)
responds determine how technology changes a profession.
Of the various professions connectedto the health sciences, perhaps pharmacy has been
affected the most by industrial (rather than professional) technology. The traditional
professionalskills of the pharmacist in compounding drugs have been incorporated into the
manufacturing process by the drug industry. Rapid advancements in pharmacology made
the manufacture of drugs imperative. Pharmacists couldn’t possibly keep up with the
chemistry. All of this changed the role of the pharmacist from pill roller to pill dispenser.
Theresult is a crisis in the training of pharmacists. Some schools of pharmacy wanttoshift
the emphasis of their curriculum to how to run a small business. In other words, they are
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willing to acknowledge that the drug industry has madeit unnecessary to teach the prospective pharmacist the intricacies of chemistry. Other schools of pharmacy wantto create a
higher role for certain pharmacists as an intermediary between physician and patient,
particularly in states where prescriptions must be written in generic terms. In at least one

state, California, hospitals are required to retain a registered pharmacist as an advisorto the
patient on medication.
It should be mentioned that the faculties of schools of pharmacyare neither prepared

nor interested in teaching their students how to run a small business. They are prepared to
teach chemistry and want to teach chemistry, necessary or not. This reminds me of the
account by Morison (1966) of the change by necessity from sail to steam powerin naval
vessels during the Civil War. The admirals had resisted the introduction of steam prior to the

war but were forced to accept it because of thetactical advantages it gave them. However,
after the war, the admirals wentbackto rejecting steam because commanding a sailing vessel

projected the image of what a navalofficer should be, and it was certainly not standing ona
bridge against a backdrop of black smoke! Whatis the proper image of the professor?
The mainparallel to the education professions of the pharmacy exampleis the incorporation of professional expertise into a technological process. A little over two decades ago,
when the academic disciplines first initiated large-scale curriculum revision projects, one of
the main arguments advanced for doing so was that teachers in the public schools did not
have the opportunity to maintain expertise in their respective disciplines. For example, the
Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC) pointed out that many of the developmentsin
physics had not found their way into the classrooms of the public schools. They felt it was
necessary to re-establish the link between the membersofthe discipline and studentsin high
school. The new developments in physics, of course, would be incorporated into the PSSC
materials. When Jerome Brunerinitiated the curriculum innovation that became known as
Man—A Course of Study, he not only mentioned thedifficulties of public school teachersin
keeping abreast of developments in academicareas, but he also stressed that teachers did not
know howto develop problem-solving materials for children. In other words, he felt that
methodological as well as substantive developments needed to be incorporated into the
materials developed by the project. The Individually-Prescribed Instruction (IPI) program

developed at the University of Pittsburgh is another example of how the instructional
expertise of the professional has been built into the materials. The professional role of the

teacher has been limited to determining whether each studentis ready to go on to the next
unit. Obviously, that function could have also been built into the materials, but politically it
was necessary for the IPI program to maintain a professional role for the teachers in those
classrooms. Theparallel to pharmacy is made even more striking by the use of the word
“prescribed”in the title of the program.
Onthe other hand, the physician and dentist have been able to remain on top of technological developments in their professions. Physicians (and dentists to a lesser degree) have
been able to delegate lower skill, lower return tasks to especially created technical specialties,
thereby reserving high skill, high return tasks for themselves. Much of the technology of
medicine is designed to increase the patient flow through the doctor’s office even at the price
of passing on thosecosts to the patients. The use of both cheap, disposable materials (such as

disposable hypodermic needles) and elaborate machinery (body X-ray machinery, for

example) fits this pattern. The important point is that physicians have realized that
increasing the numberof patients handled raises income. They have also realized that their
long-range interests are in differentiation ofstaff.
While dentists have generally moved in the samedirection as physicians, they seem to be
on a plateau. However, in at least one area, the dentist is in danger of losing control of a
lucrative professional task because of dental technology. Until recently, all states stipulated

that only a dentist can actually place a denture in the mouth. The manufacturers of dentures

claim that those regulations are now obsolete. They maintain that the technology of both
fitting and manufacturing dentures has advancedto the point where the professional care of
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the dentist is not necessary and that technicians can handle the entire process from theinitial
impression to the placement of the denture in the patient’s mouth. Oregon becamethefirst
state to allow someoneother than a dentist to fit and place dentures.
Both physicians and dentists long ago abandonedthe notion that the individual in most
frequent contact with patientsis in the best position to know whatis best for them. In Education, we continue to cling to that myth. Weare reluctant to move to an organizational
structure that permits subprofessionals to be in most frequent contact with students,
reserving professional contact for specific instructionally oriented purposes.
Until recently, the law was a profession about as unaffected by technologyas education.
As with education, it is difficult to see how the actual work of a lawyer mightbe affected by
the introduction of technology. However, as mentioned at the beginning of this section,
technology influences professions in different ways. Technology is about to change the
profession of law, not by altering what a lawyer does when representing a client but rather by
changing the way in which the accumulated wisdom of the profession is made available and
to whom. Both identification of pertinent provisions of the law and precedentsrelied on for
interpretation of the law are basically problems of information codification, storage, and
retrieval. As we all know, those problems are very amenable to computer technology. In the
past, companies specializing in gathering andselling information in the form of monthly or
annual compilations in print form sold their products primarily to law firms and law
libraries. Processing this information in relation to a specific case wasstill the job of the
lawyer. Computer processing of information, however, makesit possible to change that. To
the chagrin of lawyers, some of these legal information companies are now making their
services available to anyone willing to pay the fee. The most immediate clients for such
services are small companies and businesses that cannot afford expensive legal services in
connection with minor legal problems. However, it is not too difficult to see that certain
classes of legal problems, regardless of the size of the company, could be handled bya legal
information processing firm. It is easy to foresee a time whenindividuals with problems such
as divorce, real estate sales, leases, adoption procedures, etc., could take advantageoflegal
services provided at the end of a computer terminal. How the American Bar Association
reacts to these developmentswill be interesting.
A final example examinesa case where the powerrelationship between two occupations
has reversed due to technological developments. The newspaper and magazine business has
for a long time beenin the position of being dictated to by the International Typographical
Union (ITU). This Union hastraditionally looked at the American Newspaper Guild (made

up ofreporters, editors, etc.) as a strange mixture of union and professional association. The

American Newspaper Guild has never exercised the same kind of control as the ITU.
However, computer-controlled typesetting has madeit possible for reporters to compose and
set final copy without manualtypesetting. Suddenly, the membersof the newspaperguild are
in a position to cooperate in the elimination of many typographical union jobs.
These are a few examples of how technology has changed professions and, of course,

the institutions of which those professions are a part. Whileliteral translation from these

examples to the education professions cannot be made, there are certainly lessonsthat can be
learned from each.
The educational professional most directly affected by instructional technologyis the
teacher. However, many other education professions are affected directly and indirectly.
Instructional technology can take over much of what teachers traditionally do. The

extent of the takeover is a function of subject, grade level, nature of the students (for
example, normal, handicapped), etc. There is no question that the ratio of professional and

paraprofessional personnel to students can be changed drastically. For example, the ratio of
professional to paraprofessional in Banneker School (Gary, Indiana) during the performance contract changedsignificantly. Douglas Ellson of Indiana University has developed
programedreadingfor inner-city children in whichall of the instruction is incorporated into
the program, with adult supervision limited to motivation and the tender loving care that
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children need constantly. He has successfully used mothers from the neighborhood to
perform that function. In this particular situation, the paraprofessional is the only one in

direct, constant contact with the student.

In the 1950s, when Alexander Stoddard and Lloyd Trump were developing a model of
school organization often referred to as the Trump Plan, reliance was placed ondifferentia-

tion of staff, with an emphasis on paraprofessionals taking over muchofthe routine work of
the classroom teacher. As an expression of the impact of technology on the profession, this

model most closely resembles that of the physician and dentist. Lower skill tasks are delegated to someoneelse, reserving the higher tasks to professional attention. Stoddard and
Trump werewise in realizing that the organizational pattern of the school would need to be
changed along with professional roles; otherwise, just the very structure of organization
would continue to force teachers to perform muchasthey had before. Thisis very clearly

revealed in the study conducted by Eaton H. Conant(1973) in the Portland (Oregon) Public
Schools. The Conant study was probably the most extensive work productivity analysis of

the classroom ever undertaken. It should be required reading. We need morestudiesof that
kind.
Administrators as well as teachers will be affected by the shift to technology. During the
Banneker performance contract, Behavioral Research Laboratories found it necessary to
hrie a second principal to supervise the instructional program, leaving the officially
appointed principal to continue doing whatprincipals do. The imagethat the principal had
of himself was not as an implementerof curricular and instructional changenoras disturber
of the personnel status quo (Wilson, 1973).
The purposeof this section is not to predict what the education professions will become
in the future but to point out that study of how professions and trades in other areas are
affected by technology can help us to plan for a much morevariegated profession than we
have at present.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
About10 years ago, I participated in a Delphi study on trends in instructional technology. One of the statements asked about the future importance of research “to conduct
studies to establish the validity of instructional technology.” Whenthe results ofthe first
round cameback, I was not surprised to find my responseto that item at complete variance
with the other participants. I rated the item as of no importance while the others deemedit
very important. My reply did not meanthat I think research unimportant but, rather, that
the stated purposeof research is unimportant. The implied wishful thoughtin the item is that
success would crown ourefforts if only we could “prove” unequivocally the effectiveness of
technologically-based instruction.*
First, we already have more research than we needfor that purpose; second, the primary
purpose ofresearch in any applied field is to improve, not prove, the technology; third, at
this stage of our development, research on the specific instruments of instruction is far less
important than research on the systems for which they are intended. Thefirst I will ignore. I
want to address the second andthird.
A technologyis not accepted or rejected on the basis of comparative performancein its
beginning stages. If this were so, railroads would not have been built because the early locomotive lost a race to a horse, and the automobile would never have survived the derisive
taunt, “Get a horse!” If education researchers had been aroundat the time of Gutenberg,

*By now you, too, should be asking, “If you build a better mousetrap, is it the mice who rush to buy
it?”
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they would have immediately conducted research to determine if people would learn from

the printed page as well or better than from hand-lettered manuscripts. They would have
found nosignificant difference, urged the abandonmentof the new-fangled device, thereby
completely missing the significance of movable type (Note 10). A technology survives
because of faith, continuing internal improvement, an institutional structure that encourages
and facilitates continued development, and an environmentthat permits a new technologyto
seek the best avenues for its contribution. For example, as of now, technologically-based
instruction is finding its most ready acceptancein distance education and in underdeveloped
countries where highly structured low-cost learning systems are making instruction cost
effective, as in Project Impactin the Philippines (Wooten, Jansen, & Warren, 1982). Study
of the history of technological innovations would throw considerable light on the survival
features of inventions.
By the way, the obverse of the above is that educators do not need research to adopt an
innovation that they favor or to continue what they now do. Weareall familiar with the

challenge, “What evidence do you havethat (any medium) really teaches?” Pick up the other

end of the stick. Suppose westood in every classroom doorway in the country and asked the
instructors about to enter, “What evidence do you have that what you are about to do the
next 50 minutes will be effective—or that it is the best way to present the material?” The
difference is that they don’t have to answer because they possess something far more important than research: authority. The moral is that lack of research evidence can be used to
stalemate an innovation, but is is of no importance when people want to do what they have
the authority to do.
I stated that technology needs to improve constantly to survive. Usually, this type of
improvement is development rather than research: how to design CAI courseware, how to
develop more effective instructional television, how to develop reliable low-cost learning
systems, etc. At this time, it is more important to develop and refine techniques and methods
of instructional design than to pursue, for example, the “attributes” of media in experimental
settings. Basic or conclusion-oriented research is important, but we are woefully behind on
applied or decision-oriented research, and our ultimate survival lies there. However, my fear
is that our researchers whoare disenchanted with research on and with media will move in
the direction of doing conclusion-oriented research in constructs in psychology rather than
move the other direction into decision-oriented development in design of instructional
systems. This is the implication of a review of research by Clark (1983). It is difficult not to

conclude that researchers committed to experimental methodsand laboratorysettings findit
more difficult to change methodsand settings than they dothe field of inquiry. I would

muchprefer that our capable researchers get involved in developmental problemsof instructional systems. Applied fields don’t hesitate to use methods and materials that work even
though explanations as to why they work aren’t available. Medicine, for example, has many
remedies and techniques that are effective but for which there are no explanations. Similarly,
our researchers should not be hesitant about exploring complex systems problems even

though the exact nature of individual elements is not known.

At the last annual meeting of the Society for the History of Technology, one of the
presenters discussed this issue in relation to chemical engineering. His point was that
chemical engineers are not chemists but managers of chemical processes. They need to know
as much (or more) physics and math as chemistry. By definition, any applied field is
concerned with means and ends as opposed to a “pure” field of inquiry, which is concerned

with cause-and-effect relationships. This is also a classic distinction between theory and

practice: Theory is concerned with cause and effect, practice with means and ends. This is
not to say that there are no theoretical constructs in an applied field but that the means-ends
relationship is paramount. This also means that an applied field can have an existence
independent of the theoretical concerns of contributing disciplines. For example, the shift
from Newtonian to Einsteinian physics had virtually no effect on mechanical engineering,

even though physics is the main contributing discipline. We need to remember this when we
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attempt to makeliteral translations from contributing disciplines (e.g., learning psychology)
to the applied field of instructional technology.
Hoban (1965) once commented that “the central problem of education is not learning
but the management of learning, and that the teaching-learning relationship is subsumed

under the managementoflearning”(p. 124). Instruction is the managementof learning, and
instructional management, like engineering, is a class of its own made up of a complex

Organization of men, machines, and processes. A large-scale instructional problem maynot
be best analyzed in terms of individual personalogical variables or isolated media attributes
but by a consideration of demographics of students, organizational relationships, the
sociology of the instructional environment, delivery systems, etc. The laboratory approach
of many of our researchers frequently is not compatible with instructional management

realities. For example, elegant algorithmic decision charts idealizing selection of media are
meaningless when real-life decisions are based on totally different factors: accessibility of

materials, level of supervision required, display requirements, delivery system capability,
etc. We spend too muchtimetelling practitioners what they should be doing and not enough
in finding out what the conditions are that shape their decisions. Pursuing the latter would
take us outinto the field to engage us in more “naturalistic” inquiry. The currentinterest in
naturalistic methods came out of the evaluation movement —a decision-oriented, situationspecific line of inquiry. Throughthe use of naturalistic inquiry, I am sure we will discover
important factors in instructional managementthat have been ignored too long, such as the
earlier discussion of negative entropy. Latham (1974), Taylor (1981), and Kerr (1977) have
asked the type of questions that can lead to important system-related findings. Siegel and
Corkland (1964) proposed a conceptual framework for investigating the “instructional

gestalt,” as they termed it, that bears reexamination, particularly because of their inclusion

of the teacher as a variable. Their framework allows for a combination of quantitative and
naturalistic methods.
Our obsession with learning gains as the dependent variable, and our acceptance of
teacher appraisals of treatments have obscured very important aspects of what I refer to as
the sociology of instruction—morecritical in instructional management than comparative
learning gains. For example, the Wisconsin experiment in the use of the Harvey White

physics course on film was undertaken to show what we already knew: Films can teach as
well as classroom teachers. The important findings of the study, reported in an almostoff-

hand manner, should have told us much aboutthe effects of teacher hostility to the filmed
course (Scott, 1960). The major conclusion of the study should have dealt with how to design
an instructional environment that would be conduciveto the use of mediated courses. Unfortunately, the NSD finding on learning gains relegated the study to the ho-hum category.
Qualitative methods used as an integral part of the experiment could have forced the

importantissues to the forefront. Such methods would even lead to different interpretations

of learning gains. The Scott report and the Anaheim ITV studies led meto postulate the
John Henry effect: One of the causes of NSD results is that the teachers of the control
groups perform at maximum rather than typical levels (Heinich, 1970).
We need to remember that research techniques designed to establish cause-and-effect
relationships may notbe suitable for means-ends problems. Research designsandstatistical
techniques most appropriate for conclusion-oriented research may imposeartificial and
unrealistic constraints on decision-oriented (situation-specific) questions. The inappropriateness of using techniques based on normative testing in criterion-referenced situations is one
example that has gained recognition. Even morecritical is that conclusion-oriented research
designs elegantly isolate treatment effects, when what is often sought in decision-oriented
research is a methodology that shows how treatments can reinforce each other. The
techniques of operations research in engineering and business administration are more

“sympatico” with decision-oriented problemsin instructional systems.
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Wehave emulatedsciencein our research for too long. There are manyreasonsforthis,
a few implied earlier, but surely the higher status accorded science over technologyin higher
education and the virtual adoration of SCIENCE bythe public are important factors.
History of science departments abound in higher education, but history of technology
departments are much scarcer. “Science” in a department title is prestigious, even if
misleading. A friend of mine agreed with methat his department was far more concerned

with technology than with science, but his departmentis called “Computer Science.” Where
is the science in “Library Science”or “Information Science”? “Techniques” would bea better

label at the rudimentary level; at the more complex level, “technology” is far more
appropriate. (Then there’s “Political Science”—but I wouldn’t want it as a “technology”
either!) The space shuttle completes a mission, and it’s a great “scientific” achievement.
Technology was moreresponsible than science. Anyone connected with the space program is
a scientist, even the engineers! Our field has had fair success with getting “technology” in

departmenttitles but very little success in getting acknowledgment of the technological

nature of our major research questions and problems.
Weneed to reexamine our posture toward the science-technology relationship. We,
along with many others, tend to believe that basic research lays the groundwork for
invention in a fairly direct way. Because of this general belief, the Department of Defense
(DOD)invested about 10 billion dollars from 1945 to 1966 in scientific research with about

25% going to undirected, basic research. Growing doubt about the relationship between
research andinvention led the DOD to mountProject Hindsight, an 8-year study of the key

contributions to the development of the weaponssystems then the backboneof U.S. defense.
The 13 teams of scientists and engineers isolated some 700 developments. They concluded
that 91% were technological and 9% wereclassifiable as science. Of the latter category, only
two events, or three-tenths of one percent, were due to undirected, basic research. Needless
to say, the scientific community reacted with shock. In an attempt to redress Project Hind-

sight, a subsequent study, TRACES,cited five recent innovations as dependent onscientific

research (Layton, 1971). As Layton points out, “The question, therefore, is not whether
science has influenced technologybut rather the precise nature of the interaction” (p. 564).
We would do well to ponderthe relationship between science and technology, and between
research and development, in our ownfield. As a backdrop for such a study I suggest
anotherarticle by Layton (1974), “Technology as Knowledge.”

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
I hope by now I haveestablished sufficient cause to consider shifting the intellectual
base of instructional technology from education to technology. By doing so, we can more
freely explore the consequences of the techniques, methods, instruments, and processes

inherent in our continuously developing field. The opportunities for unfettered scholarly

inquiry become far more extensive. As Hoban (1965) pointed out, “The term educational
media does not, in itself, suggest the ramifications for research, educational policy, and
Operating procedures which are inherent in the term technology of education” (p. 124). But
as I mentioned, dependence on Education on the part of many of our academic programs
and on the institutions within which our service units function can inhibit intellectual

freedom. If the basic position ofthis article is to be furthered, I would expect those programs

not dependent on undergraduate or graduatecertification of education professionals to take
the lead. It helps greatly if the academic program is not too intimately linked to a service unit
within the same institution. Within those programs, leadership will have to come from
individuals who do scholarly inquiry for its own sake, who do not have oneeye (or both)
constantly on the alert for the next consulting opportunity—too many of our people are
intellectually “bought” by consulting arrangements.
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3. Suppose a programmedtext (or a CAI course) enables students to reach the same(or better) level of
performanceas a traditional course. Thereis no office in the university that can say, “Any student who

goes through the programed text and passes the exam automatically receives credit for that course and

the credit counts toward the degree.” Isn’t that what happens when a faculty memberis assigned a
course? The ramifications of institutionalization are complex. I hope to deal with them in the near
future.

4.

It should not be surprising then that this field began in exhortation and advocacy. These are dead

5.

Ihave expressed this principle as a law: Technology makesinstruction visible (Heinich, 1970). Its

ends. If this is all one has, what does one do when advocacyis either no longer necessary or hits a
plateau? Without content, oneis left with teachinglittle more than technique and mechanics, and with
service programswith little more than service functions.

corollary is: Research on teacher behavior is unreliable—replication is uncertain.

6. I found a slender volume by Dewey (1929) to be extremely helpful in reinforcing my ideas onthis
subject. I urge all of you to seek it out. The following excerpts are from pages 8-15. Note that I would
often use “technology” where Dewey uses “science.”
The important thing is to discover those traits in virtue of which various fields are

called scientific. When weraise the question in this way, we are led to put emphasis upon
methodsof dealing with subject-matter rather than to look for uniform objective traits in

subject-matter. From this point of view, science signifies, I take it, the existence of
systematic methods of inquiry, which, when they are brought to bear on a rangeoffacts,
enable us to understand them better and to control them more intelligently, less
haphazardly and with less routine.
Thereis an intellectual technique by which discovery and organization of material go

on cumulatively, and by meansof which oneinquirer can repeat the researches of another,
confirm or discredit them, and addstill moreto the capital stock of knowledge. Moreover,

the methods whentheyare used tend to perfect themselves, to suggest new problems, new
investigations, which refine old procedures and create new and better ones.
The question as to the sources of a science of education is, then, to be taken in this
sense. What are the ways by means of which the function of education in all its branches
and phases—selection of material for the curriculum, methods of instruction and

discipline, organization and administration of schools—can be conducted with systematic
increase of intelligent control and understanding? What are the materials upon which we

may —and should — draw in order that educational activities may becomein a less degree
products of routine, tradition, accident and transitory accidental influences? From what
sources shall we draw so that there shall be steady and cumulative growthofintelligent,
communicableinsight and powerof direction?
This digression seemsto be justified not merely because those who object to the idea
of a science put personality and its unique gifts in opposition to science, but also because
those who recommendscience sometimes urge that uniformity of procedure will beits
consequence. So it seems worthwhile to dwell on the fact that in the subjects best developed
from the scientific point of view, the opposite is the case. Commandofscientific methods
and systematized subject-matter liberates individuals; it enables them to see new problems,
devise new procedures, and, in general, makes for diversification rather than for set
uniformity. But at the same time these diversifications have a cumulative effect in an
advanceshared byall workersin thefield.
Engineeringis, in actual practice, an art. Butit is an art that progressively incorporates
more and moreofscienceinto itself, more of mathematics, physics and chemistry. It is the
kind ofart it is precisely because of a contentof scientific subject-matter which guidesit as
a practical operation. There is room for the original and daring projects of exceptional
individuals. But their distinction lies not in the fact that they turn their backs uponscience,
but in the fact that they make newintegrationsof scientific material and turn it to new and
previously unfamiliar and unforeseen uses. When, in education, the psychologist or
observer and experimentalist in any field reduces his findings to a rule which is to be
uniformly adopted, then, only, is there a result which is objectionable and destructive of
the free play of education as an art.
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But this happens not becauseof scientific method but because of departure from it. It
is not the capable engineer whotreats scientific findings as imposing upon him certain
course whichis to be rigidly adhered to: it is the third- or fourth-rate man who adoptsthis
course. Even more, it is the unskilled day laborer who followsit. For even if the practice
adopted is one that follows from science and could not have been discovered or employed
except for science, when it is converted into a uniform rule of procedure it becomes an
empirical rule-of-thumb procedure—just as a person may use a table of logarithms
mechanically without knowing anything about mathematics.
Atthe risk of putting words in Dewey’s mouth, I believe he is urging a transition from a craft to a

technology.
7.

This example originally appeared in Heinich, 1983a.

8.

This argumentoriginally appeared in Heinich, 1983b.

9.

Thefilm clips on the aircraft stabilizer and the Pap test are from the Edward R. Murrow See It Now

program “Automation” that appeared on CBS in June 1957. Thefilm is still available. The clip on the
glass industry is from the film “Glass” by Bert Haanstra.
10.

In case you think this farfetched, an abstract of a funded research project came to myattention

about 10 years ago that is as absurd. The study in question sought to determine if students would learn

from microfiche as well as from the printed page. Surprise —no significant difference! The future of
microfiche hardly hangs on the outcomeof such research.
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INTRODUCTION
Instruction is not a naturally occurring phenomenonin the physical world; not something that has always been “out there” waiting for an auspicious moment of discovery.
Instruction is a humancreation and the addition of technologyto instruction is also a human
activity. Instruction and instructional technology are human inventions that spring from
human values and humandesigns. They are value saturated and operate in the social world
quite unlike phenomenain the physical world. Social inventions such as instruction and
instructional technology, both in their inception and subsequenthistories, are never valuefree or value-neutral. They resonate with the values of their human creators, who themselves
are situated in a particular culture in a specific time and place. As the culture evolves, old

social inventions may beseen as having fortuitous carryover qualities or, at the other end of

the continuum, they maybeseen as deeply flawed for this time and place. But we can only
know or hopeto act on this knowledge if we engage in social interpretation and articulate a
sense of professional responsibility for open-endedcriticism within our own field of instructional technology.
People everywhere are comingto realize that we can ill afford to suspend judgment on
our humaninventions and technologies. We have doneso in the past at a mounting cost to

the delicate fabric that sustains our physical and social existence. We continue to read

George Orwell’s 1984 because it vividly reminds us that technology can be used to eliminate
all human freedom, even the freedom to think private thoughts. A recent survey conducted
by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment found that 42 percent of the public believes
technological development must berestrained to “protect the overall safety of our society”
(Grossman, 1990, p. 44). We are comingto realize that the unforeseen side effects of our
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technologies are in the long run more important than the presumed advantages that were
hopedfor at the time the technology wasoriginally invented and installed. It can be argued
that nuclear fallout from Chernobyl is more important than the electricity the plant
generated. Toxic groundwater has greater consequences for us than the original boost to

farm yields that resulted from the use of herbicides and pesticides. The destruction of the
ozone layer will hurt us more than a pesky underarm odor. The unintended impact of a
technologyis part of the reality of technological development regardless of the setting into

which the technology is introduced. This chapter explores an unforeseen side effect of
technology and, specific to the application of instructional technology, begins to pose the
question whether we might not be giving up more than we have gained.

ORIGINS OF INSTRUCTION
The developmentof instructional technology over the last quarter century can be viewed
as a continuation but also a transformation of the 300-year rise of instruction in the West.
Instructional technologists have forced to the fore a numberof questions present but historically left indeterminate in the growth of instruction. One question, and the one weare

concerned with here, is the question of responsibility: Who is responsible for a person’s
education? Instructional technologists depart from traditional views of responsibility in

instruction by assuming singular responsibility for delivering tightly structured programs
that theoretically compel student achievement. Consequently, over the past 25 years, responsibility for education has moved away from an indefinite concept shared within a community
web to an exact, particularized notion of an individuated possession. Further, instructional
technologists claim this possession for themselves, removing the possibility of exercising

responsibility from the student, or any other agent in the community.

This current status of responsibility within instruction is troubling to many, even toa
few of us who have observed these changes from within the instructional technologyfield.
Admittedly, posing questions about responsibility is a complex task with implications that
extend to the limits of the culture. This chapter attempts to examine the notion of
responsibility in light of how that concept has been shapedin recent decadesin the tradition

of instruction. As we discuss responsibility we will have in mind a definition of that concept

that presumes that humanshavethe potential to act as free moral agents in choosing their
acts in light of the consequences—choices that are guided by deliberation and internal
sanctions (Craig, 1982).
What would happen if students were asked whether they thought they were responsible
for their education, or that education was something that happens to them? Or, to put the

question another way: Do they think education is something they do or something that is
done to them? Studies conducted by Swedish psychologist Ference Martonhelps usspeculate

about how this question might be answeredby students. During the 1970s Marton sought to
look at the different ways students experience the notion of responsibility within the learning
process. Early in his work he began to identify at least two different orientations to that
process.
Marton found that the college students he studied differed in the way they approached

academic work. One group defined the content of academic work in terms that connected

that workto their lives and world. The second group spoke of academic workin termsof the
books that constituted the literature for a specific course, almost as if each course were
inclusive and self-referential. “In the first case, they seemed to experience knowledge as a
part of themselves or as a change in the way of conceptualizing certain phenomenain the
world around them. In the latter case, academic knowledge was experienced as something
external, something that existed independent of the person.” For Marton, “these two attitudes appeared to be connected with two different conceptionsoflearning: learning as being
something you do and learning as being something that happens to you” (Marton, 1979, p.
604). Marton sensed that this latter group is growing in number.
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When working with our own undergraduate students we continually encounter this
latter attitude: that learning is something that happens to someone. For example, we sense
that many, if not most, of our students feel that teachers are primarily responsible for their
education. They come to class with the expectation that the teacher will provide a
clear
explication of the course in termsofa list of objectives. These Objectives should communicate, as precisely as possible, the exact content of the hours they will spend in class throughout the term. Commonly the objectives represent an organized checklist of skill-based
,
convergent outcomes. A syllabus becomes the packaging, so to speak, for a product that
teachers are responsible for delivering. Through the syllabus they will understand
whatis
expected of them. Thatis, the total realm of expectations they have for themselves rests on
the clarification of that checklist of objectives. Typically, such a checklist is a superficial
expression of educational possibilities. Often our efforts to diverge from that checklist and
challenge them to think for themselves, ponder, exercise their curiosity, stretch themselves
beyond the explicit structure of the course, are met with Surprise Or even resentment.
Evidently, once they have the course in hand, as elaborated in the form of the syllabus — this
external, decontextualized document —any hint that they might create internally an extension of the stated curriculum presents an expectation for which they believe they are not
responsible.
The notion of responsibility in education and instruction in our society hastraditionally

been left relatively unsettled. Other societies have been moredefinite. For instance, the
God

of Deuteronomyheld all Israel’s adults responsible for the child’s knowledge of God’s law.

Moses admonished his people that “these words, which I commandthee this day, shall be in
thine heart: and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children” (Deuteronomy6:6 & 7).

Failure to do so, Moses warned in graphic terms, meant the destruction of Israel.
As a modern example of a veryspecific sense of responsibility, George De Vos (April

1987), a Berkeley anthropologist, states: “The Japanese motheris a very important influence

on the education of her children—she takes it upon herself to be the responsible agent,
reinforcing the educational process instituted in the schools.”

In our culture, various notions of responsibility as it relates to education havelived sideby-side. Ours hasbeena pluralistic concept, at times emphasizingthe role of the community,

at other times singling out parents or teachers or children for special treatment. For example,
in decades past it was not uncommon to hear a statement such as “education is
self-achieved”: a statementestablishing student responsibility. Other views makeresponsibility external to the student and leave the primary locus with another agent, such as
the

teacher. Today, in our view, educational responsibility has been externalized to the point
whereit no longer residesin traditional agents but in a newcomeronthe educational scene:

the instructional technologist with systematically designed courseware.
To understand the externalization of responsibility as influenced by instructional
technology, we need to look for a momentat thehistorical conceptions of a particularized
mode of teaching called instruction. The modern notion of instruction in the West is an
invention, so to speak, of the seventeenth century. In its historical sense, moderninstruction

began to shift responsibility for education from the student to the teacher. Modern instruc-

tion assumesthat I, as the teacher, havethecritical knowledge you need andI will give it
to
you. Instruction means, therefore, that throughits directing power, students will converge
uponthe teacher’s truth.
This notion of receiving instruction as the legitimate method for becoming educated was
first put forward in the mid-1600s by Johann Comenius. Prior to the advent of instruction
,

students engaged in study. Education wasseen as a student responsibility. Education was a

process of self-formation, a personal transformation. One studied, one remade oneself
for
the glory of God. The function of teaching was primarily hortatory—to encourage study
—
and teachers providedinstruction on the heuristics of study. No one dreamedthat a student
could be instructed into an educated person, for that involved personal self-formation. But
Comenius, whoincidentally turned down the presidency of Harvard in 1640, struggled to
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articulate a sharp departure from the traditional conception of study. His idea of instruction

is best expressed by thetitle of his book on the subject: The Great Didactic Setting Forth the
Whole Art of Teaching All Things to All Men or A Certain Inducement to Found Such

Schools in All the Parishes, Towns, and Villages of Every Christian Kingdom, that the
Entire Youth of Both Sexes, None Being Excepted, Shall Quickly, Pleasantly, and

Thoroughly Become Learnedin the Sciences, Pure in Morals, Trainedin Piety, and in this
MannerInstructed in All Things Necessary for the Present and the Future Life (Keatings,
1896).
In the title of his text Comenius claimed in effect that he was privy to a specialized
knowledge, an expert knowledge that could guide his students into the nextlife. Comenius
claimed to have knowledge that others did not. Correct knowledge is scarce knowledge.

Scholars such as Robert McClintock (1971) and IvanIllich have noted that instruction — the
idea that I haveit and I have all that you need andI will transfer it to you—hasthe effect of

denying the possibility of student creativity and curiosity. AsIllich asserts, “In both traditional and modernsocieties ... instruction deadenedself-confident curiosity”(Illich, 1978,
p. 71).
Therise of instruction since Comenius has not been a steady upward progression. In its
modern construction, instruction has been subject to a numberof detours and elaborations.
However, the value base that ultimately supports the notion of instruction —the mechanism
of transfer and convergence—can betraced, in ourculture, as a straight uphill path.
In the 300 years following Comenius, his central conception of instruction gradually
spread throughout Europe and North America. In the mid-twentieth century instruction
entered an era of rapid expansion by virtually colonizing all expressions of study. In the
1950s, Ralph Tyler fitted instruction to a technical model. By pre-establishing objectives and

determining the achievement of those objectives through evaluation procedures, Tyler

provided instruction with a mechanistic teleology: each classroom activity has measurable
purpose. His basic formulation of the constitutive acts of instruction has not changedsince.
Tyler’s technical rationality was augmented a few years later by B. F. Skinner and the
instructional technology movement. Tyler’s operationalized model of instruction laid the
groundwork for what Skinner and instructional technologists were to call a science of
learning and a technology of instruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND
RESPONSIBILITY
Instructional technology, in a sense, was launched with Sputnik. Within months of the
satellite, B. F. Skinner (1958) had published in Science his now famousessay on teaching
machines. From a soon to becelebrated laboratory off Harvard Yard, Professor Skinner
offered up his prototype machine —an apparatus to implement the programming of instruction—and promised to set it down in every classroom in the land. The assumption wasthat
educators were on the verge of a true science and technology ofinstruction.
Instructional technology integrates the determination of curriculum, as well as its
delivery, within one interdependent and convergentinstructional system. The instructional
technologists’ assumption is that the infinitely patient technology allows the students to go
through the program at their own pace and as many times as necessary to achieve the
mastery level prespecified in the courseware. Recall that instruction began the shift of
responsibility away from the student to the teacher. The new formulation presented by
instructional technology shifts the locus of responsibility further away from the student.

This time the shift is not to the teacher but to the instructional technologist. To understand
this moveit is useful to introduce the notion of the Carnegie unit.
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In 1905, Andrew Carnegie provided 10 million dollars to establish the Carnegie Endowment for the Advancement of Teaching. Carnegie meant the endowment to be a pension
fund for college professors; what eventually became knownas the Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association (TIAA). Carnegie established a board to run the endowment made up
of college presidents and bankers. The board immediately found there was no agreementas
to what defined a college professor because there was no agreed upon definition of what
constituted a college in this country. By 1909 the board had defined a college as an institution

that matriculated students from a particular kind of high school, which the board members
also defined. Their definition was based on the establishment of a unit of academic work

based on time (The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancementof Teaching, 1909). In short,
a student earned one unit of high school credit in a subject in a class that met five times a
week for one school year. The Carnegie board decreed that an official high school was a
place that provided its students with 14 Carnegie units spread over four years. An Official
college was a place with at least six professors and a four-year program providinga specified

number of Carnegie units. An official professor eligible for Carnegie’s benefaction was one
whoretired from anofficial college (Tompkins & Gaumnitz, 1954),

In retrospect, Carnegie’s 10 million dollars not only provided the beginning ofa retirement fund for college professors, but much moreimportant, the Carnegie board consciously

defined and standardized the high schools andcollegesof this country bothin their structure

and their curriculum. “The Carnegie unit became a convenient mechanized way to measure
academic progress throughout the country” (Boyer, 1987).

The precise definition of what constituted a Carnegie unit has been enlarged and
redefined several times since its establishment. The unit that came to measure academic
progress at the collegiate level eventually incorporated several elements. Fifteen hours of

student contact spread over 15 weeks with a qualified professor remained the basic element.
(What we call today, following the Carnegie unit, one semester credit hour.) Other
provisions spoketo the currencyof the text materials, the breadth of the library, the number
of hours spent studying out of class for each contact hourin class, and so forth.

By the mid-1960s instructional technologists were pointing out that the Carnegie unit
was inappropriate to the newly definedrealities of instruction. The problem theyidentified

was that the Carnegie unit was concerned with the resources used for instruction, the input,
leaving uncertain the outcome, or output, of instruction, that is, what people learned.
Generally, for instructional technologists, the output of instruction, or education for that
matter, is equated to measurable learning gains. They argued that the important thing in

instruction was not the resources putinto it (or the numberof hours spent in class) but the
yield, that is, the amountlearned by the student. Recall that with technologically delivered

instruction a student can repeat the program endlessly to meet the prespecified criterion
level, or yield. Instructional technologists summedthis up, as Robert Heinich explains, by
stating that under the Carnegie unit time is the constant and learning is the variable, while
under the new unit learning is the constant andtimeis the variable (Heinich & Ebert, 1976).

The technological unit, as we mightcall it, challenges the notionsofinstructional time

and instructional input, the very core of the Carnegie unit, but it does something more consequential to the concept of responsibility. The Carnegie unit assumes a shared sense of
responsibility for the process of becoming educated. A numberof people are responsible for
providing the resources of education, but the students must assume responsibility for transforming those resources and making connections with their lives and world. With the technological unit, instructional technologists define responsibility operationally in the context
of a means/endsrationality. The singular responsibility for a student’s education becomes
identified with the success of the program. The motto that emerged in the early 1960s, which
expressed this conception of responsibility was: “Students don’t fail, programsfail.” If, after
an appropriate numberof attempts through the courseware, the student does not achieve the
prespecified level, the instructional technologist redesigns the stimulus material. That is, the
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designers gather responsibility unto themselves for altering the courseware to ensure that the
student eventually will achieve.
The emphasis on yield and the altered locus of responsibility represented by the systematic programs of instructional technology and embedded in the assumptions of the new

technological unit pervaded schooling beyond those programs. These important ideas gave
rise to a set of institutions in education including criterion-referenced instruction (such as

mastery systems) and competency-based testing. Another exampleis seen in teacher accountability systems, which are premised on holding the teacher responsible for the yield of
instruction. The assumption might be stated this way: Students don’t fail, teachers fail.
Whois responsible for a person’s education? We implied earlier that the majority of our
students seem to think that education is something that happens to them. Considering the

history of instruction and particularly the rationales which have driven instructional tech-

nology over the past 25 years, perhaps the more relevant question is: How could they think
otherwise?
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INTRODUCTION
Thefield of instructional systems technology (IST) pridesitself on being an eclectic field,
Dewey’s proverbial “linking science” between theories of the behavioral and cognitive

sciences and instructional practice. This view of the relationship between theory andthefield

of IST takes the perspective that it is appropriate to select principles and techniques from the
manytheoretical approaches in much the same way wemightselect international dishes from
a smorgasbord, choosing those welike best and ending up with a meal that represents no
nationality exclusively and a design technology based on nosingle theoretical base.
The primary strategy for providing this “link” between theory and practice has been to
collect concepts and strategies suggested by the theories and make them available to the
practitioners. The concepts andstrategies are abstracted out of their theoretical framework,
*This work was funded in part by AT&T through a grant to the Center for Excellence in Education,
Indiana University.
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placed within a practitioner’s framework, and grouped based ontheir relevance to a particular instructional design task (i.e., positioned in some form of a general systems model).
Instructional concepts and strategies are grouped based ontheir relevance to the particular
learning goal, category of learning, or performance objective.
Aneclectic approach is clearly preferred by the field of IST. Practitioners, it is argued,
need the best guidance possible for their design and developmentefforts, and that guidance
should be sought from the widest array of research and theory on humanlearning and cognition (Fleming & Levie, 1978). It seems unreasonable to presume that each individual could
continually maintain an awareness of all of the research (empirical and theoretical) that is
potentially relevant and synthesize that researchto arriveat its practical implications. Thus,

abstracting the techniques from the theories is a practical mechanism for providing the

guidance that practitioners require. While one might be concerned with mixing techniques
from different theoretical perspectives, advocates of this strategy simply point to the fact
that the instructional moves derived from one learning theory are often very similar to those
derived from anotherlearning theory even whenthetheoretical explanations of those moves
maydiffer (Bonner, 1988; Fleming & Levie, 1978; and Reigeluth, 1987). The techniquesthat
lead to instruction seem separable from their theoretical framework.

Thefield of instructional systems technology currently drawsprinciples ofinstructional

design and development from empirical studies conducted within the traditions of a variety
of paradigms and disciplines: behavioral learning theory, cybernetics, information
processing, cognitive theory, media design/production, adult learning, systems theory, and
so forth. As we acquire more and moretools with which to work, interesting mixtures of
theories and practice emerge. A striking example is Keller’s (1987) ARC theory, which draws

on theories based on a premiseof free will as well as behavioral theories based on the premise

of determinism. However, even more unified approaches, such as elaboration theory
(Reigeluth & Stein, 1983), reflect this eclecticism in that while they may draw from theories
that share commonepistemological assumptions, they borrow also from the wide array of
alternative, and sometimessignificantly different, theoretical representations.
Until recently the field of IST has tendedto rely for a theory of learning most heavily on
the field of behavioral learning theory. The overwhelming focus of IST on behavioral

learning outcomes and on the design of maximally effective and efficient learning environ-

ments is incontrovertible evidence of this influence. But as cognitive theory has movedto the
forefront of learning theories, the question arises more frequently of whether and how
instructional systems designers can add to their arsenal of concepts and strategies by integrating the ideas basic to current cognitive theory into professional practice (Bonner, 1988;
DiVesta & Rieber, 1987; Gagne & Dick, 1983; and Low, 1981). The perspectives expressed so

far on this question suggest that theories and research on cognitive information processing

(currently the most popular version of cognitive psychology), while not currently included as
part of instructional design models, could be incorporated into those existing systems to
improve their effectiveness. And so instructional designers are encouraged to learn techniques of protocol analysis and knowledge representation, to examine the literatures on
expert/novice problem solving, metacognition, imagery processes, etc., as they consider

instructional problems within the context of a traditional instructional design model.

In this chapter we challenge the concept that the eclectic nature of the field of IST is
necessarily a strength. Weillustrate our argument by reference to the implications of various
versions of cognitive science for the field of IST, but also emphasize that our argument
applies to theories of all varieties which have been assumed to inform instructional design
and development.

In brief, abstracting concepts and strategies from the theoretical position that spawned

them strips them of their meaning. Theoretical concepts emerge in the context of certain
epistemological assumptions that underlie the theory. To use a concept such as knowledgeof
results apart from the assumption that learning is the strengthening of S-R bondsstrips the
concept of its fundamental basis. We proposethat:
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Instructional design and development must be based upon some theory of

learning and/or cognition; effective design is possible only if the developer has
reflexive awareness of the theoretical basis underlying the design.

In other words, effective instructional design emerges from the deliberate application of
some particular theory of learning. While we certainly have our preferences for some

theories as opposed to others, in this chapter we simply promote the idea that developers
need to be aware oftheir personal beliefs about the nature of learning andselect concepts

and strategies from those theories that are consistent with those beliefs.
We begin by presenting the basic characteristics of the information processing and
constructivist viewpoints within cognitive psychology. We then contrast the implications of
these views for instruction and the instructional design process. Finally, we reflect on the

implications of the discussion for the future directions of the field. In general, our
conclusionis that our instructional methods and our methodsof analysis reflect a theory of

learning and, more fundamentally, an epistemology. The theory and methods simply cannot
be separated. The epistemology gives meaning to the methods both globally and in any
detailed implementation:
e

Globally, theory reflects epistemology. Any theory must of necessity embody a
perspective on what we mean by knowing. As weshall see, adoption ofa particular
epistemological view has far-ranging implications. We think it is essential that

designers be aware of the epistemology their instruction embodies. Wealso think

thatit is inconceivable to mix epistemologies in an instructional program.

e

In detailed implementation, the way in which a techniqueor conceptis realized in its
application is a reflection of the theoretical interpretation of that technique or
concept. The theoretical framework from which that method or concept was
abstracted is essential for guiding the designer in decision making.

THE COGNITIVE SCIENCES
There are many approachesto the study of cognition; we limit our discussion to two
general ones: traditional (often referred to as the Turing, symbol manipulation, or informa-

tion processing view) and constructivist (experiential, semiotic, etc.).

Traditional Cognitive Science
Howard Gardner (1987, p. 6) defines cognitive science as “a contemporary, empirically

based effort to answer long-standing epistemological questions—particularly those

concerned with the nature of knowledge, its components, its sources, its development, and
its deployment.” Gardnerlists five features generally associated with cognitive science, three
of which are relevant to our purposes here. First, cognitive science is explicitly multidisciplinary, drawing especially upon the disciplines of psychology, linguistics, anthropology,
philosophy, neuroscience, and artificial intelligence. Second, a central issue for this
discipline is cognitive representation, its form, structure, and embodimentat variouslevels

(neurological, linguistic, sociological, etc.). And third is the faith that the electronic

computer will prove central to the solution of problems of cognitive science, both in the
conduct of research to investigate various cognitive representations and in providing viable
models of the thought processitself.
While certainly interdisciplinary, it should be obvious that cognitive science as described
above is unanimousin its agreement on certain fundamental assumptions underlying the

discipline. We would argue that in spite of the many differences, this version of cognitive
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science shares many of these assumptions with behaviorism, makingits uneasy alliance as a
linking science for IST possible. The most crucial of these fundamental assumptions is
labeled objectivism by George Lakoff (1987).
Objectivism i3 s a view of the nature of knowledge and what it means to know something.
In this view, the mindis an instantiation of a computer, manipulating symbolsiin the same

way (or analogously, at least) as a computer. These symbols acquire meaning when an
external and independentreality is “mapped” onto them in ourinteractions in the world.

Knowledge, therefore, is some entity existing independent of the mind ofindividuals, and is
transferred “inside.” Cognition is the rule-based manipulation of these symbols via processes
that will be ultimately describable through the language of mathematics and/or logic. Thus,
this school of thought believes that the external world is mind independent(i.e., the same for
everyone) and we can say things about it that are objectively, absolutely, and uncondi-

tionally true or false. Of course, since we are human,weare subjectto error(illusion, errors
of perception, errors of judgment, emotions, and personal and cultural biases). These sub-

jective judgments can be avoided, however, if we rely on the methodologies of science and
logical reasoning. The use ofthese will allow us to rise above such limitations so that wewill
eventually be able to achieve understanding from a universally valid and unbiased point of
view. Science can ultimately give a correct, definitive, and general account of reality, and,

through its methodology, it is progressing toward that goal. Objectivity is a goal we must
constantly strive toward.
Consistent with this view of knowledge, the
goal of instruction, from both the
behavioral and cognitive information processing perspectives, is to communicate or transfer

knowledge to learners in Themanner
ef iclent possible.
pos ible Knowtedge
Knowtetee
can be

completely characterized using the techniquesof semanticanalysis (or its secondcousin,task
analysis). One key to efficiency and effectiveness is simplification and regularization:

thought is atomistic in that it can be completely broken downinto simple building blocks,
which form the basis for instruction. Thus, this transfer of knowledgeis mostefficientif the
excess baggage of irrelevant content and context can be eliminated.
Because behaviorism and cognitive information processing share this objectivist epistemology, they can and should both bethe sourceof insights for those in the field of IST who
share this assumption. Behaviorist applications will focus on the design of learning environ-

ments that optimize knowledge transfer, while cognitive information processing stresses
efficient processing strategies.

In a process somewhat akin to religious conversion, we have cometo question objectivist epistemology. We have adopted whatwewill call a constructivist view and have begun
to explore the implications of such a view for the field of IST. While wearestill in the early
stages in this process, one thing is very clear: constructivism is completely incompatible with
Objectivism. We cannot simply add constructivist theory to our smorgasbord of behaviorism

and cognitive information processing.

Constructivist Cognitive Science
The constructivist view of cognition is not new, butit is receiving increasing attention

because of an amazing convergenceof disciplines that are coming to recognize it: connectionist approaches to cognitive science (Rummelhart & McClelland, 1986), semiotics

(Cunningham, 1987), experientialism (Lakoff, 1987), intertextuality (Morgan, 1985),
relativism (Perry, 1970), etc.
In this view, learning is a constructive process in which the learneris building an internal
representation of knowledge, a personal interpretation of experience. This representation is
constantly open to change, its structure and linkages forming the foundation to which other
knowledge structures are appended. Learning is an active process in which meaning is
developed on the basis of experience. This view of knowledge does not necessarily deny the
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existence of the real world, andagreesthat reality places constraints on the concepts that are
knowable, but contends that all we know of the world are humaninterpretations of our
experience of the world. Conceptual growth comesfrom the sharing of multiple perspectives
and the simultaneous changing of our internal representations in response to those perspectives as well as through cumulative experience.
.
Consistent with this view of knowledge, learning must be situated in a rich context,
reflective of real world contexts, for this constructive process to occur and transfer to
environments beyondthe schoolor training classroom. Learning through cognitive apprenticeship, reflecting the collaboration of real world problem solving, and using the tools
available in problem solving situations are key (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989a; 1989b).
Howeffective or instrumental the learner’s knowledgestructure is in facilitating thinking in
the content field is the measure oflearning.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTIONAL
DESIGN PROCESS
Traditional behavioral theory and cognitive science contrast dramatically to the
constructivist theories in terms of the underlying epistemological assumptions. As should be
clear from the discussion thus far, these epistemological differences have significant consequences for our goals andstrategies in the instructional design process. The objectivist

approach to instructional design is well documented, and wewill not dwell on it here. The
interested reader may see Dick and Carey (1985), Gagne and Briggs (1979), and Romiszowski
(1981) for views of instructional design which emerge from the behaviorist tradition. The

cognitive objectivist view is perhaps best described in Polson and Richardson (1988),

Mumawand Means(1988), Schlager, Means and Roth (1988), and Lesgold, LaJoie, Bunzo,
and Eggan (in press).

Wefocus here on the implications for instructional design derived from a constructivist

view. The view of learning as a constructive process has wide-ranging implications for
virtually all aspects of the design process: the concept of the learning objective; the specification of goals outcomes; and methodologies for analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Indeed,it

even calls into question the traditional separation of method from content.

Analysis
In the traditional approach to instructional design, the developer analyzes the condi-

tions that bear on the instructional system, such as content andthe learner, in preparation for
the specification of intended learning outcomes.

Analysis of Content
The traditional approach to content analysis has two goals. First is the attempt to
simplify and regularize, or systematize, the componentsto be learned, to translate them into
process or method. This is done by identifying content components and classifying the
components based on the nature of the content and the goals of the learner. For example,
one system would see components as facts, principles, concepts, and procedures, while the

goals would be to remember, use, or find. Second, the analysis specifies prerequisite
learning. In essence the analysis prespecifies all of the relevant content and the logical
dependencies between the components of the content.
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Situating Cognition
There is a need for the learning experience to be situated in real world contexts (Brown,
Collins & Duguid, 1989a; Resnick, 1987; and Rogoff & Lave, 1984). By “real world

contexts” we meanthat:

Thetask is not isolated, but rather is part of a larger context (Bransford, Sherwood,
Hasselbring, Kinzer & Williams, in press). We do not simply ask students to do word
problems in the book. Rather we create projects, or create environments, that
capture a larger context in which that problem is relevant.

The “real worldness” of the context refers as muchto the task of the learner asit

does to the surrounding environment or information base (Brown, Collins &
Duguid, 1989a; Resnick, 1987). We are not simply talking aboutcritical and inci-

dental attributes of the environment. Wealso argue that the reason for solving the
problem mustbe authentic to the context in which the learningis to be applied. Thus

we do not have learning and performance objectives that are internal to the content
domain (e.g., apply the principle), but rather we search for authentic tasks andlet

the more specific objectives be realized as they are appropriate to that task.

The environmental contextis critical. An essential concept in the constructivist view
is that the information cannot be remembered as independent, abstract entities.

Learning always takes place in a context and the context forms an inexorable link
with the knowledge embedded within it. Most simply stated, an abstract, simplified

environment(schoollearning)is not just quantitatively different from the real world
environmentbutis also qualitatively different. The reason that so much of whatis
learned in school fails to transfer to non-school environments or even from one
subject matter to anotheris attributable, in part, to the fact that the school contextis
so different from the non-school environment. Hence, Spiro (1988) argues that we

must not simplify environments as wetypically do in school settings, but rather we

must maintain the complexity of the environment andhelp the studentto understand
the concept embedded in the multiple complex environments in whichit is found.
Salomon and Perkins (1989) make a similar point in their discussion of high-level
transfer.
Authentic learning environments may be expected to vary in complexity with
the expertise of the learner. That is, the child would not be confronted with the

complexity of the adult’s world—indeed, the child’s world is not that complex.

Similarly, the economic world seen by the average citizen is far less complex than the
world seen by the economist. Hence, when we propose an authentic environment
and a complex environment, weare referring to authenticity and complexity within a
proximal range of the learner’s knowledge and prior experience.

A related issue is the tendencyin traditional instructional design to separate the content

from the use of the content. Hence we learn about something so that we can use that
knowledge later. We believe, however, that the learning of content must be embeddedin the
use of that content. Sticht and Hickey (1988) have nicely demonstrated this approachin their
design of basic electricity training. The traditional approach to this particular course was to
prepare anelectricity curriculum based on an analysis of the facts, procedures, concepts, and
procedures in the knowledge domain and taughtin a traditional textbook fashion. Oncethis

waslearned, the thinking went, the students could gooff to their particular specialties and

apply the knowledge. This approach was taken by numerousexperts in instructional design,
in numerousrevisions of this particular course.
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Sticht and Hickey (1988), in contrast, focused on the functional context of the electricity
knowledge. They identified authentic tasks and provided instruction in the context of those
tasks. For example, students were asked to diagnose whya flashlight would not light. Then
the class discussed how the various diagnoses might be represented in an overall picture(i.e.,
a functional analysis). From context to context, they moved the students to more complex
and less familiar systems, but always maintaining the functional context of the task.
In asimilar fashion, adult reading instruction has always been seenas a skill one acquires

before using it. Thus, the reading curriculum for a job precedes job training and the content
of that reading curriculum is seen as independent of the use of reading on the job. Duffy
(1985; 1990), Sticht (1975), and Mikulecky (1982), among others, have argued, consistent
with the constructivist view, that the reading instruction, as well as the job knowledge, must
be taught in the context of job tasks. The tasks and content combine qualitatively to provide
an authentic context in which the learner can develop integrated skills.

Cognitive Apprenticeship
The constructivist teacher must model the process for students and coach the students
toward expert performance. Collins, Brown, and Newman (1988) provide an excellent
discussion of cognitive apprenticeship and summarize three approaches that are well

documented in the literature. A critical feature of these approaches is that the teachers’
responses are not scripted. The teachers cannot serve as effective models if they have

prepared responses and strategies ahead of time and only reveal an idealized path to the
correct solution. Rather, students must come to understand the authentic ways in which a
teacher (expert) attempts to represent an issue. For example, Schoenfeld (1985), when
teaching university-level mathematics, invites students to bring him word problems (brain
teasers). The problems are given to him in class, and he thinks aloud as he searches for a

solution. Of course there are numerousblind alleys and errors in thinking. Theclass discus-

sion afterwards focuses on the strategies that were used, the waysin which the problem was
represented, how various sources of information were called upon, and howerrors were a
natural occurrence of trying alternative representations or strategies.

Multiple Perspectives
The constructivist view emphasizes that students should learn to construct multiple
perspectives on an issue. They must attemptto see an issue from different vantage points. It
is essential that students makethe best case possible from each perspective; that is, that they
truly try to understand the alternative views. If we focus on constructing an understanding

and if we are providing authentic contexts, then these multiple perspectives can even be
applied to content domains that seem very well structured, such as arithmetic (Schoenfeld,

1985; Bransford, Sherwood, Hasselbring, Kinzer & Williams, in press). Of course, the
students must also evaluate those perspectives, identifying the shortcomings as well as the
strengths. Finally, they adopt the perspective that is most useful, meaningful, or relevant to
them in the particular context.
A central strategy for achieving these perspectives is to create a collaborative learning

environment. Note that while cooperative learning has a long history, the focusin that litera-

ture has been on the behavioral principles of learning that can be realized in the group
environment. We wish to emphasize instead the use of collaboration to develop and share
alternative views. It is from the views of other group membersthat alternative perspectives
most often are to be realized. Thus, sharing a workload or coming to a consensusis not the
goal of collaboration; rather, it is to develop, compare, and understand multiple perspectives

on an issue. This is not meant to be simply a “sharing” experience, though respect for other
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Two elements seem to be important: that the perspectives that students develop in the

content area are effective in working in that area and that the students can defend their judgments. The first element might be referred to as instrumentality: to what degree does
learners’ constructed knowledge of the field permit them to function effectively in the
discipline? The most obvious application of the concept of instrumentality might be in

problem solving. Can learners arrive at reasoned solutions to problemsin the field? But the
concept equally applies to contents that are not traditionally considered to be problem

solving fields, such as literature students analyzing a body of literature or art students
critiquing a painting or elementary school students learning how different cultures in the
world share universal concerns from differing perspectives.
The second element, the ability to explain and defend decisions, is related to the
development of metacognitive skills, thinking about thinking. Reflexive awareness of one’s
own thinking implies monitoring both the development ofthe structure of knowledge being

studied and the process of constructing that knowledge representation.

While either of these student evaluation mechanisms might suggest a viable system evaluation method, that method would certainly contrast with instructional design’s traditional
mastery model. One of the issues would be how to operationalize the concept of instrumentality given that no two students would be expected to make the sameinterpretations of
learning experiences nor to apply their learning in exactly the same way to real world
problems that do not have one best answer.

CONCLUSION
It appears that the implications of constructivism for instructional design are revolutionary rather than evolutionary. Viewed from contrasting epistemologies, the findings of
constructivism replace rather than addto our current understandingof learning. With a new
view Of what it means to know, it is imperative to reexamineall of the assumptions of any
field and particularly one that purports to improve the human condition.
One of the basic assumptions underlying the professional practice of instructional
design is the separation of instructional process from content, a belief that general principles
of learning apply across contents to a significant enough degree that basic principles of
instruction can be successfully applied regardless of content. From a view of knowledge as
constructed, the process emerges from the content. In-depth understanding of the content
arises from, andis essential to, understanding disciplinary thinking. Since influencing how
learners think in a content domainis the goal of instruction, the learning process mustreflect
those thought processes.
One of the most far-reaching implications of constructivism for instructional design is
that designers must attach themselves to content domains in much the same way secondary
teachers specialize in a content area or the way faculty at the university refer to pedagogyin
their discipline. The next generation of instructional designers may be specialists in the
design of instruction for teaching reading or language orbiology. Certainly the relationship
between instructional consultant and subject matter expert must be reexamined.
Manyissues remain. Is critical thinking the goal of all learning? Do the contexts in
which learning is to be applied relate to the nature of the learning experience? Are there

contexts in whichit is appropriate to apply traditional instructional development models and

others in whichit is not? Does a distinction exist between training and education such that a
training environmentis more appropriate than a schoolfor instruction based on traditional
instructional design principles? At what level of schoolingis critical thinking a reasonable
goal? Is it reasonable to differentiate levels of learning, for example, introductory learning
from advanced knowledge acquisition (Spiro, 1988) or memory from problem solving, and

to apply different instructional techniques based on different theories, or does that imply

that one mustbelieve that the nature of knowing, what it means to know, changes between
introductory and advancedlevels?
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Where must we go nowasa field? First, we must examine the assumptionsthat underlie
the theories upon which ourfield is based. Turning toward a view of knowledge as constructed requires a major reconceptualization of our assumptionsandpractices. But even if
such a view is ultimately rejected, we must not delay a full analysis of the assumptions that
support ourfield. In those situations where the assumptionslack consistency, we must adopt
a consistent set of assumptions and reject the findings of research and the development of
theory based on different assumptions. We must constantly reexamine our assumptions in

light of new findings about learning.

As a field we must ground ourselves in theory. One of the practices that requires
scrutiny is the practice of drawing from fields with different theoretical bases without
examining the conflict between the basic assumptions of those theories. Optimally, we would
tie our prescriptions for learning to a specific theoretical position —the prescriptions would
be the realization of a particular understanding of how people learn. Minimally, we must be
aware Of the epistemological underpinnings of our instructional design and we must be

aware of the consequences of that epistemology on our goals for instruction, our design of
instruction, and the very process of design.
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the job market (Morgan, 1986). Linkages with business and industry are strong and
expanding (Carrier, 1986). Technology provides a steady stream of exciting tools for

communication and instruction and ISD professionals are recognized as skilled in knowing
how and when to use them
.
Despite these indicationsof vitality and growth, an undertoneofcriticism depicts ISD as:
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Ambiguity seems to shroud thefield of instructional systems design (ISD). Consider
these facts: The number of academic programs in ISD in the United States has steadily
grown to more than 200 (Miller, 1985). Graduates of these programsare in high demandin
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concerned primarily with the use of hardware,

®

concerned primarily with the production of materials,
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not really a field, but a simple step-by-step method that almost anybody can teach
and anybody can learn in a short period of time,
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Most ISD professionals have heard these statements at some timein their careers. The
question is, can they be dismissed asreflecting only an individual speaker’s bias, or do they in
any way accurately reflect the field as a whole?
Academic fields can be stereotyped by people with a limited knowledge base. ISD, a

blend of psychology, education, communications, management, systems theory, and social
science,may be more open than mostfields to “authoritative” comments from outsiders who,
seeing one part of the picture, think they seeit all. Still, it may be advantageous to examine

the source of the criticism to be certain the profession itself does not add fuel to thefire.

Towardsthat end, five views of instructional systems design are presented in this paper.
Each is held by some segment of the population as a true representation of the field; each of

the previously mentioned criticisms can be traced to one or more of these views. By
classifying what should and should not be considered an accurate representation ofthefield,

the paper ultimately affirms what ISD stands for in theory and practice.
The Media View

People with the media view ofinstructional systems design see the field primarily as a

process of media selection (Figure 8.1). They consider ISD professionals audiovisual
specialists who know aboutthe characteristics and effects of different kinds of media (as well

as how to dry mount and laminate). ISD professionals are expected_to_bethe
first
and
loudest proponents of whatevercomes-along_and
their techno-_
logicaléxpertise. Those holding this view are baffled by a designer who knowsorcareslittle
thetechnical aspects of equipment operation; such a thing seems impossible given this
perception of the field. The media viewis particularly prevalent in higher education because

ISD evolved from audiovisual education in manycolleges and universities.

Select
media

Fig. 8.1. Media view of instructional
systems design.

Comments. Of course, designers should be knowledgeable of all potentially valuable
technologies. However, the basic premise of this view —that a dichotomy exists between the

use of media/technology and the teaching/learning process—is a perennial plague on the
field. Although Gerlach and Ely (1980), among others, have made a strong case against the
media view, it lingers.
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o- The Embryonic Systems View‘vl
The embryonic systems view (Figure8. f1S similar to
t the media view, but emphasizes

Media production. Storyboarding, set_desien, graphic layout, phot graphy. videotaping,

editing, screen design,programming. and so on are assumed to be of paramount importance. Instructional planning is more a function of creative and artistic product development
than of anysystematic decision making.
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Fig. 8.2. Embryonic systems view of instructional systems design.

This view is common where materials are produced on demandforclients in higher education, government agencies, or the private sector. Consultation between clients and

designers is largely the transmission of client-generated objectives for the developmentof a
treatment in the chosen medium (also very likely predetermined by the client). According to

this view, the development of assessment strategies to document learning outcomesis rare,
but when undertakenis usually the task of the client. Infact, there is only one activity where|
the client mustdepend on the opens of the design staff; production, .
Comments. It is inexcusable for designers to use or produce low quality materials

(unreadable transparencies, shabbily edited videotapes, etc.). Learning theory as well as
aesthetics dictate well-crafted and attractive materials. On the other hand, professionals in

the field must guard against putting disproportionate emphasis on production standardsif
they represent themselves as instructional systems designers. Suppose, for example, an
instructor contracts with a commercial television production studio for the creation of a
simple videotape of a laboratory procedure andis told that, from planning to scripting to
postproduction, the process will take six months. An emphasis on broadcast quality

perfection might be expected from these professionals. If, however, the instructor contracts
with the ISD center in his owninstitution, is given the same timeline, and finds the suggested

treatment more “artistic” than he feels necessary, several things may happen: (a) He may
decide the project is not worth the time commitment, or (b) He mayeventually invest in portable videotaping equipmentand create his own materials in the future. In any event, whether
or not he feels a six month timeline excessive for a simple project, his view of ISD will

resemble Figure 8.2.
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The Narrow Systems View

This view (Figure 8.3) begins to look morelike a real systems approach. Additional

steps that call for refinement and sequencing of the subject matter prior to production seem
to legitimize the process although the steps of needs assessment and formative evaluation are

noticeably absent. It is no secret that real-world design work is sometimes a reactive
approach to immediate or “trendy” problems rather than a result of systematic analysis of

organizational needs and priorities (Bernhard & DiPaolo, 1982). Likewise, formative evaluation may be shortchanged or ignored because of lack of time or resources (Dick, 1981) or
because it is an unfamiliar or undervalued process.
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Fig. 8.3. Narrow systems view of instructional systems design.

The narrow systems view is common amongthose whoconsiderinstructional systems
design a simple method that can be quickly taught “cookbook”style. It is the “in-two-weeksyou-too-can-be-an-instructional-designer” view so prevelant in the Human Resource

Development (HRD) seminar circuit. Writing behavioral objectives and test items and
conducting task analyses are seen as the primary hurdles to overcome.

Comments. Academics andpractitioners should argue strenuously against any representation of ISD that excludes needs assessment and formative evaluation. There are two
reasons why students, newly employed designers, clients, and observers of the field must see
these processes as essential parts of the whole and not add-ons. First, as Dick (1981) has

stated, formative evaluation “has anchored the instructional design process in an empirical
tradition” (p. 31). The same could be said for truly data-based needs assessment that

establishes the criteria by which formative evaluation measures the success of a project.
These processes provide accountability for an often difficult, time consuming, expensive
process that may affect many individuals.
Second, a view of ISD without these processes triggers the criticism that the field has
“training blinders” since it implies that all needs/goals are instructional ones. A well-

designed needs assessmentfirst identifies the true needs of an organization and then deter-

mines which needs require the developmentof training and which require nontraining alternatives. The accuracy of these data will then be determined during formative evaluation.
Even if time and resources are limited, the questions raised by needs assessment and
formative evaluation must be addressed in any ISD project.

The Standard Systems View
The standard systems view (Figure 8.4) is named for its resemblance to whatis widely
considered a fair representation of instructional systems design. The major processes usually
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associated with ISD are included. Needs assessment is at the head, formative evaluation
brings up the rear. Summative evaluation appears as a means of producing empirical product
evaluation/marketing data. Figure 8.4 is a clear schematic of a complex, multi-step process
that would serve well as a working design model. Note the distinction, however, between a
model, whichservesas a type of shorthand for designers familiar with its theoretical underpinnings, and a perception or view ofthe field. What conclusions would someone draw from
Figure 8.4 assuming it to be representative of the totality of ISD?
First, consider merely the appearance of the graphic. It is linear. It looks rigid and
mechanistic because of the step-by-step arrangement andthe flowchart convention. As Chan
(1984) points out, the lockstep sequencecertainly does not appear “warm, humanistic, and
artistic.” He goes on to say that the jargon and maze of boxes and arrows associated with
ISD lead manyto believe that the field has “missed the mark, by failing to attend to global,
holistic, and humanistic goals of education” (p. 8).
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Fig. 8.4. Standard systems view of instructional systems design.

Figure 8.4 can also engender the belief that instructional systems design is a strictly

behavioral approach to learning and instruction. The input-output structure and the
emphasis on task analysis, objectives, and assessment of learning outcomes conjures up
visions of machine-gradable (translation: low-level) training or, as Silberman (1970) putsit
“the almost irresistible temptation to go after the things that can be measured” (p. 198).

Comments. Next to hardware, flowcharts like Figure 8.4 are the mostvisible accouterments ofthe field. Designers may use modelsfor organizational and communication devices,
but others, unaware of the theoretical/research context from which they are derived and
upon which they are dependent for enlightened and insightful implementation, often take
them as graphic representations of the entire field. Hence, it is not uncommonto find that
those whocriticize ISD for being mechanical, antihumanistic, and/or behavioristic have a
standard systems view of the field in mind.

Academics and practitioners must counter this view whenever possible by educating

clients, students, and others about what is required to successfully implement the steps
shown on Figure 8.4. For example, it must be consistently stressed that the best needs assessment, task analysis, test items, and media selection in the world may be meaningless unless a
designer simultaneously attends to matters of diffusion. Likewise, ISD professionals must be
aggressive about linking the practice of the steps On Figure 8.4 with relevant (and current)
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learning theory and research. Failure to make these connectio
into manycriticisms of the field.
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g The Instructional Systems Design View

Figure 8.5 showsinstructional systems design to be a synthesis of theory and research
related to (a) how humansperceive and give meaningto the stimuli in their environments, (b)
the nature of information and howit is composed andtransmitted, (c) the concept of systems
and the interrelationships among factors promoting or deterring efficient and effective
accomplishment of the desired outcomes (Torkelson, 1977), and (d) the consulting and
managerial skills necessary to meld points a through c into a coherent whole. The well known
systems model functions as a series of gates that allow information to flow through at
appropriate times. The gates facilitate systematic thinking in the midst of an often staggering
numberof variables designers attempt to control.
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Fig. 8.5. Instructional systems design view.

A single designer is usually not expected to have all of the knowledge andskills shown

on Figure 8.5, although the smaller the design team, the moreskills each person must have.

However, wheneverinstruction is being designed, all five of the major categories (shownin
capital letters on Figure 8.5), are called into play. For example, whenit is time to write
instructional sequences and design page or graphic layout, all designers— with or without a
knowledge of learning theory and message design (Fleming & Levie, 1978)—will make

-
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decisions on these issues. Designers lacking familiarity with relevant research and theory

substitute instincts and a good eye when makingthese decisions. Ideally, theory, research,
instincts, and a good eyeall are at a designer’s disposal.
aeMee
)
Similarly; ‘adesigner unfamiliar with the research and strategies of diffusion willeven=
s ttally be faced with the task of trying to assure successful adoption of whatever productor°
*program has been produced. While luck, persuasiveness, and managerial mandate may aid

the “diffusion-less” designer, the history of innovation would suggest these as highly*
unreliable techniques.

In short, the proper practice of ISD bringsall the skills, knowledge, and attitudes shown
on Figure 8.5 to bear on the problems of a particular system in an orderly and precise
manner. Furthermore, there is (or should be) a symbiotic relationship between the major
categories. Designers’ knowledgeandskill in one area supports their work in other areas, as
will be seen in the following description of the instructional systems design view.

EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND RESEARCH
General Educational Psychology
Designers should have an understanding of the principles of human physical, emotional, social, and mental growth and development. A knowledge of how socioeconomic
Status, 1Q, sex differences, cognitive styles, creativity, and motivation mayaffect learningis
also important. This background provides valuable insight into the characteristics of
different target populations.

Specific Theories of Learning
A solid foundation in learning theory is undoubtedly the mostessential element in the
preparation of ISD professionals because it permeates all other dimensions shown on Figure
8.5. Designers must be familiar with the theory and research on learning and mustbe able to
apply them to actual practice. For example, a designer working on an early childhood

education project will find insight into children’s behavior and the value ofa rich learning

environmentin the work of Piaget (1954). Ausubel (1968) and Rothkopf (1970) are valuable
resources when producing textual materials. Designers familiar with social learning theory
(Bandura, 1986) will not ignore environmental factors that significantly affect instructional
programs, nor overlook the power of informal learning channels (e.g., observational
learning). Bruner’s (1973) rich philosophical insight into discovery learning and problem
solving, Keller’s (1983) work on motivation, Knowles’ (1984) emphasis on factors that

facilitate adult learning, and the work of others contribute to a designer’s overall

understanding of the learning process andskill in designing instructional strategies.
Cognitive science (Klatzky, 1980; Anderson, 1980; Gagne, E., 1985; Wildman &
Burton, 1981) is making a major contribution to our understanding of how humansperceive,
process, store, and retrieve information. Schematheory, elaboration, metacognition, automaticity, expert/novice studies, and transfer are only a few of the constructs studied by

cognitive psychologists that have important implications for the design of instruction.
Without a broad-based foundation in learning theory the practice of ISD becomes

narrowly focused on means(the steps in the systems model) rather than on therightful end
(learning). Academics must provide students with a solid backgroundin the relevantliterature; practitioners must be sure on-the-job exigencies do not preclude the infusion of
learning theory into design and production procedures.
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Varieties of Human Capabilities
ISD professionals must be able to distinguish between psychomotor skills and intellectual skills; attitudes and cognitive strategies; and skills requiring memorization of informa-

tion and those requiring the application of previously learned information to problem situations (Gagne, R., 1985). This knowledge enables them to take advantage of research on the

particular conditions under which each type of human capability is most likely to be learned.
Thus, a unit intended to formulate or changeattitudes will use entirely different instructional
strategies than one composed primarily of verbal information.
Knowledge of humancapabilities also enables a designer to be certain that the objectives
of an instructional unit truly reflect the needs of the system. Training journals complain that

classroom instruction does not transfer to on-the-job competence (Broad, 1982). One explanation for this is that the objectives of classroom instruction often do not match on-the-job

requirements (e.g., a class presents andtests only verbal information when job requirements
call for application of the information to novel situations). A thorough understanding of the
attributes of each type of learning is insurance against sucherrors.
Finally, this knowledge guardsagainstthetrivialization or unnecessary simplification of

instruction that occurs when (a) the objectives for a unit require only low-level learning,
and/or (b) objectives are written only for skills that can be easily evaluated (e.g., by

machine). ISD professionals must be alert to these issues. In relation to the former, they
know that objectives can and should be written for higher intellectual skills: analysis,
synthesis, problem solving, problem finding, etc. In relation to the latter they know that the
problem is one of measurement(there are ways to measure achievement in problem solving,

after all) and professional integrity (should a unit be designed that doesnot truly provide the
skills required by the system?).
Task, Content, Learner Analysis

Task analysis has always been viewed as critical and difficult step in the design of
instruction. A traditional, behavioral orientation calls for breaking a goal into subgoals,

thereby identifying essential prerequisites and mapping a logical sequence for presenting the
content.

Cognitive science has broadened the concept of task analysis to include an analysis of
the contentitself. Such an analysis aims at determining the relationship between, andrelative
importanceof, individual concepts within a body of content. One value of this relates to the

presentation of material:

Whathappensas readers try to progress through text material, for example, is
that single ideas, concepts, rules, and other elements must be eventually integrated into someholistic structures organized around a few powerful ideas. The
learner’s task in this case is greatly facilitated when the content in questionis well
organized (Wildman, 1981, p. 17).
Anotheruse for this information is to provide organizational and conceptual strategies
such as advance organizers (Ausubel, 1968) or frames (Armbruster & Anderson, 1985) that
learners can use to aid their own comprehension andretention of information.
A second cognitive perspective emphasizes the need to be aware of howstudents will
process a particular body of content. Shulman (1986), for example, asserts that “pedagogical

content knowledge also includes an understanding of what makes the learning of specific
topics easy or hard” (p. 9). This idea considers how students’ prior learning (or lack
thereof)—both of content-specific information and cognitive strategies —may affect their
success with a particular instructional unit.
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The behavioral and cognitive orientations combine to suggest a challenging three-fold
approachto task analysis: analysis of (a) the task, (b) the structure of the content, and (c) the
learner. A grounding in learning theory and knowledge of the types of human capabilities
will prove valuable during this complex process.

Testing, Measurement
Ona large ISD staff, evaluation/measurementspecialists may design the instruments

and evaluation procedures. However, without a solid background in testing and measurement (Gronlund, 1981), designersare ill-prepared to (a) establish appropriatecriterion levels
for objectives (Thorman, 1982), (b) select appropriate assessment strategies for a particular
target population, system and learning environmentconstraints, or type of human capability
(Gagne & Beard, 1978), or (c) design instruments when necessary. They should be able to
develop valid and reliable needs assessment instruments, various kinds of paper/pencil tests,
attitude surveys, and observational checklists.

Media Selection, Production
Designers use their knowledge of learning theory andthe varieties of humancapabilities

to make media selection decisions (Reiser & Gagne, 1983), as well as their knowledge of the
extensive research on media (Schramm, 1977; Levie & Dickie, 1973). For example, pictures

may be usedto facilitate long-term memory, realistic, dramatic presentations for encouraging attitude change, print or graphic advance organizers before presenting a large amount

of verbal information, video segments for teaching motorskills, etc. Cost, time, andlogisti-

cal factors also play a major role in making media selection decisions (Clark & Salomon,
1986) as do the resources and constraints of a particular system. Production specialists

(graphic artists, video production personnel, computer programmers, photographers) are
often engaged once design specifications have been formulated. However, designers must

know the capabilities of all forms of media and technology (including the most recent
advancesin interactive video and telecommunications) so that they know when and how each
can be used appropriately. Knowledge about production techniques also improves the
designer’s ability to communicate with technical specialists working on a project.

Evaluation
The last subcategory under educational theory and research deals with the evaluation of
instructional products and programs. Knowledge of evaluation theory and techniques, both

formative (Dick & Carey, 1985) and summative (Tuckman, 1979)is essential since on this
rests the ability to assess the effectiveness of the entire ISD process. Designers will benefit
from a knowledge of quantitative and qualitative (Cook & Reichardt, 1979) methodologies.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS
System analysis is divided into two subcategories in Figure 8.5: data collection, and data
analysis. First, designers must know the goals, functions, resources, constraints, chain-of-

command, and culture (Schein, 1986) of the organization in which they are working. Data
mustbe gathered on the specific target populations within an organization to determinetheir
general characteristics, motivation, sophistication as learners, and performancelevels. (This
information will be useful again during the task analysis phase.) Typical learning

environments in the organization (formal, small group interaction, grapevine, on-the-job
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training, etc.) must also be studied. A designer’s background in general educational
psychology, learning theory, and the varieties of human capabilities provide excellent insight

during this process.
Whenall relevant data are collected, they are analyzed to determine whetherthere are

any gaps between what is and what should be (Kaufman & English, 1979). It is here that a
designer separates those needsfor whichtraining is the appropriate solution from those with
motivational or environmental solutions. Hence costly instructional programs are undertaken only when the system analysis deems a project worthy, appropriate, practicable, and
likely to succeed. Becauseof their analysis, consulting, and managerialskills, designers often
are qualified to recommend noninstructional solutions (e.g., changes in office information
flow or managerial styles) as well as instructional ones.

DIFFUSION — Lory] 0 Nu ’
Havelock (1973) lists six steps (shown on Figure 8.5) necessary to bring about changein
an organization. It should be noted that a well designed system analysis incorporates four of

these steps: (a)_a good relationship with the client is built and the designer’s credibility

resources are
diagnosed; (c) all_r
roblem(s) of th
established; (b) t
idea
l
innovati
the
by
affected
potentially
system
acquired; and (d) membersof the
favorably because they (or at least key personnel) have been involved in the system analysis
phase in some way. Oncethe solution for the project is chosen, the designer must see that the
new instructional product or program can be maintained easily by the system. An under-

standing of the process of change, resistance to change, and categories of adopters (Rogers,

1983) prepares the designer to worksensitively and persuasively with different members of
the client group while working through the steps of diffusion.

CONSULTING/INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
Bell and Nadler (1979) list the phases of a consultancy as entry, diagnosis, response,
disengagement, and closyre. These parallel the diffusion steps, yet emphasize the professional (and possibly contractual) relationship between the designer and theclient. Writing
contracts (Walter & Earle, 1981-82), determining the appropriate style of consultancy for a
particular client, and knowing how to disengage from and conclude a consulting agreement
(Davis, 1975) are among the consulting skills designers should possess. Interpersonal and
small group interaction skills (Tubbs, 1978) prepare designers to work successfully with
subject matter experts (Coldeway & Rasmussen, 1984), clients, and other designers. The
ability to work with unfamiliar content (Bratton, 1981) is another essential skill for
designers.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Knirk and Gustafson (1986) list six stages of project management (shown on Figure
8.5): planning, organizing, staffing, budgeting, controlling, and communicating. Craig
(1976) offers specific guidelines for many of these functions. In some cases, designers must
also be able to write proposals for project funding. Cost-benefit analysis (Head & Buchanan,
1981), general writing skills (Booher, 1982), and platform skills (Schleger, 1984) round out

an array of organizational, managerial, and communication competencies for successful

project management.
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SUMMARY
A summary ofthe instructional system design view serves as a rebuttal to much of the
criticism of the field:

e

The main emphasis of instructional systems design is not the use of hardware.
Although very important, hardware is but one of the tools designers may use to

address the problemsof a given system.
¢

The main emphasis of instructional systems design is not production. Production
styles and technical superiority are viewed as aids to instructional effectiveness and
not ends in themselves.

e

Designers do not assumethat training is the solution to every problem. They use
system analysis procedures to determine wheretraining is justified and whereit is

not.

e

ISD is more than a simple method. It is a field requiring a wide range of psycholog-

ical, sociological, interpersonal, and managerial skills if it is to be skillfully and

creatively practiced. This is not to say that classroom teachers and others cannot

master and benefit from basic ISD procedures. However, professionalinstructional
systems designers must be prepared to design for different system constraints,
populations, content areas (often unfamiliar ones), and forms of media and

technology.
yy

Instructional systemsdesignis rigid, mechanistic, and linear only inits insistence on
systematic planning. It does not, for example, allow for inadequate, haphazard

v

planning whenthe costs of production are so high andthestakes (individual and
organizational development) even higher. Charges that ISD is antihumanistic are

groundless. Designers with a background in educational psychology, learning
theory, human capabilities, system analysis, and diffusion are fixed on the development of humanpotential and organizational health as primarygoals.

e

Although ISD clearly has roots in behavioral science, it is not in itself a learning

theory — behavioral or otherwise. A designer may draw upon any numberof psychological orientations depending on a given task and target population.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the preceding discussion has answered the commoncriticismsofthefield, a

concluding list of recommendations will be presented
professionals.
1.

for consideration by ISD

The literature of the field sometimes promulgates distinctions between termslike

instructional design and instructional development, instructional technology and
educational technology — often with only the difference of a word or two. Not only

are suchfine discriminations confusing, but they tend to semantically chop thefield
into pieces. Should developmentreally be thought of as in any way separate from
design? The development of products and programsis inextricably intertwined with
the instructional planning that draws upon learning and diffusion theory and
system analysis data. Even if the staffing of ISD activities is differentiated, the

process is a complex and unified one and should be consistently portrayed that way.
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2.

System analysis, consulting/interpersonalrelations, diffusion, and project managementskills are often presented as peripheral or even optional to ISD skills. This is

unfortunate because the field is made to appearless than it is unless the mutually

dependentinteraction of these areas is emphasized. Admittedly, each category in
Figure 8.5 has its own literature. Some diffusion literature, for example, even

comes from sources outside education. Yet concern for diffusion is (or should be)
prominent in a designer’s mind long before an instructional goal is ever written.

This is the only insurance against design projects that are immediately or eventually
rejected by the target population—an unfortunate and unpleasant experience for
both client and design team. Hence, diffusion —far from a peripheral skill — must
be consideredanessential part of the practice of design. The sameis true for educational theory and research and the other categories in Figure 8.5.

3.

There is a bewildering array of titles for academic programsin the field: educational

technology, instructional technology, instructional systems, instructional design,
instructional

development,

educational

media,

educational

communications,

instructional science, instructional psychology, training, etc. Observers must
wonderif titles are synonymsor if each is pregnant with idiosyncratic meaning!
Althoughthesituation is unlikely to change, there may be a needto insist on some

standards regarding the naming of academic programs. Imagine the developmentof

a new masters program specializing only in the production of interactive video. Can
such a program rightfully be entitled “instructional technology”? It seems reasonable that programs using the most commontitles of the field (the first five on thelist
above)—even the ones that seem to emphasize the use of technology rather than
design—have a corresponding obligation to be sure their curriculum reflects the

scope of the field and not a single specialization.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper has been to delineate aspects of instructional systems design
that must be considered nonnegotiable items. Briggs (1977) defines ISD as:
A systematic approach to the planning and development of a means to meet
instructional needs and goals; all components of the system are considered in
relation to each other in an orderly but flexible sequence of processes; the
resulting delivery system is tried out and improved before widespread use is
encouraged (p. xxi).
Whether in schools or universities, business, industrial, health related, or military
training, whenever ISD professionals are at work, they are translating this definition into
practice. If they are skillful, they are juggling many sources of information and many kinds
of skills with the needs and characteristics of their client. It is an important, fascinating,
sometimes exhausting job.
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PLANS AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
Cognitive science is an emerging specialty within educational psychology that merges
ideas from information processing theory with disciplinary knowledge from computer
science and artificial intelligence. Cognitive scientists make a number of assumptio
ns about

the world in order to conduct “normal science” in the Kuhnian sense of the term
(Kuhn,

1970). For example, cognitive scientists treat mind as “neither substantial nor
insubstantial,
but as an abstractable structure implementable in any number of possible
physical
substrates” (Suchman, 1987, p. 8). Furthermore, cognitive scientists treat the human mind
as
nothing but mental operations that mediate environmental stimuli and transform
mental
representations into other cognitive structures called plans which, in turn,
produce
behavioral responses (Suchman, 1987, p. 9). Figure 9.1 provides a brief summary
of the

cognitivist model of mind.
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( 1. cognit"ive structures
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Behavioral
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- symbolic representations
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2. cognitive operations
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- symbol manipulations
according to plans
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sponses
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Fig. 9.1. Cognitivist paradigm.

The cognitivist paradigm also permits cognitive scientists to define learning as a change
in cognitive structure and to study various lawful ways in which environmentalstim
uli can be
manipulated in order to establish new cognitive structures (i.e., symbolic mental
representations) and new cognitive operations (i.e., cognitive information processing). At
the heart of
the cognitivist paradigm, therefore, is the belief that the mind is a formal symbol
manipulator that transforms symbolic representations into plan-based behavioral responses
.

Cognition and Change
Several things are worth noting about the cognitivist paradigm. First, the cognitivis
t
paradigm goes beyond the behaviorist paradigm since it claims learning to be more
than
changes in external behavior. Learning is defined as changes in cognitive structures
as
evidenced by changesin external behavior. R. M. Gagneexpressesthis cognitivis
t orientation

whenheusesthe conceptoflearned capabilities in instructional design (Gagne, 1987;
Gagne,
Briggs, & Wager, 1988). Second, cognitive structures or plans are treated as the
causes of

behavioral responses. Environmental stimulistill play a role, but more as informati
on and
triggering stimuli, than as causes of behavior. The computer is the root metaphorf
orthis
point of view because computer programs aretheclearest expression of how
plans can use
input data to control external actions (Pylyshyn, 1984). Finally, the cognitivis
t paradigm
opens the door for conceptualizing teaching and learning in information processin
g terms

(Streibel, 1986).
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Instructional design theories, such as Gagne’s theory, take the cognitivist paradigm one

logical step further by claiming that an instructional plan can generate both appropriate
environmental stimuli and instructional interactions, and thereby bring about a changein the
cognitive structures and operations of the learner (Gagne, 1987; Gagne, Briggs, & Wager,
1988). Changesin cognitive structures and operations are inferred from the appearance of
new but prespecified behavioral responses. C. M. Reigeluth articulates this next logical step
whenhe describes the prescriptive use of descriptive instructional theories (Reigeluth, 1983;

1987). Figure 9.2 shows a brief schematic of these ideas.
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Fig. 9.2. Instructional system prescriptive use of descriptive theories.

The cognitivist paradigm in instructional design also has a unified conception of the
teacher and the learner. Wheninstructional strategies are embodiedin an instructional system,
instruction is viewed as an information process that is coupled with the learner’s cognitive

processes via environmental stimuli. The essential aspect of the teacher, therefore, resides in
the knowledge structures and instructional plans that they (i.e., instructional system)

contain. The essential aspect of the learner resides in the new cognitive knowledgestructures
and operations that he, she, or it (i.e., machine learning system) constructs. Instructional
plans in the teacher and cognitive operations in the learner here are both conceptualized in
information-processing terms. Figure 9.3 spells out this reconceptualization.
The logical extension of the cognitivist paradigm described above does not imply the

instructional plan in the instructional system causes the changes in the learner's behavior.

The learner is not a tabula rasa as in the behaviorist paradigm (Mackenzie, 1977). Rather,
the interaction of the learner’s cognitive operations within the entire process of the instructional system leads the learner to construct new cognitive structures and operations. The
cognitivist paradigm remains fundamentally constructivist and individualistic as J. Piaget
has shownin several of his writings (Piaget, 1968).
Finally, the cognitivist paradigm permits one to posit that behavioral responses and

cognitive structures and operations can be prespecified, because both the teacher, the

learner, andtheir interaction are theoretically described in identical information processing
terms. Suchman’s discussion about plans andsituated actions will question the whole cognitivist paradigm on this very point: Can the cognitivist paradigm provide an adequate conceptualization of human teaching and learning when these activities are fundamentally
context-bound, situational activities and not context-free, plan-based activities? Whatis the
problematic component of the cognitivist paradigm?
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Fig. 9.3. Instructional system, in information-processing terms.

THE PROBLEMATIC ASPECT OF PLANS AND
INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICE
The problematic aspect of the cognitivist scheme of things resides in the relationship

between plans andsituated actions when human beings are involved. The pivotal point of
this problematic aspect centers on the notion ofinteraction. According to Suchman, the
traditional notion of interaction revolves around the concept of “communication between
persons” (Suchman, 1987, p. 6). However, in the cognitivist paradigm, interaction is
restricted to the physical science concept of “reciprocal action or influence.” Humanlearners

who wantto work within an instructional system, therefore, have to assumethe ontology of

a machine for themselves in order to “learn” from the machine (Streibel, 1986). That is, a
learner has to act as an information processor in order to “interact” with an instructional
system. This result is a direct consequence of the cognitivist view of mind which separates
meaning, imagination, and reason from a bodily basis (Johnson, 1987). This result, however, also places the humanlearner in a bind: Plans are generic and apply to typical situations, whereas purposeful actions such as learning are unique andinterpreted in the context

of specific interactions. Figure 9.4 shows the generic dimensions of instructional systems.
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Fig. 9.4. Instructional system — generic dimensions.
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Put simply, the assumptions of the cognitivist paradigm conflict with the “life world” of the

human learner, because each learner brings a unique biography and history to each new
learning experience and because each new learning interaction entails a unique, contextbound, sense-making process. Whereas, a cognitive model of human learning is a rational
reconstruction of minimally situated actions, the “life-world” of human learning iS
phenomenologically and contextually bound. Whereas, a cognitive model of the processes of
humanlearning is mechanical, the actual processes of humanlearning are experiential. And

finally, whereas plans determine the meaning of actions in the cognitive model of human

learning, the in situ interpretations of lived experiences by the participants determine the
meaningsofactionsin the “life-world” of situated actions. A generic instructional plan in an
instructional system can control a cognitive model of humanlearning but it cannot control
the “life-world” of situated learning. Figure 9.5 summarizes the dimensions of the dilemma.
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- mechanical
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meaningsof actions
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meanings of actions

Fig. 9.5. Instructional system — cognitive model/“life-world” dilemma.

The problematic aspect of the cognitivist paradigm described above can be formulated
as a question: Can humanbeings reason andlearnina situation wherethey have to deny the
contextual nature of their thinking and knowing? Lucy Suchman provides a provocative

answer: All real-world thinking and knowing (andlearning) entails a form of context-bound

and embodied, situational action and not plan-based interaction. Let’s look at her arguments
moreclosely.
“All activity, even the most analytic,” claims Suchman, “is fundamentally concrete and
embodied” (Suchman, 1987, p. viii). Furthermore, all “purposeful actions are inevitably
situated actions ... [and] primarily ad hoc.” By “situated actions,” Suchman means simply
“actions taken in the context of particular, concrete circumstances.” This being the case,

“plans as such neither determine the actual course of situated actions nor adequately
reconstruct it” (Suchman, 1987, p. 3).
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EverydayInstructional Design
I first encountered the problematic relationship between plans andsituated actions when,
after years of trying to follow Gagne’s theory ofinstructional design, I repeatedly found

myself, as an instructional designer, making ad hoc decisions throughout the design and
development process. Atfirst, I attributed this discrepancy to my own inexperience as an
instructional designer. Later, when I became more experienced, I attributed it to the incom-

pleteness of instructional design theories. Theories were, after all, only robust and matureat

the end of a long developmental process, and instructional design theories had a very short
history. Lately, however, I have begun to believe that the discrepancy betweeninstructional

design theories and instructional design practice will never be resolved because instructional

design practice will always be a form of situated activity (i.e., depend on the specific,
concrete, and unique circumstances of the project I am working on). Furthermore, I now

believe instructional design theories will never specify my design practice at other than the
most general level.
My experience as an instructional designer raises a deeper question. Does the problematic relationship, which exists between instructional design theory andpractice, also hold
for instructional theories and practice? Thatis, is there a problematic relationship between
an instructional strategy or plan embeddedin an instructional system and the resulting
instructional practice? Furthermore, is there a problematic relationship between learning
theories and learning practice? I have no doubt that instructional theories and learning
theories are legitimate abstractions from, and rational reconstructions of, instructional and
learning actions. However, I am beginning to question whether instructional theories or
learning theories should be used to develop plans to prescribe instructional and learning
actions. This dilemmais particularly poignant because I have been professionally trained to
believe that:
—

—

an instructional strategy can and should be designed into an instructional

system,

an instructional strategy or plan in an instructional system is the best (and

some would say only) hope for guaranteeing a change in the cognitive struc-

tures and operations of the learner (Heinich, 1988).

Lucy Suchman’sideashelp clarify the problematic aspect of the cognitivist paradigm as well
as help reframe the problem.

PLANS AND SITUATED ACTIONS
Suchmanfirst analyzes how plans are conceptualized in the cognitivist paradigm and
then describes an alternative paradigm for how plans actually operate in humanbeings. In
the cognitivist paradigm, plans are believed to be “prerequisite to and prescribe action, at
every level of detail,” because the “organization and significance of humanaction [resides] in
[the] underlying plans” (Suchman, 1987, p. 27). Furthermore, in the cognitivist paradigm,

mutual intelligibility between humanbeings reduces to

a matter of the reciprocal recognizability of our plans, enabled by common
conventions for the expression of intent, and shared knowledge about typical
situations and appropriate actions (Suchman, 1987, p. 27).

Shared knowledge structures, typical situations, and appropriate actions are, therefore,

external and prior to the same things in other people. Furthermore, two people can only
understand each other when they share the same symbolic representations about typical
situations and appropriate actions. Intent hereis tied to the plan of action for typical, and
therefore context-free, situations. Figure 9.6 sketches out these ideas.
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Fig. 9.6. Cognitive and situated learning paradigms.

The problematic aspect of the cognitivist point-of-view arises, because the lived experi-

ence of two persons are not madeupofidentical representations. Suchman’s argumenthere
is ultimately based on an appeal to experience, because humanbeingshaveno privileged way
of knowing whetheran identity relationship exists between the cognitive representations of
different people. Our phenomenological experience, on the other hand, tells us that our
knowledgeentails specific, contextual experience, and our actions proceed on the basis of

context sensitive, embodied skills and not rationally constructed plans.

Suchmanclarifies the problematic between plans and situated actions by claiming that:
While the course of action can alwaysbe projected or reconstructed in terms of
prior intentions or typical situations, the prescriptive significance of intentions
for situated actions is inherently vague ... because we can state our intentions
without having to describe the actual course that our actionswill take (Suchman,
1987, pp. 27, 38).

Plans, in other words, say more about our reasoning about action than aboutthe actual

course of events. Suchman, therefore, claimsthat:

The coherenceofsituated actionsis tied in essential ways not to individual predis-

positions or conventional rules but to local interactions contingent on the actor’s
particular circumstances (Suchman, 1987, pp. 27-28).

Let us use our example of a learner interacting with an instructional system. Extrapolating from Suchman’s arguments, the coherence of the learner’s experiencein this situation is not tied in essential waysto the instructional designer’s intent (no matter how detailed
or explicit these intentions are spelled-out as instructional objectives) nor to the instructional

plan built into the instructional system. Rather, the coherence of the learner’s instructional
experience is tied to the sense that such a learner constructs out of the actual situation (of
which the instructional system is just a part). Hence, the sense that this learner at this point
in time and in this situation will make out of the learning situation cannot be predicted or
even assumed to be understood by an instructional designer whois not part of the actual
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situation. The best an instructional designer can dois create an instructional environment

wherethe learner’s processes of situational sense-making are enhanced. What does this mean
for an instructional designer? Suchman again provides a tentative answer.

Face-to-Face Interaction

Suchmanconsiders face-to-face humaninteraction to be the “paradigm case of a system
for communication ... because it is organized for maximum context sensitivity” (Suchman,

1987, p. 18). Furthermore, face-to-face communication “brings that context-sensitivity to
bear on problems of skill acquisition ... for just [those] recipients on just [those]
occasion[s]” (Suchman, 1987, p. 18). Face-to-face human communication, therefore,
becomes the means through which actions in a unique situation for a unique learner are

connected to larger personal and interpersonal interactions and, thereby, made mutually
intelligible. In her own research on how novices learn to use Xerox machines, Suchman has

users team up and engage in a conversation with each other about the concretesituation.
Meaningsare constructed and negotiated in an ongoing dialogue, and the plans that the
Xerox machine happensto contain are only treated as resources. Furthermore, sense making
is intimately tied to the resolution of emergent dilemmasby each group of users. Suchman
therefore concludes that the “conversation” between the users gave coherenceto their situation rather than the plans built into the Xerox machines. John Seely Brown has taken
Suchman’s ideas and generalized them to encompass everyday cognition (Brown, 1988). See

Figure 9.7 for a brief outline of these ideas.

Aspects of Everyday Cognition
John Seely Brown

Ona»hah —

. act on situations
. make sense outof concrete situations
. resolve emergent dilemmas

. negotiate the meaning of terms

. use plans as resources

- socially-construct physical and social reality

“conversation” with a situation
Fig. 9.7. Aspects of everyday cognition.

Whatroles should plans playin the context of situated actions? For our purposes, what

role should instructional plans play in the actual operation of instructional systems? Based
on Our discussion so far, we can begin to draw sometentative conclusions. First, we should
stop treating plans as mechanismsthat bring about subsequentactions:
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—

in the case of human beings, plans should not be treated as “psychological

mechanisms”that control and give meaning to subsequent behavior. Rather,
plans should be treated as “artifact[s] of our reasoning about actions”
(Suchman, 1987, p. 39).

—

inthe case of instructional systems, instructional plans should notbe used to
control instructional interactions. Rather, plans should be usedfor:
a.

communicating about situated actions with other human beings,

b.

reflecting on and reconceptualizing situational actions.

In short, instructional plans should be used by bothinstructional designers andinstructional

users as resources for future situated actions.
What do these tentative conclusions imply? How can onedesign instructional systems

where instructional plans operate as resources for the learners and notas controlling mechanisms? Suchman’s situated-action paradigm again helps clarify the relationship between
plans and situated learning.

PLANS AND SITUATED LEARNING
What has Suchman concludedso far? First, she has claimed that “every course of action
depends in essential ways upon its material and social circumstances” (Suchman, 1987,
p. 50). Second, she has claimed that face-to-face communication and collaborative action are
essential for sense-making in anysituation. Finally, she has claimed that our knowledge of

the physical and social worlds is inter-subjectively constructed by us. On the most general

level, therefore, we can no longer view instructional systems as mechanisms that transmit
knowledge ortrain skills in an information-processing sense of the term. Plans can play a
communicative role but not a constitutive role in instructional interactions. To understand
this more deeply, we have to examine Suchman’s main propositions about plans.

Plans as Representations
First, Suchman admits that plans are representations of situated actions. However,
these representations always come “before or after the fact, in the form of imagined projections or recollected reconstructions” rather than as controlling procedures during situated
actions (Suchman, 1987, p. 51). Hence, plans orient us in situated actions rather than

prescribe the sequence of actions. Instructional strategies should, therefore, only be used to

orient future teachers or learners for situated learning and notprescribe how to teach or how
to learn. The actual embodiedskills of teaching or learningstill have to be worked out by the
teacheror learner. In the case of instructional designers, instructional plans should only be
used as general resources for the design and development of instructional systems. In the
case of the operation of instructional systems, the instructional strategy should not control

the actual instructional interaction. Finally, in the case of the humanlearner, the instruc-

tional strategy should be used to orient the humanlearner towards the material rather than
controlling and evaluating each behavior. Theinstructional system in this scenario would act
more like a coach than an instructor or tutor, and the humanlearner’s role would be more
that of a self-teacher than of a student. Figure 9.8 summarizes this point.
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Situation-Learning-Based
Instructional Systems
1. use plans as resourcesto orient the learner towardsaction

2. include face-to-face dialogue to develop embodiedskills
3. help learners problematize a situation & resolve emergent dilemmas
4. help learners develop situated discourse-practices

9. use Collaborative learning structures
6. use language to construct physical and social reality

learners as "self-teachers" and "ethnographers"
Fig. 9.8. Situation-learning-based instructional systems.

Is the foregoing suggestion about instructional systems a romantic ideal? Is it
unrealistic? No, because the actual reality of designing an instructional system will always

turn out to be a form ofsituational action. “Whenit really comes downto the details,” writes
Suchman, “you effectively abandonthe plan and fall back on whatever embodiedskills are

available to you” (Suchman, 1987, p. 52). The samecan besaid for instruction and learning.

Whenan instructor or a learner gets downto the details of teaching or learning, the respec-

tive theories of instruction or learning are abandoned andthe instructoror learner falls back

onto his or her embodiedskills in the situation. An instructional designer would, therefore,

do well to provide the learner, using an instructional system, with the appropriate resources

to develop the learner’s embodied self-teaching skills.
The suggestion that instructional systems should help learners develop embodied
learning strategy skills sounds remarkably like the rhetoric about learning strategies design
(O’Neil, 1978; O’Neil & Spielberger, 1979). However, one cannot design plansto instruct

learning-strategy skills either. Suchmanclarifies this point by saying:

It is frequently by only on acting in a present situation that its possibilities
becomeclear.... In manycases, it is only after [my emphasis] we encounter some
state of affairs that we find to be desirable [e.g., a ‘teachable moment’ in a
classroom for a teacher] that we identify that state as the goal towards which our

previous actions, in retrospect, were directed ‘all along’ or ‘after all’ (Suchman,
1987, p. 52).

Aninstructional designer cannot, therefore, predict which aspect ofthe instructional plan or
which feature of the instructional system will be interpreted by the learner as a learning
event, and so cannot design a plan for developing learning strategies. An instructional

designer can, however, create a learning environment where learning strategies are used as
resources by the learner. In a computer-based reactive learning environment called

MENDEL, which I and mycolleagues are developing at the University of Wisconsin, a
computer program helps students compare their intermediate hypotheses about genetics
experiments against the data that the computer generates (Streibel, et al., 1987). The
program doesnottutor students about problem-solving proceduresor solve the problemsfor
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them. Rather, it offers students advice on how to checktheir ideas. The program doesthis,
in spite of the fact that it contains an expert systems componentwhichcansolve the problem
the student faces. The distinction between a plan as an instructional algorithm and a plan as
an instructional resourceis a very subtle one, butit definitely runs counter to Richard Clark’s

suggestion that the instructional design component of instructional systems is the most
efficacious componentas far as learning is concerned (Clark & Salomon, 1986).
Plans as Social Constructs

Suchmanalso argues that situated actions are “essentially transparent to use ... when

action is proceeding smoothly” (Suchman, 1987, p. 53). Furthermore, plans and representa-

tions are only constructed by people when there is a breakdownin situated action. Hence:
Whensituated action becomes in some way problematized, rules and procedures
are explicated for purposes of deliberation [and communication] andthe action,
which is otherwise neither rule-bound nor procedural, is then made accountable
to them (Suchman, 1987, p. 54).

Note that representations here do not stand in an essential relationship to actions. Rather,
plans and representations are social and rational reconstructions of problematized situated
actions.
Teachersin the critical pedagogy and experiential learning traditions have long known
how to problematize learning situations and use reflection to turn experience into further
action (Shor, 1980; Kolb, 1984; Boud, et al., 1985; Livingston, et al., 1987). In each of these
traditions, teachers use face-to-face dialogue in order to problematize somepartof the world
and then usereflection as a way to get beyond the immediate situation. Furthermore, in each
of these cases, teachers develop a dilemma language with the learners in order to foster
mindful action (Berlak & Berlak, 1981). The key elements in the critical pedagogy and
experiential learning traditions that develop embodiedskills are, therefore, context bound
discourse practices, negotiation of the very language used to characterize and resolve
dilemmas, andreflective action. Both discourse practices and reflective actions go beyond
any rules and procedures.
Instructional designers face a serious challenge from the critical pedagogy tradition
because instructional designers are neither part of the actual instructional interaction that
they create, nor are they able to articulate a plan to help students problematize, analyze, and

reconceptualize the “life-world” of the learning situation. At best, instructional designers can
only create simplified reactive learning environments where students workcollaboratively to
resolve artificial dilemmas.

Objectivity and Interpersonal Construction
Suchman’s third proposition about plans deal with how the objectivity of situated
actions is interpersonally constructed rather than given. Suchmanwrites:
Objectivity is a product of systematic practices, or members’ methods for
rendering our unique experience andrelative circumstances mutually intelligible.
The source of mutualintelligibility is not a received conceptual schemeor set of
coercive rules or norms, but those commonpractices that produce the typifica-

tions of which schemes andrules are made (Suchman, 1987, p. 57).

Aninstructional system that operates according to a plan madeprior to face-to-face interaction, therefore, underminesthe very processes by which the objectivity of the physical and
social worlds is apprehended by newlearners. In the place of interpersonal construction of
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reality, such instructional systems offer a coercive rather than a constructive interaction.
Whatcan aninstructional designer do about this? How can aninstructional system avoid
coercive interactions?
George Herbert Mead argued, as early as 1934, that the physical and social worlds are
“constructed by us through language” (Suchman, 1987, p. 57). It is, therefore, through the
medium of language, that a learner will construct and construe the objectivity of some part

of the physical and social worlds. However, languageis not a set of symbols communicated
through a medium. Languageitself is constructed out of social discourse practices. It is,
therefore, not enoughfor an instructional designer to simply communicate messages about

the physical and social worlds to the learner via the instructional system. Such a point of
view wouldstill legitimize coercive communication. What can aninstructional designer do?
The best wayto help learners makesense outof their learning situations is to help them
approachthe learning situation as ethnographers. A learningsituationis, after all, a kind of

social practice, and learnersare, in effect, in the position of field workers who wantto get
into the disciplinary subculture’s lore of knowledge. Ethnomethodologies are useful for

learners because they deal with how members of a group makesense and how the “mutual
intelligibility and objectivity of the social world is achieved” (Suchman, 1987, p. 58). An
instructional designer who wants to address the constraints of situational learning will,
therefore, have to find ways of creating instructional systems that give learners a chance to
act as ethnographers.

Plans and Language
Suchman’s final proposition aboutplans andsituated actions deals with how “language
is a form of situated action” because

the significance of an expression always exceeds the meaning of what actually gets
said ... the interpretation of an expression turns not only on its conventional or

definitional meanings, not on that plus some body of proposition, but on the
unspokensituation of its use (Suchman, 1987, pp. 59-60).

Hence, plans which try “to guarantee a particular interpretation” by providing “exhaustive
action descriptions” are bound to fail because

there [are] no fixed set of assumptions that underlie a given statement... [and
because] an instruction’s significance with respect to action does notinhere in the
instruction, but must be found bytheinstruction-follower with reference to the
situation of its use (Suchman, 1987, p. 61).
Suchmancontinues by claiming that “interpreting the significance of action is an essentially collaborative achievement” (Suchman, 1987, p. 69). Mutual intelligibility, in fact,
requires constant collaborative conversation. The reasonsforthis are simple. Our everyday
interactions contain inevitable uncertainties and our language entails inevitable miscommunications. The only way to catch these uncertainties and repair these miscommunications is to conduct contant and in situ conversations. Interactive instructional systems,

even those that useartificial intelligence technologies to model the communications process,

are Of no help here because

there is a profound and persisting asymmetryin [the] interaction between people
and machines, due to a disparity in their relative access to the moment-bymoment contingencies that constitute the conditions of situated interactions
(Suchman, 1987, p. 185).
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Human teaching and learning, therefore, require the presence of face-to-face linguistic
engagement. Suchman’s conclusionis all the more significant because she applies it to the
acquisition of a simple proceduralskill (i.e., how to use a Xerox machine).

JOHN SEELY BROWN’S EPISTEMOLOGY
OF SITUATED LEARNING
So far, I have described Lucy Suchman’s theory of plans and situated actions, and
applied her ideas to the design anduseofinstructional systems. I would nowlike to end with
a brief discussion of the epistemology ofsituated learning, in order to give somedirection for
further work in this area. My task is made easier by John Seely Brown because he has
generalized Lucy Suchman’s ideas and extended Jean Lave’s earlier work on everyday
learning and cognition (Brown, 1988; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Rogoff & Lave,
1984; Lave, 1988).
John Seely Brown is a colleague of Lucy Suchman at Xerox PARC and one of the
founders of the field of Intelligent Tutoring Systems. Intelligent Tutoring Systems are the
most sophisticated forms of instructional systems and incorporate ideas from cognitive
science, computerscience, and artificial intelligence.
John Seely Brown also studied how humanbeingsactually learn in the presenceofintelligent tutoring systems and concluded that Suchman’s theory of situated action was a more
adequate account of the phenomenathan a cognitive theory of plans. He, therefore, began
to formulate an epistemology of situational learning that is sensitive to the nature of
situational action.
Brown first spells out how ordinary folks think about real-world problems. Ordinary
folks, says Brown (1988):
—

act on concrete situations,

—

resolve emerging dilemmas,

—

negotiate the meanings of terms used to describe newsituations,

—

and ultimately use socially-constructed plans as resources for each newsituation.

Figure 9.9 summarizes some of these conclusions.

Aspects of Cognition
John Seely Brown

Everyday Cognition:

Expert Cognition:

1. act on situations
2. contextual sense-making

1. see through symbols
2. contextual sense-making

3. resolve emergent dilemmas
4. negotiate meanings
5. use plans as resources
6. socially-construct physical
and socialreality

Fig. 9.9. Aspects of cognition.

3. resolveill-defined dilemmas
4. negotiate meanings
5. use plans as resources
6. socially-construct physical
and socialreality
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Experts and Novices
Brown then compares everyday cognition with expert cognition. Experts, according to
Brown,are persons whohaveacquired a disciplinary subculture of knowledge and discoursepractice. The most interesting aspect of Brown’s comparison is that everyday and expert

cognition have very much in common. According to the cognitivist paradigm, however,
expert plans and proceduresarethe very thing that distinguish experts from ordinary people.

According to Brown, on the other hand, the only difference between expert and ordinary
people is that experts have a set of models through which they act on situations; whereas,
just plain folks act on situations with partial, and often incorrect, models. Both experts and
everyday folks mix knowledgewith use andbelief in real-world situations and bothsociallyconstruct the objectivity of knowledge. Furthermore, everyday folks become experts

through a socialization process of acquiring effective discourse practices in situated actions,

just as experts do. Everyday folks do not becomeexperts by acquiring expert knowledge or
following expert rules (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986).
Brownthen spells out the epistemological shifts that take place when we move from a
cognitivist paradigm to a situated learning paradigm. Figure 9.10 summarizestheseshifts.
Highlighted are those aspects of the paradigm shift that have a direct bearing on the design
of instructional systems.

Epistemological Paradigm Shift
John Seely Brown

Cognitive Learning: Situated Learning:
1. decontextualized

2. knowledge
3. goals
4. tasks/problems

1. contextualized

2. practice
3. expectancies
4. activities

5. solipsistic
6. formal

5. interactional
6. coordinated

11. referencefixed
12. efficiency

11. reference negotiated
12. rationality

7. definitional
8. problem-solving
9. looking at
10. explicit theories

7. constraints
8. dilemma handling
9. looking through
10. implicit theories

Fig. 9.10. Epistemological paradigm shift.

The most obvious epistemological shift is from knowledge to practice. Learning is no
longer a matter of ingesting externally-defined, decontextualized objects, but a matter of
developing context-bound discourse-practices. This means the objectives of an instructional
system can no longerbeseen as a pre-defined end point for learning, nor instructional tasks
as a sine qua non Ofinstructional interaction. Rather, objectives can only be seen as expecta-

tions that constrain the direction the learner is going, and instructional tasks can only be seen
as one of manyactivities the learner might choose to pursue.
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The second epistemological shift is from problem-solving to dilemma-handling. This
meansthat learning can no longer be viewed as a form of cognitive problem solving, but
rather as a form of posing problems; a form of formulating hypotheses and termsto handle
the problem; a form of negotiating criteria to evaluate the problem; andfinally, a form of
interpersonally resolving the problem. In someways, the very word “problem”is inadequate
in the situated learning paradigm becauseit reduces real-world dilemmasto cognitive puzzles
that have explicit solutions built into them. Hence, the word “dilemma-handling” is a more
adequate term.
Thefinal shift that I want to mention involves the move from efficiency to rationality.
Cognitive-science-based instructional systems, as I have shownin anearlier paper, are ultimately shaped by the economiccriteria of systems efficiency rather than the qualitative
criteria of excellence and substantive understanding (Streibel, 1986). Cognitive-science-based
instructional systems, therefore, serve the “human interests” of someone other than the
learner (Apple, 1975; Wolcott, 1977; Nunan, 1983; Bullough, Goldstein, & Holt, 1984). In
the situated learning paradigm, however, the learner is at the center of negotiating the
meaningoftheir [sic] actions, and therefore, at the center of negotiating whatis rational to
them [sic]. An instructional system that is sensitive to the situated learning paradigm, has to
respect and encouragethe very social-linguistic processes by which rationality is constructed.
This is a tall order for instructional systems, even those as advanced asintelligent tutoring
systems, because such systems havea very limited access to the “moment-by-momentcontingencies that constitute the conditions of situated actions” (Suchman, 1987, p. 185). It is,
however, a challenge that we, as instructional designers, will have to meet if we are to respect
the way humanbeingsactually learn.
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oiitput-feedback-revision cycle similar to the cybernetic model shown in Figure 10.1.

The purposeofthis chapteris to list and describerepresentativeinstruc-

tiogal design models that have evolved from this basic systematic approach.
Instructional design models come from industry, education, the military branches, and
a variety of other sources. They are often viewed, therefore, as valid only for vocational
education. To make an effective choice the educator may want to know where the model
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Fig. 10.1. Basic cybernetic model (Pratt, 1978, p. 5).

comes from; whyit was developed; howit relates to the educator’s specific goals andsetting;
and what kind of documentation, application, and/or validation the model has undergone.

Past experience has shown that models of instructional design are important in
education and that the systematic approachis both logical and useful. However, educators

are often confused about which modelto use because of the bewildering array reported and
because of the omission of some basic component from theliterature that describes the
model or reports on how the model has been used. Another reason forthe less than satisfactory acceptance of the systematic approach is the apparent absence of validation for
many models. (In this paper, validation refers to confirmation of the degree of fit among

objectives, form of instruction, and context of learning.) Other reasons seem to be the weak

or nonexistent theory base for many modelsandthe visible cost of design —a cost which may
seem high because many educatorsfail to balance the cost of applying the model against the
quality or utility of its outcome. Finally, there is the problem of how to interpret the concept
systematic. For some, the components of the model are systemic, each affecting the others
so that a change in one requires a change in other components. But for Others, the
components of the model are only procedural, a plan of separate steps, each proceeding ina
sequencethat is more linear than systemic.
To provide a more comprehensive idea of what constitutes a model of instructional
design, this study will accomplish the following objectives:
1.

Examine several possible definitions of models of instructional design.

2.

Present the purposes for having and using models ofinstructional design.

3.

Propose two categorical schemata for 40 existing models according to origin,
theoretical underpinnings, purpose and use, and degree of documentation.
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4.
5.

Offer an explanation for the existence of the large number of models of instruc-

tional design.

Suggest guidelines for use by instructional designers and educatorsto facilitate their

choice of an appropriate model.

DEFINITIONS OF MODELS OF SYSTEMATIC
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
A model is usually considered to be an abstraction and simplification of a defined
referent system, presumably having somenoticeable fidelity to the referent system (Hayman,

1974, p. 4; Logan, 1976, p. 3). This fidelity is expected whether the model is intended to

describe, prescribe, predict, or explain elements of the referent system, and whether the
model is based on a set of implemented procedures or theoretical constructs. One of the
problems in the literature on models of instructional design is associated with the basic
definition of any model. Thatis, the fidelity of the model to the actual processesit represents
will diminish as the specificity of the model diminishes.

Silvern defines a model(cited in AECT, 1977) as a “graphic analog representing a reallife situation either as it is or as it should be” (p. 168). The person whodefines what “should

be” in an instructional design model may be the model’s developer. Some models, however,
expect the client to determine the needs to be met by the use of the model. The educator who
ultimately uses an instructional design model should know how and why the developer
arrived at the modelso the designer can determinethe suitability of the model for the desired

goals. Although a developer mayinitially intend only to describe what is being used on an
individual project, the procedures described may become a prescriptive model if they are

selected for use in another project or setting.
Models of instructional design have descriptive, prescriptive, predictive, and/or
explanatory elements in varying degrees. That is, some models describe the components or
activities of instructional design, but they are used as if they prescribe the necessary
activities, and sometimesare presentedasprescriptions. Implicit in the presentation of many
models of instructional design (and explicit in some)is the prediction of effective instruction,
that is, that intended learning will occur when the activities outlined in the model are
followed. Finally, some models have such a strong basis in learning theory that they tend to
explain instructional design in terms of the events of learning.
The systematic approach in the design of instruction is a problem-solving process
known as instructional development, which requires the identification of instructional

problemsor needs and corresponding solutions by meansofeffective andefficient teaching-

learning activities based on relevant objectives (Waldron, 1973, p. 2). But if the educator is
not also informed of the processes and use of the appropriate theory base interpreting the

model, the skills required to apply the systematic (systemic) approach may remain
undeveloped, a problem expressed well by Hayman (1974).
It should be clear, however, that a modelis not the same as a theory. Rather, a model

might incorporate a numberoftheories. For instance, Joyce and Weil(1972) list a number of
different models of teaching (including inductive teaching, jurisprudential teaching,

nondirective teaching, operant conditioning, and others). These models incorporate theories

about motivation, reinforcement, personality, and creativity.
While models may help to form aninitial investigation into factors of instructional
design, theories may allow for a better understanding and control of the learning environment. As we increase our understanding of the processes required for effective instructional
design and development, we should explicitly state the constructs and propositions that
evolve and, therefore, change the assumptions upon which a model rests.
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LaGow (1977) contends that a theory, like a model of instructional design, should
express the interrelationships (sequence andcriteria) among the components.

Aninstructional design theory should be able to explain the sequence used in the

design of instruction and provide a basis forcriteria to judge the usefulness of

tasks that are included in this activity. (p. 3)

The requirementfor the model follows from the requirementfor the theory: to prescribe
the sequence of events and functions for the tasks that lead to effective instruction.
Some models of instructional design explicitly incorporate specific constructs related to
effective instruction and learning, a characteristic that lends credibility to the use of the term
design. Pye (1964) notes that while a painter or sculptor can choose any imaginable shape, a
designeris limited by the function of the thing being designed (p. 7). Likewise, Simon (1969)
notes that a complete design can be broken downinto functional components (p. 73). Like
other designers, an instructional designer cannot choose any imaginable shape for instruction. The limitations that arise stem from the function of instruction and, therefore, from

the context of learning —a context that includes external as well as internal environments.

PURPOSES OF MODELS OF SYSTEMATIC

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Instructional design models serve four purposes:
\\wv

N\'

5

1.

>

yy

\

Improving‘learning and instruction by means of the problem-solving and feedback

characteristics of the systematic approach.
2

vy 3.

4.

Improving managementof instructional design and development by meansof the

monitoring and control functions of the systematic approach.

Improving evaluation processes by means of the designated components and
sequence of events, including the feedback andrevision events, inherent in models
of systematic instructional design.

Testing or building learning or instructional theory by means of theory-based

design within a model of systematic instructional design.

As suggested in the review by Smith and Murray (1975), the procedures in models may
be based moreon the monitoring and control functions associated with general systems than
with any clearly stated instructional purpose. Lowe and Schwen (1975) note that most
instructional developmentis “a systematic process focused on improving the effectiveness
and efficiency of learning and instruction in various educational environments” (p. 43).

Vance (1976) and Waldron (1973) present a similar purpose statement, while Davis and

McCallon (1974) modify this purpose in stating their intent to “translate social science
learning theory for practical use in a variety of instructional settings” (p. x1) to serve as a
guide “to the theory and practice of adult education” (p. 6). Even (1977) does not refer to
theory, but retains the purpose statement presented by Lowe and Schwen (1975), focusing on
classroom activities as the specific environmental context.
According to Gagne and Briggs (1974), the purpose of the systematic approach (or a

statement of its usefulness) is that “it encourages the setting of a design objective, andit

provides a way to know whenthat objective has been met”(p. 228). In view ofthis purpose,
Gagne and Briggs observe that the systematic approach is useful in designing lessons and
modules as well as instructional systems (p. 227). Other developers and reviewers have
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referred to the value of the systematic approachas a planning, organizational, and/or managerial tool for effective design and development(Branson, 1978; Kelly, 1976; Shoemaker &
Parks, 1976; Smith & Murray, 1975; Teague & Faulkner, 1978).

Educators generally and instructional designers specifically often use a model of instructional design as a kind of game plan for their development efforts. This plan assures the
educator that every piece of instruction that is used will, regardless of content, have recog-

nizable elements. This sameness aids educators in a variety of ways: Formative evaluations

andrevisions are more systematic and congruent; the sequence of developmental and evaluation events is planned in a procedural context; media developmentis moreefficient; and
evaluation systems can be developed with quality as a key criterion. This sameness also
allows standardization of a project’s design efforts so that design becomestask specific. This
enables increased communication and coordination among the membersof a development

project. For instance, the phrase “assessing learner needs” should be defined similarly byall

project members. Major misunderstandings usually can be resolved by consulting the
definitions and explanations provided with a model. The sequencing of events in a model
also provides a management framework conducive to use of PERT techniques and other
managementstrategies for ensuring the availability of human and material resources at
required times. In this way project events can be scheduled to make efficient use of time,

materials, and other resources (cf. Briggs, 1977).

Another useful purpose of a model of instructional design is to allow testing of the
theory from which the model was constructed. Adair and Foster (1972, p. 2.31) suggest this
purpose for pedagogical models when the specific theoretical constructs can be identified.
However, a modelofinstructional design mayalso be the result of a component-testing or
theory-building process, in which case the construction of the modelis built on weak theory

or no theoryat all, as suggested by Roberts (1978, p. 7) in his review of program planning
models. Thedifficulty in deciding which theory-related purpose is being used is expressed by

Kaplan (1964), who warns that propositions may be tautologically presented so that they
become “mistaken for genuine theory, and a program is accepted for its own fulfillment”
(p. 273). Most models, however, as noted by Smith and Murray (1975), seem to be “exemplars
of desirable or commendable operating procedures”(p. 13) instead of theory-based models

(cf. Barson, 1965). That is, the assumptions and the interrelationship of factors are not
revealed by the model. Instead, the model may be a frameof reference for only one setting in

which it has been used.
The various purposes and advantagescited here are consistent with Banathy’s (1968)
preface statement about a major advantage of the systematic (systems) approach, which is
that it enables.us-to develop and manage complex:entitiés”(p. iii). Throughout his book,
Banathyalso stresses that the defined outcomes determine the particular system purpose.
3.

The use of a model will not ensure that any orall of the four suggested purposes are

accomplished. There is, for example, the effect of human variation in interpreting and
implementing available models. Also, Lowe and Schwen (1975) found that the documentation of instructional design models often omits detailed accounts of how the development
process worksin varioussettings. (An exception to this generalization is the detailed explication provided by Teague and Faulkner, 1978.) Nonetheless, the documentation serving as the

basis for this report has provided a means by which the origins, purposes, and uses of
instructional design models can be described and analyzed. The next section presents two
categorization schemasfor fulfilling this purpose.

CATEGORIZATION AND ANALYSIS
The categorization of components of modelsis a difficult task. Some references explicate theoretical considerations directly; others require inferences of theory. Thisstudyis not

intended as a definitive statement about the status of any model. Instead, it is an analytical
review of models as they are represented in available literature.
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Models Reviewed
As the result of an extensive examination of books, journalarticles, bibliographies,
ERIC documents, and procedural manuals, over 60 possible target models were identified.
To provide comprehensive (although nonrandom) sampling, the authors deliberately
selected models applied in nonformal as well as formal settings and models applied for
modular or course development as well as for large-scale curriculum or program
development. To appropriately represent nonformal settings and large-scale development in
this review, it was necessary to include program development as well as instructional development models, some of which represent the application of a prior modelto a particular
setting and purpose rather than a new model. Someof the models often cited in the literature
are not reported here due to unavailability of the necessary references. A few models are
reported because they are familiar to the authors throughlocaluse. However, the authors
intend to provide representativenessin this study for the purpose of analytical organization,
review, and synthesis, and in no way intend to suggest any inadequacy in those models not
contained in this review. In fact, the models cited in this review represent an unevenness in
amount and quality of information reported in the references.

Description of the First Schema

.

All of the models reviewed are compared to Gropper’s (1977) list of 10 commontasks
(Table 10.1). This list is used as a referent in this paper because, although Gropperdoesnot

state which models provide the basis for his list, he does indicate that the list represents a
synthesis of the best models. Also, it is a more recent source than others presenting

“generally agreed upon” steps. For example, Merrill and Boutwell (1973) offer 5 basic

components; Atkins (1975) offers 12; Gagne and Briggs (1974,p. 213) offer another 12.
During the review of the models, the authors found four additional components

addressed separately by a numberof models. These additional components are also shownin

Table 10.2 (p. 140), which is coded according to the list in Table 10.1, with Tasks 1 to 10
representing Gropper’s (1977) list and Tasks 11 to 14 representing the tasks often cited
separately by other references.
Although Gropperonly alludes to some of these last four tasks (11 to 14), they are listed
separately to emphasize the importance of their consideration. Kaufman (1972) describes in
detail the requirements for systematic needs assessment processes (Task 11) and provides a
springboard for the work of Roberts (1978) among others. Tasks 12, 13, and 14 are inherent
in the process of needs assessment but are listed separately because many people consider
them separately. Banathy (1968), Churchman (1968), Hayman (1974), and von Bertalanffy
(1968), who describe the systematic approach in termsof general systems theory, specify the
requirements for thorough system analysis to identify complex interactions and environmental constraints, determination of alternative solutions to the identified problem, and
thorough system synthesis to maximize efficiency and minimize cost —all following the
identification of desired outcomes. Any model that does not accountfor these last fourtasks
is probably doomedto inefficiency, negligible impact, or total failure.
Manyof the references shown in Table 10.2 do give separate consideration to these
issues. When designinginstruction, it is critical, however, to consider these issues from two
perspectives: (a) the internal conditions of learning (cf. Gagne, 1977: Gagne & Briggs, 1974;

and Briggs, 1975), and (b) the environment (or the external conditions) in which the learning

will occur. This second perspective is embellished partly by reference to formal versus
nonformal settings and partly by particular constraints. As implied by Roberts (1978), a
model with a high degree offidelity to the internal conditions of learning may be “overly
costly, time consuming, anddistracting to the task at hand” (p. 52).
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Table 10.1.

Fourteen CommonTasks in Model Development

Task Number

Definition

1

Formulation of broad goals and detailed subgoals stated in
observable terms

2

Development of pretest and posttest matching goals and
subgoals

3

Analysis of goals and subgoals for types of skills/learning
required

4

Sequencing of goals and subgoals to facilitate learning

5

Characterization of learner population ‘‘as to age, grade

level, past learning history, special aptitudes or disabilities,
and, not least, estimated attainment of current and
prerequisite goals’’ (Gropper, 1977, p. 8)

6

Formulation of instructional strategy to match subjectmatter and learner requirements

7

Selection of media to implement strategies

8

Development of courseware based on strategies

9

Empirical tryout of courseware with learner population,
diagnosis of learning and coursewarefailures, and revision of
courseware based on diagnosis

10

Development of materials and procedures for installing,

maintaining, and periodically repairing the instructional
program

11

Assessment of need, problem identification, occupational
analysis, competence, or training requirements

12

Consideration of alternative solutions to instruction

13

Formulation of system and environmental descriptions and
identification of constraints

14

Costing instructional programs
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Table 10.2.
Tasks Included in Instructional Design Models
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Note: The models are listed alphabetically, because a chronological sequence reveals no definite evolutionary patterns
reported somecontained in this review. When examining the models chronologically, it appears only that tasks 3 to 4 and 10 to 14 are

what more frequently after 1972, but not consistently. A bullet (@) is used to denote the presence of a task in the particular modelreviewed, as indicated by the reference for the model.

In recognizing the nature of needs assessment, it is importantto realize that the analysis

of the learner population (Task 5)is the type of needs assessmentthat identifies gaps between

“current and prerequisite goals” (Gropper, 1977, p. 8) for the learner (cf. Maher, 1978, p. 26)
based on the analysis conducted in Task 3—a task sometimes omitted in the design process.
The needs assessment represented by Task 11 is more global, focusing on such issues as
problem identification or occupational analysis, which provide the basis for the goal
statements in Task 1.
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Someauthors, instead of completing a needs assessment, proceed from the assumption

that a broadly defined or stated learner need has been identified and therefore consider no

other alternatives apart from the creation of an instructional solution. Others proceed asif
the nature of the problem may require an alternative other than the acquisition of learning

capabilities or the developmentofan instructional product. Some recognize that even when
the problem pivots on learning capabilities of some sort, the solution may be anotheralter-

native such as managementof a system or managementof resources instead ofcreation of a
new product or program. Briggs and Wager (1979) present a systems schematic of a model
for the design of instruction (p. 10) which starts with stating the objectives and performance
standards. But their explication of the model starts with determining needs, goals, and
priorities (pp. 19-40) and resources, constraints, and delivery systems (pp. 41-59).

Although Table 10.2 shows that the tasks outlined by Gropper are included in the

models in this review, the inferences made in analyzing models accordingto thefirst matrix
were sometimes generous in light of the amount of information or the outline of model

components presented in the reference. The reader should refer to the results of the second

categorization schema for information abouttheorigin, theoretical basis, purposes anduses,
and documentation associated with these models.

Description of the Second Schema
Table 10.3 defines the coding dimensions. Table 10.4 (p. 144) is coded according to the
numbersandletters assigned to the set of dimensions in Table 10.3. For example, 1.1a means
that there appears to be a theoretical basis for the total model, while 1.1b means that there

appears to be a theoretical basis for only part of the model. Each of these dimensionsis

explained later in more detail. Figure 10.2 (p. 146) summarizes the results of Table 10.4.
Origin. Knowledgeofthe origin of a model can help the educatoruse a particular model
in the most appropriate manner. There are two main discernible sources of Origin: theoretical and empirical. Of course, logical inference and combinations of theory and experience
also are used to create or modify models of instructional design.
Theoretical models have as their origin a particular theory-based rationale, such as
Banathy’s (1968) approach based on general systems theory or Gagne’s (1977) approach to
the conditions of learning. As this paper is based on a sampling of systematic approachesto
instructional design, it is not surprising that most models reflect this source.
In order to qualify as having an origin in general systems theory, the description of a
model should contain specific reference to general systems theory or describe the systemic
approach with emphasis on interaction of the components of the modelas theyrelate to
accomplishment of the intended outcomes in the intended environment. For example,
Bishop (1976), Kaufman (1972), and Roberts (1978) reference in detail the ways of
identifying and describing the total system objectives, the performance measures for the
whole system, the effect of constraints and resources of the target system, and the management of the system, as well as specific interactive processes for accomplishing the defined
outcomes through checking and rechecking in the feedback andrevision processes.
Merrill and Boutwell (1973), however, refer to some of the same components as found
in Bishop and Roberts, but stress learning theory and give no explanation of the system
components that they briefly list. Similarly, Even’s (1977) and Vance’s (1976) approach to
instructional design strongly emphasizes learning theory, as does the approach of Davis and
McCallon (1974), whostress adult learning theory in particular. Thus, when learning theory,
such as that constructed by Bruner (1966), Gagne (1977), or Houle (1972) provides the main
basis for a model, with little or no reference to general systems theory, the modelis judged to
have a theoretical basis for only some of the components. Thisis the nature of the systematic
approach, which logically makes use of learning theories in the direct design of instruction
(Text continues on page 145.)
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Table 10.3.
Dimensions Used in Model Schemata

Code

Dimension

1.0

Origin

1.1

Theoretical

1.1a

Total model (includes general systems theory or other total
approach)

1.1b

One or some of the components (includes adu!t learning
theory and other learning theories)

1.2

2.0
2.1

2.2

Empirical (includes reports of experience or research of

viable processes)

Theoretical underpinnings
Emphasis on learning or instructional theory (includes

constructs about adult learning requirements)

Emphasis on control/management/monitoring functions of
systems theory

2.3

Emphasis on analysis function (includes content, task, and
learning analysis of systems theory)

3.0

Purposes and uses

3.1

Teach instructional design

3.2

Produceviable instructional product(s) or activity (ies)

3.2a

Nonformal (includes military, industrial, governmental,
vocational, nonformal adult education)

3.2b

Formal (includes public, higher, and professional education)

3.2¢

Small-scale lesson/course/module development

3.2d

Large-scale curriculum/system/program development

3.3

Reduce costs of training/education

4.0

Documentation

4.1

Documentation, application, or validation data relating to
use of the total model

4.2

Documentation, application, or validation data relating to
part of the model (the mere outline and description of a
mode! being insufficient to qualify as documentation)
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Table 10.4.

Categorization by Origins, Theoretical Underpinnings, Purposes and Uses, and Documentation
Origins
Reference for Model
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Origins
Reference for Model
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after outcomesare specified and before evaluation occurs. An exception to this generalization is Glaser’s (1966) model, which is wholly grounded in learning theory. Although Glaser
mentions feedback and revision along with psychological activities, the origin of the total

modelis clearly learning theory rather than general systems theory.

It would seem that theories related to organizational development might havea place in
the classification of some models. That is, the strategies, targets, tactics, and management
activities required to effectively implement an instructional project based on any model
selected would also have impact on the workability of some models in different settings.
Such concepts are not included in this particular review, though it would probably benefit
the user to consider theories of organizational development whenselecting a model to use.
(Some models have nodiscernible theory base.)
Many models have their origin in the developer’s or user’s particular experiences with
instructional design, as in the case of the Individualized Science Instructional System (ISIS)
model, described by Burkman (1976-1978) and Laugen (1979), and in the Center for Studies
in Vocational Education (CSVE) model described by Crittendon and Massey (1978). The
descriptive model ofa certain set of proceduresin these cases produced goodresults and is an
example of a description that may becomea prescription for other users.
Developers may also borrow heavily from a previously existing model and add their own
special modifications. For example, J. Davis (1977) presents a model adapted from
Tuckman and Edwards (1973) (cited in Davis, p. 36; cf. Tuckman, 1969). Sherman (1978)
bases his model on Hayman (1974), but lays out the type of learning capabilities and
conditions required to master each of the systems process componentsin orderto teach the

systems approach. Brien and Towle (1977) did not present their own model, but instead

referred their readers to Boutwell and Tennyson, Tuckman and Edwards, and Briggs. In this
instance a more recent model described by Gagne and Briggs (1974) and Briggs (1975) is
listed in place of the 1970 reference to Briggs given by Brien and Towle. (Also see Briggs &
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Fig. 10.2. Summary of categorization of instructional design models by origins, theoretical underpinnings, purposes and uses, and documentation.

Wager, 1979.) Of course, some models appear to be based on other models, but without
specific reference to the particular source of origin.
Finally, a few models haveeither stated or implied origins that are both theoretical and
empirical. This would seem to bethe ideal set of origins, but few models fall into both
categories.

Of the models reviewed, about 65% reported some source oftheoretical Origin, about
50% for the total model (such as general systems theory) and about 20% for only some of

the components of the model. About 50% reported an empirical origin. (The reader is
cautioned to remember that the categories are not mutually exclusive. Subsequently, the
sums across dimensions of a category may equal more than 100%.)
Theoretical underpinnings. This portion of the categorization schema displays three

main divisions to show which models emphasizelearning or instructional theory and which
emphasize subdivisions (functions) of general systems theory.

Those models based on learning theory usually indicate this status early in the model’s
description and/orin the discussion about the model’s purposes anduses. In a few instances,
the authors of this paper made inferences about the probable theoretical basis for a given
model. Sometimes this was done byanalyzing the reference section of the source to identify
the probable foundation of the model.
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The two subdivisions of the general systems approachare: (a) the control/management/

monitoring function, and (b) the analysis function. The first function allows the educator to
makesurethatall portions of the instructional system behavein the prescribed manner. This
is sometimes very difficult to accomplish with a large curriculum project. Special steps are
often added to the model to assure the developer that every componentwill flow smoothly.
The second function allows the systems user to have confidence that the analysis of a
task will proceed in a logical, orderly manner. Most of the models use this analysis function
in order to simplify the complex concepts involved in a learning process.
Finally, some models seem to have no discernible theoretical basis as reported in the
reference citation. These models usually appear to be based on one or moreprevious models
and are concerned more with the addition of a new component or application than with
building on the theoretical basis of the original model.
About 50% of the models emphasized an underpinning in learning theory, 50% in the
control/management/monitoring function of general systems theory (either explicitly or
implicitly), and about 50%in the analysis function. Together about 70% emphasizedeither
the control or analysis function of the general systems model. This meansthat about 30% of
the references reported in Table 10.2 focused no discernible attention on two of the basic
functional advantages of general systems theory. Of those who focused onlearning theory,
about 70% (11 of 15) also cited the general systems theory advantages. (About 30% did not
do so.) Of those who focused on the general systems theory advantages, only about 40% (11
of 27) also cited a learning theory basis.
Purposes and Uses. The purposesand uses of a model center around oneof three main

categories: (a) teaching of the instructional design process, (b) production of viable instructional products, and (c) reduction in cost of education. Although almost every model could

be used to teach the instructional design process, models placed in this category were limited
to those expressly stating this as their purpose. The production ofan effective product tends
to take second place for models having this classification.
Many models are constructed to yield instructional products for the purpose of
improving the training or education function of an organization. Two mainsettings are

conceived within this category: (a) formal, and (b) nonformal education. A distinction

betweenthese settings is offered by Ingle (cited in Roberts, 1978, p. 4), who defines nonformal education as “any organizedactivity, outside of the established frameworkof the formal
school and university system, which aims to communicatespecific ideas, knowledge, skills,

attitudes and practices in response to a predetermined need.” Thus, the nonformal setting
includes military, industrial, governmental, vocational, and other nonformal adult education activities. The formal setting is primarily limited to public, higher, and professional

education activities. Except for activities unique to a specific setting, such as occupational

analysis, many of the models could be usedin either setting, although the reference may have
namedone type of organization as the focus of the model.
The models reviewed have two main uses: (a) the developmentof instruction on a small
scale (lessons and modules), and (b) the developmentofinstruction on a large scale (courses,
curriculums, and programs). Generally, the source for the models cited herein indicates the
intended use, although some inferences are made about uses based uponthe particular
products associated with the model, such as a module versus a program plan.
Few of the reviewed models mention any costs associated with the model. Those that
do, however, make the point that economy of scale would enable educatorsusing a particular model to reduce the per unit expenditure in their special setting. However, while
Glasgow (1976) observes that the cost effectiveness of systematic development has no
empirical basis, Carey and Briggs (1977) discuss cost-benefit approaches to the use of a
system approach to instruction. Goodson and Roberts (1979) also present a two-by-two
matrix of instructional quality versus product impact (p. 25) as an evaluation schema that
can be used for cost-benefit analysis of instructional products within the staff training
program of a humanservices agency.
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Of the models reviewed in this study, about 40% reported the teaching ofinstructional
design (or equivalent) as the primary purpose, 90% emphasized the production of an instructional product, and less than 10% reported cost reduction as a basic purpose. The setting
category (nonformal and formal) was evenly split as was the scale of production (large and
small).
Documentation. Unless an educator knows whetheror not a particular model has been
tried out in an actual instructional setting, it will be difficult to make a decision about that

model’s chanceof success in the planned setting. Few of the models reviewed supply any data

concerningtheir effectiveness. Someassert that the particular model workswell, although no
supporting data or descriptions of applications are provided. Since most of the models’
sources are journal articles, it may be argued that too little space is available for the
reporting of this type of data or information. However, the longer sources that were
reviewed (books and ERIC documents) would seem to havelittle excuse for not revealing this

data. (A pertinent question might be raised about the usefulness of publishing a model

without having its efficacy established beforehand by meansof a firm theory base and/or
empirical base.)
An analysis of Table 10.4 showsthat even at the grossest categorization level, there was
not one model which addressed all of the categories. In addition, only the “purposes and
uses” category was addressed by all of the models. As the categorization became more
specific, the percentages of models matched to categories continued to decrease.

Of the models reviewed in this study, about 50% reported documentation of somesort

on the application of the total model, and about 35% offered some limited documentation.
Finally, of those reporting sometheoretical origin, about 70% (19 of 27) cited some form of
documentation; but of those citing documentation, only 55% (19 of 34) cited any theoretical
origin.
Analysis of Models. The analysis of the 40 modelsselected for this study using the two

schemata described aboveis presented in Tables 10.2 and 10.4. Table 10.2 shows the tasks
included in instructional design models accordingto the first schema. Table 10.4 showsthe

categorization of ID models by origin, theoretical underpinnings, purposes and uses, and
documentation (second schema).

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR MODEL PROLIFERATION
There are a numberofpossible reasons for the large variety of models of instructional
design. One of the most obvious reasons seems to be that many educational endeavors are
afflicted with the “not-invented-here” syndrome. Mucheffort seems to be duplicated because
educators do not seek out existing models of instructional design or available materials
before they endeavor to develop their own. The symptomsof this malady usually take the

form of an attitude that says, in effect, “We have our own special circumstances and

problemshere and any innovation (design model) which comes from outside our organization boundaries will very likely fail in our uniquesituation.” This attitude is certainly not
restricted to the educational field; industry, military, government, and manyother types of
organizations seem to fall prey to it just as easily. Molnar (1971) points out the tremendous
inefficiency resulting from such anattitude.

The large amountof uncoordinatedresearch activities and the lack of preplanned
linkages between research and practice has led to the existence of an expensive
cottage industry in educational technology which tends to retool every academic
year. Researchers and educators frequently demonstrate a strong resistance to the
use of someoneelse’s innovation. It has been said that if there was a Nobel prize
for educational research, we would nominatean entire generation of researchers

for their co-discovery of the wheel. (p. 7)
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Another reason for the great number of models seemsto be related to the degree of
documentation that the models have. As stated by Logan (1976):

Instructional systems development assumes moreorless the previous reputations

of other innovations. This delays acceptance of ISD, for as with other innova-

tions, promised performance could not be met and, if met, could not be maintained. Developers of innovations often left the customers with inadequate
supporting documentationif they left any at all. (p. 17)
Since many models are never tried out, educators may be skeptical about the model being

reviewed and thus decide to develop their own.

Merely examining a modeltells one verylittle about its efficacy. Unless performance
data are available from tryout situations, the educator interested in choosing a model will
have few objective criteria on which to base a decision. Because few available models
actually exhibit tryout data,it is little wonder that designers are reticent about adopting or
adapting even a well-known model. Therisk of sinking a project’s resources into a model
whichis, in effect, an unknown quantity must be disconcerting to a project director.

Yet another reason is linked to Alexander’s (1964) observation about the nature of

design: “What does make design a problem in real worldcases is that weare trying to make a
diagram for forces whose field we do not understand”(p. 21). This effort appears to bea
problem within the context of learning within a particular educational environmentaswell as
within the context of learning in general.
The major learning theorists, including Ausubel (1968), Bruner (1966), Gagne (1977),

Piaget (1954), Skinner (1954), and others, present different propositions regarding the

conditions for learning. These differences may havethe greatest impact on the development
of materials, but they may also cause individual educatorsto reject certain steps in available
system approach models. For example, a strong advocate of discovery learning might reject
the specification of objectives and corresponding direct match of instructional events to
these objectives.
More often, however, the major steps of models are adaptedto particular differences in

the learning environment, whether it be nonformal or formal education, education for

academicsettings or for other institutional, business, or community settings. This type of
difference is fairly obvious when we compare and contrast various models. When, for
instance, we contrast the Davis-McCallon (1974) or Bishop (1976) models to the Dick-Carey
(1978) or Gagne-Briggs (1974) models, this distinction becomes apparent. The major
differences in these kinds of models appear to stem from variations in carrying out the major
steps by means of specific events and activities.
At least three factors have forced educational researchers to develop and apply their
own unique methods to such things as job analysis, test generation, construction of
behavioral objectives, and implementation, evaluation, and revision of instruction.
1.

Many educators feel very strongly that instruction should havea local, indigenous
quality (Demerath & Daniels cited in Logan, 1976).

2.

There is a lack of information on available authoring tools and procedures and a
lack of clearinghouses for existing course materials (Logan, 1976).

3.

Instructional developmentefforts are usually driven by a “raw empiricism”so that:
Instructional materials are prepared on the basis of intuition, folklore, or

experience and administered to members of the target population. If the

students pass the test, the product is considered appropriate; if not, the
materials are revised andtried again. This tryout revision cycle is repeated until
the product works or the developers run out of resources or time (Merrill &
Boutwell cited in Logan, 1976).
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CONCLUSIONS
The review of models reported here provides an approximation of the state of the art
regarding models of instructional design. Categorizing the models as shown in Tables 10.2
and 10.4 may do injustice to some models and give unduecredit to others. Even with these
possible inequities, however, several substantial generalizations can be made with some

confidence.
l.

The components of the general systems approach applied to instruction have proliferated in varied forms with varied origins, purposes, uses, and documentation.

Learning theory bases are not explicitly prescribed in many of the models using a
systematic approachto instructional design.
Documentation of the systematic application of the models for specific purposes
and usesis generally inadequate for assessing the effectiveness of particular models.
Although the systemic approach is “an inquiry and a discipline, complete with
theoretical underpinnings and a developed methodology” (Hayman, 1974, p. 495),
many of the systematic instructional design models, as described in the literature,
represent a series of mechanicalor linear steps rather than the complexand rigorous
analytical and cybernetic process required for effective application to instructional
design.

The general tasks constituting a model ofinstructional design, though differing in
sequence, are generic in that they may be applied across differing purposes,
emphases, origins, uses, and settings. This attests to the robust quality of the
systemic or systematic approachto instructional design.
Little concern or documentationis reported to demonstrate the cost-utility of using
different models of instructional design.

Models such as those reported by Bishop (1976), Briggs (1975), Briggs and Wager
(1979), Gagne and Briggs (1974), Roberts (1978), Scanland (1974), and Teague and
Faulkner (1978), appear to provide enough explication to enable users to apply the
reported models as intended. The reader is advised, however, to consider a model
that matches the dimensions ofthe user’s context and to make judgments about the
adequacy of documentation and theory base before selecting a model to use. To

begin patterning instruction after the first model encountered might very well be a
mistake for two reasons: (a) the model may have been developed for a completely

different setting for a completely different purpose, and (b) the model maynot have
been validated. A model may workwell when finally used, but not many educators
Or project directors can afford the luxury of trying the model out with their own
resources.

A few of the models reported are not models at all in that they fail to describe,

explain, or predict elementsin their referent system. Instead, they represent the use
of jargon in a nearly tautological manner and possibly mechanical prescriptions
inappropriate to the intended users. These models will be unnamed butthe buyer
should beware.
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9.

Instead of model proliferation, it would be more useful to engage in model evolution. That is, by examining, the two schemata presented in this paper, it should be
possible not only to select the most appropriate model for given purposes and uses
but also to identify at least the general type of theory basis for a given model. The
results of the categorization and analysis schemata presented here indicate gaps in
documentation or validation of models as well as in the theoretical bases of some
models. Based on theseresults, the educator should consider describing particular

theoretical bases and providing thorough documentation of the implementation of

a given model. In this way, there could be more theory development andtesting by
means of model implementation.

In view of these generalizations and the comparisonsprovided in this analytic review of

models of instructional design, it would beill advised to recommendthat one, and only one,
grand pattern be used for all design efforts. However, a strong argument can be madethat

the large number of extant models is not only confusing, but also often wasteful of the
resources Over which educators and project directors have command.
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Needs Assessment
Allison Rossett
College of Education, San Diego State University,
San Diego, California

INTRODUCTION
Everyone acknowledges the importance of studying a situation before launching

solutions to it. Everyone applauds the value of analysis prior to action. In the world of

training and development, whetherin a schooldistrict, a corporation, a government, or a

social service agency, that initial pursuit of information about the situation is often called
needs assessment. But what is needs assessment? Whatactivities, concerns, or purposes?

How can aninstructional technologist think about needs assessment in order to plan and
execute a useful one?
Theliterature is full of case studies for problems at banks, schools, recreation parks,

and computer companies. Case studies and exhortations are augmentedby gestalt suggestions about needs assessment:

2° Contact relevant managers andfirst line supervisors,
29Inform them that you will be assessing lathe operators,

*

w

Administer assessment,
Analyze data,
Recommendaction based onresults.

=O

Obtain approvals from training director and managers,

HN

Write needs assessment instrument,

4a

3.

There is nothing wrong with the conclusions of this general and abbreviated example of

the literature. The problem is with whatis left unsaid. Little assistance is provided for the
instructional technologist. Consider the positions of the following colleagues:
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e

Waltis an instructional technologist for one of America’s largest insurance agencies.
His corporation decides that sales agents need to use portable personal computersin
their interactions with clients. The company is about to make this enormousinvestment in computers, and they wisely involve Walt and the others in the training

group. In fact, the boss, having just attended an excellent training seminar, tells

Walt she expects him to do a needs assessment before he launches any training
programs.

e

Bart is the manager of training for a company thatsells fast food and fast food
stores as franchises. His is informed that the complaints about quality of frenchfries
have doubled in the past quarter. Upper managementpridesitself on the quality of

these fries and fears the effect of lesser fries on corporate profits. They turn the
problem over to Bart andhis people, stressing the urgency of the situation. Thereis
no time for study, they tell him, only solutions.

e

Like clockwork, every year or so, the manager of staff development for the school
district receives a mandate: Provide training for staff at all levels in improved
race/humanrelations. As Mindysits there, she thinks back to last year, when she

was asked to do exactly the same thing. Whatever shall she do?

Mostinstructional technology professionals agree that it is important to conduct needs
assessments. But how? Where does needs assessmentfit into everything else that needs to be
done? Why do wedothese assessments? What questionsare asked? What sourcesare used?
What tools do we use? These are the questions this chapter addresses.

THE PLACE FOR NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Needs assessments are done whenthe instructional technologist is trying to respond to a
in
request for assistance. Needs assessments gather information to assist professionals

making data-driven and responsive recommendations about how to solve the problem or
introduce the new technology. While needs assessment may lead to the development of
instruction, it does not always do so. The importantrole that needs assessment playsis to
give us information, at the beginning of the effort, about what is needed to improve
performance.
Figure 11.1 presents a simplified version of where assessment (analysis) fits into a syste-

matic approach to the developmentof instructional interventions. Notice that needs assessment drives the system, shaping design, development, implementation, and evaluation
decisions. In this figure, analysis is taking on a broad range of functions that include
continuous examination of the effort in light of the assessed needs.
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WHY WE DO NEEDS ASSESSMENT 71+ “:

There are five purposes for needs assessment. When we conduct needs assessments, we

are seeking detailed information Tee yeactors.
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Whatis it that the exemplary performer — and does that exemplifies success? How
should an insurance salesperson use a computer in homesales? Whatis it that a fourth
grader must know about California history? What is involved in producing a delicious and
crisp french fry? Instructional technologists turn to experts, documentation, standards,
practices, texts, tests, and specifications for information about optimals.
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What are they doing to those french fries that makes them limp? Why are the
supposedly repaired disk drives bouncing back from thefield like souped up baseballs? What
do the children already know about history or about California? Why does an upperlevel
managerthink there is a need for race/humanrelations training? What are employees doing
or failing to do that prompts that interest? Records of employee performance, observations,
and employeeself-reports provide information about actuals.

oFeelings

ytLe

Instructional technologists want to know howlearners or job incumbents feel about:
e

Thetopic (e.g., the computer as a sales tool? race/humanrelations?),

e

Training about the topic (e.g., class on safe manufacturing? modules on CA
history?),

e

The topic as a priority (e.g., product training for sales people or a course on the
computeras a sales tool?), and

e

Confidence surrounding the topic (e.g., do employees feel that they are capable of
assembling more frangs? of operating a computerin the sale of insurance? of being
moresensitive to ethnic and racial diversity?).

Cause(s)
Gilbert (1978), Mager & Pipe (1970), and Harless (1975) focused our attention on the
cause(s) ofperformance problems. Why aren’t managersturning in performance appraisals?

Whyare the ones they turn in incorrectly completed? Whyare the french fries limp and the

sales down? While my esteemedcolleagues highlight three causes of performanceproblems,
I find it useful to incorporate the more cognitively oriented work of Bandura (1977) and
Killer (1979, 1983) into a system that recognizes four kinds of causes:
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1.

2.

They lack the skill or knowledge. Even if they wanted to, they just couldn’t doit.

They lack the knowledgeessential to writing behavioral statements on performance
appraisals or securing data in the computer.
The environmentalis in the way. They don’t have the tools, forms, or work space
necessary to perform. Theclassic example is the computer that “keeps going down”

or the purchase of a new andinferior lard for french fry production.
3.

4.

There are no, few, or improper incentives. What are the consequnces of doing the
job badly or not doing it at all? Perhaps the production of crisp fries has been
ignored in the past, or the failure to respond to customer needs likewise has been
ignored? Do star performers get loaded down with additional and nasty work
assignments?

The employees are unmotivated. Traditionally we sought employee motivation in

the external circumstances, the consequences, surrounding employees. But what
about the internal state of the individuals involved? What is going on inside sales
staff as they confront that new computer? Twofactors contribute to motivation:
a.

value: how much and whether the topic (e.g., producing crisp fries, computerized insurancesales) is valued; and

b.

confidence: the amount of confidence the employee has that he or she can
masterthe skills or knowledge (e.g., Am I the kind of person whois going to be
able to learn how to use this computer? Will I be able to teach a class with
children with 11 different countries of origin and 9 different languages and
dialects?)

The relationship between value, confidence, and motivation workslikethis:

He Bigict

Va
ae:X%:Confidence = Motivation

Which would you rather teach: a group of students whoare require to take a class or a
group of students who have volunteered? Of course, nearly all instructors or designers of

instruction prefer volunteer students. They are motivated. What that meansis that they

attach high value to the content andbelieve they can graspit, given goodinstruction. If you
want to increase student motivation, build value and/or confidence.
Let us examine the cause of a performance problem. A restaurant has a problem with
unpalatable coffee. This problem could have a variety of causes. Westart our investigation
with a quick tour of the kitchen. As we examinethe coffee pot, we determine that the coffee

filter device is broken. In this case the problem is environmental, and the solution is a new
coffee filter device. This is not a problem that can be solved throughtraining. Instead, fix the

iy

filter.
If the environment wasall in order, we might next examinethe incentives offered for
making good coffee. Here we find that those who repeatedly make unpalatable coffee are
) relieved of that onerous duty, while the person who does it well is expected to doit

HY a. repeatedly. The solution in this case is to change the incentive, and provide somesort of

ae

reward for making good coffee or

ishment for making bad coffee. This is not a

problem that can be solved through tkianixg. Changethe policy.
If the environment and theincentives are adequate, examine motivation. How dothe
waitresses feel about making good coffee? If they don’t value making good coffee, then
training or information is necessary to inform them ofthe value of coffee-making skills. Do
they believe they are capable of making good coffee, that they have the capacity? If they

aren’t confident that they can handle it, you may haveto build their confidence through

training that provides successful models and provides early experiences with success.
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If the environment, incentives, and motivation are operating properly, then the problem
may be a skill or knowledge deficiency. Perhaps the waitresses do not know how to
disassemble and clean the coffee pot, or perhaps they do not know the advantages and
disadvantages of different types of cleansers. If this is the case, training is necessary.

(6,Fotutons
The quest for cause(s) of performance problems is urgent because recommendations
about solutions must be based on the identified cause or causes. Figure 11.2 expresses the

relationship between causes and solutions. Note the range of solutions that instructional
technologists must be willing to consider and recommend.
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The impact of the midly heretical splitting of incentive and motivation can be seen in the
figure. Training can be extended to enhance motivation as well as to increase skills and
knowledge. Problems caused by improper environments andincentives must be reported to
management so that jobs can be redesigned and incentive programs put in place. For

additional discussion of this topic and the general expansion ofthe role of the instructional

technologist, see Rossett (1987, 1989).
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HOW WE CONDUCT NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Step One: Determine Purposes Based on Initiators
There are three kinds of initiating situations, each of which is represented by Walt, Bart,
and Mindy in the following examples.
Performance Problems

These situations are handled neatly in the work of Harless (1975) and Mager & Pipe

(1970). “They oughta know how. Wetaught them. They used to do it. Whatis going on?
Whyare they having this problem?”
Bart is engaged in solving a performance problem. Therefore, he must seek

the cause(s) of the deteriorating french fries. He has a clear picture of optimals.
That was done whenthe french fries were launched years ago, and it has been

updated to match the new technologies for fry production. He also has a

reasonably good grasp of the actuals through detailed reports by managers,
customer complaints, and sales figures. His initial needs assessment narrows the

problem to sogginess and limpness caused by improperfry timing in steps 7 and 8

in the cooking procedure. Possessing a clear picture of the gap between optimals
and actuals, he now hasto find out whythere are inadequaciesin the execution of

these steps.
New Stuff

This is the prevailing situation in many corporations today, where new technologies,
systems, and approachesare being added at a rapid rate. Most customertrainingfalls in this

category. So do the efforts to introduce employees to new technologies, software, and
policies.
Walt is introducing a new system and must concentrate on the search for
optimals and feelings. If computers (mainframes, minis, or other micros) are

already in place, then he will also need to look at actual skills and knowledge.
Cause is not an issue. There are four possible causes of any performance problem

_
(absent skills or knowledge, messed up environment, improper incentives, poor
motivation.) If the system is new to the employees, we can presumethe cause ofa ~

failure to operateit is that they don’t know how.

Mandates

Examples of mandates are the annual telephone, EEO, safety, and leadership training
programs. The reason for offering this training is sometimespolitical, sometimes a personal
priority, and sometimesa case of a real and pressing need. Often, the training occurs because
it always has or becauseit is mandated by an authority. There might be specific performance

problems; then again, there mightnot be. There might be new content; then again, there
might not/pe.

“et

ee
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Mindyis facing two challenges: satisfying a murky mandate andfinding the

details of the problems being confronted in the area of race and humanrelations.

This project is the personal priority of a new vice president, someone whois
intensely concerned about the topic and wants a course up and running

immediately. The judgeis also watching. What is Mindy to do?
Mindy may either handle her project as new stuff or as a performance

problem. If she decides to conduct her needs assessmentasif it were new information or approaches, she will seek out the details of optimal race/human
relations activity and the feelings surrounding such efforts. If (as I would

recommend)sheidentifies particular gaps in performance, then she will seek the
cause of those detailed problems. Treating this as a performance problem is the

morepolitically risky approach; it is also the one that will lead to a lean and more

targeted intervention. Figure 11.3 presents the relationship between the three
kinds of initiators and the needs assessment purposes.

INITIATORS

—-

Perfermance Problems

->

\

PURPOSE

Optimals

Actuals
Causes

New Stuff ~

=

Optimals
Feelings

Mandates

-—>

As performance problem
or
As new stuff

Fig. 11.3. Initiators and purposes.

Step Two: Identify Sources
Nowthat you haveidentified the kind of initiator and the kind of purposes, it is time to

determine who has the information that you need. Where is it located? What are the
constraints on getting the data? Who needsto know that you are involved with this innovation, problem orpriority setting? Mindy’s sources are different from Bart’s. Rememberthat
pre-training activity has the potential for extending the training function into every aspect of
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the corporation. What is the impression that the effort will make? How do you reconcile
competing interests and priorities? How do you market your department and conduct needs
assessment simultaneously?
What sources would Walt tap during his needs assessment? Heshould follow these steps:
(yi.
yt
\

Walt is confronting a situation in which a new technology is being introduced.
Therefore, he will be seeking information on optimals and feelings. Because he
suspects there is some expertise in computersin the sales force, he will attempt to
determine actual/current skill levels as well.

2.

Sources for optimals are vendor subject matter experts, sales agents and managers
from the region in the companythat wasusedas test site for PC’s, sales managers,
and the upper level managers who launchedthis project. Sources for feelings are
sales agents, sales managers, and families (customers). The source for actuals is a
study that was done in 1988 on computerliteracy in the company.

4

Step Three: Select Tools
Different purposes and sources require different tools. The factor that separates effec-

tive from ineffective tool use is planning. Do you know whyyouare contacting the source?
Is your purpose clear? Have you established an agenda or an interview scheduleto structure

your time? Following are the options for tools.
Interviewing

ww

The interview is the most prevalent needs assessmenttool. It is appropriate for gathering

data related to all purposes. One issue you will confront is whether to conduct the needs
assessment in person or on thetelephone.

It would be nice if I could provide a flowchart of variables that tell whether to use the
telephone or meetin person. AsI tried to work oneout, I kept coming up with it depends....
Figure 11.4 lists factors to take into account when deciding whether to meet in person or on
the telephone.
Observing Employee Performance
While observation is a highly touted front end tool, it is not used that often. Why? I
speculate that the main reason for its diminished popularity is the belief that observersalter

employee performance. Thus, observation is a less effective tool for gathering information

about actuals, unless you are working incognito. Observation is, however, a very effective
tool for seeking optimals. If employees know that you are observing, then their efforts will
more closely approximate optimal performance.
Another reason that observation has fallen out of favor is that we are much more
interested in cognitive processes. Finally, after decades of a behavioral orientation to education andtraining, professionals are now interested in whatit is that an employee thinks about

and knowsas the work is being done. Interviews, not observations, get at that kind of

information.
Observations, however, are a very useful tool for finding out whatis really happeningat
work. It is useful to use twolevels of observation. Thefirst seeks a broad gestalt. In general,
what goes on? What are the major components of the job? What are the most frequently
recurring challenges? In what order do things usually happen? What kind of informationis
shared? What kinds of references or tools are relied upon?
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If You Want

Use

to inform someone aboutthe project

telephone

to gather in-depth information

meeting

to discuss difficult, complex, or
controversial subject matter

meeting

to check out a point or two

telephone

to enlist support from a colleague

meeting

to look at content that must beillustrated

meeting

to save money

telephone

to form a working relationship

meeting

to periodically nurture a working relationship

telephone

to get an “initial take” on something

telephone

to get information from many people

telephone

to get information from a few key individuals

meeting

Fig. 11.4. Variables affecting interviewing method.

In the secondlevel of observation, the instructional technologist is seeking details. What
separates effective performance from ineffective performance? What kinds of responses
close the sale? What are all the ways that insurance agentsallay the concernsofclients about
the computer? Which ways work best? How are bodies positioned, work areas arranged? Is
there anything that supervisors are doing that appears to be influencing the quality of

performance?

Examining Records and Outcomes

This tool focuses on the outcomes of employee performance. Training professionals
seek printouts, records, accident reports, and sales figures to capture the details of what
employees are doing from the results of their actions. We can use examination to generate

the details of optimal and actual performance.

The examination of extant data is a wonderful needs assessment tool because it is
inexpensive. This tool takes the instructional technologist across the organization in search
of the natural outcomes of effective and ineffective performance. It involves asking
colleagues for the data that automatically flow from their work. The only challenge is to
convince colleagues that they ought to release that information to you.

If you want to make a convincing argument, present your requestin light of the needs

assessment purposeit will fulfill. For example, “Banktellers say they already know aboutthe
Funny Money Accountandthat they don’t need training. Sales and marketing wants us to
bring them in again andrepeat the seminar. I wantto take a lookat the results of the work of
the secret shoppers that your group did last month. Did tellers know the features? Could
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they explain the benefits? Could they make market comparisons? Did theyfill out the proper
forms? If we can look at your records, then we’ll know whether or not they possess those
skills and will be able to do something aboutit.” This instructional technologist is seeking
actuals and cause in regard to a performance problem.
Facilitating Groups

Onewayof getting and disseminating information during a needs assessmentis through
group meetings. Groups are commonly used to assemble an Organization-wide accord on
optimals. Walt, for example, must be certain that his course reflects a broad vision of
optimal use of the computerin insurancesales. If it doesn’t, his training might be avoided by
segments of the company. Groups mayalso be used to seek information on all four other
purposes, although the public nature of the forum maystifle honest discussion of actual
performance, feelings, and causes.
The key to assuring a successful needs assessment meeting is to develop an agendathat
includes:
e

participants and roles;

e¢

purposes of the meeting;

¢

process rules which have been or need to be established; and

e

time, place, and length of the proceedings.

Discussion of the agenda with the group must focus on the crucial difference between
the content or purposes of the meeting and the processes that will be used to achieve those
purposes. Everyone at the meeting must be able to distinguish between whythey are there
and how they are going to operate.

Surveying through Questionnaires/
The survey is a usually anonymousdevice forsoliciting opinions from large numbers of

respondents. If you want the opinions of many, and/orstatistical significance, and/or to

impress the company with the democracyof the training group, surveys are an excellenttool.
Surveys, because of the potential for anonymity, are particularly effective for gathering
information on cause, feelings, and solutions. Hesitation in providing great detail in
responses makes them less useful for gathering information on optimals and actuals.
A typology solves the problem of what to ask (Rossett, 1982, 1987). When an instructional technologist pounds a stack of survey returns and says, “I still don’t know...” or “I
didn’t get what I needed,” or “Now what do I do withall this?” he probablyis suffering from
having asked the wrong questions. Problems of content can be addressed through the item
typology, since the item typology is based on the reasons forthis stage of assessment.
Type 1 items ask what need.
Type 2 items ask for details of the need.
Type 3 items provide proof.
Type 4 items ask for feelings and motivation.
Type 5 items ask for cause(s) of the problem.
Type 6 items ask about the respondent.
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The two basic question types are structured items and open-ended items. Structured
choice items are far better in surveys than are open questions. A forced choice item will say
“which” or “what one of the following” or “rank this list” or “rate these according to....” You
provide respondents with a fixed set of options to which they respond in a predetermined
fashion. For numerous examples of each of the item and format types, see Rossett (1987).
Below is an example of a type 5 question in a forced choice format:
Which of these has caused problems when you makepizza? Checkall those that
have been a problem. Place an asterisk (*) next to the one that you consider the
biggest obstacle to the preparation of good pizzas.
____ maintaining the equipment
_____ temperature control
___ judging texture
_____ doing more than 12 pies at a time
_____ cleaning the sensors
____ cleaning surfaces
interpreting the controls

Step Four: Conduct the Needs Assessmentin Stages

og

-

i

n*“pte
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Needs assessment shouldn’t be a single act. One big survey will not get the job done. It is

far wiser to use brief stages of assessmentin whichthe trainer or designer makesseveralshort
forays in search of information related to purposes. What youlearn inthe first stage then

enlightens your activities in later stages. The stages might look like this for Bart’s staff as
they contend with the soggy and limpfries:

Stage 1: Meet with randomly selected store managers to ask whythereis a recent

problem with thefries.

Stage 2: Meet with subject matter expert (nutritionist) to seek his opinion on the
cause(s) of the problem. Relate what was learned in the meeting with the
managers.

Stage 3: Observe the steps (6 and 7) in the cooking cycle, identified as the culprits.
Randomly select cooks and ask them to do it. What do they think is the cause of
the problem?
Stage 4: Meet with training managementand the person whoinitiated the request
for training to see if your findings are congruent with their hunches.

Step Five: Use Findings for Decision Making
The instructional technologist has completed needs assessment whentheresult is a clear
picture of where different sources stand on the five purposes and howthese interests relate to

each other. Now, in addition to the benefits of having involved stakeholders in the process,

instructional technologists are able to make decisions, based on facts, about:
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e¢

Whether or not training is appropriate;

e¢

What kind of training is favored, for whom, and by whom:

¢

Whatother supportive interventions (like job aids, training for supervisors, expert
systems, workstation redesign, or incentives) will solve the problem, introduce the
new system, or respond to the mandate;

e

Strategies for involving other related professionals in the effort;

e

The content of courses, if training is judged appropriate; and

e¢

Howtraining and other interventions will be received by trainees, supervisors,

customers, andothers.

CONCLUSION
The role of needs assessmentis to point the instructional technologist and the project in
the right direction. What do you dofirst, next, next, next? How do you know when you

know enough to move forwardinto the design and development of solutions? Whenthe five

purposes of needs assessment guide action, answers to these questions are obvious. First,
determine the type ofinitiating situation. Then determine the appropriate purposes and
identify the sources who can shed light on those purposes. Then plan stages and tools to
gather information. Continuously report findings to management, keeping careful records
of the data in light of the purposes of the needs assessment.
Deciding whether to observe, interview, or surveyisn’t the hard part. The challengeis to
determine sources, plan stages of assessment, and frame questions that will enable a
professional to movecrisply from a general problem with limp french fries to a series of
actions and recommendationsthatwill guarantee yummyones. Needs assessmentis an essential ingredient in any instructional technologyrecipe.
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INTRODUCTION
This article is predicated on three assumptions:

l.

Task analysis, regardless of howit is defined, is an integral part, probably the most
integral part, of the instructional developmentprocess. All instructional development models to date include sometask analysis procedures (Andrews & Goodson,
1980). Most developers indicate that a poorly executed task analysis will jeopardize
the entire development process.
Task analysis may be the most ambiguousprocess in the developmentprocess. Task
analysis represents one or more steps in the instructional development process,
which purports to be a science; however, it contains uncertain knowledge and
multiple interpretations. We contend that the ambiguity results from the diversity
of procedures and definitions of the process. Definitions of task analysis range
from the “breakdown of performanceinto detailed levels of specificity” to “frontend Analysis, description of mastery performance andcriteria, breakdown of job

tasks into steps, and the consideration of the potential worth of solving perfor-

mance problems” (Harless, 1980, p. 7). This chapter evolved from the confusion
experienced by an instructional design class trying to conceptualize the task analysis
process. Trying to reconcile the myriad task analysis procedures performed at
different levels in different situations can be exasperating. The option, too often
practiced, is to use a single procedure that makessense to the developer and apply
*Reprinted from the Journal of Instructional Development by permission of the Association for Educational Communications and Technology. Copyright 1986 by David H. Jonassen.
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it uniformly, thus overgeneralizing it to every instructional situation. Experienced
instructional developers may knowintuitively which procedures to apply in various
settings. However, the neophyte’s semantic network of task analysis constructsis

not sufficiently developed to allow him to know “intuitively” when to apply

different task analysis “scripts” (i.e., procedures). So clarification should help the
beginning developer.
3.

Recent reviews of task analysis (Foshay, 1983; Kennedy, Esquire, & Novak, 1983)
have been useful in identifying the various task analysis procedures and their
functions. However, simply knowing whattools are available will not rectify the
confusion encountered by inexperienced developers. The confusion results from not

knowing which task analysis procedures to use in varioussituations. Foshay (1983)
made some useful recommendations about when to apply which model, but he

reviewed only three out of a long list of potential task analysis procedures. What
design students need is guidance on when and where to apply the various task
analysis procedures.

This article is dedicated to that purpose. We do not intend to review each procedure
comprehensively. Nor can we claim a foolproof algorithm for recommending which

procedures to apply in all circumstances. Task analysis remains too inexact a science to
accomplish that goal. In order to make suggestions about when to apply the various task
analysis procedures, we first must clarify what functions are integral to the process. Then,
we will briefly discuss some situational variables that affect the task analysis process. From
those variables, we shall derive a quasi-algorithm for suggesting alternative task analysis
procedures that may be used to accomplish each task analysis function. Those procedures
are annotated in the Appendix. Our purposeis to provide a frameworkfor selecting and
understanding task analysis procedures and applying them to the task analysis process.

TASK ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS
Much of the confusion about task analysis that frustrates inexperienced instructional

developers results from a lack of agreement about whatthe process of task analysis involves.
Whatexactly do designers do when they conducta task analysis? That varies greatly among
developers.
In somecontexts, task analysis is limited to developing an inventory of steps routinely
performed on a job. In others, ask analysis is functionally synonymous with front end
analysis, including all instructional development procedures prior to determining instructional strategies. According to Romiszowski (1981), task analysis procedures pervade the
four levels of instructional design. At the courselevel (Level I), overall objectives are
and cultylevel
3
defined. At the lesson level Level 2 obje

are classified. At the-step-tevel-G-evel
learning
statements
“4), task
are elaborated on, as
individualsteps in the task are identified. Each step of this top-down, macro-to-micro

instructional design process is heavily dependent on task analysis.
Kennedy, Esquire, and Novak (1983) recently identified the different components of
task analysis as occurring in two separate phases. The task description phase consists of identifying, refining and ordering tasks. According to their survey, the instructional phase
consists of the processes of: (1) specifying goals, needs, and objectives; (b) developing

analysis tools (such as taxonomies and learning hierarchies); and finally (c) identifying

outcome specifications (such as product descriptions and training considerations). They
found considerable disparity among instructional development models in terms of the
components each included as part of the task analysis process. One model included two of
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the ten, while another included only eight. This disparity creates even more confusion for
instructional developers and particularly for students. Just what does the task analysis
process involve?
Wecontend that the task analysis process consists of five distinct functions: (a) Inventorying tasks, (b) Describing tasks, (c) Selecting tasks, (d) Sequencing tasks and task
components, and (e) Analyzing tasks and contentlevel. These are functional descriptions of
what is included in the task analysis process. The task analysis process, as performed in
different settings, may involve someorall of these functions. The combination of functions
that are performed depends uponsituational design variables to be discussed later. Each
function may be accomplished by using different procedures (see Appendix). Yet each
different procedure imposes constraints on that function. So care must be exercised in
selecting a procedure for accomplishing each of the task analysis functions. The purpose of
this article is to provide someselectioncriteria to assist the beginning developerin deciding
which procedures can be used to accomplish each of the task analysis functions. Deciding
which functions must be accomplished depends uponthe natureofthetask, the instructional
situation, the outcomes required, and the experience of the developer.

Inventorying Tasks
Task inventoryis the process of identifying the relevant tasks that may be considered for

further instructional development. This inventory mayresult from a variety of processes,
such as job analysis, concept hierarchy analysis, and needs assessment procedures. How we

arrive at the list of topics or tasks to be included in our system dependsontheinstructional
context, the socio-cultural context, the learners being instructed, the managementcontext,
and the goal orientation of the educational or training system.

Describing Tasks
Task description is the process of elaborating the tasks, goals, or objectives identified in
the inventory. Task descriptions may include listing (a) the tasks included in performing a
job, (b) the steps in performing a task, or (c) enabling objectives for a terminal objective.
The procedures for performing the task description function depend upon the nature of the

information provided in the inventory. Task description always involves an elaboration of
the tasks/goals stated in the inventory to a greater degree of specificity or detail. The

emphasis here is thoroughness — ensuring that important instructional components are not
excluded.

Selecting Tasks
Some instructional development models, especially those in the military, include a
separate procedure for selecting from the task inventory those tasks for which training
should be provided. Since it is impossible to train every person on every task to a level of
proficiency that might be required by the job, developers often must select certain tasks for
training. According to Tracey, Flynn, and Legere (1970), tasks that are feasible and appropriate for on-the-job, school, and follow-up training should beselected. This selection

process mayalso result from a consideration of various system constraints, such as available

time and resources (Davis, Alexander, & Yelon, 1974). In order to select tasks for training,
developers need to rank orassign priorities to their training objectives. Task selectionis also
performed to avoid instructing or training students on material they already know. Thus,
those tasks that have already been acquiredare eliminated from thelist of training objectives.
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While a task description elaborates the task into its componentparts, task selection asks
which of these tasks or components are entry level or prerequisite and which tasks are
feasible to train. The result of this operation is the final list of training objectives. In many
design models, selection is an implicit function, not one that is performed systematically.

Sequencing Tasks and Task Components
The task sequence is often implied by the nature of the tasks in the inventory or the
components in the task description. However, the task sequence is more than simply a
description of the sequencein whichthe task is performed. It indicates the sequencein which
the instruction occurs. The sequence for performing the task implies an appropriate instructional sequence. For example, the training of employees to perform certain jobs implies a
temporal sequence of tasks that models the job. This may not always be the mostefficient
sequence. Instructional sequencing may also be determined by the content/task analysis
process or by the design model being used. Forinstance, elaboration theory (Reigeluth &

Stein, 1983) prescribes a specific top-down, general-to-specific conceptual sequence for
presenting material, where learning hierarchy analysis suggests a bottom-up, simple-to-

complex sequence. According to taxonomies of learning, different content and different
tasks suggest different sequences of instruction. So, sequencing varies according to the
theory or model on whichit is based.

Analyzing Task and Content Levels
Analyzing task and contentlevels is the function in the task analysis process in which the
mental or behavioral performance required to acquire the task or knowledgeis described.
That is, designers describe the type of mental behavior, physical performance, or affective
response required by the task. This usually takes the form ofclassifying the task statement

according to various learning taxonomies.
Table 12.1 compares a numberof these taxonomies, which describe learning in termsof

hierarchies of content. Beginning with the lowest level or most fundamental forms of
behavior (reflexes), they describe increasingly more complex mental responses or behavior
(evaluation, problem solving, or strategies). The purpose of classifying tasks varies with
different models. Normally, however, taxonomicclassification of objectives and test items
ensures consistency between the goals, the test items, and the instructional procedures. Exact
instructional procedures for sequences are implied by some models and hierarchies, such as
the componentdisplay theory (Merrill, 1983).

Objectives
Another componentof the task analysis process that could arguably be included in the

list of functions is the instructional or behavioral objectives. They are the most common

componentofall instructional development models (Andrews & Goodson, 1980). However,
objectives are not a process. Rather, objectives are a product, resulting from task analysis or
some other process. Objectives represent specific statements of the tasks being analyzed.
Sometimes, objectives are an input to the task analysis process. That is, objectives are often
determined by someprocess (needs assessment, curriculum guide, fiat) prior to the instructional developer being consulted. So the developer begins by inventorying the tasks limited
by the objectives. More commonly, however, objectives and enabling objectives are the
product of the task analysis process. They are an essential tool of all of the task analysis
functions — inventory, description, selection, sequencing, and analysis — but do not constitute
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Table 12.1.
Comparison of Taxonomies of Learning
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a separate function in the process. While they are essential to the process, for our purposes,
they are not part ofit.

Needs Assessment
The distinction between task analysis and needs assessmentis especially ambiguous,

since they are complementary, contributory, and often overlapping processes. Needsassessment, like task analysis, is a process. It is a process that entails three or more functions
depending upon definition. It is a formal process for determining the present capability of
prospective learners, the desired outcomes, and the discrepancies between the two

(Kaufman, 1972). It also frequently entails the ranking of those discrepancies in order of
priority. In many respects, needs assessment mirrors task analysis. The sequenceis often

similar, and there is a variety of procedures available for performing needs assessment
functions, some of which are often used to conduct task analysis functions. Yet, whenit is
performed, needs assessment nearly always precedes task analysis, so that it is usually
contributory to task analysis. Needs assessment frequently comprises the task inventory and,

with less frequency, the task selection functions of the task analysis process. Therefore, they
overlap and complement each other. However, task analysis is a larger process that does not
always depend on needs assessment.

Functions Included in the Task Analysis Process
Task analysis, as performedin various instructional development models, may include
someorall of the previously described functions. The task analysis process varies, so the

procedures used during the task analysis process may include only one or all of these
functions. However, all task analysis procedures performed using various design models can
be described by one or more of these functions. That is, these functions, as represented by
mosttask analysis procedures, are usually distinct enough to be identified. Some procedures

mayperform twoor morefunctions simultaneously. There is no universal temporal sequence
in which these phases are performed. As mentioned earlier, Romiszowski (1981)

recommendsa top-down sequenceof inventory, sequencing, analysis, and description. Most
designers perform the inventory first, followed by a description. The analysis frequently
precedes the sequencing. The functions and procedures used by the developer depend to a
large extent on a group of variables to be described next.

TASK ANALYSIS VARIABLES
The variability in the procedures used to accomplish the task analysis functionsresults
from: (a) the diversity of tasks being analyzed (from psychomotortasks to complex problemsolving tasks); (b) the instructional situation (from assembly line to experimental

laboratory); (c) the characteristics of the learners; (d) the designer’s experience andtraining,
and other project constraints, and (e) the instructional development model being applied.

The problem is to determine which task analysis procedures are appropriate for accomplishing the task analysis functions. In order to do that, we need to identify the variables that
affect the task analysis process and the different functions performed as part of it. These
variables can then be used along with the functions as a method for determining the appropriate procedures to be used. A quasi-algorithm is needed for selecting from amongavailable

task analysis procedures. In order to do this, we need easily classifiable variables. Some
importantvariables affecting the task analysis process which also lend themselvestoclassification are described below.

ose-

—a.

——-—--t
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Micro-Macro
Task analysis procedures are used in different levels of instructional planning. Microlevel procedures are those that pertain to a relatively small portion of instruction, usually an
individual objective, a single idea or a single task. Procedures like Component Display
Theory (Merrill, 1983) describe how to classify, test, and present instruction for an individual objective. Many traditional behaviorally oriented task analysis procedures, such as
behavioral analysis (Mechner, 1967), mathetics (Gilbert, 1961), and learning contingency

analysis (Gropper, 1974), analyze each objective for the discriminations, generalizations and

chains of behavior required to accomplish it. Even more contemporarytask analysis procedures, such as information processing analysis (Merrill, 1978; 1980), analyze individual
performances for their information processing requirements. At the micro-level, it is
sometimes difficult to see how a single objective or task fits into the entire course. Microlevel analysis is important for determining task requirements and instructional procedures.

However, when sequencingtasks, it is important to analyze the tasks from a macro-level to
see how the task requirements fit together.
Macro-analysis usually implies unit or course level analysis. Knowing howto integrate

and summarize morethan oneidea, task, or objective and synthesize them into a meaningful
sequenceis also an important task analysis function. Procedures such as elaboration theory

(Reigeluth & Stein, 1983) provide specific guidelines based upon cognitive instructional
theory for organizing and sequencing the components of a course. Concept hierarchy

analysis (Tieman & Markle, 1983) is a process for analyzing the conceptual components of
subject matter. The most prominent task analysis procedure, learning hierarchy analysis
(Gagne & Briggs, 1979) also operates at a macro-level, although not alwaysat a courselevel.

Rather, it is used to identify and sequencethe prerequisite skills or performances that lead to
course goals. In order to design instruction successfully, it is necessary to develop this larger
picture on how content is organized. The procedures used to do that are different from
micro-level procedures.

Top-Down Bottom-Up
Task analysis proceduresvaryalso in terms of their overall approach to analyzing tasks.
Those procedures that are more concerned with content or concept analysis take a top-down

approach, That is, they begin at the most general or abstract level of content or with the
most general task description and proceed to break it down into its component concepts or

tasks. Top-downanalysis then is an elaborative process, seeking more detail and specificity.
Learning hierarchy analysis (Gagne & Briggs, 1979), for instance, begins with a generic task
and analyzesit for its prerequisite tasks, and those for their prerequisites and so on. Information processing analysis (Merrill, 1978; 1980) starts with a task and looks on a micro-level
at the specific mental process that produces that performance. Top-downtask analysis

procedures proceed from the general to the specific in a hypothetico-deductive fashion.

Bottom-up task analysis procedures, on the other hand, start at the specific level and
build up aninstructional sequence. They proceed from the single task or steps in a task and
proceed to construct a task sequence from it. This type of analysis is most commonin job
task analysis (Mager & Beach, 1967) where a designer starts by observing a sequence of steps
involved in performing a task. Thecritical incident technique (Flannigan, 1954; Zemke,

1981) is also a bottom-up process, where analysis begins with describingthecritical incidents
in job performance. Bottom-up analysis procedures are specific-to-general, inductive types

of analysis processes. In most industrial settings, they are helpful in analyzing job task
requirements.
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Job Task Analysis vs. Learning Task Analysis
An importantdistinction to task analysis is the source of the task and the orientation of
the agency developing the tasks. Is the task being analyzed a job task or a learning goal or
objective? Thatis, is it a job task analysis or learning task analysis? Is the agency developing
training or educational sequences? Job task analysis occurs more commonlyin business and

industry, while learning task analysis is practiced more commonly in educational

‘
institutions.
Job task analysis is normally undertakento solve a performance problem. Learning task
analysis, on the other hand, is undertaken to develop a curriculum. The reasons for
conducting task analysis will affect the nature of the process. While the curriculum resulting
from a learning task analysis may prepare learners to perform the same jobsorroles for
which job task analysis is used to develop training, the goal-orientation of the agencies

conducting the analysis is different. Developers who design training sequences seek to

develop mastery of specific tasks, whereas developers who design learning sequences usually
are more concerned with mastery of subject matter knowledge. These orientations are
reflected in processes normally referred to as job task analysis and learning task analysis.
Educators foster knowledge acquisition; this approach is proactive. Trainers, on the other
hand are morereactive, engaged in an ad hocattemptto rectify problems. Educators design

pre-service instruction, whereas the trainer/developertendsto design in-service training. The

focus, orientation, and purpose of these two entities are usually disparate.
This difference in orientation is also reflected in the nature of the knowledge andtasks
being analyzed. The job trainer is more concerned with procedural knowledge — how to do
something or perform some task. The educator is more concerned with conceptual
knowledge —the ideas, concepts and principles and their interrelationships that constitute a
field of study. The former usually results in near transfer of training, while the conceptual

approach more often produces far transfer (Clark & Voogel, 1985). Job training is not as

concerned with getting trainees to apply or transfer their skills to similar problems in
different settings. Since educators do not knowthespecific settings into which their students
will go, they must be more concernedwith far transfer, thatis, the ability of their students to
apply knowledge in a broad range of settings. Trainers, therefore, tend to use more
behavioral training methods, while educators stress cognitive processes. Behavioral methods

promote near transfer; cognitive methods promote far transfer (Clark & Voogel, 1985).
While industry and the military rely more on training, there are many educators in their
ranks, just as a lot of training is conducted in traditional educational institutions.
These three variables are somewhatglobal classifications of task analysis procedures.

However, when combined with the task analysis functions, they can be used to make

recommendations for the task analysis procedures that should be employed. In the next

section, these variables are combined to form a quasi-algorithm for making general recommendations regarding selection of appropriate task analysis procedures.

SELECTING TASK ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
So far, we have described the ambiguity in the task analysis process and provided a

scheme for describing and classifying task analysis procedures. The problem of which
procedure to use to accomplish each task analysis function remains. We knowthat the ability

to make informed judgements depends on experience. Experienced developers recommend
task analysis procedures for use in different situations based upon their better developed
“scripts” for the instructional development process. The purposeofthis chapter thenis to use
our organizational scheme to make suggestions about which task analysis procedures may be
used for each function. Based uponhis review of three task analysis technologies, Foshay

(1983) made some informed recommendations about which task analysis procedures would
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be appropriate underdifferent conditions. For instance, he recommended learning hierarchy
analysis for macro-level sequencing, concept hierarchy analysis for discriminating among
concepts, and so on. However, his review considered only three of the many task analysis
procedures available to developers.

In Figure 12.1 we present a quasi-algorithm for selecting alternative task analysis
methodologies. It is our belief that selecting from the manyavailable proceduresis best done

through a sequence of decisions. The divisions in this algorithm are based upontheclassifications of task analysis procedures previously discussed: (a) functions (inventorying,
describing, selecting, sequencing, and analyzing) and(b) variables (micro-macro, top-down/
bottom-up, and job vs. learning task analysis). In order to use the algorithm, first decide

whether you are conducting a job analysis or an instructional analysis. That is, are you
designing training for a specific job or are you developing a general unit of instruction?

Next, consider the scope of learning. Are you developing instruction for a single task or
objective or a set of course objectives? Are you operating at a macro-level or micro-level?
Finally, decide which of the task analysis functions you are performing — inventory, description, selection, sequencing, or analysis. As you make this sequence of decisions and follow
the appropriate paths, you are led to one or more numbers, which are keyed to the task
analysis procedureslisted and annotated in the Appendix. The numbered procedures shown
at the bottom of each decision path in Figure 12.1 are the appropriate procedures which may
be used to accomplish the task analysis function in the setting implied by the decisions. The
choice of which procedure to use depends upon the experience and/or preferences of the
designer or some organizational decision by a design team.
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Conclusion
It is not our intention to offer a definitive prescription about whichspecific task analysis

procedure should be used for every function in every setting. The knowledge about the task

analysis process is too uncertain for us to make specific recommendations about which

procedures to use to solveall design problems. Rather, we have tried to impose some organization on the task analysis process. In doing so, we hope to provide some guidanceto the
beginning developer in selecting the procedures that could be used to accomplish the various

task analysis functions in different settings. Once you have used the algorithm to narrow
your choices to a given category, you must familiarize yourself with the alternative procedures in order to make the final selection of task analysis procedures to be used.
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APPENDIX
Task Analysis Methodologies
1.

Behavioral Analysis. Like many othertask analysis procedures, behavioral analysis (Mechner,

1967) grew out of programmedlearning. In an attempt to develop systematic methods for sequencing
frames of programs, Mechner suggested analyzing the components of each objective. Like Gilbert

(1961) and Gropper(1974), he classified these components as discrimination, generalizations, or chains.
He developed a set of rules for sequencing chains (procedures) and concepts, such as “never teach a
discrimination without simultaneously teaching a generalization” (p. 94). The instructional developer
can perform a behavioral analysis by merging the types of questions students might ask about
discriminations, generalizations, and chains, such as “What are the steps at arriving
at this

conclusion?”, “Whereisall this leading?”, or “What are some examples of concepts?” To the extent that
we feel comfortable in generalizing programmed learning procedures, behavioral analysis provides
a
useful means for micro-level task analysis and sequencing ofinstruction.
2. Bloom’s Taxonomy. Bloom and his colleagues (Bloom, Krathwohl, & Masia, 1956;
Krathwohl, Bloom, & Masia, 1964) spent several years developing a taxonomic classification of
cognitive and affective behaviors for purposes of test design. A taxonomy of psychomotor domain
was
added later (Harrow, 1972). These taxonomies later becamethe primary meansfor analyzing learning

tasks. They describe in detail increasingly complex forms of cognitive behaviors (from knowledge to
evaluation), affective behaviors (from receiving to articulation of a value concept), and psychomotor
behaviors (from imitation to naturalization). These remain the mostdetailed descriptions of learning

behaviors, still popular with many educators (see Table 12.1).

3. Brainstorming. Brainstorming provides a quick route to job analysis (McDermott, 1982). The
developer assemblesskilled job performers in order to determine the model job performance. All
steps
and functions are posted on index cards on large, clear wall. Using different color cards, all contingencies are posted for each step. Then the developertries to get consensus on the mostrealistic
alternatives to each of the listed contingencies. Finally, the knowledge andskill requirements for each step
are stated. This brainstorming procedureis a quick and easy methodfor analyzing jobs. Its strength lies
in the elaboration of contingent behaviors necessary for performing the job.

4.

Cognitive Mapping. Understanding conceptsis necessary but insufficient for understanding

content. Learners must also understand thestructural relationships between related concepts. So if we

use content or concept analysis proceduresfor identifying concepts, we will need a methodto derive the
type and degree of relatedness among those concepts. Cognitive mapping provides a tool for
this
(Diekhoff & Diekhoff, 1982). Once the key concepts are selected, designers or subject matter experts
should form all possible pairs of those concepts and rate each pair for degree of relatedness using a 1-9
scale. The relatedness matrix is treated as an intercorrelation matrix and analyzed using principal

components analysis or multi-dimensional scaling. The output of the analysis is a map that spatially

relates the inter-concept distances. This process could aid both the sequencing and analysis
phases.
Sequencing is aided because the clusters that are formed indicate content groups. While not a
traditional form of taxonomic analysis, the meaning of concepts is enhanced by knowing relationships
among concepts. Further analysis of these relationships adds another dimension of meaning (Jonassen,
1984).
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5. Component Display Theory. The component display theory (Merrill, 1983) is a micro-level
design strategy for organizing instruction for a single idea or objective in the cognitive domain. The
designer begins by classifying each objective to be taught in terms of the nature of the task and the
content, a distinction missing from most analysis schemes. An objective can require the learner to
remember, use, or find either facts, concepts, procedures, or principles (see Table 12.1). Component
display theory recommendsthe use of four primary presentation forms(tell or ask generalities or
instances) and six types of elaboration (context, prerequisite, mnemonic, mathemagenic help, representation, feedback). It then provides rules that state the required primary presentation formsandelaborators for different types of tasks and content. While componentdisplay theoryis an instructional design
system, much of whichis used after task analysis, the task/content matrix is very useful for the analysis
phase because of its explicitness.
6. Conceptual Hierarchy Analysis (Tieman & Markle, 1983; Reigeluth, Merrill, & Bunderson,
1978). The sequencing of instruction, according to concept hierarchy analysis, is implied by the
structure of the content. Various content structures (description, comparison/contrast, temporal
sequence, explanation, definition/examples, problem/solution, cause/effect) may suggest different
sequences for different tasks. Concept hierarchy analysis is a macro-level task analysis procedure for

identifying, organizing and arranging instructional content in the absence of a specific procedure. It
requires identifying and analyzing the network of concepts used in any content area.

7. Criteria for Task Selection. Most of the military task analysis processes include an explicit
procedure for selecting from amongtasks or objectives those in which training should be provided
(Design of courses of instruction, 1972; Job task analysis manual, 1973; Tracey, Flynn, & Legere,
1970). The criteria for determining feasibility and appropriateness include: universality

(transferability), difficulty of acquisition, cruciality to the mission, frequency of performance, prac-

ticability, achievability by trainees, quality of skill, deficiencies resulting from training, retainability,
and need for follow-up training. With limited training resources, a broad rangeof skills to cover, and a
large numberoftrainees, the military is obviously pressed to develop comprehensive training. These
task selection criteria help to rank the importanceof each task in order to provide training for the most
important tasksfirst. While these criteria are seldom applied to educational (learning) problems, they
could be.
8. Critical Incident Technique. Determining the tasks to be included in instruction is often
accomplished by using critical incident analysis (Flannigan, 1954; Zemke, 1981). In this technique,
experts identify the critical job incidents and their products. Incidents are edited for redundance,
grouped into similar tasks, and then classified as positive or negative incidents. The incidents are
summarized and then validated by the experts for completeness. This is a useful means for obtaining a

list of relevant, real-world tasks to be includedin instruction. It is a job-related technique, however, and
is most useful for converting job descriptions into instructional inventories.

9. Delphi Technique. In selecting the tasks/content to be taught, it is often necessary to place the
inventory in priority order. This often requires the informed judgements of subject matter experts. One
of the most popular techniques for generating that data is the Delphi technique (Dalkey & Helmer,
1963), in which sets of comments/beliefs/questions are submitted to an anonymousgroup of subject
matter experts for their judgements. Their responses are analyzed and summarized, and then become

the questions for the next round of judgements. This iterative judgement-feedback cycleis continued

until the panel reaches consensus. Theresult represents the convergent thinking of a groupof experts. It
can be a tedious process, but it is one of the most systematic for collecting judgements.
10.

Elaboration Theory. The elaboration theory (Reigeluth & Rogers, 1980; Reigeluth & Stein,

1983) provides a simple-to-complex approach to organizing instruction in which concepts, procedures,
or principles are iteratively detailed and epitomized. It is a macro-level strategy for organizing multiple

objectives. For each single objective, componentdisplay theory is used to organize instruction. Thatis,
instruction starts at a general level with an epitome(i.e., the organizing of content ideas). These general
ideas are then elaborated in progressively more detailed steps. Each level of elaboration has its own
epitome (overview), which indicates the content structure of that elaboration, a summarizer(e.g., statement, example, or self-test), and a synthesizer to integrate that level of elaboration to all higher level

elaborations. In addition, elaboration theory employs strategy components, such as analogies, cognitive
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strategies, and learner control. Elaboration theory views task analysis as a form of content analysis;
from that point of view it supports the task inventory, description, and sequencing functions. The
analysis steps include selecting the operations to be taught, deciding which to teach first, sequencing the
remaining Operations, creating the epitomes, and designing instruction on each operation (Reigeluth &
Rogers, 1980). Performed in the context of elaboration theory, these represent a comprehensive and

systematic top-down approach to learning analysis that is seldom ever used to organize job-related

training.

11. Extended Task Analysis Procedure. The extended task analysis procedure (ETAP)
(Reigeluth, Merrill, Branson, Begland, & Tarr, 1980) is a 12-step process for analyzing procedural tasks
that combines hierarchical and information processing analysis procedures. It was developed for the
military specifically to support job training. The three phases of the process include process analysis

(identifying each step using information processing analysis), sub-step analysis (identifying the substeps for each step), and knowledgeanalysis (identifying the knowledge required to perform the task).

The result is a multi-dimensional representation of the learning task including a flowchart, a list of substeps, and a list of componentfacts and principles. What is unique to ETAPis the factor-transfer and
principle-transfer analysis. In complex transfer tasks that include a large number of conditions or
factors, ETAPidentifies all the factors andcreates decision rules and more general commonrules for
dealing with those factors in a transfer situation. Where those factors cannot be identified easily, ETAP
identifies and sequences into instruction the necessary principles for properly executing the transfer
task. Attention to this transfer of training is often absentin instructional design models, especially in
the task analysis process.
12. Fault Tree Analysis. Another methodforselecting the tasks to be taught focuses on avoiding
errors or faults. Fault tree analysis (Fussell, Powers, & Bennett, 1974) predicts undesired events that
may affect the operation of a system and provides the basis for redesigning it to prevent those
occurrences. It can be used to select those tasks necessary for preventing undesired events. Theresult of
such an application of fault tree analysis is a priority list of training needs. Working backward from a
statement of an undesired event (previously identified), fault tree analysis represents all antecedent
conditions that could have caused the event. The same process is repeated for each of those events, with
each causal condition represented by an AND orORlogic gate. This process producesa tree of causal
events, which showseach ofthecritical paths that produce the undesired event and the probability of
the occurrence of each. Working with this information the designer could select those paths with the
highest probability of occurrence as the most important training needs. This is a technical procedure
that also requires a thorough knowledge of the operation system by the developerin order forit to be
successful (Gentry, 1985).
13. Functional Job Analysis. Functional job analysis conceptually defines worker activity and
defines methods for measuring worker output (Fine & Wiley, 1971). All jobs require workersto relate
to data, people, and things (machines). Each job can be defined in terms of the workers’ interactions
with these three elements. Thoseinteractions are actually limited. Thatis, there are only a few ways the

workers can interact with certain types of machines. The job functions related to these three elements
are sequential and hierarchical, proceeding from simple to complex. In that sense, it is much like

learning hierarchy analysis, which specifies all of the prerequisite tasks to each goal. So analysis of any
job task describes how the workerrelates to data, people, and thingsas well as the relative amount of
involvement he/she has with each element. This comprehensive analysis of job tasks has been adopted
by several private and governmental organizationsas their job analysis procedure.

14.

Job Task Analysis (Mager & Beach, 1967). In the context of developing vocational instruc-

tion, the task analysis procedures focus on job description — what a worker does under the conditions
that the job is normally performed, rather than what you would like him/her to do. The procedure

requires the designer tolist all of the tasks in a job and the steps included in each task; 1.e., what a
person does when performing the step, the type of performance involved (see Table 12.1), and the
expected difficulty in learning it. From the task analysis, the designer derives course objectives after
first determining what the learners already know. Course objectives, then, describe those things that
learners should be able to do at the end of the course. Except for the determination of the type of

performance required by eachstep, this is a vocational, behavioral analysis technique that focuses on

the inventory function.
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15. Information Processing Analysis (Merrill, 1978; 1980; Resnick, 1976; Resnick & Ford, 1982).
Similar to learning hierarchy analysis, information processing analysis describes the sequence of
cognitive operations required for solving a class of problems. Such analysis usually represents the
information processing sequencein algorithmic form. The goal of such analysis is to model the covert

mental operations of a learner while performing a task, rather than modelling the overt behavior

exhibited by the learner. While it is normally applied to problem solving, information processing
analysis may be used to describe other tasks. Such analysis must be generic so that it may be applied to a
range of problems(tasks). It may imply a forward or a backward sequence of development, depending
upon the problem solving technique employed. (See also Path Analysis, 25).
16. Instructional Analysis. Instructional analysis is a comprehensive set of task analysis procedures intendedasa critical link between task analysis and writing instructional objectives (Hoffman &
Medsker, 1983). By analyzing the componentskills, instructional analysis seeks to identify “New
learning,” excluding those skills already known from list of “instructional” objectives. So, after
identifying and sequencing componentskills and eliminating extraneous ones, the instructional analyst
identifies the type of learning required by the remainingskills using a hybrid taxonomy. This taxonomy
includes complex procedures which are pre-defined, interrelated sequences of operations that can be

considered a unit. So, starting with a task analysis, the instructional analyst analyzes the type of
learning and conducts a traditional hierarchical analysis, a procedure analysis, or a combination
analysis which combines the complex procedures. After identifying support skills not integral to the
task, a learning map that combinesall of the previous analyses is constructed. Instructional analysis is a
super-procedure that addsto task analysis. It represents one of the most comprehensive task analysis
processes available.

17. Learner Control of Instruction (Merrill, 1975). Learner control describes an instructional
strategy rather than a procedurefor designing instruction. Essentially, it argues for allowing the learner

some degree of self-determination of the content and strategies of instruction (Merrill, 1983). The
content mayconsist of the objectives, lesson, or moduleselected by the learner. It has the mostsignificant implications for task analysis in the sequencing andselection functions. Giving students the opportunity to select what they will learn as well as the order in which they will complete instruction can
preclude some of the sequencing operations normally performed by the designer. To responsiblyselect
instructional content requires some metacognitive skills, which many learners do not possess. Because
of this, the research findings related to learner control have been mixed, at best.
18. Learning Contingency Analysis. A task inventory or description provides a set of tasks, or
steps in a task, and the ordering of these. Usually performance of one task/step is contingent on
another, which is contingent on a prior skill. Since these contingencies have implications for instructional sequences, designers can develop a corresponding progression of steps to be taught. The progression or sequence is dependenton the relationships among tasks/steps. A learning contingency may be

necessary, facilitative, or non-existent depending upon four types of relationships: superordinate/

subordinate, coordinate input/output, shared elements, or no relationship (Gropper, 1974). The
sequence in which behavioral components should be learned in turn depends uponthe nature of the
relationship. For instance, Gropper (1974) suggests that an output that becomesan input for another
performance should betaughtfirst. This type of task analysis describes the behavioral componentsof
an objective, rather than the traditional taxonomiesthat are used to describe the terminal performance
depicted by the objective.
19. Learning Hierarchy Analysis (Gagne, 1965, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1985; Gagne & Briggs, 1979).
Learning hierarchy analysis has becomeso universal that many equateit with task analysis. Based on his
own taxonomies of learning (Gagne, 1965, 1977, 1985), Gagne has described a method for developing a
hierarchy of learning skills (see Table 12.1) for organizing learning tasks. While it could be used to
organize instruction for job tasks, it is commonly associated with learning analysis. This is a backward

chaining technique for elaborating the prerequisite skills for accomplishing an instructional objective.
Learning hierarchy analysis has evolved from a behavioral analysis method for describing the structure
of a task and theessential prerequisite skills that comprise that task. For any objective, learning
hierarchy analysis describes the prerequisite concepts, principles and strategies necessary for acquiring
the skill implied by the terminal objective. The optimal sequence of instruction can be inferred from
such learning hierarchies.
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20.

Learning Taxonomy (Leith, 1970). While structurally similar to Gagne’s taxonomy, Leith’s

(1970) taxonomy(see Table 12.1) provides specific instructional suggestions in the form of conditions.

Leith devoted as much of his hierarchy to associative processes as Gagne did in his earlier work. The
primary difference is at the higher end of the taxonomy, where Leith included problem solving and
schemata development. Schemata are general networks of ideas and operations. This reference to
schemata reflects the shift in the sixties toward a more cognitive orientation in the psychology of
learning.
21. Master Design Chart. One means for using objectives to plan curriculum is to develop a
master design chart (Davies, 1976). A master design chart is a matrix, with oneaxis listing content areas
and the otherlisting specific behaviors (objectives). In designing such a chart, the designerfirst identifies the objectives along the behavioral axis. Second, the content of subject matter is broken down and
displayed along the content axis. Third, each cell in the matrix should be evaluated for the emphasis on
each type of behavior that should be manifest for each area of content. The resulting matrix reflects the

emphasis of the curriculum andcould be used to sequencethe tasks in a course. It could also be used in
a more top-downwayat the front end to inventory the tasks to be includedin an instructional unit. The
master design chart is an alternative method of matrix analysis.

22. Mathetics. Emerging from the programmedinstruction movement, mathetics was promoted
by Gilbert (1961) as the technology of education, a complete system for task analysis and instructional
design. This behavioral approach diagrammatically represented the task sequence that was established
by observing and analyzing a master performer. The task analysis classified behavior as consisting of

chains, multiple discriminations, and generalizations. Rather than classifying objectives, this taxonomy

describes the processes that comprise an objective (Gropper, 1974). Gilbert’s concern with the stimulus
portion of the S-R association resulted in a specific set of instructional procedures based on the task
analysis. These procedures include demonstrating, prompting, or releasing the learner. Gilbert also
suggested rules for deciding what content to include and the sequence in which it should be presented.
While mathetics has not lived upto his prediction as the technology of education, it represents one of
the most comprehensive behavioral task analysis systems available.
23. Matrix Analysis. Like many task analysis procedures, matrix analysis (Evans, Glaser, &
Homme, 1962; Thomas, Davies, Openshaw, & Bird, 1963) emerged from the programmedinstruction
literature as a means for sequencing program frames. In designing programs(or other formsofinstruction), designers first identify the important concepts and convert those into a set of specific rules. The
rules should then be sequenced in some order. In order to adequately communicate knowledge, the

interrelationships among rules need to be understood and taught. In order to identify all of the
pertinent interrelationships, a matrix is created. The matrix, which showsall possible interrelationships,

requires that the designer do a pairwise or cell-by-cell assessment of the relatedness between each
possible pair of rules. Each pair is classified as an association (the rules are related and similar) or
discrimination (the rules are related but different). The sequence of instruction is reflected in the
matrix, so that by observing the matrix, the designer can quickly discern omissions, inverted or
misplaced rules or any other sequencing problem. From the matrix, a flow diagram describing the
different types of frames is developed, showing the final sequence of instruction. Matrix analysis could
be used to help sequence any form ofinstruction.
24. Methods Analysis. Methods analysis is a micromotion analysis of any job based on detailed
motion studies (McCormick, 1979). These often use operation charts that describe in detail the actions
of workersat a single location, using standardized symbols to depict each motion of the worker. Micromotion studies analyze videotapes of workers performing jobs in terms of basic motions and develop a

simultaneous motion cycle chart that describes the motions of each hand andthe body. This type of
micro-level analysis is useful for deriving the description phase for psychomotortasks.
25. Path Analysis (Merrill, 1978; 1980). Path analysis is the second phase of information
processing analysis. In conducting a path analysis, the designer identifies the unique paths through an
information processing flow chart. This is especially important when a process containsiterative subprocesses. Paths are depicted bylisting the numbersofall the operations on a flow chart that the learner
executes going from start to stop. Comparing the sequenceandinclusiveness of different paths provides
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a metalevel analysis of the information processing that occurs. This analysis shows the superordinate/
subordinate relationships amongvarious paths. That is, some paths may be embeddedhierarchically in
other paths. Those paths (representing skills) that are subordinate to others are also prerequisite to
them, so that learning heirarchy analysis (Gagne, 1965, 1977, 1985) can then be used to analyze the
skills. These hierarchical paths are then converted into task sequences for orienting instruction. (See
also Information Processing Analysis, 15.)

26. Pattern Noting. Pattern notes were originally conceived as a notetaking method (Buzan,
1974; Fields, 1982) for summarizing the content of notes in a network map form. To construct a pattern

note, you box the key issue or item in the center of a clean sheet of paper. You begin to free associate
related topics and write those on lines connected to the box. Sub-issues are written on lines linked to the
initial lines. You continue to elaborate the lines until the related topics are complete, and then
interconnect any related topics on the mapswith lines. Pattern notes are excellent organizational and
retrieval strategies (Jonassen, 1984) that reflect a person’s cognitive structure (Jonassen, 1987). They

can assist the task analysis process most in terms of the inventory and description functions when the
contentof instruction is being identified. They are conceptual in nature, so they could support concept

hierarchy analysis. Pattern noting, as a measure of cognitive structure, is also a useful measure of prior
learning. Pattern noting can depict interrelatedness of prior knowledge, rather than a unidimensional,
single score on a pretest. It is similar to, though distinctly different from, concept mapping (4).

27. PROBE Model. The PROBE model (Gilbert, 1982a, 1982b) is a performance analysis
procedure that consists of eight sets of questions that analyze the capabilities of workers and the
environmentsin which they work. Theseindividual differences and environmental questions concern the

inspiration and instrumentation available to employees as well as the motivational contingencies that

result in performance. The questions are used to analyze any performanceproblemsituation in terms of
employee skills and motives, knowledge andtraining, adequate information and feedback, proper tools
and responses, and appropriate incentives. The PROBE modelis a conceptually sound andpractical
performance analysis process. It was not designed as a task analysis procedure; it is broaderin scope. It
could, however, yield useful information to anyone performing a task analysis. The questionsrelated to
knowledge and training function as a needs assessment procedure that would supply the basis for task

analysis. So, the PROBE modelis a useful strategy supporting the task analysis procedure.

28. Syntactic Analysis (Stone, Dunphy, Smith, & Ogilivie, 1966). One of the most difficult parts
of task analysis is organizing a large numberof tasks that have been inventoried. Syntactic analysis
reviews each task statement syntactically (i.e., looks for statements with similar terms, performing the
same syntactic function). For instance, task statements can be analyzed for commondirect objects.
Those with commondirect objects, indicating various performances on the same object, cluster

together (Martin & Brodt, 1973). Syntactic analysis can also search for synonymsof objects or other
syntactic elements. It is used primarily to order task statements.

29. Task Description (Miller, 1962). A task description specifies the sequence of stimulusresponseassociations required to complete a task (Miller, 1962). This includes specification of the cues
or indicators perceived by the performer, the task activities, and the conditions surrounding each
performance required for accomplishing each task. Task analysis further clarifies the behavioral

requirements of the task where the designer looks for some behavioral structure in the task. The task

description and analysis process, according to Miller (1962), is a molecular process concentrating only
on the behavioral aspects of performance.
30. Vocational Task Analysis. Hershbach (1976) proposed a three-step task analysis modelthat
includes a task inventory, a task description, and a task analysis. In the task inventory, the designer
identifies the steps, or task elements and sub-elements, using observation and interview techniques.

Analysis of tasks qualifies the task description and analyzes the behavior using learning hierarchy
analysis (Gagne, 1965, 1977, 1985) or Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom, Krathwohl, & Masia, 1956). No
explicit technique is described for sequencing tasks, except those implied by the task analysis step.
Hershbachessentially applies classic task analysis procedures to industrial education.
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The enthusiasm and predictions of the advocates of computer-based instruction today
are reminiscent of the zeal of the advocates of programmedinstruction. In the early 1960s,
Skinner predicted how teaching machines would revolutionize the schools (Department of
Education, 1960). Two decades later, Bork (1987) and Papert (1980) predicted that
computers would revolutionize education and the way we learn. Research on computerbased instruction (CBI) has been supportiveof its effectiveness (Kulik, Bangert & Williams,
1983), yet it is unlikely that CBI or any other computer-based delivery system will produce
results necessary to proclaim it “better” than traditional methods. Tomorrow’s students are

no morelikely to see a revolutionary change caused by computers than the students of the
1970s saw from programmedinstruction. A morelikely scenario is one in which the unique

characteristics of the computer are exploited to deliver instruction in an effective and
efficient manner. The future of computer-based delivery systems appears to belong to the
designer of the instructional strategy as opposed to the computer hardware.
In this chapter we examineinstructional strategies that take advantage of the computer’s
attributes to create an efficient and effective learning environment. Specifically, we review
three major areas of research and instructional design related to CBI, and conclude by

discussing recent developments and their potential impact on instructional technology.
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SCREEN DESIGN
One ofthe first concerns of a designeris to design effective, user-friendly screens. Many
of the heuristics for designing CBI displays are based on prior research in printed text
(Hartley, 1987), and they basically recommend the use of liberal white space, double &—
spacing, and left-justified text. Heines (1984) identified five functional areas Of a screen,

ATIVEused in a single screen. First, a screen should have orienting

information (e.g., how many more frames or questions remain). Second, the screenshould”

display directions for the learner in a consistent location. Third, the program should echo or

displaytesponses.area for informative error messagesshould
be provided. Fifth, the options availablequit,
screen) should be displayed in a consistent area. Heines’s approach provides the designer

with guidelines for developing a consistent user interface that increases the user friendliness
of the software. The ROPES model developed by Hannafin and Hooper (1989) suggests

screen design techniques for improving retrieval, orienting, presenting, encoding, and
sequencing of lesson content. Heuristics are provided forenhancifigeach of Tesetasks.
Much of the research on CBI screen design has paralleled the research on printed
materials, as exemplified by studies on reading speed (Fish & Feldman, 1987), line length,
and leading (e.g., Grabinger, 1983). An area that has received less research attention is
screen density (Morrison, Ross, Schultz, & O’Dell, 1989). The number of words, sentences, or

ideas presented in a single frame on a computeris generally limited to 960 (40-column) or

1,920 (80-column)characters as comparedto the much greater number (Approximately 3,600
characters) on a typical printed page. Using nonrealistic stimulus materials, Grabinger (1983)
supported the general literature design recommendation by finding that subjects preferred
designs with adequate white space and openness. In asking whether the sameresults would

be obtainedif realistic materials (a lesson onstatistics) were used, Morrison, Ross, Schultz and
O’Dell (1989) varied screen density by presenting the same content oneither one, two, three,

dies indicated greater
m
or four different screens. Using t
igns. These results suggest that subjects
erIc
preferences for higher-densj
may apply different perspectives when evaluating screens with realistic content because of
the need to process the information so that it can be recalled or applied at a later time.

ADAPTIVE CBI
A second question designers must answer is whg will control the lesson, the student or
lig...Ccsiens). Oneof the major advantagesof CBI over other instructional
delivery systems is the ease of implementing learner control options. These options allow
individual learners to determine the sequence of the lesson, the numberof problemsto work,
when to review the content, and the type and amount of feedback received. However,
research suggests that learner control options may not always be a feasible method for
individualizing instruction (e.g., Carrier, Davidson & Williams, 1985; Tennyson, 1980). As
Ross and Morrison (1989) suggest, “Many students, especially low achievers, lack the
knowledge and motivation to make appropriate decisions regarding such conditions as
pacing,... sequencing content,... use of learning aids,... and amountof practice” (p. 28).

The concerns aboutlearner control decisions provided a rationale for implementing an
advisement function to guide learners in their choices. Ross and Rakow (1982) used varied

incentive levels as a source of information on which lessons werelikely to require the selection of extra instructional support (greater difficulty = greater incentive level). This strategy
resulted in increased learning gains. Tennyson and his associates (e.g., Johansen &
Tennyson, 1983) provided explicit advisement about how many examples to select before
and during the lesson using an intelligent CBI system. The results indicated that the advisement groups had higher learning gains than the control groups.
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In contrast to learner control strategies that vary instructional support, studies by
Morrison, Ross, and O’Dell (1988) and Ross, Morrison, and O’Dell (1988) allowed learners
to select either high-density (elaborated) or low-density textual contexts on a statistics lesson.
While there were no significant effects on achievement, results suggested the learner control

option was used effectively by the students in adapting the density variationsto their reading
levels. Specifically, less skilled readers were more likely to select the high-density version,

while moreskilled readers were morelikely to select the low-density version. In a third study
by Ross, Morrison, and O’Dell (in press) learners selected preferred thematic contexts (sports,

education, business, or abstract) of the examples. Again, there were no achievement effects;

learners appeared to varytheir selections adaptively by switching from familiar (preferred)
contexts to less familiar ones as the lesson progressed. Most important, learners who were

allowed to choose preferred contexts also elected to study a greater number of examples.
These findings and others (e.g., Hannafin, 1984) suggest that “learner control is not a

unitary construct, but rather a collection of strategies that function in different ways
depending on whatis being controlled by whom” (Ross & Morrison, 1989, p. 29).
Contextual adaptation can also be effective when controlled by the program rather than
the learner. Anand and Ross (1987) and Ross and Anand (1987) personalized mathematics

problemsbysubstituting personal data about the student for standard referents (e.g., citing

friends’ names, favorite food, etc.). Students who received the personalized examples
performedbetter and reacted more positively to the lesson than did control subjects.

FEEDBACK
A third question that designers need to consider is the amount and type of feedback

provided the learner. Feedback has been the focusofseveral studies(cf. Schimmel, 1988 and
Kulik & Kulik, 1988) since Pressey’s (1927) early work. Concerns aboutthe use of feedback
in CBI have generated a renewedinterestin its application (e.g., Dempsey & Driscoll, 1989).
Of particular interest are the timing and type of feedback usedin the instruction.

Feedback given immediately (or as soon as practical) after the learner makes a response
is described as immediate feedback. A definition of delayed feedback is more difficult

because of differing conceptions by researchers of what constitutes a delay. Van Dyke and
Newton (1972) define delayed feedback as four to eight seconds, while others have extended
the time to one or more weeks (Kulik & Kulik, 1988). Peeck and Tillema (1978) have defined
immediate feedback as feedback given after each item or response, and delayed feedback,
regardless of time delay, as given at the end ofa series of items or at the end ofthetest.

Prior research has identified four types of feedback. First is knowledgerespgnse
(KR), in which the program simplytells the learners if their answers are “right”or “wrong.”
Secondis of Tesponse (KCR), in which the learner typically receives a

message such as “no, the correct

ameweris....” Third is untilcorrect (AUC) feedback,

which maytell the learner the response is incorrect and to try again. The fourth type of
feedback is
lve feedback or “anticipated-wrong-answer” (AWA), whichtells the

learner that the response was incorrect and provides information about the nature of the
error (e.g., “You added rather than multiplied”).
Results from the feedback studies suggest that immediate feedback is more effective

than delayed feedback (Kulik & Kulik, 1988), and that most forms of feedback are more

effective than no feedback (Smith, 1988). Schimmel (1988), however, found the research to
be inconsistent in establishing one of the four types of feedback as moreeffective. Dempsey
and Driscoll (1989) combined and compareddifferent forms of feedback in a CBI lesson and

found no differences between the strategies. Their results suggested that the more complex
forms of feedback (e.g., KCR and AWA), aside from taking more time to develop and

implement, might interfere with learning because of the additional elaboration.
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Computer-based instruction provides a more efficient means of implementing and
testing different forms of feedback than print-based materials. Future research should
investigate optimum conditions for the different types of feedback as well as possibilities for
adapting feedback to individual differences.

This review has identified three areas to address when designing CBI. First, the screen(s)

need to be designed in a consistent manner, with the appropriate amount of content
displayed in each frame. Second, the designer must determine what properties of the instruction can be adapted to students (e.g., whether instructional support and/or context will be
manipulated) and whether the adaptation can be achieved moreeffectively through learner
Or program control. Third, the type, frequency, and timing of the feedback must be deter-

mined. Each of these decisions will necessarily be dependent on the characteristics of the
learners and the nature of the content.

IMPACT OF ADVANCESIN
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
Althoughthe strategies reviewed aboveare not unique to CBI, their form andefficiency

are directly influenced by CBI’s unique attributes (online adaptation, immediate knowledge
of results, etc.). Thus advances in computer technology havethe potential to affect not only
instructional strategies, but the instructional design process as well. There are four
immediately identifiable areas that will influence the field of instructional technology: multi-

media systems, intelligent CBI, expert systems, and automated developmenttools.
Multi-Media Systems

Improvements in digital storage devices such as videodiscs and CD-ROM (compact

disk-read only memory) disks offer new possibilities for integrating motion, graphics, still
pictures, and digitized sound CBI. Using multi-media (e.g., multi-image slide/tape or

interactive video) presentations until now hastypically involved a major effort that was only
cost justified for instruction delivered to a large numberof students. The compactness and
lower cost of the newer storage devices and enhanced technology now makeit practical to
offer multi-media presentations to smaller groups on an individualized basis. Advances in
screen resolution, digitization of images, and speech synthesis create new possibilities for

CBIlessons with realistic pictures, motion, animation, and soundat costs far below those of

producing an interactive videodisc. One can easily imagine a sophisticated computer system
that includes the attributes of all existing media. Designers would no longer need to justify
the selection of an individual medium. Rather, they will need a model for determining which
attributes to use with a particular instructional strategy. Such a model might focus on the
motivational value of the attributes, the perceived difficulty of learning from material
presented with a set of attributes, and the cost of producing or manipulating a set of
attributes.

Intelligent CBI
The increasing availability and sophistication of artificial intelligence tools has the

potential to help us create new models andinstructional strategies for CBI. Future CBI
materials are likely to include a modelof a novice’s schemaand an expert’s schemafor use in

instructional decision making. For example, Tennyson (1984) described an intelligent
adaptive system that used a Bayesian probability model for determining when the student
has mastered the content. Future courseware may include response-sensitive systemsthat will
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determine whena student hasfailed to understand the content, by accepting and processing
natural language input in response to open-ended questions or generative strategies.

Expert Systems
An expert system in a database of knowledgethat is sorted and selected by an algorithm

programmedwith a set of rules derived from an expert (Welsh, 1987). One current use of
expert systemsis the developmentofintelligent job aids. Harmon (1986) describes Campbell

Soup Company’s expert job aid that diagnoses equipment problems based on observations
entered into the system. Future possibilities include the developmentof expert systems to aid
in making instructional design decisions based on the current database of instructional
research. Such a system would recommend an optimuminstructional strategy for implementation based on student, environmental, and contentdata.

Automated Development Tools
Another area in which weare likely to see a significant impact on instructional design is
the development of automated developmenttools. These tools can vary from CBI authoring

systems to systems that help a subject matter expert complete a task analysis, write

objectives, and structure an instructional strategy (e.g., Cantor, 1988).

SUMMARY
Computer technology provides the designer with more efficient options than are avail-

able in most other media for implementinga variety of instructional strategies. Of concern,
however, is the effectiveness of these strategies when implemented in CBI. For example, the

screen limitations imposed on the presentation of content in CBI poses new problems
concerning the chunking of content that have not been adequately addressed in prior
research. The increased efficiency and reduced concern about the physical length of the
lesson with CBI offers opportunities for implementing alternative presentations and
different forms of feedback.
This increased efficiency for implementing a variety of strategies should not encourage
designers to create alternative strategies on a wholesale basis. Rather, consideration of the
research literature and careful logic should be used to determine the optimum approach for
the objectives. In addition, researchers should investigate not only the effectiveness of these
new designs, but the efficiency in terms of learning and development.
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INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES AND
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Perhaps the most salient characteristic of interactive learning technologiesis that they
respect the learner as an active participant in the learning enterprise. An interactive technology of instruction is a system intentionally designed to permit learners to influence the
sequence, size, shape, and contentofinstruction. Interactive instructional technologies offer

myriad opportunities for instructional developers and producers to think about instruction

In new ways.
But with these seductive opportunities, a caution must be raised. The basics of good
instructional development apply to the design and developmentof interactive instructional
technologies. Interactive media do not give the instructional developer license to scatter

learners indiscriminately all over the instructional landscape. For example:

Ms. Melberg, C.E.O. for a large investment firm, expresses a concern about
subtle racism in her company. She notices that her senior management personnel
(all of whom are green), seem to distribute the lucrative corporate accounts to
green investment officers. Less lucrative, more difficult clients land on the desks
of non-green investment officers in the firm. Melberg wants you to develop a
training program on racism for her senior management personnel to solve the
problem. She suggests you could develop aninteractive video program that would
allow the senior managers to interact vicariously with non-green investment
officers, and practice distributing corporate accounts fairly. What do you think?

I hope you answered, “Thatis not a training problem; that is a personnel problem.” This

is a typical entry-level issue in instructional developmentprojects. Because we have accessto

newertechnology, we are compelled to apply it to every problem we encounter. Remember
that interactive instructional technology is only a potential solution if you first have an
instructional problem.
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APPROACHES TO INTERACTIVITY
There are at least two “camps”of thought about interaction. Rather than search for a
single metaphor to encompassthe wide rangeof interaction possible, perhaps it would be
useful to describe briefly each school of thought, and suggest that each will have merit,
depending on the learning task at hand.

Rodent Response Metaphors
Behavioral principles of psychology can guide our thinking aboutinteractivity. In most
cases, this orientation is characterized by overt learner interaction with instructional
materials. Learning is enhanced by shaping learner responses to instructional stimuli, and

thereby developing associations between the two. Certainly this has been the dominant
metaphorfor the development of computer-assisted instruction. Developers and researchers
have concentrated on contingencies of reinforcement, schedules of reinforcement,

immediate feedback, mathemagenic intervention, and the like. Criticism leveled at this
Orientation has suggested that it has promoted the developmentof uncreative programsthat
focus on superficial levels of learning (Dede & Swigger, 1988; Hannafin & Rieber, 1989).
This is not a necessary outgrowth of a behavioral orientation; however, the criticism is
characteristic of many available programs.

Phantasmal Metaphors
Cognitive psychologists have become moreinterested in what happens that we do not
see during learning. This “school of thought” emphasizes the learner as a mediatorin the
learning process. The learner is viewed as proactive, helping to shape learning, rather than

only being shaped by it. Instructional developers who emphasize this orientation are
concerned with problems such as learner motivation for learning. Applied cognitive

psychology is concerned with information processing and how people represent, store,
retrieve, manipulate, and transfer learning. Hannafin and Rieber (1989) and Hannafin
(1989) have provided an excellent discussion of the principles and applications associated
with a cognitive approachto interactivity, and effectively contrast cognitive and behavioral

Orientations.
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\\ SELECTING INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

&

Interactive technologies introduce some relatively unique elements to instructional
design and approachclassical elements in unusual ways. Onceaninstructional problem is

isolated, the instructional developer must consider whether the problem should be addressed

by an interactive treatment.
One of the most important occasions on whichto select an interactive learning environ-

( Xament is when it is necessary to simulate a real environment or context.

V

()

In real contexts,

eople interact with their environments. They make decisions, choose directions, puzzle over
options, and live with the consequencesoftheir actions. An interactive learning environment

Offers similar opportunities.

But this interaction can happen at variouslevels, from the relatively mundane to the
elegant. If the need is to approximate humaninteraction (fast decisions, complex situations),
the interactive learning environmentwill probably be more elaborate and hardware-laden
(e.g., airline simulators, simulated office environments). Such environments maycall on a
system comprised of computers, videodiscs, CD-ROM, and in somecases mock-upsof “reallife” workstations.
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Interactive learning environments are appropriate when the learning task contains
decisions, consequences, or options. For example, a family physician must analyze
symptoms, diagnose a problem, and prescribe an appropriate treatment from among a wide
array of possibilities. By contrast, while a performance of Hamlet on video is segmented into
acts and scenes, a typical viewer faces few, if any, decisions or options.
Similarly, some content can be segmented without damage, while other content is more

seamless by nature. It seems reasonable to use short segments of instruction dealing with
Civil War battles, while an historical treatment of the Gettysburg Address might be

disrupted by segmentation.
Some instruction lends itself to an interactive technology environment because it
demandsa high degree of learner practice. Foreign-language acquisition can be facilitated by
drill and practice approaches that combinetext, “natural video,” audio, and graphics in an
interactive environment (Allen & Eckols, 1989).
Where the process, or path, is as important as the outcome, or where different paths

may lead to appropriate outcome, an interactive environmentis useful. For example, some

learning environments may invite users to explore. In an interactive video program
developed at the University of Saskatchewan called “Homesteaders,” the vieweris invited to
adopt the role of a new homesteader at the turn of the century on the Canadianprairies.
While getting settled, the “homesteader” can purchase real estate, learn about life in a
temperance colony, buy supplies from the general merchant, and have tea with a local

family. There are numerous paths through the program, and all of them are potentially

meaningful for the user.
An interactive environment is useful if motivation (building the learner’s desire to
extract meaning from a context) is a key concern. This is not to suggest that all interactive
programsare interesting —certainly not. In fact, some are hideously boring. Still, all other
things being equal, participation and motivation share variance. Involving the learner cognitively, physically, or emotionally in a program will at least engage the learnerin the program,

and this is a necessary prerequisite for motivation.

DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR INTERACTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
After selecting an interactive technology, several design elements come into play.
Although these are notall unique to interactive treatments, most are important elementsin
any production employing interactive instructional technologies.

Housekeeping Sections
Housekeeping sections usually appear at the front end of interactive environments to

orient the learner to procedures. The necessary prerequisite information is contained here so
learners can acquire program protocol and indeed have a greater chance for success in the
program. The best housekeeping sections are brief and as unobtrusive as possible. Some are
context-sensitive, that is, depending on where youare in the instruction, the housekeeping

items deal specifically with the current topic. The instructional designer should construct the
housekeeping section so the learner can access the information periodically when needed,
and dispense with it quickly. The worst housekeeping sections are large, tedious, detailed,
and cumbersome components, imposed on the learner regardless of backgroundor needs.
Housekeeping items can take several forms. Following is a discussion of several of the more
common ones.
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Utilization Instructions/Procedures

There are a few standard design conventions across interactive treatments. Should
learners touch the screen or type on a keyboard to make a choice? How dolearners review or

jump ahead ofinstruction? Whatif they get stuck? Utilization procedures should give the
learner the necessary protocol briefly at the beginning of the program. Instructions should
only include what learners need to survive.
Help Screens/Segments/Routines

This is an important feature of anytruly instructional program, andincreasesin importance as the difficulty and complexity of the program increase. Generally speaking, help

routines are accessed by the learner at a particularly puzzling momentin the instruction.
Therefore, the “help routines” should be routine. If the program is difficult at that moment,
you do not want to imposea newlayerofdifficulty for the learner, and unfortunately, some
“help routines” do just that. To really be helpful, these routines should be easy to access,

interpret, and exit. Different levels of help should be available to the learner. Forinstance, a

basic French conversation program mightprovide the followinglevels of “help” to a learner:
a list of key phrases (level 1); the same key phrases with abridged definitions (level 2); and the
key phrases, definitions, and examples of their use in a typical conversation (level 3).
Clues and Tips

Hints to solve problems or streamline performance can be madeavailable to learners,
and the access protocol should be established early in the program. Depending on the
complexity of the routine used, it may be best to provide access through the general “help”
routines, job aids (additional printed instructions), or permanent on-screen instructions.
Sometimes the method of access may be obvious, such as a small target on a touch-screen
display labeled “CLUE.”
Global Escapes

Because of the nature of interactive instruction, it is not unusual for learners to become
lost, bored, or bogged downin the program. Aswith clues andtips, a usual conventionis to

provide learners with an easy wayoutof the instruction. This may allow them to return to a

main menu, submenu, orindeed bail out of the instruction entirely.
Tracking Procedures

If the learner has a great deal of choice in determining paths throughinstruction,it is

necessary to provide a method for tracking progress. Sometimes something as simple as
check marks on used menuitemsare sufficient. For other programs, tracking routines may

need to maintain fairly complex records of student performance on test-like events or
incorporate student responses and profiles into the program (as in artificial intelligence
designs).
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Production and Design Considerations
With all of the design possibilities available to designers of interactive technologies of
instruction, it is possible to combine them into some awful creations. Take high-resolution
computer graphics (with approximately a million different colors), animate them, then
superimpose them over full-motion video. Add two channels of sound and sprinkle four

lines of text across the screen. Theresult is obviously terrible. There are several aesthetic and

technical considerations the instructional designer will encounter, a few of which are
discussed here. As a general guide, however, the basic elements of visual design, goodtaste,
and commonsenseare the hallmarks of successful interactive designs.
Treatment

The selection of a treatment will guide later design decisions. This is a highly creative

and stimulating portion of the design process. It is where you will decide “how”you will deal
with the content at hand. For those working with video, a particularly interesting collection
of linear and interactive designsis illustrated by Arwady and Gayeski (1989).

Mixing Computers and Video
In manyinteractive treatments, it is necessary or convenient to combine computergenerated and video-generated images. This can be a simple or a very complex operation,
depending on your treatment and equipment. At the time of this writing, combiningstill
graphics with video can be accomplished relatively easily and inexpensively. Likewise, it is a

simple matter to capture a video frame, digitize the picture, manipulate it with a microcomputer, and reintroduceit into a video format. Somewhat more complex and expensiveis
the ability to combine real time computer animation with video. A numberof technical
difficulties beyond the scope of this chapter intervene. But rumored improvements in mic?ocomputer hardware suggest that the computer/video compatibility issue soon will be
resolved, making “desktop video” as commonplace as “desktop publishing.”

Screen Savers and Refreshing Sequences
A static frame displayed on a monitor can “burn” a ghostly image ontothescreenifit is
left too long. It is essential that programs (computer or video) be designed to “refresh” the
screen periOdically. “Screen saver” routines are available for microcomputers to combatthis
problem. Similarly in video, an attractive title frame for a videodisc presentation in a

museum mightsit quietly for a long time waiting for someoneto start the program. Inthis

case, a motion “attract sequence” would be preferable. It would be more likely to attract
attention, and it would also constantly “refresh” the screen. Alternatively, the program could
contain instructions to execute a timer whenever the program is idle. If a predesignated
amount of time, say three minutes, is reached, the program could automatically play a
segment of the program andreturnto thetitle frame.

Mixing Audio with Stills
This very common video design presents a special set of difficulties with interactive
videodiscs. Of course, sound andstills are easily combined by repeatedly recording the same
video frame while recording audio to accompanyit. This works fine, but devours valuable

videodisc space quickly. Until recently, the alternative involved a complex mastering process
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and an additional piece of hardware for playback. Recent advances in hardware will allow
the designerto store a single frame in memorydigitally, display it, and play back audio from
another part of the disc.

Application and Authoring Software
Software availability is a nagging concern for instructional developers on at least two
fronts: finding appropriate software to adopt or “repurpose” in development projects, and
finding powerful and easy authoring tools for developing computer-assisted instruction and
interactive video instruction. Both concerns are diminishing. There is a large and growing
amountof software available to trainers and educators. Compendia, catalogs, and coopera-

tives seem to be springing up everywhere(see for example “The Video Disc Compendium for

Education and Training,” 1988). Authoring tools are also available, with a noticeable trend
toward “hypertext” as the authoring environmentof choice for many developers. Hypertext
environments permit the designer to introducea variety of levels of user control over instruction, and open definedterritories for exploration rather than predeterminedpaths to learners
(Jonassen, 1986). Your criteria for judging authoring software will vary, but ease of use,
ability to use graphics and animation, andtheability to incorporate peripheral devices seem
to be commonthemes.
Text on Screen

Textual design andlegibility have been studied at some length over the years, but most
often in print formats. The resulting opinion was that there were nosignificantlegibility
differences amongtext types, but learner preferences differed (Dreyfus, 1985). Fittingly,
learner preferences about screen displays of textual information have received recent
attention. Misanchuk (1989), for example, found that learners seem to prefer a Geneva font
in screen displays, and dislike Chicago and Courier fonts. As textual options expand with

newer technology,an array ofsimilar textual problemsis created for instructional developers
to resolve.
Feedback Scripting

An importantchallenge to designers of interactive technologies of instruction is how to
construct meaningful feedback for learners. Early versions of interactive instruction were

often limited to the “yes, that is correct” and “no, try again” variety of feedback to

mathemagenic events. As path predictability and content structure are less apparent in
instruction based on cognitive psychology and hypertext, feedback becomes correspondingly
difficult to pinpoint. Still, it is important to provide specific information to the learner about
the quality of responses. How can youidentify potential feedback items? Intuition is a good

place to start. Put yourself in the place of the learner, and try to think of possibleerrors,

misunderstandings, and difficulties. Next, have another instructional developer do the same
thing (new ideaswill arise). Finally, do as much formative testing as your budgetwill allow
with representative users. Track their responses and adjust your feedbackto the patterns that
emerge from the data.
A few additional tips may be useful. If the medium allows, use “live” rather than textual
feedback. Avoid sarcasm and “cutsie” responses. It has been my experience that both merely

serve to irritate the learner, rather than contribute to the experience. Also, anticipate the
unexpected. Try to think of ways the learner can give an answerthat “hangs” the system.

YOu maywantto include a generic feedback item for any responsethatfalls out of the anticipated range of responses. In some cases, you will run into a learner who wantsto find the
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limits of the program, just for the fun ofit. In those cases, you may wantto assign a counter
to the inappropriate responses, and write the program to ignore inappropriate responses
after a specific number have been reached.

The preceding design ideas can contribute to the developmentof stronger interactive
programs. As seductive as new hardware may be, interactive programs must first be

subjected to the same rigor and care as any other approach usedin instructional development. Only carefully conceived, meticulously executed, and properly evaluated approaches
to legitimate instructional problems deserve to wear the label “interactive instructional

technology.”
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Message Design
Issues and Trends

Barbara L. Grabowski
School of Education, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York

Message design within the context ofthe field of instructional technology has three main

thrusts: message design for instruction, message design for learning, and generalprinciples
that span both. Each thrust is exemplified and supported by a bodyofliterature that includes

a theoretical foundation, research support, and a synthesis into principles or specific design

strategies.

The purpose of this chapteris first to define four key concepts whose definitions have
helped chartthe course for each thrust, then to provide an overview of each major thrust by
identifying key researchers and key findings. This is not an exhaustive review, but rather

showsrelated trends and their impact on instructional design.

KEY CONCEPTS
A discussion of message design issues can take several directions because of the many

possible interpretations of the term. It seems appropriate, therefore, to define key concepts
before discussing the various ways it can affect what instructional designers do to create an
environment where learning can occur. Four concepts emergeas key to the topic: message,
learning and instruction, media, and message design. Each is defined here to create a

foundation for interpreting the principles of message design that have evolvedin thefield.

Message
Messages, from a traditional perspective, include any pattern of signs used for
communication between sender and a receiver. Fleming and Levie (1978) narrow this

definition to limit “messages” to those patterns of signs or symbols that modify behavior in
any one of the three instructional domains: cognitive, affective, or psychomotor.
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To appreciate the impact of message on the design of instruction requires the recognition that “sign” is an all-important contributing attribute depicting the form the message
takes. Anderson and Meyer(1988, p. 15) define “sign” as a “general term used to describe
anything that cognitively comes to stand for something else, whether a thing or an idea.”
This “thing or idea” includesall of the standard patterns of visual and audiosigns, as well as
“textures, odors, gestures, melodies” (Anderson & Meyer, 1988, p. 15). The purpose ofsign
is to activate any combination of the five senses that function as the receptors of
information. At the initial stages of information processing, the physical form of the
message will affect what information is actually attended to and perceived by the learner.
Althoughthis definition of sign may appearto limit message design to issues of physical
form, it is important to understand its impact beyond this interpretation. A sign as physical
form, while extremely important, is too circumscribed in its interpretation. The actual
inductive composition of the message, to use Rothkopf’s (1976) term, may indeed makeas
muchof a difference in learning as its external composition. Once informationis attended to
and perceived, it is actively processed in working memory for later storage in long-term
memory (Osborne & Wittrock, 1983; Gagne, 1985). This is important because “memory
depends far more on the stimulus-as-encoded than stimulus-as-presented” (Eysenck, 1984,
p. 103). Inductive strategies used within a message, therefore, should evoke coding, organization, integration, and translation activities necessary for further comprehension, retention, and future retrieval (Rothkopf, 1970; Barry, 1974; Sutliff, 1986). This relationship 1s
shown in figure 15.1. After a macro instructional design has been performed, attention to
message design from the physical organization as wellas its inductive composition is needed.
This chapter deals with “message” from both perspectives.
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Fig. 15.1. Types of message design affecting stages and levels of processing.

Learning and Instruction
The second concept important to understanding message design interrelates informa-

tion, instruction, and learning. These terms denote the purpose of the message. Because of

their interrelationship, message design serves overlapping as well as unique functions. Only
their unique functions are addressed below.
Information has commonly cometo be knownas “bits and pieces of discrete (content),
fragmented and particular” (Wilson, 1983, p. 83). On the other hand, the difference between
instruction and learning has been classified by Fleming and Levie (1978) according to the

locus of the activity; that is, instruction occurs outside the learner, while /earning is the

Whe oe ¥e Le gn
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result of internal cognitive processes within the learner. Instruction, therefore, may be
defined as a way of organizing and sequencing information for the learner which may

include anyorall of a numberofessential elements, such as presentation of information and

provision of examples, practice, and feedback (Reigeluth, 1983). Learning, on the other

hand, results from effective coding, organization, integration, and translation of information. While instruction and learning always require information, informationis not always
instructional, nor does simply viewing information alwaysresult in learning. Also, instruc-

tion does not always cause learning, nor does learning always require instruction (Grabowski

& Curtis, 1990).

Message design related to an informational message attempts to affect attention,
perception, and hopefully, but not necessarily, comprehension. As a result, informational

message designers would be most concerned with its physical form. As shownin figure 15.2,
message design for instruction deals with attention, perception, and comprehension,as well

as, but not necessarily, retention andretrieval. This also places most of the design emphasis
and effort on the physical form of the message. Message design for learning directly
addresses the cognitive processes required of retention and retrieval and therefore would be
most concerned with the inductive composition of the message. The concepts presented in
this chapter are limited to those with a purpose of instruction and/orlearning, rather than
the simple presentation of information.
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Media
The third important concept to define and relate to message design is media. Media have
been defined as the “carrier(s) of the message from the transmitting source ... to the receiver
of the message” (Romiszowski, 1988, p. 8). Fleming’s (1987, p. 234) definition broadens the

concept to “mediator,” which elevates its importance from being a mere delivery vehicle to
“something that intervenes between parties at variance to reconcile them.”
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Adopting one definition over the other will determine the level of importance one gives
to the medium inthe final design of the message. Regarding the medium as a merevehicle
would imply that message design principles are generic to all media and that any medium can
deliver a message equally as effectively. This argument seemsto havethe greatest plausibility
for designing the inductive composition of a message that is not as limited to the physical
limitations of a specific medium. One limitation to this interpretation, however, is the
medium’s ability to accept various forms of user input.
Conversely, while one cannot deny the importance of Clark’s (1983) argument for the
position that the effectiveness of instruction is inextricably related to its instructional design,
one also cannot ignore the fact that when designing the physical form of a message, media
attributes play an important role in media selection. In other words, they mayinherently
determine how messagedesign strategies are ultimately implemented, especially in terms of
specific attributes facilitating or detracting from the message. Romiszowski (1988) and
Fleming (1987) support the position that while more than one medium should be able to

deliver the message with equaleffectiveness, not all media will be able to present the required
learning stimuli nor the options for student responses.
This chapter deals with general principles that are media independent, as well as giving
special consideration to text and electronically transmitted video.
:
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The last concept combinesthe elements of the first three info “message design”itself. In
general, design is the “analysis of a communication problem”for the purpose of developing a
plan for the deliberate manipulation of the symbols conveyed (Fleming & Levie, 1978).
Message design is one step in the instructional development process which carries out the

specifications of the instructional design blueprint in greater detail. Like blueprints from a
house which do not specify the finishing touches of color, furniture, placement, etc.,

instructional blueprints do not specify the “form” the message should take. Within the structure of the specified instructional design, message design takes shape. These designs are
planned for the physical form (instruction) and the inductive composition (learning) of a
message. Message design for instruction deals with those external factors out of the control

of the learner which can facilitate learning, while message design for learning deals with
those strategies which activate internal factors to have learning actually occur.

KEY CONTRIBUTORS
Message Design for Instruction and Learning
Majorcontributionsto the field have been madebyseveral key researchers and research
teams for both message design for instruction and message design for learning. These contributions come in two forms: synthesis of basic research into applied principles, and developmentof specific messaging techniques. Several major contributors through booksandedited
books are summarized in table 15.1. This list is by no means exhaustive, but rather, it should
serve as a starting point for studying the concepts in more depth. It must also be noted that

these works were compilations of research conducted by hundreds of others who conducted
the basic research.

.
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Table 15.1.
Major Contributions to Message Design
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+
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KEY PRINCIPLES
Message Design for Instruction
Message design forinstruction involves planning for the manipulation of the physical
form of the message. Herein is where typographical principles comeinto play, especially
those related to specific media, including text design, screen design, and video design. Only

text and computer-based message design are presented here. For a summary of each ofthe
other areas, the readeris directed to those works noted in table 17.1.
Text Design

Several different factors which need to be considered when designing text messages have
been identified by key text designers. These factors include proportion, sequence, emphasis,
unity, and balance (Reilly & Roach, 1986); page size, consistency, typefaces, sizes, and
spacing, organizers, cueing, and writing clarity (Hartley, 1985); repetition, novelty, reward,

x
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sensory experiences, outlining, and spacing (Hand, 1982); interpolation, delineation, serialization, and stylization (Waller, 1982); labeling, highlighting, and illustrating (Duchastel,
1982); semantic distance, sequential and directional relationships for diagrams and charts
(Winn & Holliday, 1982; Winn, 1987); content, writing style, words-print, graphs and
diagrams, and pictures (Romiszowski, 1988); and redundancy,decision structure, functional
groupings, and organizational use of white space (Wright, 1982).
From these factors, some general principles can be derived:
Select page size based on other physical features to be used in the text design
(Hartley, 1985).
Use consistent spacing and reference areas so as not to confuse the learner (Hartley,
1985; Reilly & Roach, 1986; Hand, 1982).
Use spatial layout and white spacing to organize the display (Hartley, 1985; Hand,
1982; Reilly & Roach, 1986; Wright, 1982).
For typefaces, type sizes, and spacing, consider “sensible phrasing” andline length
as one factor in their selection (Hartley, 1985).
Beware of nonstandard typefaces, capitals, italics, and underlining that impair
reading flow (Hartley, 1985).
Be cautious with the use of color since it can have both an enhancing and a
detracting effect on learning (Hartley, 1985).
Use summaries, headings, questions, and lists to help organize and sequencetext
(Hartley, 1985; Duchastel, 1982).
Short sentences and simple vocabulary will enhance comprehension (Hartley, 1985).
Useillustrations when they contribute to a message, but be aware that they may also
detract from it because of complexity or conflicting information (Hartley, 1985;
Levin, Anglin, & Carney, 1987; Dwyer, 1978; Duchastel, 1982).
Cartoons may enhance motivation, but not necessarily comprehension (Hartley,
1985).
For graphs and charts, make semantic distance, sequential relationships reflect
reality, and directional relationships follow natural flow for reading (Winn &

Holliday, 1982; Winn, 1987).

Keeptables and graphssimple, especially for low-ability learners (Winn & Holliday,
1982).
Use signaling strategies since both the content andthe signaling strategy are stored in
memory (Meyer, 1985; Duchastel, 1982).
This list includes only a representative sample of principles, and therefore does not
intend to be exhaustive. For further guidelines, the reader is directed to the original authors.
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Computer Display
Hartley (1985) also provides us with guidelines for message design for computer-based/
assisted learning. He states that much of what we havelearned with text-based research can
be applied to electronic screen design: consistent use of spacing, good use of white space,

logical organizations, etc. However, there are importantlimitations that will affect message
design. These limitations present problemsof legibility, search and retrieval, and “writing

text to match this medium.” Unlike text, computer displays are limited to the amount of
information that can be displayed on the screen at one time, and do not contain the same
visual navigational cues. Special attention must be given to carefully crafting displays that
are not confusing, yet provide a gestalt, as well as help readers know wheretheyare in the
lesson. Hints are provided for writing, signaling text, presentation speed, and the use of

color.
Heines (1984) also contributes significantly to this body ofprinciples. Besides reiterating

Hartley’s points, he expands his recommendations to include three important additions. The
first is consistent use of space on the screen (functional areas) for orienting information,
directions, student responses, error messages, and student options. Second, he recommends
strategies for using the dynamics of the display to direct attention (through pop erases or
wipes, for example). Finally, his discussion of navigational issues as they relate to menu
design provides the CBT designer with useful guidelines.
Merrill (1982) presents a list of recommendations about designing for computer-based
instruction. He organizes these principles around format, paging, ease of use, interaction,
and the importance of formative feedback. He makes several recommendations not mentioned by the other two authors: avoid scrolling, require a minimum of keystrokes, minimize
the time to generate title pages, mask pauses, and avoid sarcastic feedback.
Structured Writing

Onespecific technique that plans for the deliberate manipulation of the physical form
of the messageis structured writing, advanced by Robert Horn (1976; 1982). The readeris
directed to these works for further detail.

Message Design for Learning
DiVesta (1989, p. 56) states that “elaboration and organization of text material have
powerful effects on learning ... but it is not mere elaboration—the making of an idea more
complex—that facilitates learning and memory... [it is] elaboration that meaningfully
relates new target information to old that makes the new information understandable.”
Message design for learning involves the planning for the inductive composition of the
message which induces the learner to meaningfully relate the target information to the old.
Guidance for designing for learning comes from Wittrock’s (1974a; 1974b; 1985) generative
model of learning. This modelis described next.
Generative Learning Strategies

A very important current body of research is examining inductive messages that evoke
active cognitive processing. The most promising model is the generative learning model
proposed by Wittrock (1974a; 1974b). A basic assumption behind his model is that the

learner is not a passive recipient of information, but rather an active participant in the

learning process, with integration and translation as the desired outcome. The conscious
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construction of meaning occurs in short-term or working memory where information is
being drawn both from long-term memory and the environment (Osborne & Wittrock,
1983).
This model can provide guidance for designing messages that are mentally engaging.
DiVesta (1989) states that what is important is that instruction can influence the learner’s
achievement and understanding. This is especially important as a main assumption underlying instructional technology. In this model, the goal is to “determine the effects of instruc-

tion, based on what it causes the learner to do.” In general, research results have shown

increased gains in learning when thelearneris an active rather than a passive participant in
the learning process (see, for example, Peper & Mayer, 1986; Bull & Wittrock, 1973; Carnine
& Kinder, 1985).
Examples of strategies learners use to generate meaning include paraphrases, analogies,
explanations, inferences, outlines, summaries, creative interpretations, images, cognitive
maps, diagrams, relevant examples, titles and headings, questions, mnemonics, questioning,
clarifying, and predicting (Goetz, 1983; Jonassen, 1985; DiVesta, 1989).
Structural Communication

One very promising technique that evokes active mental processing is structural
communications, advocated by Hodgson (1968; 1971; 1974). This method is perhaps one of
the most powerful ways of structuring automated, conversational dialogues to achieve
higher-order learning objectives. It has proved itself in many varied educational contexts
(Egan, 1976; Romiszowski, 1976; 1986), including high-level management decision making
(Hodgson & Dill, 1970; Hodgson, 1971), and holds great untapped potential for improving
current interactive instructional systems design (Romiszowski & Grabowski, 1987; 1989).

To promotereflective thinking, stimulating initial learning materials are presented and
then followed by a highly personalized and interactive dialogue which challenges the learner

to solve new and multifaceted problems. The structure includes several key features: initial
learning materials, problem sets, random array of response components in a response
matrix, and discussion guides with commentslinked to the learner’s inclusion or exclusion of
items in the response set. This guided dialogue was simulated in printed texts, which after
presenting a basic reading assignment would pose a number of open-ended discussion
problems. To respond, the learner would construct a sort of essay outline by selecting the
factors that make up the “best case” or solution for a longlist of usually 20 to 30 candidate
statements (Hodgson, 1968; 1971; 1974). The learner then analyzes the information
presented, synthesizes a personal viewpoint, and selects the items from the response matrix
that support this viewpoint. The structural communication methodology handles this
dialogue by meansof a diagnostic tool called the discussion guide. The discussion guide then

identifies specific comments that the author has written to clear up certain misconceptions or
compare contrasting viewpoints.

Message Design for Both Instruction and Learning
Fleming and Levie in 1978, and in two later works (Fleming, 1987; Levie, 1987)
addressed message design from both an instructional and a learning perspective by tying

their recommendedprinciples to levels of information processing. Their later organizing
frameworkincludes attention, perception, learning, and concept formation with a learner
model with four learning needs: a learner who actively seeks stimulation, is “attentive to
order,” uses a “strategy for dealing with that stimulation and order,” and “derives meaning
from the environment” (p. 256). Like message design principles for physical form, their

attention and perception principles deal with selectivity, novelty, organization, similarity,
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and proximity-contiguity, expectancy, uncertainty. Like message design for learning, they
group their principles of concreteness, prior knowledge, and salient criterial attributes,
limited capacity, similarity, and primacy-recency, activity, strategy, mental imagery, and
elaboration, and finally, meaningfulness and feedback.
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“Flawless” Consulting for
the External Consultant
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Carbondale, Illinois

The theory of consulting has been thoroughly covered in two books: Edgar Schein’s
classic, Process Consultation: Its Role in Organizational Development, and Peter Block’s

Flawless Consulting: A Guide to Getting Your Expertise Used. This chapter elaborates on

Block’s approach to consulting, especially as it applies to a consultant working outside the
client’s organization.

THE TAO OF FLAWLESS CONSULTING
Block (1981) summarizes his approach to consultingin the final paragraphsof his book:
The focus here on skills, requirements, and techniquesis really just a vehicle for
expressing support to the belief that your real task as a consultant is to be
constantly noticing what you are experiencing and to behave as authentically as
possible.... There is a paradoxin this. We all want to have influence. Weall want

our expertise used. We wantto have a feeling of control, perhaps power. The way
to gain this control is, in a way, to give it up. Being authentic is to reduce the

amount you control and censor your own experience. To censor your own experience is to give other people tremendous power over you. You are letting their
reactions determine how you function. The way to have leverage is not to giveit
away. The way to avoid giving leverage awayis to reduce the extent you restrain

yourself from acting on your own instincts and perceptions. Acting without
restraint is being authentic. Being authentic and attending to the task requirements of each phase [of the consulting process] is consulting flawlessly (p. 195).

All of this is somewhatesoteric unless you happen to have a few years of practice under
your belt, when it begins to make sense. However, if you are just beginning to work ina
consultant’s role you are probably at a stage where this makeslittle sense. Following is my
interpretation.
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Setting the Stage
Block does adopt the classic distinctions among types of consultancies that Schein

proposed: product consultation, medical consultation, and process consultation. However,

Block uses different labels, with some variation in philosophy. Essentially, product = pairof-hands, medical = expert, and process = collaboration. Block also feels that any consultant
bringsthreesets of skills to a project: (1) the technicalskills related to the discipline, whether
they are instructional design skills, electrical engineering, etc.; (2) the interpersonal skills that
apply to all interactions, such as listening, confrontation, group management, etc.; and (3)
consulting skills that follow five major stages: entry/contracting, problem diagnosis,
feedback to the client, implementation of the intervention, and a final decision to recycle,
terminate, or extend the relationship. Progress through these stages can take a very short
time (one hour) or quite a long time (one year), but they must be completed fully and in
sequence for one to consult “flawlessly.”

Some Assumptions
There are perhaps two major themes to Block’s writing that I have identified and that
the reader should consider when applying his workin a given project: (1) in each stage of the
consultation you andthe client must share responsibility equally to consult flawlessly, and

(2) putting into words what youare experiencing “is the most powerful thing you can do to
have the leverage you are looking for and to build client commitment” (Block, 1981, p. 31).

These themes make the mostsense if you accept the view that your world is populated with
Theory Y types: people motivated by intrinsic desires to improve. The themes don’t work

well if you are in a Theory X orrelated kind of environment, where people are viewed as

needing extrinsic motivators to keep working. (The Marine boot camp at Paris Island is a
good model case Theory X environment.)

Block is addressing primarily the internal consultant (see p. 107), the one who has a
salaried position in an organization. A consultant outside the organization is morelikely to

find that the balance of responsibility has shifted to the consultant and notthe client. The
trick is to keep the balance undercontrol and notend up, like a small child, stuck at the top
of the seesaw at the mercy of another. Thetrick to finding this balance probably doeslie in
Block’s assertions that one attend to each of the stages and that putting into words what you
are feeling is the best strategy to gaining the leverage you need to build client commitment.

MATURING AS AN EXTERNAL CONSULTANT
As an external consultant, you probably are trying to provide a professional service.
You can take an aggressive marketing approachthatbefits a new business, or a morereactive
one that typically characterizes academics who consult. (For guidanceon thelogistics and

daily practice of the business side of being a consultant, see Robert Kelley’s Consulting: The

Complete Guide to a Profitable Career.) Whether they are proactive or reactive in building a
consulting career, people go through certain stages on their way to enlightenment as a
consultant. I have found that a developmental sequence exists for those who do not have a
salaried position in an organization where they can serve as an internal consultant. One can
operate flawlessly as an external consultant, but it is necessary to adapt the themesjust

discussed. Following is a description of the developmental sequence.
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Stage I: I Should Pay You
When you begin to contemplate your first consultancy, you first encounter your own

insecurity as a professional. After all, you wonder, I'll probably learn more from this job

than I give back to them. Whatif I miss the deadlines? How much should I charge? MaybeI
can solve this dilemma by offering to do the job for a fee to be paid only if my solution
works. No, if I do that maybethey will think I don’t have confidence in my services. From
this conundrum, a resolution evolves that leads to stageII.

Stage II: You Pay Me Something (Please?)
At this point in your career you have decided you really can ask for the money, but you

aren’t too sure it is fully justified. As a neophyte in the business you feel that you can, ina
sense, be honest with your clients about your weaknesses by offering them a reduced fee
comparedto that of the marketplace in general. You figure that if you get the job, you will
learn a great deal from it; if you messuptheclient will thinkit’s still a reasonable service for

the cost. The words “paying my dues” comeoften to your lips as you describe your life to
friends and colleagues.

Stage III: You Pay Me Something (Gulp!)
After having “paid your dues” for a while you begin to think that maybe you do have a
saleable skill. In fact, you probably begin to think you might actually be pretty good. You

probablyare, if you have been workingin the area for a while. Then one day you are asked
to bid on a contract that you think you could do, but you are beginning to realize that
anything you do takes alot of time, and youreally aren’t making any money on your
contracts. So it is with no small degree of trepidation that you respondto client inquiries
with a fee that starts to look about what everyoneelse in thefield is charging. You hope that

your client doesn’t push too hard aboutthe fee, but expect you probably will lower it if push
comes to shove and you might lose the contract. Luckily for you, the client accepts your

offer. You redouble your energies to prove you are as good as expected and turn in a better
than average product. After some successat this stage you begin to believe that your services
are worthwhile, and you are about ready to enter stage IV.

Stage IV: I Need “X!”
Looking back on your career, you now realize you have come a long way. Looking
toward your future, you begin to wonder how youwill pay the mortgage, fund yourretirement, why taxes are so high for people who workas hard as you do, and in general adopt a
more Republican view oflife. With the dual realization that you can compete and that the

local grocery store doesn’t have a specialline in it for “those who work hard but don’t have as
much money,” you now become moreconfident andless tentative. You view a professional

relationship as one in which youarea fully equal partner with needs and wants that have to
be addressed. Not only do you expect, and ask for without flinching, fair market value for
your services, but you begin to realize that you don’t have to fly excursion rate to see the
client; you can travel on full-fare ticket enabling you to switch flight times if you get out

early or need to stay later. You are morelikely to assert that a deadline is impossible and
suggest an alternative that allows you to maintain an outwardly normallifestyle during the
project.
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Stage V: This Is Getting Me Nowhere
Up to now youhavebeen taking just about any project that makesit to your door, and
more recently, those that met your needs. You’ve been good andthe wordis starting to get
out that you are a competent vendor. People begin to call you and ask you to take on a
project, but you realize for the first time that if you keep this up you will nickle and dime
yourlifestyle to death with piecemeal projects. You realize you can’t reinvent the wheel with
each client and come to understand the value in specialization and recognition of your
product. You know this stage has arrived when you turn down your first project, for
example, because it means writing more instruction (which you can do butaretired of doing)
instead of boilerplating something you have already done or providing an off-the-shelf
service. If you are successful at this level, and continue to work at it, you may then reach the
final state. Manic swings betweenhighs and lows continueto exist and make you wonderif
this is really the business for you.

Stage VI: ’'m Busy, But If It’s Worth My Time
Forthefirst time, you see time as money. If the governmentis going to take one-third to

one-half of everything you earn, if you have to go out and hire people to handle a large
project, if you have to ride herd on the help to keep quality stable.... If I’m going to go

throughall this, you think, then I might as well get paid for it. I’m busy with mycurrent
services and I can paythe rent now,so if a client wants something wereally need to talk
because I know I probably won’t do it myself, I have a stafforthis. (Though in the back of

your mindis the thoughtthatall of this could comeapart at any moment.) The highs and
lowsarestill there, but with a more stable and less extreme emotional cycle.
Alternatively, you may be consulting part time (the traditional academic model). Your
current university job pays the health insurance and you won’t starve. You really want to do

yourclasses justice, so you can’t take everything that comes your way. Maybe twoprojects a

year, those that haveintrinsic value for your professional development, or the more profane
aspect of remuneration—or maybe even both.

ADAPTING THE ASSUMPTIONS
OF FLAWLESS CONSULTING
Block’s flawless consultant is quite aggressive in asserting the need for equality in the
relationship. From a theoretical stance, this makes sense. What one is trying to do is
establish a situation in which all parties can operate freely and openly. From a communicology perspective, you are trying to establish a communication pattern with the largest

possible open Johari window (see Schein, 1988, 32). From a counseling perspective, you are

trying to establish what Carl Rogers would call psychological safety and psychological
freedom. When these conditions are met, the theory goes, people can bring all of their
energies to solving the problem soit stays solved, the goal of a process consultation model.

The Contract
As you begin your consultation, in any stage of your career and with any model, you
will first need to reach a common understanding of your roles. Block provides a nine-point
outline for defining roles and expectations:
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1.

The boundaries of your analysis.

2.

Objectives of the project.

3.

The kind of information you seek.

4.

Yourrole in the project.

5.

The product you will deliver.

6.

What support and involvement you need from theclient.

7.

Timeschedule.

8.

Confidentiality.

9.

Feedback to you.

Herefers to this as a contract. He is quite explicit that the contract should be “brief, direct,

and almost conversational” and that the purpose ofthe contract is “to communicate, not to
protect yourself in court” (Block, 1981, p. 46). However, and I feel this is a big however,
referring to this document as a contract sets you up for some real problems. The most
significant problem is that a written contract haslittle meaning in your life. Let’s face it, even

the charges of a small corporate legal staff can overwhelm yourlife and bank accountif you

decide to contest someaspect of the project, not to mention the damage to your good name
among company members whowill remember youat the time of the next request for bids.
No, Block is aggressive in asserting that the word contract conveys an important statement
of personal roles and responsibilities during the project, but because his focus is on internal
consultants, the legal overtones of the term contract are obviated.

All consulting experiences have an underlying psychological contract (Block calls it a
social contract) that includes the unstated assumptions of what will happen in the project.

The psychological contract is your best single point of leverage in your project because it
operates at a tacit level that recognizes human wants and needs.
At any given critical juncture of the project, you will find that little goodwill goes a
long way. A professional acquaintance of mine summarizedit all when he said, “People buy
from people. And people buy from people they like.” My friend wasn’t just referring to the

exchange of money, healso sensed that peoplewill respond positively when their needs and
wants are recognized. I use a simple compromise to deal with the tension between formal

contracts and psychological contracts. I call the statement about the project, using a term
preferred by a large accounting firm, a /etter of understanding. | find this term hasthe effect
of causing people to react at a level that more closely approximates the psychological
contract. I also agree with Block that it should be short and conversational, and I rarely need
more than two pages to summarize any project. After I have worked with someone and we

haveestablished a relationship, I rarely need a contract of any kind beyondanoral statement

should there be a new project or a modification to a current one.
One last point about Block’s contract. He continues the push to recognize the equality
of the relationship by including a specific requirement that the client provide feedback about
the results of the consultant’s intervention at a specified time after the project (step 9). Thisis
a natural need, but one that mostclients will find somewhat foreign to their normal way of

doing business. I prefer not to make a point of it, but in fact to consider it part of my

ongoing relationship with the client. I want this person to be able to talk to me about the
intervention six monthsafter I’m gone. I have enjoyed knowingnearly all the people I have
worked with, and communicate with them about once a year just to talk and see what’s
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new. Inevitably, they will tell me about the politics of the project, the shifting priorities of
their companyortheir life, and I inevitably learn more through this informal discussion
about my successes andfailures than through any formal feedback system.
On the other hand, if you have to deal with large equipment purchases, regular
payments to employees, etc., you will probably want to bolster your letter with a more
formal contract. In the end, though, my advice is to be guided by the spirit of the law (the
psychological contract), not the letter of the law (the formal contract).

The Language You Use
The preference Block has for the word contract highlights another position that I would
caution you to review. Block (1981, pp. 24-29) provides a numberof short scenarios that are
designed to illustrate the conversation surrounding implementation of each stage of the

consulting contract(letter of understanding). His examples tend to begin with words such as
“T will need,” “I will begin,” “I would like,” or [you] “Spend three days with me.” This use of

language tends to reflect a direct expression of needs and wants, but it can create an
atmosphere of unbalanceinroles. Theuse of “I” so strongly and often can suggest a measure

of certainty on the part of the consultant (read, “I know the answers”) that detracts from the

desired collaborative process (read, “What’s the best way for us to go now?”). Moretentative
languagethatreflects this latter position, such as, “Maybe we should,” or “How about,”will

accurately communicate your needs and wants in mostsettings without giving the impression
that you feel superiorto the client. (The quality of what you say after “Maybe we should”

will determine whetherthe client feels superior to you.)

WhoIs the Client?

Oneof the most difficult questions you will have to answer may be: Whois myclient? If

things go well, there will be no problem. Yourclient is the person with whom you negotiated
a letter of understanding. (Don’t forget Block’s point that you can’t write yourletter with a
client whoisn’t in the room. Makesure all parties are in agreement with your understanding
of the project; it will makelife easier later if things get sticky.)
In general, an internal consultant has less vested interest in a project than the external

consultant. An external consultant in the later stages oflife as a consultantis less likely to be

tempted by the dilemma of accepting an inappropriate solution to a problem; for example,
with interactive video instruction when the problem is personnel selection, in return for a
large contract and a continuedrelationship. The external consultant mayalso find that while
he or she hasestablished a letter of understanding with one person, perhapsthatclientis the
problem being investigated. Should confidentiality be breached and the data sent to higher

levels of the organization under the assumption that the Organizationis the real client and

not the person in the room? Afterall, it is the organization that pays the salaries of its
employees; don’t supervisors have a right to data that can fix a problem? The Theory Y
assumption of the flawless consultant maylead you to believe that everything will work out
if you “put into words what you are experiencing.” Butit may not work out, economically or
otherwise. You may chooseto terminatethe relationship (or find yourself terminated) as you

reassess your decision of whotheclientis. In the end, doingtherightthingis being flawless.
Anddoing it when you havereached later stage of your career is easier than when you

begin, for reasons of economics and experience.
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THANK YOU SIR, MAY I HAVE ANOTHER?
“Being a consultant can bea lonely business,” one independentconsultantfriend of mine
once said. She is right. The image of the well-dressed consultant moving aroundthe nation or
the planet, making hundreds of thousandsof dollars a year while exploring fascinating problems, is probably a reality for a few stars in the world. But for most of us, things are more
pedestrian. A number of independent consultants I know expect to spendat least three days
a week marketing themselves for every day or two of work; punctuated by an occasional
large project that lets them think they will make the next mortgage payment. As an external
consultant you will be paid at a much highersalary than your project officer, but you have
none ofthe security, benefits, etc., that makelife in a stable organization less manic. You
should understand that in many instances the outside consultant is a disposable commodity
to be blamed for failure and ignored for success. You need to understand your expendability, but you should never accept being treated in a mannerthat forces you to sublimate your
wants and needs. Block has an interesting viewpoint on the folly of working “bent-over”:
Being very compliant with a client, not making our wants known, going along
with something we don’t have confidence in—all makes us feel bent-over. So we

work bent-over. The client notices our bent-over position and, after a short while,

begins to think this is the way we normally work — bent over. As a result, when
the client needs someone who works standing up straight, someoneelse gets

called in (p. 76).

This point was driven home to merecently when mypartner and I noticed that the
written feedback we weregetting from onepart of an organization we were working with was
less than professional. The language was very muchthatof a parent to a child. We absorbed
it for a while, since after all “being a consultant can be a lonely business, and we are being

paid for our time,”but it finally reached a point where we knew nobodyinthe organization

itself would ever write notes to other employees using this tone. At a following meeting we
took the project officer aside and indicated that we felt the tone was inappropriate: “Even
consultants have feelings,” my partner said. Things haven’t been the same since, which is
good news. The feedback language improved and ourclients’ interpersonal interactions
moved from professional to professional and friendly.

As you enter an organizationearly in yourcareeras a consultant,it is easy to forget that
they may need you just as much as you need them. Keep in mind that someone has made a
decision to hire you, and has thus put his or her judgmentontheline for the boss and peers
to view. Your client probably shares your interest in having you do well. However, don’t
confuse assertiveness with aggression in your confrontations.

THE TAO REVISITED
I hope that you see flawless consulting as a means to getting your expertise used.
Constantly noticing what you are experiencing and acting on these observations and feelings
doesn’t mean doing therapy or continual confrontation with the client. What it meansis
watching the environmentand identifying the forces that help or hinder both the organiza-

tion and yourself. When you are in touch with these, and you act on them in an open and
honest mannerin each stage of the consultation process, then you are acting flawlessly.

Being flawless may be harder when you begin yourcareer as a consultant because of professional insecurity or economic problems, butit is important to maintain your integrity and
not work “bent-over.” Don’t expect everyone you work with to respond positively to your
efforts, but by and large they will. If they don’t then consider what they ask of you, and
decide for yourself if your response is flawless.
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As we approachthe beginning of the twenty-first century, we find ourselves faced with
increased pressures to bring about reform in public education. Educators as well as the
public are calling for a reassessment of the goals of education, for change in curricula,
change in teaching methods, and changes in assessment and evaluation.
Looking back over this century, however, wefindlittle in education that has changed.
Principals, superintendents, teachers, and even students have the sametasks, roles, and
responsibilities as they had 10, 50, or even 100 years ago. I have heard it said that if
Benjamin Franklin wereto return to life, he would find little in these United States which he
could recognize except, perhaps, for our classrooms. How then can we expect any change to
take place in our educational system?
There is one role in education that has been forced to keep pace with changes brought

about by the information age and the computer age and which maywell exert considerable

influence on education in the coming years. Changesin therole of the schoollibrary media
specialist coupled with changes in society and changesin technologypoint to a bright future
for education.

THE PAST
Kathleen Craver (1988) has written an extensive review of the standards for the library
media field, the literature related to the instructional role of the school library media
specialist, and relevant researchrelated to thatliterature. In brief, she finds that theoryis not
alwaysreflected in practice. In the first half of this century, school libraries, if they existed,
served simply as depositories for materials and, perhaps, as study halls. It was not until the

middle of the century that the role of the schoollibrary media specialist (or school librarian
at that time) as a key elementof the instructional process began to develop.

The 1950s
As late as 1953-1954, only 37 percent of U.S. secondary schools reported receiving the
services of a centralized library (Craver, 1988). With the launching of Sputnik in 1957, a
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renewed interest in education and call for educational reform, accompanied by a heavy
infusion of federal funds for instructional materials in all formats, began the move toward
the resource center concept and away from thelibrary as a central depository of books. The
role of the school librarian began to change. Several articles appeared urging school
librarians to become involved in curriculum committees (Henne, 1951; Davis, 1953). But
school librarians, with formal training in print materials, were busy adjusting to acquiring,

processing, housing, and utilizing materials in nonprint formats. For the most part, their
role in instruction was limited to getting teachers to use a wide variety of materials.

Nevertheless, “selecting appropriate materials for instruction” is an instructional design
competency with which schoollibrary media specialists have long been acquainted.

The 1960s

During this decade, National Defense Education Act (NDEA), Library Services and

Construction Act (LSCA), and Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) funds
allowed schools to purchase large quantities of nonprint materials. Craver (1988) reports
that the words analyst, designer, and preparer, describing the role of the media specialist,
began to enter the literature. The 1969 AASL/DAVIstandards for school library media
programs made somereferences to the instructional role of the media specialist. Practice
reflected the media specialist’s role as supplying materials in a variety of formats to meet

instructional needs and in instructing students in library skills.

The 1970s
In the 1970s, Craver (1988, p. 53) states, “the school library finally received assurances
that its educational goals and objectives, which in many cases were aheadof the times, were
now appropriate.” A new proactive role was described by Hug (1975) and Wehmeyer(1976),

among others, which included media specialists as an integral part of the instructional

process; they were to assist teachers in designing instructional strategies and in producing
materials. Chisholm and Ely (1979) published one of the first books to focus on theinstructional design process and the media specialist’s role in that process. The 1975 AASL/AECT
standards Media Programs: District and School described functions related to the instructional design process. Craver (1988, p. 55) states that “by the end ofthe seventies, the school
media specialist’s instructional role had evolvedin the literature to one of prominence.” But
research studies tended to indicate that the role had not actually evolved in practice.

The 1980s
The 1980s saw the school media specialist faced with the microcomputerrevolution in
schools. As computers came into the school, media specialists usually added installation,
maintenance, the teaching of computer literacy, and inservice for teachers to their
responsibilities. In addition, because of their training in the selection of instructional
materials, they became responsible for reviewing and selecting instructional software.
During this decade, the media specialist discovered that the microcomputer could be used to
manageinventory,circulation, overdue notices, correspondence, and other management and
clerical functions, but while time was saved eventually, there was a steep learning curve for
the media specialist who tried to implement such automated functions.
The early 1980s also provided in the literature a definition of the instructional roles of
the media specialist (Thomason, 1981; Wehmeyer, 1984). But in addition to adding to the
philosophical base, practical ideas for implementation were presented. Instructional design
models specific to the school and the schoollibrary media center were introduced (Turner &
Naumer, 1983; Cleaver & Taylor, 1983; Johnson, 1981). Inservice activities for school

library media specialists often focused on this instructional role. Two taxonomies were
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developed that presented graduated levels of involvement in instructional developmentfor
school library media specialists (Turner, 1985; Loertscher, 1988). Both encouraged media
specialists to becomeinvolved in the instructional developmentprocess at any level and to
work toward higher levels of the taxonomy. Finally, Information Power (1988), the longawaited AASL/AECTnational standards, formalized the involvementof the library media
specialist in the school program as having three distinct roles: teacher, information
specialist, and instructional consultant (see figure 17.1).

Two Taxonomies of Instructional Design for School Library Media Specialists
Turner (1985)

Loertscher (1988)

4. Action Education — Library media specialist works as
part of a team, implementing a numberofthe steps
in the instructional design process. Often the purpose
of involvementat this level is to increase the teacher’s
ability to perform one or moreof thesteps.

11. Curriculum Development — Along with other educators, the library media specialist contributes to the
planning and structure of what will actually be
taught in the school ordistrict.

10. Instructional Design, Level II—The library media
center staff participates in resource-based teaching
units where the entire unit content depends on the
resources and activities of the LMC program.

. Instructional Design, Level I—The library media
specialist participates in every step of the development, execution, and evaluation of an instructional
unit. LMC involvementis considered enrichmentor
supplementary.
. Scheduled Planning in Support Role — Formal planning with a teacher or group of students to supply
materials or activities for a previously planned
resource-based teaching unit or project.

. Evangelistic Outreach—A concerted effort is made
to promote the philosophy of the LMC program.

3. Reaction — Informal response to random request for
assistance from a teacher.

6. Planned Gathering — Gathering of materials is done
in advance of class project upon teacher request.
. Cursory Planning—Informal and brief planning
with teachers and students for library media center
involvement.
. Spontaneous Interaction and Gathering — Spur-ofthe-momentactivities and gathering of materials
occur with no advance notice.
. Individual Reference Assistance—Students or
teachers retrieve requested information or materials
for specific needs.

2. Passive Participation—Involves little or no interaction between the library media specialist and the
faculty member. The library mediaspecialist selects
and maintains materials, equipment, and facilities

. Self-Help Warehouse Facilities and materials are
available for the self starter.

1. No Involvement—Nointervention is required, the
teacher has not requested involvementby the center,
or the library media specialist is unwilling or unable
to intervene.

. No Involvement—The library media center is
bypassed entirely.

which assist the faculty member in implementing a
particular step.

Fig. 17.1. Taxonomiesof instructional design for school library media specialists.
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THE PRESENT
The actual practice of instructional consultation or instructional design by the school
library media specialist still lags far behind the literature, and the attitude toward such
practice ranges from full endorsementto extremely critical (Turner & Zsiray, 1989). But we

are beginning to understand the reasons for such a disparity between theory and practice,
and wealso are beginning to understand the elements that support the instructional design

role of the media specialist in the school environment. Turner’s (1982) survey of ALAaccredited preparation programs indicated few course offerings devoted to instructional
design. Few competenciesin instructional design were required by manylibrary schools, and
several schools required none. Many adaptedskills learned in courses designed to meet the

needs of instructional designers preparing for careers in business, industry, andthe military.
Royal (1981) found that while library mediaspecialists felt competent in instructional design,

they felt the sources of their competency were their undergraduate education programs, not
their library education.
In addition to preparation, several other factors have been researched which affect the
instructional design consultation practice by school library media specialists. Based on an
extensive review ofthe literature, Turner and Zsiray (1989) concluded that a knowledgeable
and outgoing media specialist who works in a supportive environment, that is, an environment in which the principal encourages the media specialist to work with teachers, where
there are rewards for improvedinstruction, and where the teachers recognize the role of the
media specialist as an instructional consultant who works cooperatively to improve teaching,
will be successful. In addition, the more formal courses in educational media/schoollibrary
media a teacher has, the more sophisticated will be the level of use. The final keys to success,
accordingto theliterature, are solid clerical support, adequate budget, and time to carry out

consultative activities.

Media specialists have found support in Information Power (1988) for establishing a
solid, proactive library media program that establishes partnerships with teachers, administrators, and the public. State professional organizations and the national professional
associations, AASL and AECT, are working to implement these guidelines. While media
specialists may be moving toward full implementation of Information Power, many are
caught up in the technological revolution. As they were called upon to integrate computers

into the media program in the early 1980s, media specialists now are faced with learning

about, acquiring, processing, utilizing, and integrating CD-ROM databases, interactive
video, videodisc, hypermedia, and other new and emerging technologies. In addition, many
school media specialists, having recently completed automation oftheir circulation systems,
are now faced with converting library media center records to full MARCformatto establish
electronic catalogs and regional and statewide databases. While no media specialist can

argue against the importanceofthis step toward access to information for their teachers and

students, a heavy burden has been placed uponalready busy schoollibrary mediaspecialists.

THE FUTURE
Schiffman (1987) predicted the role that school library media specialists could play in

influencing public education and pointed out several factors that make it appropriate for
them to do so:
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First, it is the only part of a school that cuts across all discipline areas. School

library media specialists have contact with all teachers and administrators, unlike
most others in instructional roles. The SLMCis already the repository and
distributor of instructional media for the schools. Nation-wide, they are also

increasingly becoming the centers for computer technology, as administrators
and teachers realize the difficulty in maintaining the hardware and software

originally placed in classrooms. This factor has begunto give the schoollibrary

media specialist more “power,” for in the schools, as in other institutions, the
person whocontrols the computers is considered an influential figure (pp. 42-43).

The schoollibrary media specialist is becoming increasingly involved with technology.
Computer networks within the school and beyond often are based in and contain library
media center resources madepossible by the media specialist’s early work with automation in

the school library media center. State and regional networks for resource sharing are being

established in which schoollibrary media specialists will be the primary contacts for interlibrary loan to serve the needs of both teachers and students. Media specialists are implementing online databases, CD-ROM resources, and teleconferencing. They are faxing documents to neighboring schools. Automation of clerical functions has becomeroutine, and this
coupled with flexible access policies is providing time for media specialists to focus on the
consultation and instructional design roles. The role of the school library media specialist as
an information specialist and a technology resource is becoming increasingly evident as it
becomes increasingly important.
Schoollibrary media specialists are about to close the gap betweentheoryandpractice.
Information Power (1988) continues to build the base of support from other educators
through publications in education journals and periodicals outside of the school library
media field and through presentations at education conferences relating the school library
media program to administration, curriculum development, and content areas such as

science, social studies, mathematics, and English. School library media specialists are

receiving leadership training through state and national professional associations and are
encouraged to use thoseskills to bring their programsto the forefront. School library media
preparation programs are undergoing dramatic changes as they, too, seek to implement
Information Power. The Association for Educational Communications and Technology and
the American Association of School Librarians’ formal association with the National Coun-

cil for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)accrediting process will formalize the

teaching of competencies in instructional design and development. As of 1992, programs
seeking NCATEaccreditation will need to provide evidence of providing specific competencies in coursework, including skills in instructional design, consultation, and leadership.
Before this decade ends, schoollibrary media specialists will have the skills, the support,
and the power to make changes happenin education. Thebest, as they say, is yet to come.
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Instructional technology is today largely supplementary to the two primary media of
instruction: the textbook and the teacher.... Eliminate all of the technology, and education
would go on with hardly a missed lesson. (Kurland, cited in Commission on Instructional
Technology, 1970)

It has been less than a decadesincethefirst personal computers appeared on the education

scene. Schools have acquired computers rapidly since then, but most elements of the
instructional process remain the same. (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988)

These two statements make similar points regarding the effects of instructional technology on public education in the United States, yet the second statement was made nearly
two decadesafter the first. What sort of statement will we be able to make aboutinstruc-

tional technology and public education a decade from now? Will instructional technology
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play a significant role in the public schools? Before we try to answer these questions, let us
define what we meanbyinstructional technology.

DEFINITION
Most educators equate instructional technology with media, the physical means (other
than the teacher, printed material, and chalkboard) that teachers use to help them deliver
instruction to students. Instructional hardware (machines and equipment) and software (the
programs and materials presented via the hardware) are included in this definition. We
believe that this definition of instructional technology is seriously flawed, for several

reasons. First, although the teacher, printed material, and the chalkboard are themselves a

means for presenting instruction, they are typically viewed as being in a different category
than other media; indeed, they are rarely referred to as media. Second, underthis definition,

media are viewedstrictly as aids or supplementsto the teacher, they are not considered as a

primary meansfor delivering instruction. Third, and most important, this definition focuses
on technology as products, whereas we believe technology should be viewed as a process.
Rather than equating instructional technology with media, we prefer to think ofit as a
systematic meansof identifying instructional problems and designing, implementing, evaluating, and revising solutions to those problems. This “systems approach” definition and
others like it (e.g., Commission on Instructional Technology, 1970) have become the

standard view of manyprofessionals who claim instructional technology as their field of

endeavor. Yet there are many others in the profession who adhereto the “media” definition
of the field. In this chapter we examine instructional technology from both perspectives,
viewing it as media and as a systematic process for solving instructional problems.
Regardless of the definition used, most would generally agree that instructional technology has not had a major impact on public education in the United States. A recent survey

of the use of media in the public schools revealed that although the numberof videocassette

recorders and computers in the schools has increased dramatically during the past decade,
these media have hadrelatively little effect on the instructional practices that are employed
(Office of Technology Assessment, 1988). And, as far as the systems approachis concerned,
there have been very few wide-scale efforts to use this methodology to help improveschools
in the United States (Branson & Grow, 1987; Burkman, 1987b; Rossett & Grabowsky, 1987),
even though the approach has been used successfully in other settings (Mager, 1977;
Morgan, 1989).
Is it likely that the role instructional technology plays in the public schools will change
during the next decade? Webelieve that the answerto this question hinges, in large part, on
the issue of whether the structure of schools will change. If, as is quite likely, schools
continue to be structured as they are today, then the role instructional technology plays

within the schools is unlikely to change very much. Onthe other hand,if schools are restructured, we believe instructional technologyis likely to play a major role within that restruc-

tured environment. We examine bothscenarios below.

MAINTAINING THE CURRENT
SCHOOL STRUCTURE
Those who havestudied the history of innovation in public schools have noted how

difficult it is to bring about substantive change in that environment (Popkewitz, 1979;
Cuban, 1988). During the past century, public schools in this country have withstood
numerous onslaughts and have continuedto rely on the samebasic approachto the delivery
of instruction. In light of the difficulties school reformers have faced in the past, we believe
it is unlikely that major restructuring will take place on a large scale within the next decade.
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Furthermore, we believe that if schools are not restructured, the role technology will play
will continue to be a minorone. This prediction applies to the use of media as well as to the
application of a systems approach.

Use of Media under Current Conditions
Why do wethink it unlikely that the use of media in public schools will increase
dramatically during the next decade? Because, without restructuring, the factors that have
previously inhibited the use of media in schoolswill still be in place. Cuban (1986) describes a
number of such factors, including limited accessibility of hardware and software, lack of
suitable software, poor instructional quality of software, faulty implementation procedures,
and the “tradition of teaching.” Each of these factors is discussed in greater detail below.
Limited Accessibility of Hardware and Software
Oftentimes, hardware breaks down or becomesobsolete, or the software that a teacher
wouldlike to use is not readily available. In addition, because the amount of hardware in a
school is usually quite limited, media are often housed in a single location in the school.

Teachers must then schedule their students to visit that location, or must request that the

media be broughtto their classroom at a specified time. Either situation is often viewed as
troublesome by the teacher. Furthermore, although the cost of some of the newer technologies, such as the computer, has dramatically decreased, the cost of purchasingsufficient
equipment is often cited as a major problem by educational administrators (Office of
Technology Assessment, 1988). Thus, the problem of media accessibility still exists and, in

our opinion, is likely to persist over the next decade.

Software Suitability and Quality
Up to now, much ofthe software that has been producedhas focused on a few content
areas and has not metthe wide rangeof instructional needs of educators. Furthermore, most

software has not been adequately field-tested (Komoski, 1984; Office of Technology |
Assessment, 1988). Thus, it is not surprising to find educators often indicating that the

quality of educational software must be improved. Until such time as private enterprise
decides to devote more effort to field-testing, or until the governmentis willing to help fund
the costs of instructional materials development, the quality of softwareis likely to remain a
concern andis likely to inhibit the use of media in the schools.

Faulty Implementation Procedures
In the past, decisions to adoptan instructional innovation, such as a new piece of media
hardware, have been made by administrators who have then mandated or encouraged classroom teachers to use this innovation. Unfortunately, as many authors have pointed out
(Burkman, 1987a; Cuban, 1986; Popkewitz, 1979), these decisions are often madewithlittle

or no teacher input. As a result, teachers often reject the innovation, or rarely use it. Fur-

thermore, in most cases, little consideration is given to how these innovationswill be integrated into the ongoing instructional program. Without such consideration, these innovations are unlikely to be used successfully (Glaser & Cooley, 1973; Popkewitz, 1979). As long
as administrators continue to make adoption decisions with little or no teacher input, and
with little thought as to how a new innovation will fit in with existing practices, it is likely

that most instructional innovations will not be successfully implemented in the schools.
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“Tradition of Teaching”

Finally, as Cuban (1986) clearly indicates, the “tradition of teaching” mitigates against
the use of technology in classrooms. Those whoenter teaching have spent many years as

students, sitting in classrooms in which instruction was presented primarily, if not
exclusively, by the teacher. Few of those entering the teaching profession have experienced

situations in which technology played a majorrole in the delivery of instruction. This situation was mostlikely true throughout the new teacher’s career as a student, including the years
the new teacher spent in a teacher training program. Thus, the predominant model of
instruction the new teacher is likely to have been exposed to is the traditional

lecture/discussion model. And, while it may bethe case that the new teacher decided to join
the profession in order to reform it, the decision is more likely to have been based,in part,

on somepositive attitudes toward the traditional instructional model. Thus, in manycases,
the new teacheris likely to be predisposed toward using traditional techniques, rather than
toward adopting newinstructional innovations.
The new teacher’s predisposition toward using traditional methods is likely to be
reinforced once that individual is thrust into the classroom. In order to cope with the many
difficulties a new teacher faces, such individuals are likely to rely on manyofthe traditional
methods they were exposed to for so many years. Furthermore, in seeking help from their
more experienced peers, new teachersarelikely to receive advice that emphasizes the value of
traditional techniques. Thus, the “tradition of teaching” is likely to have a powerful
influence on teachers, andthey will usually be reluctant to abandonthattradition in order to
try something new.

In summary, webelieve that unless the fundamentalstructure and operating practices of

schooling are altered, the factors described above will continue to inhibit the use of instructional media in the public schools. Will the use of the systems approach in public education
be inhibited as well? The next section examinesthis issue.

Use of the Systems Approach under Current Conditions
Assuming that schools are not restructured, is it likely that the use of the systems
approach in public education will increase over the next decade? Before we answerthat
question, let us describe what “employing the systems approach” meansto us. In ourview,
using the systems approach in public education means(1) clearly specifying instructional
goals and objectives, (2) carefully selecting instructional materials and planninginstructional

activities that would enable students to meet those objectives, (3) designing assessment

instruments that would adequately assess student attainment of the objectives, (4) implementing the instructional program that was created in this fashion, (5) analyzing student
performance under such a system, and (6) continually attempting to improve the system
based on the results that were obtained.
To what extent do these activities already take place within public schools? Certainly
some teachers already do some of these things. However, the use of systems approach

procedures in the schools certainly is not widespread (Branson & Grow, 1987; Burkman,

1987b; Rossett & Grabowsky, 1987).
Given the current structure of public education in the United States, whatis thelikelihood that the systems approachwill be used to a muchgreaterextent than it has been? Let us
examine this question by looking at the various levels at which a decision to implement the
systems approach might be made. Wewill start at the national andstate level, and work our

way downto the individual classroom.

As Burkman (1987b) points out, there are over 17,000 school districts in the United
States, each of which is run by a group of administrators who havea great deal of autonomy
in deciding the educational policies and instructional practices their school district will
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adopt. This decentralized arrangement makesit highly unlikely that a decision to adopt an

instructional innovation will be made at the national or state level. The likelihood of this
occurrence is further diminished when such an innovation hasreceived aslittle publicity as

the systems approach has.

Is it likely that a decision to adopt the systems approachwill be made at the local school
district level? Let’s answer this question by pointing to several facts. One is that manyof us

who are proponents of the systems approach havefailed to becomeinvolved in trying to
solve the problems facing the public schools (Schiffman & Gansneder, 1987). School

administrators are unlikely to accept a solution offered by people whohavenotbeen helping
them fight their problems. Of course, if the solution has received a good deal of favorable
publicity, administrators often adopt a different point of view. However, the systems
approach has not received that sort of publicity, which leads us to another fact: many

administrators at the district level are unaware of systems approach concepts or do notsee
those concepts as relevant to solving the major problemsfacing their districts. Furthermore,

most schooldistricts do not have staff positions for instructional systems designers. Without
a place at the planning table, systems people are unlikely to have much influence on the
decisions that are made there. For these reasons, it is unlikely that a decision to adopt a
systems approachto instruction will be made at the district level.

The factors that are likely to inhibit the acceptance of the systems approach at the
district level are also likely to work against the adoption of this approachat the schoollevel.

Thatis, inasmuch as most systems advocates have not becomeinvolvedin trying to solve the
problems facing the schools, have not done muchto makeprincipals aware of the systems
approach, and have failed to adequately promote the systems approach as a potential
solution to the problems facing public education, it is unlikely that manyprincipals or other
school-level administrators will be strong advocates of the approach.

Is it likely that many inservice teachers will change their practices and start using the

systems approachto help them plan their instruction? For several reasons, we do not think
so. First of all, the systems approachis not part of the “tradition of teaching.” As indicated
earlier, it is very difficult for innovative practices to become part of that tradition. Making
the task even moredifficult is the fact that some of the concepts associated with the systems
approach, particularly developing behavioral objectives and objectives-based tests, have

received mixed reviews from teachers (Shrock & Byrd, 1987). The negative reactions some
teachers have to these concepts will make it even more difficult to get them to buyinto the

systems approach as a whole. Furthermore, when student discipline, rather than instructional planning, is the primary concern of manyteachers, it is unlikely that those teachers
will want to spend much time employing a technique that focuses on thelatter.
Giventhis state of affairs, and barring a majorrestructuring of the schools, is there any
hope that the systems approach will become more widely used in public education? We

believe the answer is yes, and we base our hope onpreservice teachers. Whypreservice
teachers? Because these “teachers-to-be” are not as yet set in their ways regarding instruc-

tional planning and thus are more likely than inservice personnel to be receptive to the
systems approach view to instructional planning.
Equally as important, there appears to be a growing trend towards exposing preservice
teachers to systems approach concepts. For example, many educational psychology
textbooks now devote considerable attention to manyof the steps in the systems approach

process (Snellbecker, 1987). And in the past few years we have witnessed the publication of
several textbooks for preservice teachers that focus on employing the systems approach in

the public schools (e.g., Dick & Reiser, 1989; Gagne & Driscoll, 1988; Sullivan & Higgins,
1983).
Of course, exposing preservice teachers to systems approach concepts does not ensure
that they will use those concepts once they get into the “real world” of public education.
Indeed, once these individuals are put into the schools, it is quite likely that they will adopt

the prevailing practices in that environment, rather than employ the methods they were
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exposedto aspart oftheir teacher training program. However, we are hopeful thatif systems
approach practices are taught and modeled in such a program (even if such practices are
employed in only a single course), many preservice teachers are likely to see the value of
employing such an approach, andare likely to try to use it when they becometeachers.

_ Whethertheywill persist in their efforts will depend on a variety of factors, not the least of
which is how well those of us involved in teacher education have trained them to adapt their
use Of the systems approachtothereality of public education.
There are those whoindicate that it is futile to pin our hopes on teacher training as a
means of substantially improving the quality of instruction in the public schools (e.g.,
Branson, 1987). These critics may indeed be correct, but unless public schools are radically

restructured, we believe that one of our best bets for improvement lies with training
preservice teachers in using the systems approach to improvetheir instructional practices.

In summary, we believe that if schools are not restructured, then instructional technology, whetherit is viewed as media or the systems approach, will continue to play a rather
small role in public education during the next decade. However, we are hopeful that
preservice teachers whoare trained during the next decade will be better prepared to use the

systems approach as a means of improving the quality of instruction in the public schools.

RADICAL RESTRUCTURING
Wehavediscussed the potential contribution of instructional technology if one assumes
the continuationofthe current structure and operating practices of schools. At this point, we

want to discuss the viewpoint that instructional technology will not and cannot make any
significant improvement without radical redesign of schools.

Underthe current structure of schools, decision-making practices are diverse and decentralized, educational goals are fuzzy, instruction is usually group-based and delivered by a
teacher, and student progression is usually automatic from one grade to the next. In
addition, the system is highly personnel-intensive, with the bulk of the budget going to

teacher and administrator salaries, leaving little money for instructional innovations. This
structure is antithetical to a technology-based system in which educational goals and
objectives are clear, instruction is often individualized and delivered by media other than the
teacher, and progression is based on mastery of skills. Can we modify the current structure
so as to make it more amenable to the infusion of technology? Probably not.
Whyisit so difficult to change the current system? Part of the reasonis that the current

model of schooling was never designed. Rather, it grew out of the oral tradition and has
remained essentially unchanged since about the mid-1800s (Cuban, 1988; Hoetker &

Ahlbrand, 1967). Even though the system has gradually adapted to changesin the environment, the basic structure of teacher presentation, seat-work, homework, and group instruction haspersisted since the early nineteenth century.
Any system that has evolved over as many decades as has our public education system
builds up complex social and administrative mechanisms that serve to maintain and support

it. These mechanisms usually exist in the form of administrative structures, organizational

and cultural norms, andlegislative policies. This is why, when instructional innovators
attempt to change one part of the system, the system almost always works to changeitself
back again. The innovations either are adapted to fit the existing system or else they are
sloughed off, allowing the system to remain essentially untouched. Westraighten the deck
chairs, but the structure of the ship we are traveling on remains the same.

Literature on innovation has shownthatitis difficult, if not impossible, to make important andlasting improvementsin a system through gradual, piecemeal approaches (Heuston,

1977). Rather, important improvements generally have come about through “quantum-leap”
changes followed by gradual fine-tuning until desired results are reached. This is whyradical
restructuring of the system may be necessary in order for any improvements to have a
positive and Jasting effect.
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It is important to point out the distinction between restructure and reform. Reform

means making adjustments to improvethe existing system, doing the same but moreofit, or
doing the samebut better. Restructuring, on the other hand, fundamentally alters organizations through a design process. Restructuring involves looking at what you want to achieve
and then designing an organizational structure and approach that will allow you to achieve

these results. Reform is analogous to remodeling a building, restructuring is analogous to
designing and constructing a new building based on specifications and needs.

Almost all of the numerous reports and recommendations from national and state
commissions on educational reform have focused on “fine-tuning” the current model. They

have called for longer school days, a longer school year, increased pay for teachers, or

increased standards. Yet none of these recommendations would alter the fundamentaloperating practices of schooling that we have described above. A major restructuring of the

current model maybe necessary in order to achieve significant improvements in education.
Research has demonstrated that a variety of instructional strategies can be used in order

to achievesignificant improvements in student learning (Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982; Kulik,
Kulik, & Cohen, 1979, 1980; Walberg, 1984, 1986). These strategies include:
e

increasing time-on-task (the actual proportion of time that students are thought-

e

increasing the amount andrelevance of individual feedback to each student;

e

adopting a performance-based progression system, rather than a system whereall
students spend the same amountof time studying instructional material;

e

pacing instruction to the capabilities of the individual student, rather than to the

e

utilizing cooperative learning strategies, peer tutoring, and diagnostic-prescriptive
methods.

fully engaged in learning);

class average; and

Unfortunately, most of these strategies are difficult, if not impossible, to implement

under the current group-based, time-based, teacher-as-primary-source-of-instruction model
of education. In order to put these strategies in place, a major restructuring of the current
system is essential.
In our view, the systems approach and a variety of instructional media will play a key
role in the design and implementation of a restructured school system. The systems approach

can be used to analyze current instructional problems and design solutions to those
problems, making best use of the human and non-humaninstructional resources that are

available. If this approach is used properly, it is likely that much of the instruction that is
now delivered by teachers will be presented by other media. Teachers will then be able to
spend more time on suchtasksas planning instruction and guiding and motivating students.
Under these circumstances, many instructional activities are likely to be presented by
computers, video, CD-ROM, andinteractive videodisc. In most cases, these devices would

be part of a networked system so that individual students could access the instructional
materials at any time at individual learning stations. These systems, if well designed, could

diagnose individual student needs, present appropriate sequences of instructional activities,
require students to demonstrate mastery ofoneset of skills before moving on to the nextset,
and provide continuous progress reports on individual students.
Computers can also be used to provide basic administrative functions. For example,
computer systems currently exist that can efficiently keep track of class attendance; handle
scheduling of students, classrooms, and resources; keep inventory of instructional materials;
and provide grade reporting. By using computers to perform these functions, teachers and
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other school personnel should be morefree to perform their uniquely humanroles, and have
greater opportunities for more personal interaction with students.
Attempts to develop schools that incorporate many of the features we have described

are currently underway. For example, a group at Indiana University has designed a “thirdwave educational system” (Reigeluth, 1987) and is working on plans to implementit. And a

group at Florida State University is currently developing a “Schoolyear 2000” model for
education, which utilizes new technologies in a totally designed environment (Center for
Educational Technology, 1989). Those who are involved in these efforts have acknowledged
that the task they are undertaking is a difficult one, but they see it as the best means for

making significant improvements in public education in the United States.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we believe that during the next decade instructional technology is not
likely to have a significant impact on public education. What can we do to makeit more

likely that instructional technologywill play a major role in the schools? We can do a good

job of teaching preservice teachers about the systems approach, and thus, perhaps, influence
the instructional practices they employ when they becometeachers. Or, if we are really
ambitious, we can work towardradical restructuring of the public schools. Regardless of the

tack we take, webelieve it will take a lot of very hard work to changetherole instructional
technologyplays in the schools. But if we are willing to workat it, perhaps the quotationsat

the beginning of this chapter will not be applicable 10 years from now.
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Restructuring, Technology,
and Instructional Productivity*
Robert Heinich
School of Education, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana

INTRODUCTION
Social scientists frequently make a distinction between the base of a social system and
the superstructure that evolves in support of the base. The base may be, as it is in education,

a fundamental premise that defines operational relationships and invests authority. The
superstructure is the pattern of institutions, laws, regulations, organizations, traditions, and
habits that support, reinforce, and maintain the base. If new developments imply a new base

for the system, the superstructure supporting the existing base acts as the major deterrent to
change. Whenthis type of powerstruggle arises, typical diffusion and adoption practices are
of limited use because they are designed to bring about change within a given and accepted

set offundamental relationships.
Whenformal education evolved in the United States, assurances ofinstructional quality

hadto be obtained by relying on the credentials of the person responsiblefor instruction. For
example, the classic Carnegie unit is defined in terms of hours spent in a classroom with a
teacher who has taken a specified numberofcollege credits (defined in a similar manner) in
an accreditedinstitution. In other words, the fundamental premise — the base — of education
is that responsibility for and authority over instruction are vested in the person in face-to-

face contact with students in a classroom. A superstructure has developed over the years to
maintain and support this fundamental premise. Certification requirements, accreditation

standards, state financial aid formulas, state department of public instruction policies, and
contracts negotiated between teacher groups and boards of education are examples of the
superstructure that reinforces the present base of the system (Heinich & Ebert, 1976).
*Revised version of a paper, “Management models andinstructional productivity,” presented to a
National Institute of Education conference, the report of which was published as Scanlon, R. G., &
Weinberger, J. (Eds.). (1973). Improving productivity of school systems through educational technology. Philadelphia, PA: Research for Better Schools.
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Technologically based instruction poses a threat to the base of our present system, and
the more comprehensivethe technology, the greater the threat. Television is a case in point.
In a report to the 1970 convention of the Association for Educational Communications and
Technology (AECT), Eleanor Godfrey of the Bureau of Social Science Research cited

evidence that teacherresistanceto television as direct instruction was causing a decline in use

even where that medium was admittedly effective. In Illinois, teachers in Addison Trail High
School fought the use of televised courses, and were supported by the state department of
public instruction (Heinich & Ebert, 1976). When programmedinstruction was introduced in
the late 1950s, it ran into similar problems. Because programmedinstruction not only
purports to be a course of study (as a textbook is) but also claims to complete the instructional act, it disturbs the symbiotic relationship that has developed between teacher and
textbook. Teachers mayrely heavily on the scope and sequence of the text, but they feel
secure in the knowledge that they still must “dig the instructional ditch.” Modular and
remedial programmed instruction may be acceptable (the supplemental role), but not
completely programmedcourses. We will run into the same obstacle when wetry to introduce complete courses delivered by computer or interactive video. We naively believe that
demonstrating the effectiveness of technologically based instruction will open the doorto
acceptance by teachers. Notatall: they will perceive it as a threat.
Manyotherinstances of resistance to technologically based instruction could becited,
but the main pointis that instructional management models and consequentschoolorganizational structures leading to cost-effective systems must be based on a different fundamental
premise, and we must take into consideration how the wide range of instructional choices
that technology can makeavailable to curriculum administrators and students is prevented
from effectively competing in the educational marketplace by a superstructure geared to an
outmoded fundamental premise. “School restructuring”is the current hot item in education,
but any efforts in that direction that try to work within the current framework will have
little, if any, permanenteffect. It is hardly surprising that restructuring recommendations
from teacher groups amountto little more than saying, “Leave us alone and we'll straighten
it all out.” If you want to make a fundamental change in a system, you must do it from
outside that system.
The strategy of looking at technology andtraditional educational practice as irreconcilable helps throw certain key problems into sharper focus.

THE BAUMOL CRUNCH
Professor William Baumol of Princeton University has contended for years that a
number of operations in the public sector of the economywill be subjected to pressures to
increase productivity (Farmer, 1970). He has maintained that thereis a limit to the tolerance
of the more productive segments of society toward those that are less productive. While this
has alwaysbeentrue, relatively recent dramatic increases in productivity have thrust the issue
into prominence, so muchso that the pressures on the nonproductive areas have been given
the sobriquet “The Baumol Crunch.”
The Baumol Crunch is manifested both through overt attitudinal expressions on the
part of the productive sector and through inherent systemic relationships. An example of the
former is the usual Chamber of Commerce member’s belligerent inquiry, “Why can’t they
run the schools like a business? We’ve developed moreefficient ways of using resources; why
can’t the schools?”

However, the systemic relationships are the morecritical. If the cost of doing business

goes up, and the productivity of the institution stays the same, The Baumol Crunchwill start
to operate. The choices faced by aninstitution such as the schools are to (1) charge more for
services (in the form of increased taxes), (2) seek other sources of funds, or (3) reduce
services.
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Thefirst option not only has been runninginto stiff resistance but also has been facing

an inherent contradiction. Even in his most pessimistic moments, Baumol did not envision
the unusual situation that now pertains to the schools: costs going up and productivity going
down. Every time a teacher negotiating group forces a change in pupil-teacher ratios, while
at the same time seeking highersalaries, the Crunch is accelerated. A classic case occurred a
few years ago in Los Angeles. The voters had defeated bond issues for four straight years,

causing a severe financial squeeze. The teachersstruck, but finally realized that the financial
situation of the schools prohibited granting their demands. Theteachersrejected the offered

compromiseraise with the request that the moneybe used to reduce the pupil-teacherratio, a
stipulation guaranteeing exacerbation of the condition in following years! They are on a
collision course between increasing costs, taxpayer resistance, and teacher demands.
While Baumol’s argument was directed at public agencies in general, the schools are a
particularly good fit to his conditions. In the private sector, if a company becomes marginal

becauseit cannot increase productivity in the face of rising costs, it closes its doors (unless, of
course, federal intervention rescuesit). A companythat doesincrease productivity is rewarded.

The public schools have no way of dropping the marginal producer except during the probationary period, and even then marginal productivity is probably not an importantcriterion.
On the other hand, thereis little incentive to increase productivity. Nor is there a governance
mechanism for spreading superior performance overa larger numberof students. (For these
reasons, diffusion and adoption models from sectors of the economy, such as agriculture,
that can drop out the marginal producer and reward productivity, are inapplicable to
education.) Increasing productivity (cost-effectiveness) would seem to be the only wayout.
But to do so will require changes in the governancestructure, reorganization of work along
technological lines, and new management models in orderto attain increased productivity.
Remember, by increased productivity I mean increased quality as well as efficiency.
Starting in 1958, federal funds softened the Crunch temporarily. However, sharp curtailment of federal monies during the last decade has revealed the extent to which local funds
have been out of balance with real costs. Educators keep waiting for a more sympathetic
administration to help bail them out.
Thethird option has definitely been exercised by the schools. Programsand servicesare
being pared down. Imagine the schools as a central core of teachers handling the basic
curriculum. Surrounding them is a successive series of rings at varying distances from the
central core: art, music, physical education, health, extracurricular activities, etc. These
rings are slowly being wiped out, and good programsare being sacrificed in order to

maintain the labor intensiveness of the central core. Instructional services such as media and
equipment are also considered expendable.

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT MODELS
The exploration of specific management models in reference to cost-effectiveness is not
the purpose of this chapter. My position is that unless the basic decision-making process is
attended to, management models will tend to operate within what Thomas Kuhn (1962)
refers to as “normal science.” If the model accepts the paradigm or basic decision-making
structure of the system, then it will simply reinforce the basic paradigm by making it seem
moreefficient. My premise is that the basic decision-making structure is inherently limiting
in reference to cost-effectiveness of the system and must be changed before applying a
management model.
Years ago, the semanticists convinced us that the wordis not the object, and the mapis
not the territory, but failed to convince us that the model is not the process. Those of us who
have become preoccupied with drawing flow charts of processes, or organizational structures, or a mix of both, tend to become convincedthat the little boxes are people, and that
when we movethelittle boxes, people really move, and that when we build in decision
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points, decisions are really made there. We become convinced, in other words, that our
elaborate conjectures are reality. And then we are brought rudely back to earth whenwefind
out wherethe real powerlies and who, to use a film term, has the final cut.
This situation is what I am trying to avoid. I will identify certain critical parts of the
superstructure of education that must be dealt with before any technologically based
management model can be devised. As mentioned earlier, the kinds of governing laws,
regulations, and policies that strengthen present educational practice do not facilitate institutionalization of technologically based instructional systems. To establish an environment
that encourages technological solutions to instructional problems, changesin (or at least
suspension of) certain aspects of the governingstructureare essential. If those aspects of the
superstructure can be dealt with, management models should be morereadily identifiable
and their operating details a matter of trial and revision.

FISCAL AND BUDGETARY MANAGEMENT
Wedo notappreciate the extent to which the regulations involving how schooldistricts
receive and budget fundsforce them to makeartificial distinctions between modesofinstruction. An economist wouldsay that the financial structure of the schools “biases the mode of
production”of the enterprise; it tends to push the schools in the direction of pivoting instruction around the person physically present in the classroom, thereby making instructional
technology a peripheral and marginal part of the process. The following will serve to
illustrate what I mean. This example was constructed to raise a number of problems,
including restrictive certification regulations, and is extreme only in that I collapsed a
number of separate real incidents into one case.
Suppose the Pittsburgh school district wants to revitalize its high school physics
curriculum. Thedistrict discovers that Harvey White, University of California, Berkeley, is
reputed to be an outstanding teacher as well as scholar and hires him to teach physics for one

year (as it did some years ago). Now, if White teaches the course in one of Pittsburgh’s high

schools, his salary is charged to instruction andstate aid is forthcoming (provided, of course,
the state department of public instruction is willing to issue him a temporary teaching
certificate and the union agrees to forget the salary schedule). The district, deciding that it
would be wasteful to use White in only one high school, asks him to teach the course by
television. In this case, his salary is still charged to instructional salaries, but in somestates,

state aid for his efforts may be in doubt because of a narrow definition of “teacher.”
However, in all likelihood the district will be able to get around that one. But then thedistrict

decides that one year of Harvey White will not be sufficient and videotapes the series of
programs. The cost of the tapes and other production costs are charged to supplies, a
miniscule part of the budget. Whenthe videotapesare used the following year, state aid will
not be forthcoming even though Whiteis still teaching the course! In other words, state aid,
when based ona certificated teacher-pupil ratio, is forthcoming if the teacher is physically
present in the classroom (orat least in the district) but not if the instruction is via a recorded
form of technology. (I used this example in Heinich, 1985.)
This problem is at the heart of my statement that present laws bias the mode of instruction. We need to change the laws so that demonstrably effective instruction through technology is accorded the sametreatment asinstruction by teachers. Both should be financed
out of oneinstructional budget. I used television to illustrate the point because it most clearly

showstheartificiality of the distinction between instructional modes. But the sameapplies to

complete courses available through computer, satellite, interactive video, or whatever other
technology comes along. The new Star Schools program exists because of federal funds.
Whenthe term of the project runs out, will the states and districts have the necessary financial flexibility to use instructional funds to keep the successful programs going? Will the
states be prepared to grant state aid on a per pupil basis to districts that continue the
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programs? Experience suggests they won’t, unless we makeit possible to reward technologically based instruction.

No one has ever challenged in the courts state aid formulas that prevent funds from

being used to support other than teacher-based instruction. The case could be made on the
basis of restraint of trade. For example, some20 years ago when performance contracting was

being tried, the Gary (Indiana) public schools turned over Banneker Elementary Schoolto
Behavioral Research Laboratories (BRL)in order to improvelearning in basic subjects. The

State Department of Public Instruction was not thrilled with the project and after a while
tried to shut it down. Thestage was set for a confrontation that could have clarified a number of issues. But the state department backed off from the issue of the use of state funds to
support a private company, preferring to charge the school district with use of nonstateapprovedtexts (Wilson, 1973). Perhaps the challenge will come from district that wants to

use state funds to continue the Star Schools programsafter the federal money ends but

whosestate department objects on the basis of violation of the regulations governing the use
of state aid. The district may go to court with the chargethat an artificial distinction is being
made between modesof instruction, and students are being penalized by the restrictions.

CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
Anotheraspect of the constraint of the governing structure on technologyis revealed by
the previous example. As mentioned in the introduction, assurances of quality are soughtin
the credentials of the instructor, not in the instruction itself. In our example, the state is not
about to issue a teaching certificate to a bunch of videotapes. But, again, that is precisely
what should happen. Instruction in technological forms can be certified effective. This is
more than we can say about teachers, whoarecertified to be prepared, not to be effective.
Public schools are in their current situation largely because the system in place nowis not
effective.
At the present time, the state of Texas is developing science curricula in interactive video
format. If an entire ninth-grade science course, for example, is developed and is demonstrated to be effective, why shouldn’t the state certify its use and grant state aid, say $3000,
for each student who successfully completes the course? This would certainly provide school
districts with the incentive to try alternative methods of instruction, and provide incentives
to public and private development of technologically based instruction.
Let’s go onestep further. Certification invests authority. It is what allows teachers to
selectively use materials, even when doing so vitiates the integrity of a highly developed
program. If we can certify technologically based courses, wouldn’t that give them the same
professional status as that granted a teacher? Then if such courses are not used in their
entirety as designed, wouldn’t that be a violation of certification and professional ethics? By
certifying the developed course rather than the instructor, regulations would permit the use
of paraprofessionals in the classroom rather than requiring certificated teachers to be present
at all times. Doing so could make such courses self-supporting.

FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT MONEY
In general, the basic fiscal regulations governing schools prevent them from using the
same system that industry does to get large-scale projects underway. The schools are not
geared to raising “front-end” or “start-up” money to finance the expensive planning and
tooling-up stages necessary for cost-effective production of instructional systems. Nor can
they maketheinitial investment worthwhile by amortizing those costs over a period ofyears.

(Nor do they accept the necessity to institutionalize the products of front-end planning; this

point will be discussed later.)
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A mechanism exists for schools to go into the marketplace for building projects, but
there is none for curricular and instructional development. Such a mechanism needs to be
created. The state could make development money available to districts that present
workable plans. Or, of course, the state itself could undertake the planning and development, as Texas seems to be doing. Educators continue to look to federal sources for money,
and underwriting the developmentof technologically based instruction could be a legitimate
federal function. This is how the large-scale curriculum revision projects of the 1950s and
1960s were financed. However, the integrity of those projects was invariably eroded because
they were allowed to be vulnerable to piece-meal use. If the federal (or state) government
becomes involved again, certain stipulations must accompanyany grants for the development of technologically based instruction.
Before a school district (or combination of districts) is awarded development money, a
detailed plan must be presented showing (1) how the products of the planning stage will be

institutionalized, (2) how the continuing operation of the project can be carried on with
normal sources of revenue, and (3) how theproject will or will not be affected by state and

local regulations when federal participation is phased out.
I have seen too manyprojects funded by foundation and federal money disappear with
the termination of funding because the schools involved made no fundamental changes in
their usual operating style and, in effect, used the funding to createartificially inflated situations. Even when a grantis to demonstrate an innovation, part of the demonstration must be

to show howthe innovation can be absorbed into normal procedures, including fiscal.

All states will suspend some regulations in order to permit a district to try an experimental project. But whenthe allotted period of experimental timeis over, the district must
once again obey regulations even when the project is successful. Each state must have a provision for continuance of demonstrably effective projects that violate state regulations or
else modify those regulations accordingly. The latter is obviously preferable because then
other districts would be encouragedto try the innovation.

Nordo schools think through the fiscal ramifications of an experimental projectifit is

successful. In other words, schools do not often gear up for success. For example, a large
school district may be able to spring loose $100,000 or so for an experimental computerassisted instruction (CAI) program to serve a select group of schools or classrooms. For the
usual reasons, the CAIis, in actuality, an additional cost to the standard classroom unit. The
experiment is successful, and all classroom units now demand the CAIservice. Then the

district has to admit that what waspossible as a small experimentalsituation is impossible on
a district-wide basis because it cannot afford to provide the service over and above an

accepted classroom unit cost. It would be possible if the CAIis able to share the unit cost,
but the original project was not structured on that basis.
In a technological society, front-end money is used to shift the enterprise from labor
intensive to capital intensive (or to maintain the capital intensive nature of the enterprise).
Only by making education morecapital intensive andless labor intensive can technology be
made an integral part of the system. Otherwise, technology will remain a dispensable,
supplemental, additive cost.

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT
The two mostcritical areas that an instructional management model must deal with are
(1) maintaining the integrity of the system producedin the planning and developmentstages
through the implementation stages and (2) institutionalizing the system. The histories of the
large-scale science curricular innovations of the 1960s, such as the Physical Science Study
Committee (PSSC), documentfrustration with both areas. Marsh (1964), in his history of
PSSC, ruefully comments that while high school physics teachers admitted learning much
from the PSSC materials, fewer than half used those materials in their own classrooms.
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Manyprojects carried on within the traditional instructional process fail because
teachers will make commitments at the planning andstrategy level that, for a variety of
reasons, they do not carry out in the operational, or tactical, level. We have all witnessed this

phenomenon, whichis, in my opinion, a major contributing factor to the series of discour-

aging reports on teacher resistance to innovation put out by John Goodlad beginning in
1970. The solution would seem to be to arrange the instructional environment in ways that

encourage shared responsibility between development and implementation groups. Churchill
is attributed with the remark that first we shape our buildings and then our buildings shape
us. The systemsliterature holds many examples of how changes in the environment change
behavior. This point is important to keep in mind because in the commentsto follow I am
not criticizing people but, rather, recognizing that they respond to the forces exerted by

environmental conditions and requirements.

The classroomis the territory of the teacher, an inevitable manifestation of the base of
the traditional educational system. The authority of the teacher within that context is based
on being given a classroom (in the form of gradelevel or subject) and assigning students to
that teacher. If students were never assigned to specific teachers, the nature of professional
activity would changeas the base of authority changed.
Let me pick up the other end ofthe stick andset up a situation that mighthelpillustrate
what I mean. Supposeit is possible for students to get all the learning resources they need at
a computer terminal, and, perhaps more important, be evaluated completely at that same
computer terminal. What would happento the character of professional activity? It is always
hazardousto attemptto predict the dynamics of a new environmental arrangement from the
viewpoint of the present one, but surely one result would be a shift of professional personnel
to designing computer programs, and a possible change of what had been teachers to
floating consultants, with a corresponding increase in paraprofessionals having direct
contact with students. A different kind of relationship would evolve between and among
program design teams, consulting teachers, paraprofessionals, and students. One manifestation would be a sharing of responsibility for student progress, each participant concentrating
on those functions that best fulfill the various roles.
Instructional management models designed to foster cost-effectiveness through tech-

nology must facilitate an environment that moves away from thetraditional territorial

concept toward a broader system perspective. Contrary to what many people think, in a
system design decision making and responsibility are shared, not expropriated.
Following through on these points would facilitate the institutionalization of technology. By institutionalization, I mean the continuanceof all elements of the system regardless of a temporary cast of players. To do this, two important stipulations must be built into
the management model: (1) new personnel must agree to work within the framework of the

system; and (2) decisions to revise components of the system must be based on student

performance data, not on unsupported personal preference, andat the planninglevel, not at
the implementationlevel.
The instructional management modelis critical to the success of technologically based
instruction.

ROLE RESTRUCTURING
Muchhas been madein the professionalliterature of the necessity to restructure the role
of the teacher because of technological developments. However, to me, much morecriticalis
the restructuring of the administrative staff. They are the key to the success of any technological system. But administratorsarestill under the impression that all these new develop-

ments are of concern primarily to teachers and not to them. Even when administratorsfeel

they should be concerned, theyare reluctant to exercise a role that is professionally uncomfortable. It probably would be best to recognize this situation and provide for an assistant
principal of instructional systems within any school organized along technologicallines.
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The central staff of the district must be prepared to take a much moreactive part in

instructional planning and design. Curriculum personnel, in particular, are frequently not
preparedfor the type of direct instructional involvement required in system planning; neither
is the typical media director. Too many media directors limit themselves and their offices to
providing supplementary materials for teachers’ discretionary use. Badly neededis a central

staff technology office, one that can orchestrate all the technologies that can be brought to
bear on district-wide instructional problems. Such an office would have an understanding
of, and a readiness for, hard-nosed involvement by the central staff in the design and
execution of technological systems.

CONCLUSION
An outmoded system that refuses to change is eventually bypassed. Public education
now findsitself in that position. The most threatening response from the outside is represented by the various voucher proposals, some of which would havethe effect of creating
parallel and competing school systems. I would notlike to see that. The public school is an
essential part of the fabric of Americanlife. But it must be rescued fromitself.

This emphasizes the point that fundamental change will not come from within the
system. It will have to come from outside the system —in order to save the system. I offer

Brown vs. Board of Education as evidence. How long do you think the system would have
taken to desegregate itself? In this instance, fundamental change came by way of the
Supreme Court. The order of change I have been discussing has to come out of the state
legislatures and state departments of public instruction. That’s where the rules of the game
are developed, and that’s where they can be changed. Anything less is mere tinkering.
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INTRODUCTION: PERSPECTIVES
AND VANTAGEPOINTS
At the end of World WarII, the Soviet Union, having effectively annexed Poland, made
a goodwill gesture by building, in the center of devastated Warsaw, a “Palace of Culture.”

This enormous building, which houses dozens of theaters and cinemas, as well as

restaurants, convention centers, and offices, stands amid several acres of empty space, which

previously were occupied by hundredsofresidential and commercial buildings. Its design is
intriguing to say the least, being some Soviet architect’s interpretation of a Chicago 1920s

skyscraper, transported from a crowded downtown environment and adapted to “fill” the
wide open space whereit stands. Having, in addition, been “easternized” by the addition of
minarets and other Kremlin-like embellishments, it rises from a broad base, in ever narrower
layers, like some gigantic, overdecorated wedding cake, and culminatesin a tall central spike
of a tower.
|
A visitor to Warsaw askeda resident where to go to get the best panoramic view of the

city. He wastold to go to the top of the Palace of Culture. “Is that becauseit is the highest
building in Warsaw?” he asked. The reply came back like a shot. “No,it’s becauseit is the

only vantage point from which you cannotsee the Palace of Culture.”
Although the links between this story and educational technology may not be very
obvious (though I assure you they do exist), it does serve to illustrate the importance of
“vantage points” and howthey influence the view, or perspective, that one forms. One
problem in planning this chapter was to decide what vantage point to adopt. Should I paint

the perspective from the position of someonein the United States, looking out at the world,
or of someone “out there” looking at this peculiarly U.S. export called instructional

technology? In less nationalistic terms, should I adopt the vantage point of an instructional
technologist, looking out at the world’s educational problems, or of an educator in any
nation with its fair share of educational problems, looking at what instructional technology
can offer in the way of solutions?
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American Export or International Phenomenon?
Without a doubt, educational technology as a discipline owes more to American
research and development efforts than to any other source. The field and its terminology
were invented in the United States. Most well known researchers in the field have been
Americans. In quantitative terms, there are more educational technology-related graduate
programs, and more graduates are produced in the United States, than in the rest of the
world put together. In a recent book setting out the “foundations of instructional technology” (Gagne, 1987), well under one percent of all references quoted are of non-U.S.
origin, and indeed, most of the foreign references are concentrated in one chapter dealing
with large-scale educational technology projects in developing nations, executed with the
assistance of U.S. educational technologists. There is a strong tendency to view educational
technology (and particularly “instructional” technology) as a peculiarly American contribution to educational methodology.
This is not a very healthy viewpoint. When Americans take this viewpoint, significant
contributions to the technology by foreign researchers and developers may go unnoticed for
a long time. For foreign educators to take this viewpoint may result in resistance to educational technology based more onnationalistic fears of “American cultural imperialism” than
on educational grounds.
The truth is that educational technology, though born andbred in the United States, is

now a well-established international phenomenon, flourishing in all parts of the world.
Indeed,it is playing a moresignificant role in developing or changing educationalpractices

in many countries throughout the world than in the United Statesitself.

DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Association of Educational and Training Technology in the United Kingdom has
for over 20 years published an International Yearbook of Educational and Training Technology. As past editor of this yearbook, I originated a database of “centers of activity” in
our field. The present editor, Chris Osborne, has continued to update this database, using
the latest computer-based tools in an attempt to make the data as comprehensive andas up-

to-date as possible. The latest edition of this yearbook (AETT, 1989) lists information on
1,166 centers of activity in educational technology-related fields. Figure 20.1 shows the

regional breakdownof the database. These figures do not have anygreat scientific value.
They are somewhatslanted to favor those countries and regions with whichit is easier to
maintain communication in the English language. They are not consistent in defining the
degree or extent of activity and of course are a compilation of what the centers reported,
rather than the result of an independent investigation. In particular, because they were

compiled for a primarily British readership by British editors, they report a muchgreater

number of centers, in more detail, for the United Kingdom than for elsewhere. However,
they are reasonably representative for the rest of the world. For example, the figure of 121
U.S. universities is quite close to the figures compiled by the Association for Educational
Communications and Technology (AECT, 1985) in its recent surveys of graduate studies in
our field. If anythingit is likely that as one moves further from Europe and the Englishspeaking world, into Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the numbers presented underestimate

actual levels of dissemination and use.

Weare left with the conclusion that there is much educational technology activity
throughout the world. Whatis the nature of this activity? Whatis its contribution to education locally, and to the field of educational technology in general? Space constraints preclude
the exhaustive analysis of cases from all parts of the world. Therefore, I will examine one
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Total
INTERNATIONAL/REGIONAL CENTERS
International agencies, organizations, etc.
Regional multinational organizations, etc.

34
51
85

CENTERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Universities/higher education institutions
Other research/development/use centers
CENTERS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Universities/higher education institutions
Other research/development/use centers

CENTERS IN THE REST OF THE WORLD(byregion)
Europe (not including UK)
Asia/Australasia
Latin America and Caribbean
Africa
Canada
Middle East
TOTAL NUMBER OF CENTERSLISTED IN 1989 YEARBOOK

90
150

240

121

109

210
189
90
64
41
17

230

611
1166

Fig. 20.1. Centers of activity in instructional technology.

particular phenomenon, open learning, which has originated largely outside the United
States (mainly in Great Britain) and which is having a very significant impact on world
education andtraining.

OPEN LEARNING IN GREATBRITAIN:
A MINI CASE STUDY
The Open University: Its Birth and Impact
The Open University was initially conceived for political reasons. It was the postwar

Labor government’s vision of a higher education system accessible to all sectors of society,

free from geographical, social, economic, or other barriers. Originally conceived of as the
“university of the air,” it was to be a mass-mediated, culturally oriented alternative university, open to all. As plans developed throughout the 1960s, the educational technology
movement was also growing in power andinfluence, so that as planning passed from the
political to the strategic stages, several prominent educational technologists became

involved. The results have been significant for the success of the Open University as an
institution and for its impact on the rest of higher education, in Great Britain and
worldwide.
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Thestrategic planning for the Open University, performedby a task force that included

some of the most prominent educational technologists of the time, was probably one of the

first large-scale and systematic attempts to use the systems approach as a design
methodologyfor a whole institution (Neil, 1970). One of the planning decisions taken was

the adoption of a “course team approach” (a multidisciplinary team of subject experts,
media experts, and educational technologists) as the basis for all course and material

development. This decision had important implications well beyond its technical “good
sense.” It was perhaps the first successful inroad on the traditional university concept of
“academic freedom.” Although the professor wasstill the chief source of decisions on what
to teach, these decisions had to pass the test of difficult-to-satisfy educational technologists
whodelighted in asking why. Once the “what and why” questions were hammered out, the

heat would really turn up as all three of the parties on the course team would argue outjust

how the content should be taught. In thefirst five years of operation, some 20 percent of the
academic faculty resigned because of an inability to adapt to this method of course design.
On several occasions the university was close to abandoning the course team approach.
However, the Institute of Educational Technology won the day and the course team
approach continued to be used, slowly developing into a most effective methodologyfor the

generation of high-quality educational materials (Lewis, 1979).

Another fortuitous early decision was to distribute the Open University’s learning
materials through established systems. The bulk (some 80 percent) of instruction is through
the print medium. These materials are distributed through existing bookstores. The radio
and television programs are carried by the BBC. This meansthat all basic materials are
readily available to all, whether registered for a course at the university or not. It is not

surprising, therefore, that many other institutions have adopted Open University course

materials for their own courses (Bates, 1975).
It is probable that the widespread availability of the relatively cheap and exceptionally
well designed Open University course materials had a greater impact on both the content and
the methodsof teaching in British universities than haveall the governmentlegislation and
incentives since World WarII aimed at reforming and modernizing higher education(Perry,

1976). In the process, the Open University became Great Britain’s largest educational
publisher. This, more than any other single factor, enabled the university to survive the

drastic educational cuts perpetrated by successive governments through the late 1970s and
early 1980s. Not only did it survive better than mostotherinstitutions, but it also continued

to extend its influence worldwide, acting both as a consultant to many nationsonthe design
and operation of distance learning and as a supplier of course materials.

The Spread of Open Learning in Great Britain
Perhaps the most important spin-off from the Open University experience has been the
popularization and wide-scale adoption of “open learning.” This is not necessarily distance
learning (though it may be). It does, however, embodythe principles of open access to

learner-directed learning from modularized learning resources (Hodgsonet al., 1987). It is

not limited to higher education, nor indeed to formal education. The “Open Tech” projects
in Great Britain are examples of how the approach can be used to revolutionize vocational
training (Partridge, 1986).
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THE OPEN LEARNING PHENOMENON
WORLDWIDE
Open learning is now not only a growth phenomenonin education and training inside
GreatBritain, butis also a significant British “export” to the rest of the world. There are now
hundreds of open learning projects and institutions worldwide. Of course, not all have been
the direct result of events in Great Britain. Someare in fact much olderin origin than the

Open University. But manyofthose set up in the last 20 years have been strongly influenced

by the open learning philosophy and methodology developed largely in Great Britain. To
illustrate the extent of this movement, one might mention the Commonwealth of Learning,
an information exchange organization set up in 1987 by someofthe nations in the British
Commonwealth. The group’s objective is to make available to all Commonwealth nations
the open learning courses that are already in existence in other member nations (Common-

wealth Secretariat, 1987). A database of existing courses is being created and maintained. At
the time of writing, there are upward of 10,000 different course offerings listed (Maraj,
1990).
The numbersof students involved worldwide in distance and openlearningis difficult to

estimate with accuracy, but a few examplesof specific countries and institutions may serve to

give an impression of the extent and importance of this trend. Many Asian countries now
rely on distance education systems as key elements in their national educational efforts. In

China there are over one million students currently registered in open learning higher
education systems. Thailand and Indonesia use distance education intensively, with about

half a million students in each country. The Korea Correspondence University enrolls a
quarter of a million. In the Soviet Union, some 1.5 million, or 30 percentof all higher education students, study through distance education (Daniel, 1988).
In Latin America, the numbersper institution are more modest, but there are many

more institutions—over 50 in the latest Yearbook count—that currently operate distance

education projects. Notall of these may embodythe principles of open learning, as distance
education in Latin America wasalready well established ona largescale long before the open

learning movementgot up to speed. Someprojects do, however, exhibit the essential characteristics of the open learning philosophy. Many of these are not in higher education
institutions, but offer vocational training, or even basic elementary and secondary education
on an openlearning basis. In Chile, for example, remedial mathematics and languageskills
training have for manyyears been offered by the technical college system on an openaccess
basis, which involves the distribution of the basic study materials as a free supplement to one
of the Sundaypapers. These are supported by distance-mediated tutorial help using a variety
of delivery systems. In Brazil, a similar project is now under way to impart basic computer
literacy skills to the population as a whole. Another Brazilian project is operated by one of
the major television and media networks, Rede Globo, as a national, for-profit undertaking

(but with federal government support). This network offers several hours daily of high-

quality instructional television, geared towards adults whofailed or missed their elementary
or secondary education. In addition, there are weekly self-study magazines and backuptexts,
published to a reasonably high quality (in terms of instructional design and printing
standards), available at all newspaper stands. It is estimated that over a million students
participate regularly in the program, although a somewhat smaller numberavail themselves
of the opportunity to take the final school-leaving examinations. Current plans involve an

agreement between this network and the biggest private bank, Bradesco, to use available

excess capacity of their electronic banking network as a medium forrapid interactive tutorial
support to students. Every town will have a study center at the bank, open to anyone who
has problems with the self-study units.
Australia is another heavy user of open learning for technical and vocational education.
Having had successful early experiences in backing up the outback’s “flying doctor” service

by basic first aid instructions over radio, many projects now exist that combineself-study
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materials with radio-telephone-based tutorials and conferencing. Much nurse and teacher
training is performed in this way. In the Pacific Islands, open learning systems are used by
the University of the South Pacific (from Fiji) and by Micronesia (from Guam). In Africa,
Nigeria is prominent in the use of open learning, and other countries such as Kenya and

Zambia are following its example (IEC/CET, 1987).
In the so-called old world, open learningis also a growingtrend, illustrating thatit is not

just applicable to the problemscreated by poor basic educational provision or geographical
barriers to “place-based” learning. Even a small country such as the Netherlands, where any
point can be reached from anyotherin a few hours, has a thriving Open University. So have
Germany andSpain. Just about every European country has some form ofinstitutionalized
open learning system operating at some level of education or vocational training. In the
“new” world, Canadais one of the world’s moreintensive users of distance education, both

for higher education (e.g., at the University of Athabasca) and for otherlevels (e.g., the

Vancouver-based Open Learning Agency).

THE VIEW FROM THE TOWER
What about the United States? Where doesit fit into this scenario? From the vantage
point of their ivory towers, the inventorsof instructional technology may be temptedto gaze
out over this world scene with satisfaction, in the belief that all those years of research and
development have had significant impact. Closer scrutiny of the details of many of these
projects and their parent institutions reveals that their daily practices diverge from the more
rigorous principles of the profession as laid out in the standard literature. Materials are of

course systematically designed, developed, revised, and improved. But the process is guided

much moreby a pragmatic eclecticism than by some modelofinstructional design that spells
out the design steps in detail. Delivery media are selected, but the criteria are derived from

economic, practical, and availability factors, rather than from some research-based

prescription. Control and evaluation systems are developed and implemented, but they owe
more to local customs, culture, and traditions than to a general evaluation model (Race,
1989).
Yet overall the systems work, often very well indeed. How can this be? Are ourtheories
and the research base upon whichthey are founded faulty? Or are some other factorsin play
here? Maybe such questions were in the minds of the instructional technology program at
Indiana University whenit organized its 1989 SummerInstitute around the theme: “The Role
of Educational Technology in Distance Education.” At the time I foundthis a little amusing,

as just 20 yearsearlier I had participated in a conference on the theme: “The Role of Distance

Education in Educational Technology.” How times change!
The fact is that the open learning movement, starting with the open universities and
followed by the proliferation of projects and institutions at all levels of education and
training, has been so successful largely because it has sprung up as a no-nonsense answerto
real educational needs, and has generally been backed as a general approach at government

or other political decision-making levels. It has generally spread in a “top-down” manner,

from organizationalstructure and policy, to strategic planning, to the tactics andlogistics of
course development and delivery. This is in contrast to many, perhaps most, instructional
design and developmentprojects, which have worked from the “bottom-upwards,”trying to
influence the excellence of educational institutions, or even whole national systems, by

working on the effectiveness of individual components without prior organizational
commitment to support this work from inception to wholesale dissemination and use.

The successful open learning systemsof the past couple of decades are very much “each

one a product of its own environment,” well adapted to local realities in terms of political
and cultural factors, as well as the more technical aspects that spring from needs analysis,
content analysis, task analysis, etc. In the detail of their execution, some of them maynotbe
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exemplary cases of the technologyof instructional design. But they are good enough to make
a difference in the context in which theyexist.

THE VIEW OF THE TOWER
This does not necessarily discredit the value of sophisticated instructional design theory.

No doubt the devotion of more systematic and more theory-based effort to the details of the
design would result in some improvementsin the product beyond whatis currently obtained.

But sometimes such detail may cost more than the improvementsare worth, or at least may
be perceived that wayby the project’s sponsors. Andeven if such a perceptionis incorrect, it
is foolish to insist on technical perfectionif it leads to support for the whole project being cut
off. I have written more extensively elsewhere on the anatomy of failure of educational
technology projects, and how to avoid failure for reasons not related at all to technical

incompetence of the project team (Romiszowski, 1981; 1989). It is sufficient to say here that
pragmatic compromises tend to win over technicalrigidity.

In conclusion, let us remind ourselves that a technologyis never value-free. Unlike the
pure scientist, who can defend his study of any phenomenon(say nuclear fission) on the
grounds of a value-free search for new knowledge, the technologist, or applied scientist,
having accepted the challenge to apply the new-found knowledgeto a practical purpose, has
often unconsciously taken a moral standpoint, or accepted a set of values, that justify the

aim of the endeavor. Educational technologyas taught and practiced in the United States has
grown up in a context of local values, which have influenced the viewpoints of science and

the decisions on howto apply it and to what purpose. Theresult is a brand of “instructional
technology” which is particularly well suited to the context of American culture and
American education. It should not be surprising that the samegeneral principles may result
in somewhat different practical procedures when applied in different cultural contexts.
Many writers have alerted us to the dangers of exporting our home-grown

methodologies as prepackagedsolutions to the educational problems of other countries. We

are exhorted that, as consultants, we should be eversensitive to the local cultural differences
that may makeour proposals inoperative or unwelcome. Butlittle is done to teach us how to
take that objective, analytical viewpoint. Perhaps the comparative study of the relative
success of alternative approachesto similar problemsin different sociocultural contexts is an
important missing facet of our educational technology master’s and doctoral programs?
Perhaps the study of the open learning movement, on a worldwide basis, may be a way to

develop this aspect? There is an immense and growingliterature base to study, including

some existing analyses (e.g., MacKenzie et al., 1975; Paine, 1988).

POSTSCRIPT
In July 1988, I participated in the World Congress of Comparative Education, which
was held in Rio de Janeiro. Oneof the subsections of this congress was concerned with the
theme of new technologies of education. Two “technologies” were discussed: distance
education and computers. Let us overlook for the momentthat these are notstrictly technologies, in the “process” sense of the word, but rather specific technological solutions to
some(in this context, unspecified) problems. It was interesting to comparethe discussions on
these two topics.
Whenthe predominantly Latin American participants engaged in group discussions on
distance education, they were seen to be speaking about “their” systems, with national
characteristics and identity and with which the speakersidentified. It was quite obviousthat
althoughradio, television, or print were not invented in Latin America, the wayto use these
media in their projects had at least in part been locally developed in response to local needs,
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and the systems, however effective or ineffective in their detail, were at least acceptable in
their totality. When the discussions moved to the use of computers in education, the
atmosphere changed dramatically. These systems were seen as imported foreign bodies.
Accusations of U.S. cultural imperialism abounded. The more convincing the presenter’s
argument for the effectiveness of computer-assisted instruction, the greater was the
perceived danger of the innovation. The perception that most Latin American educators
seemed to have of computer-based education was not dissimilar to the Warsaw resident’s
perception of the Palace of Culture.

Thetrue transfer of technology involves helping the receiving culture to perceive whatis

relevant in another culture’s practices, so as to adopt or adapt only whatis potentially useful
to the local reality. Let’s not go around leaving expensive technological “palaces” as goodwill
gifts, which because of their local inappropriateness, only serve to create bad will towards
both us and the technology weprofess, but do not always practice!
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Diffusion and Adoption of
Instructional Technology
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Professional Education Division, Technology Services Group,

The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization,
St. Charles, Illinois

It must be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to plan, more doubtful of
success, nor more dangerous to managethanthe creation of a new system. Forthe initiator

has the enmity of all who would profit by the preservation of the old institution and merely
lukewarm defenders in those who would gain by the new ones.
Machiavelli, 1513

This advice sits over my desk andserves as a constant reminder of the task that faces the
instructional technologist who promotesthe use of new technologies and methodsofinstruc-

tion, not for the sake of using the new just because it’s there, but for the benefit of the
hundreds and thousands whowill be affected by its adoption.
This quotation is also found in the nowclassic Diffusion of Innovations, by Everett
Rogers (1983). For anyone responsible for the diffusion of new technologies, such as CD-

ROM, multimedia, video conferencing; and new techniques, such as minimalist design, this
bookis a great source of ideas. Rogers provides sound guidance, andhis ideas are especially
applicable to problems encountered by the instructional technologist acting as a change
agent. Instructional technology benefits, barriers faced by the instructional technologist, and
some ways for overcoming such barriers are covered in this chapter.
Instructional technology for some people means the hardwareand software or “technology used in education.” To others it is the techniques and methods of instruction or

“technology of education” (Percival & Ellington, 1984). For this discussion, instructional
technology will be considered to be part of the broader view of technology described by

Jacques Ellul in The Technological Society (1964). This view includes machines, techniques,
and the whole fabric of society. I believe this broader view must be taken bytheinstructional
technologist if new technologies are to be introduced, diffused, and successfully adopted.
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BENEFITS
Instructional technology in its broadest sense—i.e., needs assessment, instructional
design, computer use, media selection, and evaluation—can reduce training costs and
improve performance. In my organization, for example, significant benefits have been
realized by using a systems approach to developing training programs. The systems
approach, coupled with sophisticated course development techniques and hardware/software technologyyield consistent, high-quality training programs. For years we haverelied
on well-designed, paper-based, self-study and centralized instructor-led training approaches.
Now, after investigating and evaluating new approaches, there is a gradual shift toward
alternative delivery strategies that will allow quality improvement and/or reduction of
training costs. Benefits arise from savings of travel costs, reduced or eliminated instructor
costs, and conservation of learner time and cost by avoiding already mastered
knowledge/skill areas through the use of computer-basedtesting. Since most employers pay
salaries while employees are being trained, each hour of unneededtraining avoided can
amountto substantial savings when oneconsiders the volumeof personnel being trained. In
addition, on-demanddelivery ensures that learners receive training in time for actual use on
the job where the knowledgeorskill is relevant.
In schools, colleges, and universities, students are not usually paid to learn; however,

technology can be used to individualize lessons, thus improving the quality of learning and

for somestudents increasing the amountof education available in a given time frame.Thisis
important whenit is recognized that people have multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1989) or
multiple aspects of intelligence and styles of learning (Sternberg, 1988). It is extremely

difficult for an instructor of a class with 30 or more students to keep up with all this
complexity, with the variety of intellectual levels, and with different learning styles. New
techniques and technologies, such as collaborative learning or computer-based tutorials and
simulations, must be adopted to enhancetheskills of the teacherif the goal is to improve the
quality of education.

Given that technology, appropriately used, can provide significant benefits to the

learner, what are somebarriers to adopting new education andtraining technologies? How
can instructional technologists help organizations andinstitutions change and adopt new
technologies?

BARRIERS
Major factors to be considered by the instructional technologist are people issues,
including cultural traditions, risk aversion, lack of knowledge, and user acceptance. Cost
and infrastructure issues must also be considered.

People Issues
The culture developed within an institution or within an organization can act as a
barrier to change. The difficulty encountered with transplanting the open classroom
approach from Great Britain to the United States during the 1960s (Gardner, 1989) is a good
example of this. Another exampleof a cultural barrieris the tradition found in most business
organizations of relegating computer work to subordinates. As a result of this tradition,
many executives do not regularly use computers and mayeven bereluctant to use them for
training.
Change becomes an issue when it creates..uncertainty. Under normal circumstances
people are reluctant to change if things are working well. Consequently, new ideas about
how to develop and conducttraining may not be accepted simply because the untried seems
coats
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too risky. For example, there may be concern that converting from traditional instructor-led
to alternate strategies, such as computer-based delivery, would reduce effectiveness because
personal contact for networking or group discussion during the processislost.
Knowing who and where your clients are and what they want is also important. “A

change agent ... influences client’s innovation decisions” (Rogers, 1983). For an instruc-

tional technologist to be effective as a change agent, he or she must understand that such
clients are spread throughout an organization. There are many varieties of clients or
“buyers” (Porter, 1985) who can make or break the adoption of a new technology. These
include, but are not necessarily limited to, management, information systems technologists,
subject experts, instructional designers (other than the instructional technologist acting as

the change agent), and most important, learners. The instructional technologist must understand the concept of “buyer value” (Porter, 1985). Buyer value, according to Porter, involves

lowering buyer costs or raising buyer performance. This includes meeting buyers’ desires and
expectations of the new product or technique.
Somecharacteristics of buyers of instructional technology follow:

e

Management—Typically authorize and approve spending for new technology. They
represent the organization or institution and are primarily interested in costs and
benefits, although they may have biases about educational practices that could
present barriers to adopting innovative techniques. They expect the product or technique to improve performanceandto do so in a cost-effective manner.

e

Information systems technologists—Concerned with hardware and software

standards that support compatibility, connectivity, and interoperability. Experience
has shown them that the introduction of technologies different from standards can

raise the cost of such items as programming, training, and technical support. They
will need to be shownthatthe benefits of using new technologies outweigh costs and
that such technologies can be successfully integrated with the currentinstalled base.

‘ Subject experts— Primarily interested in protecting the integrity of their material.
They frequently believe that, since they are the experts, they know howbest to teach

a4
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their subjects. They will need to be won over and convinced by the instructional
technologist that their material will be easier to learn using new delivery techniques
and technology.

jp Pe e

Instructional designers —Specifically interested in instructionally sound approaches

JW

and may or may not have worked with new technologies of delivery such as
advanced computer-based or video conferencing techniques. This group needs to be
convinced that the use of new technologywill be effective as a delivery strategy.

5oo

e

Learners—As end users, learners must find the new technology acceptableif it is to be
successfully adopted. Material must beinteresting and motivating; technical environ-

ments mustbe easyto use and easily accessible. Learners may also require training in
skills, such as keyboarding, to make use of computer-based training applications.

Cost Issues
Cost can arise as a barrier to the acceptance of any new technology. This includes devel-

opmentas well as delivery cost. What is frequently not understood, however, is the cost of
not adopting new approaches. For example, if one hour of paid student time can be saved in
a course and that hour, multiplied over hundreds or thousands of students, exceeds the cost
of the technology needed to save the hour, then the use of the technology may be justified.
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Infrastructure Issues
Availability of or access to equipment and software can be a big factorin adopting new
technology. People’s schedules may not permit them to use new technology unlessit is
readily available.
Another majorbarrier is the technology that is in place and working. It includes such
items as standards, operating system software, and the base of machines to be used for

training delivery. A new technology that relies on new software and equipmentwill have to

overcometheinertia of maintaining existing systems, and it may be possible to introduceit
only at the rate that new hardware andsoftwarereplace old systems. This is not a barrier that
one can directly attribute to people, although some decision makers may have the power to
changethesituation.

OVERCOMING BARRIERS
The instructional technologist striving to overcome these barriers and improve the
chances for successful diffusion of beneficial instructional technologies can try a number of
strategies and approaches. These approachesinvolve peopleatall levels of the organization,
since any group can help or hinder diffusion depending onits perception of the value of the
new technology. Approaches that address cost and infrastructure concerns should also be

considered. The instructional technologist acting as a change agent should develop a plan
that targets a variety of audiences and includes more than one strategy for diffusion. The
plan could be considered analogous to marketing strategies used for commercial products.

Overcoming People Issues
Managementpresentations can be used to gain acceptanceat the top of an organization
and are importantin getting strategic support for diffusion. Managementis most interested
in performance improvementandcost-effectiveness. In a business situation, this should lead
to competitive advantage. Managementwantscoursesto be well received by the learner, but —
if the first two criteria are not met, acceptance matterslittle from management’s perspective.

Theinstructional technologist can present facts and figures from external and internal
sources where the new technology, such as interactive video, has been successfully applied.

Testimonials of favorable experience by groups within the organization can be presented to
management to gain backing for further diffusion.
7
Demonstrations can be effective in generating interest at all levels of an organization,
from learners to top management. Functions and features of the product shownin real-life |
setting provide potential buyers with an opportunity to try a tangible product; the productis

no longer just a description in a brochure.
Prototypes specifically designed to meet end users’ needs can beeffective. The buyeris

heavily involved with the instructional technologist in the definition, design, and developmentof the prototype product. This approachhelps gain commitmentwhile minimizingrisk.
If the prototype proves to be successful with learners, then further development of the
approachis justified. If the prototype is found to be defective, the buyer has avoided a major

investment. Heorshestill has the option of trying another approachthat maybe successful.
A successful pilot test can be used to gain the confidence of a larger audience with
similar needs. A pilotis the tryout ofa finished training productearlyin its life cycle with the

expectation that it will be adopted by a large number of users over time. The instructional
technologist will want to have any training product formally evaluated in terms of user
acceptance, performance improvement, and cost-effectiveness as compared to alternative
methods. Defects detected during pilot are repaired to ensure that users will accept the

product. Favorable report results can be used to promote usage among other groups.
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Not all innovation is diffused top-down (Rogers, 1983). In some cases instructional
technologists will find themselves acting as technology transfer agents between groups.

Someoneinterested in computer-based multimedia may want to see what other groups are

doing. In this situation, the instructional technologist serves as a conduit and puts one group
in contact with another to further the diffusion of the innovation.

The instructional technologist who is an expert in a given technology, such as computerbased training, can also spread that expertise to others through formal training programs or

through participation as a memberof a project team. The more people are familiar with a
new instructional technology, the more likely is its use in an organization.
Publicity and promotion channels can be used bythe instructional technologist to
disseminate the advantages and benefits of the innovation. Channels include in-house
meetings, newsletters, reports, or circulating files. One-on-oneselling is important too. The

instructional technologist should take advantage of informal personal contacts and establish
relationships with others to spread the word about innovations.

External recognition from professional societies is important, too, because it comes
back to influence decision makers within one’s own organization.

Overcoming Cost Issues
To overcome cost barriers the instructional technologist should take a life cycle costbenefit approach to training development and delivery and comparealternative strategies.
While development andcapital cost may be higher for technology-based instruction, it may
yield substantial delivery savings over the volume andlife of the training (i.e., annual

audience size times shelf-life in years) far in excess of initial costs. Such savings typically

arise from elimination of travel and instructor time, reduction of learner time, and/or
improved job performance. The instructional technologist is morelikely to gain support for
new technologies when such savings and performance improvement are well documented
and presented to key decision makers.

Overcoming Infrastructure Issues
The preceding discussion of cost-benefit can be a major factor in overcominginfrastructure issues. Showing the benefits of adding equipment or upgrading existing systems can help
gain support for new technologies. If cost savings and performance improvement do not
justify major changes in the infrastructure, there maystill be justification for introducing

new technologies on an incremental basis. Courseware could be built to take advantage of
planned migration to new delivery systems, or there may be waysto introduceless sophisticated versions of new technology on existing systems with plans to upgradein the future.
Once a beachheadis established, further diffusion of new technology is madeeasier.

SUMMARY
Theinstructional technologist, as a change agent, has to deal with a variety of potential
barriers in promoting the diffusion of innovations used in the learning process. These
barriers include cultures, individuals, cost issues, and infrastructure.
To overcome these barriers, the instructional technologist must think more like an

entrepreneur, work on manyfronts, and be armedwith a variety of alternative strategies. In
the complexity of today’s and tomorrow’s world, going beyond a single approach to

diffusion or promotion of new technology with just one group will increase chancesforits
successful adoption by other groups.
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Oureffort, in this compilation of forecasts, is to help educators makedecisions about
careers, funding, advocacy, policy, and learning. Any forecast is beneficial, not because of

its accuracy, but because it makes us think about what might happen and why. Once that
process is underway we becomesensitive to “noises in the night,” such as federal funding
priorities, new technologies, and public interest. This sensitivity makes us morelikely to
review our action plans, make corrections, and by using this feedback increase our proba-

bility for success.

A FORECAST
The next decade and century will see increasingly intensive use of various modes of
distance education. (Thecatch in that statement is “various modes.”) The reasonsfor such an

increase are clear: There are new technologies seeking new markets, important political
agendas, especially at the international level, sufficient novelty to intrigue anyone, empires

to be built, and compelling need for access justifiable on moral grounds. In short, there 1S
something for everyone’s agenda. Just think how many disenfranchised groups might want
to use such a service: minorities, women, native peoples, the handicapped, the religious, the
easily intimidated, people with scheduling difficulties, etc. The potential audience for

distance education is much morevaried and muchlarger than wesuspect. It is the size of this
audience which, once recognized,will give business the impetus it needs to develop distance

education on a large scale. Beyond equity, imagine the sparks flying as school administrators, school boards, parent groups, and the National Education Association battle over
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entirely new issues, such as the impact ofelectronic education on tenured teaching, balancing
the budget with potentially low-cost electronic learning options, how to define what it means
“to have a teacher present in the classroom,” revising teachercertification requirements to
accommodatethose teachers whoelectronically cross-service area boundaries, etc. All of this
new territory is emotionally charged. It promises to be a lively debate. In the end, “school”
will be a different place.

Resources
The state of the art and projections for the future are best summed up in Linking for
Learning: A New Course for Education, produced by the Office of Technological
Assessment (OTA), a service group for the U.S. Congress (1989). The document does more
than reflect practice. OTA reports such as this recommendpolicy and funding and, since
Congress authorizes the reports, the recommendations have high visibility. Other helpful
summaries are Clark’s (1989) commentary on distance education in U.S. schools, and
George et al. (1989) because of the emphasis on communication rather than engineering.
If you need current information, there are several major conferences on distance education and one major journal. Some of the sponsors of major conferences are (1) Oklahoma
State University; (2) Continuing and Vocational Education at the University of
Wisconsin — Madison; (3) the National ITFS Association; (4) National Technological

University; and (5) the TeleCon conventions sponsored by Applied Business TeleCommuni-

cation, San Ramon,California. There are also international conferences and verytentative
plans for a North American conferenceat the beginning of this decade. For a morescholarly
update, start with the American Journal of Distance Education.
Thethesis of the rest of this forecast is that the context of economics, adopting individ-

uals, policy, and other large-scale concerns determines what happens in distance education
more than what goes on within distance education as an applied subspeciality of technology.

If we are to do more than be on the right bandwagon, we musttakea role in shaping that

context: we must lead the parade.

DEFINITIONS
Distance education is more than a distribution technology. While land lines using

networks, satellite-delivered interactive television, and local storage of information are
equally important for different reasons, they are notat all important in termsoflearning. It
is important that we rememberwearein the business of education and that the disseminating
techniques are a meansto an end, notthe enditself. One definition of learning is change. We
can use a variety of delivery techniques to bring about change. The foci must be that change

and whatbrings it about, not the engineers of delivery, the production mavens, or the costefficiency bureaucrats. We mustbe clear in our purpose andeffective in communicating that

purpose: education and change.
Whatwehavecalled education for the past century has consisted of a learning dynamic
in which students attend local schools to receive group-based, face-to-face instruction. In
contrast, distance education occurs when the student is in one place and the teacher, peer
learners, or resources are in another. Course delivery and maintenanceare carried out using

a broad range of technologies, from conventional mailed cassettes and printed material to

exotic two-way transcontinental interactive video. Regardless of how the learning relationship is maintained, distance education is significant because of its divergence from the
common, centralized school model toward a more decentralized, flexible model. Distance
education reverses the social dynamics of “schooling” by bringing school to students, initiating the first serious reconsideration of the local school as our only educational delivery

option.
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Distance education is not new. It developed in earnest on a numberoffronts in this
country about a century ago. It only seems new becauseit has picked up so much momentum
in the past two decades. Two primary forces have converged to create the momentum,

forming a gestalt favoring distance education’s growth. First, the affordability of today’s
powerful information technologies (such as microcomputers, videocassette recorders

(VCRs), dependable reception and transmission technology) enable widespread modern
distance education to occur. The trend of technology towards increasing power and
decreasing cost promises to continue, proportionately increasing distance education’s technical viability.
Second, powerful currents in rapidly evolving American culture have produced new
kinds of students. The mobility of today’s work force; the need for frequentskill upgrading
of workers in geographically dispersed workplaces; the demand for equity of educational
access forall citizens; the need for an educated public to sustain the processes of commerce
and democracy; and the overwhelming desire by highly individualistic Americans for
flexibility, options, and control of one’s (and one’s family’s) life make distance education a
predictable development. For an enlightening discussion of the many formsof distance education, see Giltrow (1989) for definitions and, especially, the international context of
distance education.

CAUTIONS
Our resources are always limited. Some years ago a mentorpatiently explained that

every good idea did not necessarily need to be acted on. We may not have followed this
advice very well, but do appreciate its truth. Most of us have scattered energy among many
projects, often seeing our effects fade away because projects are many and resources are
scarce. Amongthe mostscarce resourcesis time. Thatis, the task is one that can be done but

the follow through for maintenanceis even greater than the initiation cost. This is somewhat

of a truism, butstill significant because distance education is expensive in both time and
resources. The manyearly efforts by World Bank and others (whole national systems) that
have failed makethis an important fact. Saying yes to distance educationis similar to saying
yes to developmentof computer-assisted instruction. Hundreds of hours are on the line, and
once they are committed the money involved cannot be used for something else. Assuming
one says “Yes, let’s doit!” what can be expected?

In the near term, many distance education services promise to be expensive. Thus,

inequities that already exist between poor and better off school districts will just be
amplified, widening the gap between those who haveaccess to opportunity and those who do
not. A new and exciting approach to education does not necessarily mean that it is based on
new and exciting thinking. We should bevigilant in this regard.
From a very practical point of view, majorerrors are going to be madein termsofinsti-

tutional adjustment to the demands of distance education. Distance education is not, as

some mistakenly think, the simple translation of content from one delivery medium to
another. Distance education touches every facet of an educational organization, not just
teaching. Counseling, administration, student registration —all have to make adjustments.
Anddistance education brings with it new pedagogical demandsnotanticipated in the faceto-face model. For instance, most evaluation in K-12, and in manycases postsecondaryas
well, goes in one direction, from teacher to student. It is an evaluation model without a

feedback loop. This makes the establishment of communityin any real sense impossible. For

distance education to be truly successful, there has to be feedback to make upforthe lack of
face-to-face give and take. And this feedback is as necessary for conveniencestoresatellite
instruction as it is for schools.
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Most applications of technology in education are quiet failures, from languagelabs to
television relay balloons over Korea. The successrate is, at best, that one out of ten new
applications finds a place in the classroom. This rate of success does not differ a great deal
from innovationsin otherareas, including the private sector. Public education does not have
the money to risk for research and developmentthat is found in other segments of the

governmentsuch as the military, or in entrepreneur efforts such as digital storage for cable.
We must besensitive to larger social and economic movements, influence them where we

can, and be proactive in adapting new technologies.
Distance education is frequently described as an innovation. Innovation and change
have occurred before, and we can benefit from looking at the forces that are likely to shape
distance education. There is an extensive body of research on how ideas and practices
spread. Rogers (1983) is the most readable proponentofthis line of research. He includes

education and technology among the several disciplines that have an important research
tradition in studying change. An important development in educational administration has

been managementof change. The explanatory powerof this change paradigmis greater than
simple economics andfar exceeds anyjustification based on learning. (Educators frequently
fall into the trap of explaining changes based on improvedlearning. While it may be justifi-

cation, it is not a demonstrated fact in such movements as consolidated schools, adult

education, or even training.)
Instructional developers need applied, practical knowledge. The technology and
knowledgeare transferred to us. “Transfer” is one segment of the “Knowledge Cycle” model
(Rich, 1981). For definitional purposes, this cycle can be described as a linear process of
invention, demonstration, commercial development, dissemination, and transfer.
The first phase is invention, when conception occurs. The next phase, demonstration,
requires supporting engineering. Sometimes, as with computing, the concept precedes the
demonstration by hundreds of years. The next phase, commercial development, is to a great
extent determined by production-selling price ratios. Education is a hard market with a low
unit price ceiling. Even in industry the training departmenthasa relatively small budget, so
the technologyis disseminated to other markets.
After invention, demonstration, commercial development, and dissemination have
taken place, transfer to education finally occurs. Distance education, again, serves as an
identifiable example of the process. The tools of distance education wereinitially developed
commercially for entertainment, especially television, and for data processing in business
and government, especially computing, and finally were transferred for education and
instructional use. Certainly there have been significant adaptations madein technological
products asa result of instructional use, but most technologies are not invented, developed,
or initially targeted for education.
Transfer, what we are trying to do with the technology of distance education, is not
simply moving technology from oneplace to another. It is adapting the technology, the
knowledge, to a different setting. Our most important strategy in planning for distance
education is building in the time and resources for adaptation needed in the transfer. Many
proposals are written with promises to be up and running as soon as the equipmentis
installed. Assuming the time allowed for the equipment includes enough slack to allow for
problemsandstill stay on schedule, the people skills and commitmentrequire at least twice
the resources to get started and keep going, and must be scheduled so that there is time to
build a trust level, rehearse, develop formative evaluation, and discuss and get commitment

on compensation issues. Implementation of distance education is resource intensive. We

need to deliver what we promise and allow ourselves time and moneyto do so. If moneyis
short, extend the time. But do not underestimate the commitment.
Educatorsare notin the forefront of those asking for technology. It has been pushed to

the top of political and public agendas, mostly by journalistic hype and engineering marvels,

but also by compelling demonstrations of effectiveness and efficiency, often in applications
that are possible only with the new technologies. What we ought to do in responseis less
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clear. Most of us believe major changesareor will be taking place and we don’t want to miss
Opportunities. But we are less sure in which opportunities to invest our limited resources or
what may be the consequences. Weare not alonein our confusion, noris the need for more
informed decision making limited to technology and education.

DISSEMINATION STRATEGY
How totranslate the engineering marvels to applications requires as much invention as
the initial engineering. One cannot just “plug it in.” Bok, the president of Harvard, sets a
high priority for solving the problemsof translating inventions into usable products. The
usable products may be marketed, but even then they are not developed for education. (Of
all the technologies, from blackboard to computer, none, with the possible exception of the
overhead projector, was developed for teaching.) Further, the manufacturers and vendors
havelittle motivation to adapt commercial applications to new uses for learning. Adoption

does not require retooling and increasesprofits.

Educatorsare an importantlink in how, notif, technological change comes about. How
rapidly and howeffective this technological change happens dependsto a large extent on the
perceptions of educators. How muchdoesit help me do myjob? Doesit really make my job
easier or the results observably better? Such decisions are morelikely to be right if there is
some basis, such as experience, for decisions. The important thing is for us to get as much
experience in technologies as we can so that we can decide whether to put moreorless effort
into adapting specific distance learning technologies for instruction. We need to find out
how the several stakeholders perceive the proposal. (See, e.g., Simonson, et al., 1989.)
A widely accepted technology is most often defined by a single characteristic: its use
makes a task rewarding for the user. The user includes the student first, and the faculty
second. The reward to the agencyis too remote to be a concern in day-to-day operation. If

the practice does not make performanceofa task rewarding,thenthereis little motivation to

accept the technology. If the practice simplifies or expedites accomplishmentof a goal, the
probability of acceptance is high. A distasteful task, such as driving over a hundred miles
after a night class, is simplified by using a videotape and guide. The other leading characteristic is an increase in reward. For a farmer, the rewardis a greater yield. In education,
since faculty and teachers do not benefit from greater enrollmentor even increased learning,

the rewards must be carefully identified and agreed upon and potent enough to motivate
participation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
To improve your knowledge base there are basically four things to do: find out what

governmental, educational, commercial agencies (particularly state and local) are doing to
promote distance education; keep your eye on theliterature; talk to people in the business;
and get online.
Your state government or school board mayalready have compiled information about

relevant distance education services or have assigned someoneto such a task. For instance,

several states already have long-rangeplansfor the entire state. See, for instance, Levinson’s

report on planning in Texas (1989). If you are a high school educator, find out what the
university nearest you is doing in distance education; there may be ways to share technology

and resources. More and more businesses are using distance education to train
geographically dispersed work forces —is there a way to work with them, perhaps? The point
is not to reinvent the wheel. Where you can work cooperatively, do so. And this begins with
just finding out what is going on right around you.
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By far the best way to comeupthelearning curveis to talk directly to local people in the
business, those whoare pioneeringthe use of distance delivery in their own small but exciting
ways. They know the lay of the land, and in most cases they are right under our noses.
Distance education has all the indications of evolving in the same way educational

computing did: from the ground up, based oninitiatives by a small numberof teachers with
vision. If it is the experience of distance learning that you are after, thereis nothing like

taking a course by distance delivery to get your feet wet.
Technology publications andarticles on technologyare not difficult to find. Most of us
find it easier to stack up the publications, propping them with good intentions. Take the time
to do twothings. First, skim periodicals, especially ubiquitous publications, such as 7.H.E.
Journal. Such publications pride themselves on current news and their references are short.

People noted are usually happy to be contacted. Second, search ERIC and PsycLIT CDROM for topics similar to yours. The last ten years of ERIC list 1,295 records under

“distance education” with 140 in 1989. Using “television,” 9,290 records are listed, 2,736 are
in journals, and 170 of those were published in 1989. PsycLIT indexes 1,300 journals from
50 countries. Articles will be more research oriented. “Distance education” showed only ten
entries for the last seven years. At the least, bibliographies will provide leads to other
literature.
Using one of the electronic mail systems and subscribing to the Distance Education
Newsletter or a free bulletin board, such as an EDTECH (on BITNET or CREN,
EDTECH@OASTVMA), you can identify hot issues and often know what is going to
happen before there is a public announcement. Aswith identification of experts through the
literature, any contributor can be contacted separate from the electronic bulletin board and
you can get information fast and free.
In terms of what to do on a small budget, if you are a teacher who wantsto incorporate
distance education into the classroom, computer and audio conferencing offer very costeffective distance delivery options and can be a great place to start. They are very adaptive,
ideal for the creative teacher. Simple activities, such as audio-conferencing with the author
of a book you have had yourclass read, or computer conferencing with students from other
countries to discuss cultural differences, can provide powerful learning opportunities that
can be obtained relatively cheaply. However, little happens of any magnitude without
administration buy-in, and the best way to achieve that is to succeed on a smalllevel first.

Put most of your effort into finding the right people, rather than the most exciting

technology: that sounds obvious but it is a commonsense rule that is violated rather
frequently. Some teachers work well on camera, behind a microphone, or running a
computer conference, and others do not. Find teachers who feel comfortable and work well

with the media, then give them all of the technical support you can afford. Their job is to
teach, not splice cords together or figure out why their conferencing software is
misbehaving. The more transparent the media are to them, the better service they will
deliver. This has a financial payoff too: the better a teacher works with media, the less
necessary the expensive elements of distance delivery course work(like graphics and sophisticated editing) becometo the creation of a quality product.

RECOMMENDATIONSFOR THE PROFESSION
Market forces and media reporting are going to result in new legislative programs for
underwriting technology in schools and training. The media try to interpret and appraise
events and trends. The policy makerstry to interpret what the public wants from the media
and formulate policy that benefits their constituents. If you agree that this process accounts
for a significant portion of legislative initiative, then the actions we need to take areclear.
We have opportunity to influence both media and policy makers by publicly stating our
recommendations. To be successful our statements must betimely, eloquent, persuasive, and
frequent. Keep the focus on learning and change.
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No one has the option of holding back the increased use of technology in society at
large, and gradually in education. We do have the option of influencing how the technology
is used, andit is essential that we exercise that option. Kennedy’s Star Schoolslegislation was
expanded by a few partisansleft out of the initial proposal. That was successful mainly in
causing many people to talk to each other and plan. Dole’s $6 million grant to Kansas,
however, did not benefit from open competition. This is not an indictment of these
programs; it is intended as a description of how things are and where our energies must be
focused to be effective. The long term success of tight control of decisions is unlikely.
Studies of the process of decision making consistently find little evidence of the conscious
and purposeful use of policy analysis in reaching a policy decision. We must change this.
An analysis of the communications policy review process showsthat the standards we
live with are established by a process that has been doinglittle more than seeking a meansfor
negotiating the needs of the major industrial interests already in control of most aspects of
American communications. Far from actually encouraging new orpluralistic approaches to
owning, controlling, and developing the next generation of U.S. telecommunications, the
policy review effort has actually tended to make more concrete the major characteristics of

the prior conditions. This is not a complaint so much as an observed fact that we must

include in our planning.
The communications industries are the cornerstone of the infrastructure of economic
systems. Their impact and influence are spread throughout the economy. The deficiencies in
communications public policy are attributable to the fact that neither policy planning nor
advocacy has been viewedas part of the permanentregulatory responsibility, ensuring that

the social costs of technological opportunities delayed, neglected, misdirected, and foregone
will be great. For the larger perspective, see Bieber, et al. (1989) for a discussion of issues

across national boundaries.
Policy to facilitate cooperation can help us avoid learning the hard and expensive way
that we should be creating multipurpose, cooperatively designed networks rather than a
series of stand-alone networksto separately serve education, government, and business. The
benefits of creating multipurpose networks, sharing of intra- and interstate and even
international resources, and consulting a cross-section of people (teachers, students,
administrators) to help design them will, in many cases, only be appreciated in hindsight.
It is interesting to imagine what the future might look like. Besides providing access to

equipment that is not affordable on an individual basis, such as chemistry labs and

gymnasiums, schools may becomeinstitutions whose most cherished aim is to deliverall of
those services now considered of secondary importance: sports, art, choir, socialization, and

individual attention. Information may be presented in a number of formats and adminis-

tered in a number of ways. Someschool boardscouldstart by notfilling positions vacated by
less popular teachers, and turning to other delivery options to meet teaching needs. Or
parents might take education into their own hands, developing study groups for their
children using television teachers or powerful computer systems as primary information
resources. We maywell be deciding in the future how muchof ourtax dollar will go to the

local school system and how muchis retained to purchase access to information systemsor

other educational experiences. School as we know it may becomean option, not the only
choice.
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Instructional television (ITV) plays a unique and somewhat contradictory role in the
annals of instructional technology. Several scholars currently prominent in the field have
written off instructional television as a failed medium. On the other hand, utilization data
from manyareas establish that hundreds of thousands of teachers are using instructional
television each year. Whatis the true story of ITV, and what appearsto be the future of this
medium? These and other questions are addressed in this chapter.

WHATIS INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION?
One of the problems plaguing instructional television is that it shares part of its name

with a medium that is as ubiquitous in our homesas the telephone. Because commercial,

cable, and public (sometimes called educational) television are so familiar and accessible,
most people assume they know whatinstructional television is also, and they prejudge the
medium without really experiencing it. The definitions below provide important distinctions
in the kinds of television available for educational purposes, and the particular and unique
focus of instructional television.
Instructional television (ITV) has traditionally been defined as television designed and

producedspecifically for elementary and secondary grade students with the expectation that

it would help those students to achieve “identified, specific learning goals under the
administration and supervision of professional educators in a formally structured learning
environment” (Sikes, 1980, p. 19). Because of its clear curriculum orientation, ITV is

sometimescalled “school television.” Examples of instructional television series in current
use include “Newscasts from the Past,” “Global Geography,” and “Community of Living

Things.” These and many other ITV programsare usually broadcast on Public Broadcasting

System (PBS)stations during the school day, or distributed by national vendorsor bylocal
ITV agencies. Unless videocassette recorders (VCRs) are liberally used, people working

*This chapter is an adaptation of work published in Cambre, M. A. (1987). A reappraisal of instructional television. Syracuse, New York: ERIC Information Analysis Products; and Cambre, M. A.
(1988). Instructional television: An update and assessment. In D. P. Ely (Ed.), Educational media and

technology yearbook 1988. Englewood, CO: Libraries Unlimited, Inc.
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outside of homeorschoolsettings and/or whoarenot involved with ITV on a daily basis
havelittle opportunity to be exposed to ITV in its current expressions.
The more familiar type of programmingis “educational television,” now called “public
television,” which has the broader mission of conveying information and culture to
audiencesof all ages. Many of these programsare now usedin schools or assigned for home

viewing, and are broadcast on PBSstations from late afternoon through primetime.

Examples of these programsinclude “Nova,” “Nature,” and “Masterpiece Theatre.” Also in
this category are the Children’s Television Workshop’s series, most notably “SesameStreet,”
“3-2-1 Contact!” and the mathematics series, “Square One TV.” Several of these series are
available in ITV schedules as well as after-school PBS lineups.
There are a host of other uses of television in school which do nottechnically fall under

the definition of ITV but are frequently included under its name. Theseincludecollege credit
telecourses, distance learning (with one-way or two-waytelevision), critical viewing skills,

and classrooms productions. The newest addition to this list is the controversial Whittle
plan, Channel One. This commercial venture proposes to provide junior and senior high
schools with a 12-minute daily news program produced especially for the high school
audience, including two minutes of commercials. In exchange for airing this daily program
schools would receive a generous grant of equipment. At this writing, Channel One hasjust
undergonepilot testing and controversy is raging among educators aboutthe advisability of
mixing the educational process with commercial interests.
With so manypossible variations, it is no wonderthat there are some misunderstandings
about what ITV really is. The confusion is exacerbated by the multitude of delivery systems
available to disseminate the television picture. The most common andcost-effective transmission of the ITV signalis by satellite to the PBS stations, or to local cable companies or
ITFS (Instructional Television Fixed Services) systems. Some school systems or regional
media centers have invested in satellite dishes to receive the ITV signal directly through
Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS). Few today expect that signal to be used live in the
classroom. On the contrary, videotape has become the medium of choice for using ITV
programming. Tapes maybe recorded from thesatellite signal or from intermediate distribution signals, or they may be purchaseddirectly from distributors.
There is a recent movement afoot within the ITV community away from the use of the

word television. The Agency for Instructional Television (AIT), the oldest and largest producer/distributor of ITV materials, recently changed its name to the Agencyfor Instructional

Technology. In their recent publications they refer to “video technology” when describing
instructional television. The new namesrepresenta shift in emphasis precipitated primarily
by the infusion of the videotape recorder, the computer, and (by anticipation) videodisc into
the schools. A serendipitousside effect is the shedding of negative associations with commercial television, and with the image of ITV as a failed medium. For purposesof this chapter,
the traditional definition of ITV presented above, as well as the name, will be used.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
In the 30 or more years of its existence, instructional television has assumed contin-

uously evolving forms and structures as a profession within the general field of educational
communications and technology. If there is a common themeto the evolution it is creative

tension between centralization and decentralization.
This tension is exemplified in the history of ITV production in this country. In thelate
1950s and early 1960s, when schooltelevision began to take shape, productions were locally
produced to meet local school needs. A combination of federal and private funding spurred
the formation of instructional television libraries; as collections grew, it became evident that

mediocre to poor low-budget productions were duplicating themselves across the country. It

wasclear that if instructional television were going to survive, the quality of the product had
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to be improved. The Agencyfor Instructional Technology assumedthe leadership andset the

standard for quality control through cooperative productions. Middleton (1979) traces the
development of cooperatively produced, high-quality school television that began in the late
1960s and continues to this day. One indicator of the imperative to cooperate is the
continuously rising costs of production. Local productions in 1962 cost in the neighborhood
of $165 per 15-minute program. Today, the estimate for high-quality ITV productionsis

approximately $3,000 per minute.

While somelocal productionstill takes place with varying degrees of success, the bulk of
instructional television products today are designed and produced for national distribution.
An elaborate structure within the industry provides a forum for voicing local interests and
needs, so that these may be taken into account when productions are planned.
At the present time there are over 150 local ITV agencies in the United States. Headed

up by an ITV director, these agencies are often divisions of state departments of education or
of public broadcasting stations. Some are independent organizations or functions under the

aegis of state boards of regents, local school boards, or other educational governing groups.
These local agencies serve as brokers of ITV programmingto schooldistricts and schools in
their viewing areas. Their primary contacts are district- and school-level ITV coordinators,
or where these don’t exist, media center directors, librarians, teachers, and school administrators themselves. In 1982-1983, the date of the last national survey of instructional

television use in the United States, approximately 55 percent of the schools with ITV available had building-level ITV coordinators. Approximately half of the districts with ITV avail-

able had district-level ITV coordinators (Riccobono, 1985, p. 6).
The main contact between the ITV agencies and the schools is ITV utilization
specialists, of which there are approximately 380 today. These are typically ex-teachers who
have been hired by the agencies because of their interest and skills in using ITV andtheir

ability to train other teachers to do so. Through workshops, mailings, and schoolvisits, the
utilization specialists encourage the use of instructional television in schools.

The expense and expertise involved in typical ITV programming, coupled with the
complexities of distribution and thelegalities of leasing rights, have necessitated support
structures at several levels. Three regional agencies support ITV at the present time: Pacific
Mountain Network (PMN), Central Educational Network (CEN), and Southern Educational Communications Association (SECA). These agencies coordinate and administer

group buys of ITV products; arrange satellite and broadcast feeds; encourage local
productions; and aboveall provide forums for professional exchange, both intra- andinter-

regional. In addition, each has a responsibility within the national ITV community.
PMNis responsible for FirstView, a yearly gathering at which all new ITV materials are
screened. This gives potential purchasers an opportunity to learn about new programming,
and producers a chance to assess needs for the coming years. CEN conducts SatScreen, a
companion gathering to FirstView, which allows a broader viewing audience to see new

programmingvia satellite broadcast. Teachers and curriculum specialists are encouraged to

take advantage of this national screening and, throughtheir respective ITV agency, vote on
which programs they wouldlike to see in their school television schedules for the coming
year. Once new programminghas been selected and added to the schedule, SECA administers the transmission via National Instructional Satellite Schedule (NISS). In total they
transmit approximately 1,250 hours of ITV programming throughout the schoolyear.

Throughthe years PBS has beenespecially interested in the marketing and promotion of

ITV. Instructional television programming is made available across the United States on
PBSstations. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) also represents the national
picture in ITV circles, and plays the important role of administering federal funding.
Producing, distributing, and using instructional television is a labor intensive, expensive, and complex endeavor. It has become an industry with hundreds of professionals
working to sustain it. There is a concerted effort by those professionals to meet local needs
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while at the same time pooling their resources to maintain high-quality programming that
can be sharedbyall.

IMAGESOF ITV
As the production and support structure for ITV has grown and changed through the
years, so has its on-screen image. The best of today’s ITV productions are tightly designed,
cleverly scripted, and professionally produced visual lessons. There is a sophistication and a
demand for quality governing ITV today that distinguishes it markedly from its
predecessors. Unfortunately not all ITV programs that appear on local schedules enjoy the
same high quality, but on the whole the image of ITV is good. Instructional television has
gone throughseveral interesting stages to arrive at its current “look.”

Television as Master Teacher
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, with television production technology largely confined

to studios and live broadcasts, instructional television was promoted as a vehicle for
disseminating exemplary teaching. The master teacher idea spawned studio classroomsin
which “talented” teachers conducted classes that were broadcast widely. The use oftelevision
was said to fill two needs: (1) overcoming the shortage of qualified teachers (particularly in
science, math, and languages), and (2) eliminating classroom overcrowding. Sometelevision

enthusiasts went so far as to suggest a restructuring of schooling. The Educational Media
Study Panel, a group of educators and broadcasters assembled in 1960 to advise the

commissioner and the U.S. Office of Education, published the following:

Television can share the best teaching and the best demonstrations; self-instructional materials can conductdrill expertly and give the student a new freedom to
work at his own best rate. A teacher whohasthese devices working for him may
not have exactly the same duties as before, but his duties will be no less

important. The student whohas these devices working for him will not spend his

day exactly as before, but his learning opportunities will be no less, and probably
considerably more.
A school where these new devices are in use mayfind itself bursting out of
old patterns. Instead of classes of 35 alternately being lectured to, studying, and

reciting, it may assemble groupsof several hundredto watchthetelevision lecture
or demonstration, but devote a greater proportion ofits teacher time to individ-

ualized instruction. Instead of waiting his turn for class drill, a student may
follow his own drill schedule with self instructional materials or language
laboratory. (Educational Television, 1962, p. 5)

Adding insult to injury, proponents of the master teacher idea suggested that while
being replaced by thetelevision teacher, the classroom teacher could use the opportunity to

watch the master teacher for purposes of improving his or her teaching skills! In 1965
Costello and Gordon (p. 13) wrote: “After about 15 years of research into educational
television by teachers and administrators, one conclusionis clear. Television is a means by
which good teaching can be spread to more people than ever before in the history of the
world, probably at less cost per student than present instruction.”

In retrospect it is clear that talented teachers were not necessarily the best television
talent. It is also evident that production values are important for holding audience interest.
The master television teacher concept did more to threaten classroom teachers and bore
students than it did to promote the use of television for instruction or to solve the problems

of education. In fact, the situation was so badin instructional television in the late 1960s that
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this statement appeared in the report of the Carnegie Commission on Educational Tele-

vision: “With minor exceptions, the total disappearance of instructional television would
leave the educational system fundamentally unchanged (Public Television, 1967, p. 81).

As practitioners began to realize that the “talking head” format resulting from the
master teacher concept wasnotthe best use of the medium (and even perhapsthat a talking

head wasnotthe best methodof teaching), arguments for using television were put forth that
were diametrically opposed to those of earlier years. The basis of the new arguments wasthat

television should be used to do what teachers could not do in their own classrooms.

“You Are There”
In its next phase, instructional television was promoted forits ability to bring, not

master teachers, but the world to the classrooms of America. In Wilbur Schramm’s popular
book, Quality in Instructional Television (1972, pp. 13-14), the point is made that instructional television is often at its best when it does not instruct; that the job of television is to
take children out of the classroom, and to convey the human aspects of situations rather

than factual information. Aided by the availability of videotape and portable equipment
(film, of course, was always available), production crews could indeed get out of the world

of the studio and into the world of real people andliving things. The “look” of ITV changed
dramatically for the better; its uses did also, but with more mixed results. At about the same
time, a similar yet slightly different argument was being madefor using live commercialtelevision in the classroom; that is, that allowing children to witness special live news events
would give them a sense of belonging to the world, a sense of sharing in the making of
history.
These arguments were more palatable to teachers, who would muchrather be usurped
by a newsevent or an educational “tour” than by another teacher, and to administrators,
who could buy one or two television sets for the auditorium rather than one for each
classroom. Unfortunately, the “you are there” phenomenon had the negative effect of
relegating television to the position of enrichment, from which it has never really recovered.
First, it conveyed the notion that television was interruptive, in that however infrequently

important news events were broadcast during the day, everything else stopped when they

were aired so that students and teachers might watch television. Second, it suggested that
television was an occasional special activity much like assemblies, field trips, and sporting

events; that it was used in larger gatherings, rather than in the regular classroom; and thatit

was not really related to school work.
A third and moresubtle effect of this kind of school television promotion wasthe perpe-

tration of the notion that television is a unidimensional reality. Because we use the wordwith

an occasional qualifier to mean everything from “60 Minutes” to “Dallas,” from “Nova”to
“MathWorks,”we invite predispositions depending on a person’s background and customary
use of the medium.

Curriculum Extension
Throughout much of the 1970s ITV proponents had to fight the prejudices they had

inherited from earlier times: that television was a boring replacement of the teacher on the
one hand, or that it was merely incidental on the other. They did so mainly by creating highquality, curriculum-related school television series that used the conventions and formats of
the medium in an entertaining, “softly” instructional way. The prevailing argumentat this
time wasthat television should be usedin schools to broaden the curriculum byintroducing

new subject matter that was not currently being taught, such as economics, art, critical

thinking, and social and emotional growth. In contrast to the “deadly dull” productions of
earlier decades, schooltelevision of the 1970s took ona much morepolished and entertaining
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look to present curriculum-related subject matter that teachers might not ordinarily deal
with in a way that could not be replicated in the classroom. School television was now
promoted notas a replacement, but as an extension of the teacher; not as enrichment, but as
an important complementto the classroom curriculum.

Basic Curriculum
By the late 1970s the pendulum had swung from the new and nonstandard curriculum

areas back to the basics in response to yet another of the “back to basics” movements that

occur with regularity in public education. The Skills Essential to Learning projects from AIT
were products of this movement, as were “The Write Channel” from Mississippi ETV,
“Counterplot” from Maryland ITV, and a host of others. The result was a respectable body
of ITV materials designed to assist teachers in teaching not only the basic skills but their
application to life situations.

The present trend seems to include an emphasis on the humanities and world affairs.
“Newscasts from the Past” is an award-winning history series produced in 1986, and “Global

Geography” was released in 1988. AIT is currently developing “Geography in American

History” in response to the growing demand for more and better geography instruction in
this country.

WHAT THE RESEARCH SAYS
Although some researchers have expressed disappointment in the quality of ITV
research, we have learned quite a bit about ITV and about learning from television in general
through the 30 or so years of ITV research. We have learned, unequivocally and irrevocably,
that a well-designed and producedtelevision program can and does teach. This is especially

verifiable when the potentials of the medium are exploited and content visualization 1s
maximized. It is most especially true in the hands ofa skilled teacher. ITV has been shownto

be most effective when previewing and postviewing activities are used by the teacher.
Anothersignificant thing we have established once andforall is that media comparison
studies, as exemplified by the question, “Doesit teach better than...,” are generally uninformative and inappropriate. We knowthis because, as Salomon and Gardner (1986, p. 14) put

it, “stripping the medium downtoits bare bones (the experiment wouldn’t be perfect otherwise) affects nothing in and ofitself.” The classic example of this type of controlled

comparative study is the comparison of the live teacher to the video-transmitted image of
that teacher, with all other things held constant. This, of course, is an appropriately
controlled experiment, but it is not a test of the effectiveness of instructional television.
Happily this point no longer needs to be labored.

Three productive types of inquiry activities have been employed to date in studying
educational and instructional television: basic and applied research, formative evaluation,

and impact studies. Basic research is exemplified by studies of the effects of television and
the attributes of television on children, with effects usually being measured in the areas of
knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. This line of research has provided among other things
the taxonomies of formal features or conventions of the medium and the systematic
exploration of the effects of these features. Dorr (1986), Howe (1983), Meyer (1983), and

Bryant & Anderson (1983) provide excellent overviews of basic research. While it is

impossible to summarize the results of basic research here, it is important to note that the
numerousinvestigationsin this category have produced information useful to producers and
users Of television for learning alike.
By its very nature formative evaluation is a private activity, conducted within and for
the development team to determine the effectiveness of a particular product. It has a long
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tradition in educational and instructional television (Cambre, 1981) and continues to be an
important component of most funded ITV projects. Most formative evaluation reports are
in-house documents meantonly for those in a position to improve the product. Some formative evaluation summaries, notably those conducted by the Children’s Television Workshop

and the Agencyfor Instructional Technology, are shared with the public for the insights they
provide about programming variables as well as about formative evaluation methodology.

These reports can be obtained from the respective agencies.
Numerous studies have been conducted to determine the impact of ITV series once they
are in use, or to describe the circumstances of use. These studies are sometimescarried out as

summative evaluationsorfield tests during the first or second years of release. Manyof these
studies are conducted for the purpose of persuading funders to continue contributing to a

worthy cause. Someare motivated by research interests sparked by a hunch that something

important is happening. Some, as Johnston (1987) points out, are conducted asthe result of
pressure from the very people who wanted theseries created.
ITV impact studies run a wide gamut of rigor from in-house surveys of teacher users
requesting their perceptions of how series is working to carefully controlled, third-party
experimental research. In some instances multiple studies are conducted and the results

synthesized in a style resembling but not equivalent to meta-analysis. This approach is

extremely useful, as it yields data from manysites collected under different conditions. The
most notable examples of a multi-study approach to measuring series’ impact are those
surrounding the economics series produced by AIT in cooperation with the Joint Councils
for Economic Education (Shea, 1980).
Throughoutthe years of television availability in schools, researchers have consistently
found that it can and does teach, both intended and incidental content, both skills and
behaviors, both facts and fictions. It has also been established that instructional television
can motivate, can stimulate an interest in what children need and oughtto learn. Finally,
research suggests that the better designed and produced thetelevision lessonsare, the better
students will learn from them.
Some questions seem to be neglected in television research, among them thoserelating

to when and howto visualize instruction. Educators and researchers paylip service to the

importance of meeting the needsofall types of learners, and the capability of instructional
media to facilitate this; yet they fail to show in a specific or convincing way through research
with instructional television how visualizing abstract concepts or complex phenomena
enables this goal to be reached. There is much workto be donein this regard.

WHOIS USING ITV?
The last attempt to obtain reliable data about ITV use at the national level was the
School Utilization Study (SUS) conducted by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
during the 1982-1983 school year. The researchers employeda stratified, multistage probability sample representative of approximately 11,500 public school districts and Catholic
dioceses, 81,000 school buildings, and 2,137,000 classroom teachers (Riccobono, 1985).
Among numerous other findings, the survey revealed that 54 percent of the teachers
(791,000) reported using ITV (defined in the broadest sense, that is, any school useof television for instruction), and that better than half of the teachers at every level of K-12
schooling reported some use. However, 58 percent of those reporting use indicated that they
did not use entire series. This is an interesting finding, and perhaps suggests that ITV

producers should reconceptualize the form in which ITV is produced and disseminated.

Werethis type of survey to be repeated today, an increase in ITV use figures would not
be surprising, given rather dramatic increases in VCRavailability in schools in recent years.
Quality Education Data (QED) report that VCR availability increased from 31 percent in
1983 to an estimated 80 percent in 1987 (Hayes, 1986).
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Carlisle (1987) employed a journalistic research methodology to gather qualitative data

about actual cases of ITV use from 158 subjects in 12 stats and 70 communities in the United

States. There were 83 teachers in the sample averaging 16 years’ experience, 45 administrators, and 30 media coordinators. While this study was commissioned by the Agency for
Instructional Technology, thereby carrying the stigma of self-interest, it does provide a
fascinating account of how ITVis being used to best advantage by many whoseeits value.
Video at Work in American Schoolsis a rich collection of anecdotes and observations and,

in the telling, provides hundredsof ideas for using instructional television in the classroom.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Instructional television has survived in American education. Despite ups and downs and

criticisms from many quarters, it is stronger and better than it has ever been. The lessons
learned throughtheyears are reflected in the best of the ITV series available today. There are

continuous efforts to improve the amountand quality of available programming, and more
recently to look into newer technologies such as interactive video. New insights into the ways
people learn will continue to demandvisualization of the curriculum through television and
videobased technologies.
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INTRODUCTION
As the concept of instructional technology progressed from audiovisual education to
educational media to the present, the process of designing and producinginstructional media
paralleled its growth. The time periods for these stages can be classified roughly as follows:

1940s and 1950s—audiovisual, 1960s and 1970s—educational media, 1980s and the near

future —instructional technology. These are not definitive periods, and the models, technologies, and techniques overlap to a considerable extent. For example, computers have
provided methods that were unavailable in the 1940s for creating high-quality graphs, but
many graphs for instructional purposes are still being produced by the older methods.
However, these time periods are a convenient way of describing the changes that have taken
place in the design/production process during the past half-century.

Production of instructional materials prior to the 1940s waslargely focused on commer-

cial materials such as films and lantern slides and teacher- or instructor-made “simple”
materials such as bulletin boards and charts. The production of these was seldom related toa
larger construct, so this chapter deals only with post-1940 aspects of instructional media
production. Emphasis is on production in educational institutions and in-house production
units, not on materials produced by commercial production houses.

40s AND 1950s
As a result of instructional needs of the military forces during World WarII, the

demandfor audiovisual materials took a big step forward, a step that affected the methods
of instruction in public education, colleges and universities, government agencies, and

business and industry. Excellent instructional media required excellent production. By 1950
several schools had introduced courses in audiovisual production. These dealt with the most
used media of the time: still pictures, charts and posters, bulletin boards anddisplays, slides,
overhead transparencies, tape recordings, and in someplaces, filmstrips and motionpictures.
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Although these are familiar media today, the form and the production techniques have

changed greatly in manycases. Lanternslide projectors used 3'4-by-4-inch slides, and 35mm
slides were usually mountedin glass and used in projectors that had no automatic features.

Overhead transparencies used the lantern slide or a 5-by-5-inch format. Tape recording was
limited to 4-inch tape used on rather bulky recorders, and motion picture production was

limited to the slow (ASA 16) reversal films of that time.
The models used to guide the production process were simple. They were teacher based
and included the elements of planning, production, utilization, and, to a limited extent,

evaluation. The research base for designing and producing instructional media waslimited.

The Penn State Studies were among the few research-based guides available (Hoban & Van

Ormer, 1950).

Techniques
Illustrations for instructional materials were often created by skilled artists. When these
skills were not available, a picture file was frequently the basis for illustrations. Pictures
from magazines, advertisements, or other sources were manipulated by techniques such as
projection tracing, squaring, or photosketching. Black-and-white photography was

commonly used for original photos and copying drawings and picturesforslides, filmstrips,

overhead transparencies, or display prints. Color slides (35mm) were gaining in popularity as
new, easy to use cameras came on the market.
Most methodsof lettering were slow and required a great deal of skill. Hand lettering,
pens and guides such as the Wrico system, and mechanical systems such as LeRoy or
Letterguide were commonly used. Rubber stamps, stencils, and cutout letters were employed
for such things as posters and displays. Standard typewriters were used for 3'4-by-4-inch
slides and primary typewriters were used for overheads.
The most common ways of mounting artwork during this period were rubber cement
and dry mounting using a hot press. The addition of color to artwork was accomplished by
the use of colored pencils, paints, or inks. The primary copy/duplication processes used were
spirit duplication and screen duplication, known morefamiliarly by the brand names “Ditto”
and “Mimeo.” Diazo processes and dual-spectrum copiers were used to make overheadtransparencies, and a widevariety of silver-based photographic materials were used for copying.
Audio production movedinto the magnetic tape era in the late 1940s. One-quarter-inch
and 16mm sprocketed tapes required bulky, heavy equipment. Motion picture production
for instructional purposes moved from 35mm black-and-white to 16mm color during this
period and, like audio equipment, cameras and lights were bulky and heavy.

1960s AND 1970s
The period between 1960 and 1979 was a time of growth andtransition that led to the
dynamic changes of the 1980s. Changes in technology modified or replaced the instructional
media used in schools ortraining settings.
Lanternslides virtually ceased to exist, and 35mmslides assumed increased importance
as automatic projectors using the “carousel” principle became available and as high-quality,
easily used 35mm camerasand faster slide films were introduced. The development of multiimage programming equipmentincreased the use of slides as it changed from punchedtape,
to tone, to digital control.
With the introduction of the thermal process, and later the electrostatic process, it
becameeasy andrelatively inexpensive to make 8-by-10-inch transparencies from a typed

page, and the old small-format overhead projectors were replaced by 8-by-10-inch models.

(This was not always a beneficial change: a transparency from a typed pageis far more legible on a 3'4-by-4-inch or on a 5-by-5 transparency than on an 8-by-10-inch transparency.)
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The models for guiding production became increasingly detailed, paralleling the
increased emphases onthe instructional development process. Typical models included:
e

Analyzing the educational or training needs.

e

Knowing the physical, socio-economic, educational, and psychological characteristics of the audience.

e

Delineating the content to be communicated.

e

Deciding the most appropriate learning and teachingstrategies.

e

Evaluating each step of the process.

During this period numerousresearch studies relating to perception, memory, concept

learning, and attitude change principles were conducted. These were summarized by Fleming
and Levie (1978). In addition, many research studies were carried out that dealt with

practical considerations such aslegibility of projected materials, the use of color, and typographic variables, and a set of practical strategies for improving visual learning that was
based on research results was developed by Dwyer (1978).

Techniques
Manyofthe production techniques of the 1940s and 1950s continued to be used through

the 1970s, and some continue to be used in the 1980s. A summary of methods used for
graphic, photographic, and reprographic production can be found in The International
Encyclopedia of Education (Burbank & Pett, 1985; Dayton, 1985). Details of production
techniques can be found in Techniques for Producing Visual Instructional Media (Minor &

Frye, 1970) and in Planning and Producing Instructional Media (Kemp & Dayton, 1985).
Illustration continued to be done byskilled artists, and there was a significant increase

in the availability of high-quality, copyright-free clip art. In the late 1970s graphic programs
for computers becameavailable that allowed artists to create quality materials in less time
than traditional methods. Photography made greatstrides in this period. Black-and-white
films improvedin quality and color slides became technically easy to create as cameras were
automated and fast color films became available.

Lettering by hand methods gave wayto dry transfer “rubdown”letters and machines
that used pressure to transfer letters to film or paper backings. For large-scale production,

phototypesetting equipment becameavailable at reasonable cost. Rubber cement continued
in use and a variety of mounting materials for use in a dry mount press were introduced.
Pressure-sensitive mounting materials and waxing machines for paste-up work werealso in
commonuse. Traditional methods of adding color were augmentedbythe use of transparent

rubdownsheets.

Copying and duplicating processes underwent major changes. Although spirit and
screen processes werestill used during this period, electrostatic copiers took over the bulk of
paper copying jobs, and rivaled offset duplication for many quantity jobs. Color electrostatic copiers were introduced that provided full-color paper prints or transparencies from
colored artwork or slides. Thermal processes largely replaced diazo for making transparencies as the quality of thermal transparencies increased and as a wide variety of negative
and positive thermal materials became available.
For classroom andtraining purposes small, lightweight audiocassette recorders replaced
the %-inch format, although the latter continued to be used for recording master tapes.
Three-quarter-inch and one-half-inch video formats largely replaced 16mm film for motion
media production in educational and in-house productionsettings.
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isy ~The changes Of this period were largely doing better or faster the things that production
v Specialists had been doing for many years. They were small developments compared with
what was to comein the next decade.

1980s AND BEYOND
Say good-bye to Wrico and LeRoyandhello to laser printers, videodiscs, hypermedia,
and computers. The 1980s marked a period of transition from handart skills to computer
skills. Personal computers; graphic workstations; and dot matrix, color, and laser printers

have changed radically the way graphic artists and instructional production specialists
perform their work. Inexpensive computer chips are in almost all new production

equipment: flatbed scanners, computer graphics workstations, video and sound digitizers,
camcorders, video cameras, still cameras, videodisc and CD-ROM players, and video
editers.
The revolution in computing power beganin the late 1970s and early 1980s. The Apple
II+ computer wasthefirst to bring an unbelievable amount of computing power — 48K of

random access memory (RAM)and an 8-bit microprocessor —to anyone who could afford

the $3000+ purchase price. IBM followed shortly after Apple with their first personal
computer in early 1982 (16K of RAM with a 16-bit processor). Initially both computers
gained acceptance and credibility in the workplace with the use of word processors and
spreadsheets, but graphics programs followed quickly. At the same time, personal
computers were appearing in schools, homes, and offices; smaller chips were being used
literally by the bushel in toys, home appliances, tools, cars, planes, and consumerelec-

tronics. We moved from situation in which the computer wasatfirst a useful tool for

specialized, large-scale applications to one in which a computeris necessary in an increasingly competitive world. In other words, that the computer has had an effect on the
production of instructional materials should comeas no surprise;it is a logical reflection of
what has happenedin therest of society.
The overall effect of the computer on instructional production is not minor. It has

changed howartists and producers work and it has also altered (or will) their roles in the

production process. Production specialists have had to learn new ways to produce old
materials — new waysthat increase productivity and save time. They havealso had to learn to
use new forms of media such as CD-ROM,interactive videodisc, and hypermedia. This
section of the chapter focuses on some of the mostsignificant changes in production techniques andin the role of the production specialist.

Production
Though a personal computer that is both inexpensive (such as less than $1500) and
powerful (32-bit processors, multi-tasking) is rather elusive, the computers and workstations

available today offer features of power and functionality for independent production
specialists that were considered impossible just five short years ago. In fact, thanks to the

computer, most production specialists have available more production tools than ever
before. Individual production specialists can produce camera-ready color graphics in a
matter of minutes instead of days, with an ever-growing array of graphics software.
Early graphics programs were primitive and rudimentary, giving users minimal capabilities. This early software usually supported only the drawingof lines and boxes. Text was

available, but with crude and limited font selections. The programs worked slowly on the

computer and were rather cumbersometo use. However, even these early programs showed
artists that the computer was on the scene to stay, for despite the disadvantages it was
possible with simple, inexpensive graphics programs(e.g., Beagle Bros. programs) to use the
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slow Apple II computer to produce overheadtransparency mastersin a fraction of the timeit
took with pen and ink or pressure-sensitive letters. Today, a variety of powerful graphics
software are available for use and almost every conceivable need.
The computer graphics workstation alone is not responsible for all the new developments in production in the 1980s. There have also been significant developmentsin the use of
video (thanks again to miniaturization and computerchips). At the beginning of the 1980s
color video cameras cost about $5000 and wereonly portable on a heavy duty tripod with
wheels. Now, high-quality, affordable (less than $1000) VHS and 8mm cameras and
camcorders are routinely carried on family excursions, vacations, and campingtrips. Just as
with the advances in computers, portability and affordability have placed the use of video in
the hands of more people.
Even more significant and exciting is the development of new forms of media.

Consumer models of digitized still cameras are available, though at a high price. These
camerasrecordstill images on a disk for later playback througha television set — no film, no
processing. The combination of laser disks and computers is producing new types ofinter-

active technologies, such as CD-ROMdisks, videodisc, and digital video-ROM disks. These
combinations of technologies will have the most lasting impact on production. Producers
will spend less time learning production techniques and will spend more time learning
instructional design principles and new waysto create interactive presentations using hypermedia, computer databases, read only memory (ROM)technologies, and videodisc.

Computer Graphics
The use of computer graphics on personal computers has producedthesingle greatest
change in production methods of the 1980s. Graphics software has evolved into a family of
software programsthat help in the developmentof instructional presentations, publishing,
and illustration. There are five classes of software used in preparing productions: paint,

draw, image enhancement, presentation, and desktop publishing programs. (This list does
not include CAD/CAM programs, which fall more within the realm of engineering
programs.)

Paint Programs
Paint programsare the direct descendants of the early line/box/text programs. One of
the first of great note was MacPaint, introduced with the first Macintosh computers. The
tools available in paint programs simulate familiar tools used by graphic artists: paint
brushes, air brush, eraser, resizable geometric objects, a wide range of font styles andsizes,
and patterns for shading and emphasis. These programsare generally easy to learn and give

both experts and novices the chance to produce high-quality graphics after just a few hours
of training. These programsarecalled “paint” because they work by turning pixels on and

off on the screen—painting the screen. Printouts are made by “dumping”the screen to a
printer, which prints a black mark for each pixel that is black on the screen. Newer versions
also print in color.

Draw Programs
With the adventof laser printers, a new type of graphics program wasneeded. Theresolution of paint programsdoes not match the quality of resolution a laser printer is capable of
producing. Draw programs(e.g., Illustrator 88 by Adobe or FreeHand by Aldus) produce
artwork through calculations rather than pixels, and are therefore capable of producing
smooth, high-quality output on any printer capable of reading the calculations— from
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300-dot-per-inch laser printers to 3000-dot-per-inch photo quality machines. Draw programs
do not use the customarytools, but rather lines, curves, circles, and polygons — geometric
objects that can be replicated by formulae. It takes longer to produce an image with a draw
program, but the quality of printed output is significantly higher than from paint programs.
Production specialists often begin with an illustration produced on a paint program and
trace it with a draw program to enhancethe ultimate output quality.
Image Enhancement Programs
To help graphic artists who use draw programs, a relatively new addition to the graphic
genre is image enhancement. Someofthese programs(e.g., Super 3-D bySilicon Beach) take
imagesthat are created in two-dimensional draw programsand create a three-dimensional
image. Other programsare designed to enhance images scanned from flatbed scanners or
created in draw and paint programs by adding shading, shadow, detail, or perspective (e.g.,
Darkroom bySilicon Beach). These programs are extremely complex andtakea lot of time

to learn to use. They are intended primarily for those who create graphic images
professionally.

Presentation Programs

Draw and image enhancement programs are intended primarily for graphic artists.
People whose job it is to produce presentations such as slide/tapes or overhead trans-

parencies do not need the sophistication of these programs for text- and line-art-based
presentations. Presentation programs(e.g., PowerPoint by Microsoft) produce masters for
slides and overheads in black-and-white or in color using simple line and box tools with a
variety of text fonts and styles. If more sophisticated images are necessary, they can be
imported from draw or paint programs.

For production of the images, conventional dot matrix or laser printers may be used.
However, presentation programsare also set up to communicate withillustration reproduc-

tion companies (e.g., Genigraphics) for high-quality slides and transparencies. Files can be
sent over the telephone lines via modem to a sophisticated, high-resolution color camera.
The camera produces a picture and the companyreturnsthe slide or transparency the next
day (via U.S. mail or an express mail service). These large companies use cameras and color
printers that cost tens of thousandsof dollars; however, smaller cameras(less than $10,000)

are available that permit production specialists to produce slides on-site.

Finally, presentation programs offer one other service to users: presentations. The
images created for production mayalso be put together to run a presentation while individuals are watching the screen. Most of the programsalso automatically put together notes and
handouts for speaker and audience. In other words, the presentation program canserve as
both a production tool and a presentation medium. With the use of a liquid crystal overhead
display or large screen projector, the images may be shownto groups.
Desktop Publishing
The last class in the graphics genre is the most well known. Desktop publishing
programs combine text from word processors, andillustrations from paint or draw
programs, and add graphicssuch aslines, boxes, and shadingto create layouts for publications. Desktop publishing created a productivity revolution in the production of books,
magazines, newsletters, posters, and flyers. These programs (e.g., PageMaker by Aldus,
QuarkXpress by Quark) have eliminated the need for hard copy paste-ups. With the aid of
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scanners or video digitizers, it is possible to create a book or magazine in whichthefirst
paperseen orfelt is the final copy distributed to the readers. Text and graphics that used to
take days to lay out now take only a few hours.
Ancillary Programs
There are other programs that are intended primarily to enhance the previously
described programs. There are hundreds of fonts available. Other programs provide
templates for forms, schedules, and newsletters. Some permit users to develop their own
fonts. Finally, even the clip art publishers of the past have gotten into the act by providing
hundreds of disks of files of clip art that can be used in the draw and paint programs.

Duplication and Distribution
Duplication has also seen radical changes. The use of mimeographandspirit duplication machines has declined greatly in favor of the more expensive, but more convenient,
electrostatic (photocopy) process. Many electrostatic machines provide multiple color
capabilities (color toner cartridges) and size adjustments. Four-color electrostatic machines
first made a showingin the early 1980s, but were prohibitively expensive to operate. By the
late 1980s color machines were commonproduction aids, especially in large printing and
graphic shops, with small color laser printers priced at less than $10,000.
However, nothing has had an impact on duplication comparable to the document
facsimile machine. The use of facsimile (FAX) machines doubled between 1987 and 1988.
FAX machines in the $500 range makethis technology affordable for individuals as well as

business. With FAX,a person in Los Angeles can order a logo from anartist in Denver,
Colorado. Theartist in Denver can send draft copies to Los Angeles via FAX for checking as

quickly or quicker than walking to an office next door. Although quality of the low-end
machines prevents their use for production-ready copy, they are useful for checking both
graphics and text and for disseminating information.

Video
Advances in video production are characterized primarily by enhancements in
portability and quality. VHS is the de facto standard, especially since Sony stopped
producing the higher quality Beta machines. The latest VHS equipment is capable of
recording via the light of a single candle and weighslittle more than three pounds. Video

equipment keeps getting smaller and better, with 8mm tape the newest format for portable
equipment. U-Matic (%-inch pro video equipment),still the choice for broadcast quality

productions, is disappearing from the instructional scene. Cameras have on-boardtitling
ability and sound synchronization. High-end cameras and videocassette recorders offer
minorediting capabilities, though even editing equipment is now affordable (about $4000)
for instructional production purposes. All of these developments have put video production
in the hands of almost anyone.

New Media Formats
In the area of new media, the developmentof greatest impact is the spread of videodisc
and CD-ROMandits variations. Initially a popular independent study device in business and
the military, use of laser videodisc players is increasing in the classroom for group presenta-

tions, lab simulations, and independentstudy (Phillipo, 1988). The videodisc player provides
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concrete illustrations by presenting slides in any order, illustrates motion and speed in any

direction and speed, and offers the advantage of high-quality stereo sound or dual-language

soundtracks. When combined with a computer, the videodisc provides sophisticated branching and response characteristics. Again, because ofthe tie-in with the computer, the produc-

tion specialist of the future must be prepared to develop or write the software to execute
these implementations.

The Role: Planning and Design
It is easy to see how the computeris responsible for most of the changes in the way
production of video, publications, and graphics is done. However, changes in production

techniques and production tools are evolutionary. The greatest influence of the microprocessoris not the change in how things are produced but in what the production specialist
does at several different levels of the production process.
On the production level, because of the abundance of new tools available to just about

everyone through the computer, designers must place a greater emphasis on basic elements
of design. This is especially important for schools that train producers of instructional

materials who must wear manyhats in the instructional design process. Producers must be
trained more thoroughly in basic layout and design principles — principles that deal with
white space, type fonts, kerning, leading, margins, contrast, and color combinations. They
mustlearn to use those text elements to enhance perception, attention, reading, and learning.
Ontheinstructional level, the basics of any instructional problem will always exist and

must be consideredin detail. A process must be used to develop instructional materials for a
specific audience and specific objectives. However, with the adventof interactive media, that
planning and design process is more complicated. Production designers need to consider the
nature of the interaction between the medium and the student when designing someof the
new materials.
There is yet another level, the combination of both production and instruction

principles in the same production task. With interactive media, specialists must also learn to
design for CRT screen displays, computer overlays on video screens, and the presentation of
hypermedia. The computer display screen poses unqiue and as yet unanswered questions.
Unlike the printed page, which is a discrete piece of information, computer screens can
change and move. There really is no such thing as a “single screen.” A computer can add and
subtract, position and reposition information on the screen. It can add multiple windows
and changecolors. In conventional CBT applications, the appearance of most screens can be

anticipated. However, with the advent of hypermedia displays and intelligent computer-

assisted instruction, it may not be possible to anticipate the appearance of every screen, so
guidelines will have to be built into the program to govern the display of legible screens.
In addition to displays, production specialists must learn principles for interactive
presentations. Re-purposing videodiscs and CD-ROMis a new productionskill. In the past,
the production specialist was responsible for producing the materials necessary for a presen-

tation. Videodisc and CD-ROMandother compact disk technologies present a collection of
images(still and moving) that the production specialist may be called upon to “produce”for

a presentation. However, in this case the production skills needed will be the programming
necessary to link those media with a computer so they may be presented whenthe presenter
or learner needs them. Hypermedia presents special problems for the producer. Images and
text must be combined from a variety of sources, often in ways that were not anticipated.
Instructional producers need to be part of the entire planning process for hypermedia

systems. They have to establish basic production parameters within which a system will

work.
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CONCLUSION
The changes in instructional production provide a numberof significant productivity
benefits for users. But they also mean that production specialists must change their approach
to the development of instructional materials. Emphasis on old hand art skills such as
lettering, mounting, and preparation of slide flats is reduced. Thanks to the computer,
anyone can draw a Straight line, as well as curves, circles, ellipses, polygons, etc. The old
emphasis on sketching, mockups, and modelsis also reduced becauseofthe ease of changing
things in a computer. The weight of the line, the size of a box, the style of a headline can be
changed with a few key strokes. Of course, with the new benefits come new problems,
particularly in the area of design. The flexibility in production fosters “sloppy” thinking and
execution. And just because people have the capability to do something does not mean they
have the “taste” to execute it properly.
Overall, in the past several decades, the field of instructional production has moved

from an emphasis on the production of concrete images to an emphasis oninteractivity. In

the past, producers and educational programs concentrated on techniques to create images
and materials. Now interactive media place an emphasis on design processesandprinciples.

Production of materials takes much less time to learn and to do. With laser discs, it is even

conceivable that a producer will produce nothing; instead, the “production” process will
focus on the linking of those imagesto achieve a specific instructional goal. The focus of

instructional production is rapidly changing to be on learners and learning as opposed to
chemicals, inks, pens, and mounting processes.
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The 1990s
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The delivery of education andtraining in the business and industry environmentwill be
directly affected by the influx of new technology in the 1990s. Rapid advancementsin technology will surely occur, but how will the innovations influence the field of instructional
technology and professionals who deliver instruction to the working person? Whatlies ahead
for the business classroom ofthe future and howwill technology beinstructionally utilized?

Whatother instructional factors will surface and require further study? These questions and

other issues will be pursued in addressing how business and industry will further integrate
instructional technology into their education and training strategies.
In this chapter, five critical issues for instructional technology in business and industry
in the 1990s are discussed:

1.

Instructional technologist skill needs in business and industry,

2.

Academic and business cooperation in research and applications,

3.

Methods and cost efficiency of instruction delivery,

4.

Sociotechnical analysis applications to instructional design, and

5

Continuous evaluation of the instructional environment.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGIST SKILL
NEEDS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
Three important factors should be considered when determining the level of competence

required for the instructional technologist: (1) capabilities and degree of usage of the tech-

nology, (2) the strategy to incorporate instructional technology, and (3) the skill and
knowledge of the implementers.
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Thefield of instructional technology has many conceptual roots and stems from a broad
base of knowledge: behavioral psychology, systems theory, educational psychology, etc.
(Schiffman, 1986). Schiffman also notes that one person cannot feasibly have all such
knowledge, and is not expected to. But it is important to note that the instructional tech-

nologist may be involvedin critical decision making for which a broad base of knowledge
would be beneficial. Denden-Parker (1981) concluded from her research that corporate

trainers had significantly different knowledge and skills from those required for an instructional technologist in the public sector. Her research identified 26 instructional development
and trainingskills critical to the corporate trainer, requiring a broad backgroundof knowl-

edge. It is difficult, but not impossible, for a trainer to acquire the varied skills and

knowledge of instructional technology required to support a corporate education and

trianing department.
A person with extensive knowledge, skill, and experience in instructional technology

would be rare in business and industry today. This skill and knowledgescarcity is not
necessarily indicative of the lack of interest in the field of instructional technology by
organizations, but may be an indication of a “Catch-22” phenomenon that has enveloped
education andtraining departments. A rapid rate of change and diffusion of technology has
occurred steadily since Sputnik in 1957 and will continue to do so at an even greaterrate in
the 1990s. It is difficult for corporate instructional departments to design, develop, and
implementinstructional technology hardware and software components in a timely manner,
stabilize courseware, and keep abreast of changes when the technology environmentis
dynamic andthe rate of obsolescenceis significantly increasing.
Asinstructional technology is applied more in business and industry instructional

programs, the need for competentinstructional technology professionals is increasing. Two

keycriteria, cost efficiency and timely delivery of instruction, promote the increased use of
instructional technology. Therefore, professionals with instructional, technical,
programming, and organizational skills are increasingly required as technology becomes
more widespread in education and training departments. For example, the skill and knowledge required to develop and implement complex instructional programs, such as expert
systems, generally require a varied background. The 1980ssignificantly increased the need
for these skills and the need will continue into the 1990s as well. Boutwell (1979) predicted a

shortage of these skills and knowledgein thefield if the supply of competent instructional

technologist candidates does not keep pace with the demand. Further augmenting this need
of skills, Tennyson and Park (1987) predict that the instructional designer will also be
involved in key managementdecisions and complex information design decisionsrelated to
intelligent systems and other computer applications in the future.
The degree of need and use for skilled instructional technologists is increasing within
organizations as education andtraining courseware becomes more sophisticated. In the past,
instructional technologists were few in number and primarily employed in academic
capacities (Huang, 1980). Numbersof professionals began to increase as new technologies
emerged and were introducedin instructional applications. Greater attention is now being
given by organizations to developing instructional technologist skills internally as technology
becomes more predominant in instructional programs (Rosow & Zager, 1988; Galagan,

1989). There is a growing need for knowledgeable, competent, and professional instructional

technologists in business and industry as technologyis further integrated into instructional
programs.
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ACADEMIC AND BUSINESS COOPERATION
IN RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
Theprivate sector and academia havegenerally paralleled each otherin usage ofinstructional technology products and processes. That is, both have had similar experiences incorporating instructional technologies into their programs, some successful and some not.
Gayeski’s (1989) research summarizes 40 years of instructional technology products and
processes from the 1950s through the 1980s. In reviewing the applications, it is easily seen
how technological changes influenced instructional programs: 1950s — film; 1960s — broadcast educational television, filmstrips, slides, overhead transparencies, and programmed
instruction; 1970s— videocassettes, remote-access audio and video, and computer-assisted
instruction; 1980s—videotex, interactive video, electronic mail, teleconferencing, artificial
intelligence teaching systems and job aids. The resultant exchange of information from the
experiences of both the academic and private sectors has not always occurred.
A decade ago Patton (1980) published his ideal vision of cooperation between academia
and private organizations to support improvements in course development, scope of use of
instructional technology, and adult learning applications. Improvements in the past decade
have occurred, and more cooperative relationships have been developed (Rosow & Zager,
1988; Capell, Dermody, Maier & Monfort, 1986; Mann, 1987; Sculley, 1988). A continued
progression of academic and corporate relationships benefits both institutions and creates
opportunity for joint research and development studies of instructional technology
developments.
Several issues of obsolescence that dominate the business and industry education and
training departmentsarealso reflected in the academic community. Instructional technology
hardware and software components continue to change rapidly as technology improves,
makingit difficult to keep abreast of the latest courseware innovations. Bunderson & Inouye
(1987) suggest that computer technology hasa half-life of less than two years, which clearly
creates an issue of obsolescencefor instructional programsutilizing computer hardware and
software. Why not share resources, ideas, skills, and research knowledge? Certainly the
opportunity exists for the sharing of information and participation in applications to
continue building the relationship between academia andthe private sector.

METHODS AND COST EFFICIENCY
OF INSTRUCTION DELIVERY
A priority list of organizational needs might list the number 1 priority to be effectively
delivering instruction to the greatest number of employees cost efficiently. Nugent (1987)

states that different delivery technologies result from the diversity of learning environments
and instructional delivery requirements. The Carnegie Foundation estimates that over $40

billion a year is spent by U.S. companies to deliver education (Mitchell, 1987).
The efficient delivery of effective instruction can be enhanced by implementing either
one technology or a potpourri of technologies, directly affecting cost expenditures. Each
product and/or process technology andits degree of usage is determinant of costs involved
for implementation. A supportive relationship between the instructional department and
senior managementis requisite in determining which methodsof instructional delivery will
be cost beneficial and thus implemented. It is most important that instructional goals align
with the organizational goals, priorities, needs, and strategies to prevent anycostly lessons of
mismatch (Bernhard & Ingols, 1988). Some technologies, such as telecommunication
network systems, fiber optics, satellite delivery, compact disc technology, interactive video,
and expert systems show the most promise for future instructional delivery, but also are the
most expensive to implementinitially.
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The integration of sophisticated technologies to achieve cost efficiencies in delivering
instruction to the workforce will continue to be a top priority item as the 1990s unfold.
Distance education supportive of dispersed remote worksites will be a prevalent delivery
methodin the 1990s for the instructional technologist to considerin design work when needs

of timeliness, responsiveness, and cost control are identified. Network systems linked with
satellite delivery will have the capability of providing a wide arrayof instructional informa-

tion to the fingertips of the end usercostefficiently (Saba & Twitchell, 1988-1989; Crockett,
1989).
A telecommunications network requires a sophisticated combination of hardware
components, information databases, and compatible computer technology, all of which is
expensive. A large numberof business and industry training departments have found these

networks to be cost effective when a significant number of employees are required to be
trained. Several companies have private networksinstalled that report cost savings even

when the sizeable initial investment can be accommodated (Galagan, 1989; Gura, 1989;
Rosow & Zager, 1988; Eurich & Boyer, 1985; Meeks, 1988).
Telecommunications network delivery provides employees with the capabilities to
subscribe to instruction databases at their own convenience via a terminal linkup. Such a
delivery method (where feasible) is a viable solution for achieving cost beneficial instructional programming in a responsive and tailored manner. DeJoy and Mills (1989) remark
that instructional delivery formats flexible to time, content, location, and learningstyle will
be increasingly required in the future. As businesses progress in a highly competitive and
rapidly changing environment, the criterion of timely instruction will become more
important.
The use of compact disc technology, interactive video, and expert systems will also
continue to be available technologies for the technologist to consider for instructional
solutions in the workplace. Compact discs and expert systemsare still at an early phase of
development, and additional evaluation will be required to determine their instructional
worth, degree of application, depth of adoption, technology requirements, cost efficiency,
and limitations. Both are being used in limited applications in the workplace, but their
widespread adoption anddiffusion will rely on further research and evaluation studies and
developments in hardware and software components. “High tech” state-of-the-art hardware
and software components such as these are expensive to implement initially. Their instructional contributionswill rely heavily on inherent characteristics to satisfy instructional needs.
It is difficult at this time to forecast requirements and applications.

SOCIOTECHNICAL ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS
TO INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
Sociotechnical analysis incorporates qualities of the technical andthe social subsystems
to establish the best match in combination for the end user (Pava, 1983). Traditionally,
technology hardware, that is its actual physical characteristics and dimensions, has
established the physical layout of the classroom environment when machinesare used for

instructional purposes. The classroom design previously may have catered more to the

machine hardware thanthe student. In previous years, the needs of the student as the end
user may not have been as thoroughly attended to when compared with incorporating the
methodology of sociotechnical analysis. An ideal instructional design will incorporate all
humanfactor issues in the instructional program and learning environment. Sociotechnical
analysis identifies technological factors and human factors that best accommodate the

identified requirements.
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All courseware technologies are not necessarily ideal for instruction or assumed to be
effective, especially innovative instructional technologies with an inherent degree of uncertainty about their performance. Often organizationsin the forefront of technological change
readily explore unproven, leading edge instructional technologies to reap any cost benefits
potential. But sometimesthis is done at the expense of employee testing. Rogers (1983) states
that in general, the degree of adoption of innovations relies upon the characteristics of

relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability (test), and observability.
Sociotechnical analysis offers an approach to business and industry instructional

departments faced with problems of retraining and employee resistance to change. The
advantage of the analysis process is the potential to successfully introduce sophisticated
technologies in the workplace with minimum employee resistance (Rogers, 1983). The
analysis approach incorporates employeeparticipation.
In his keynote address at EDUCOM’87, John Sculley remarked that organizations in the

future will need to recognize and use thecreative contributions of employees. Instructional
designers can use the employee participative methodology to introduce new, unfamiliar

instructional technologies. Cyert and Mowery (1989) suggest that incorporating the technological, organizational, and financial dimensions(as with sociotechnical analysis) is long
overdue in the workplace.
Instructional design processes that consider human factors (sociotechnical input)
promote the opportunity for desirable instructional outcomes because employees have

participated in the formulation andtesting of the program. Sociotechnical analysis applied

to studya particular technologyto beused for instructional purposes can depict inhibitors of
the technology prior to any costly investment. Sociotechnical analysis can assist in
identifying appropriate technology, whether that be a product or process, for the
instructional design to achieve successful adoption and results.

CONTINUOUS EVALUATION OF THE
INSTRUCTIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Evaluation of technologies and instructional programsis difficult to do in an environment that is very dynamic. The rate of change is expected to increase exponentially in the

1990s, which can effect courseware effectiveness relying on technical components. Instruc-

tional programs using components of hardware and software can quickly become obsolete
and not be cost beneficial. Past evaluations (even a year or so old) are poor predictors of
future relationships between technical and social systems in a changing environment(Acker,
1989). Evaluations of instructional programs using technology applications will be
continuously required as technologies improve.

A few importantcriteria for evaluating a technology follow:
1.

Is the technology instructionally effective?

2.

Is the technology affordable, reliable, and cost efficient?

3.

Is the technology limited in applications and lifespan?

4.

Is the technology appropriate for a learning environment?

5.

Is the technology supportive of business goals?

6.

Is the technology supported by management?

Without thorough evaluation, expenditures may be inadvertently invested in the wrong

technology and the “worth”of the instructional technology package may be misrepresented.
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As the decade unfolds, the rate of technological change will quicken and evaluation will be
required more often to ensure that dollars are well invested and instructional needs are met.

CONCLUSION
This chapter introduced five issues of concern about instructional technology in
business and industry education and training departments in the 1990s. The successful
diffusion and adoption ofinstructional technology will depend upon careful planning and
implementation. Clearly there will be an influx of many new instructional technologies that

will require thorough research and evaluation. Traditionally, many corporate instructional
efforts have paralleled academic instructional efforts; why not converge towards a team

event for the 1990s so that both succeed?
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In the recent technology and media revolution, the creative skill of instructional
designers seemingly has been challengedtoits limit. As professionals, they are required to
keep abreast of the latest developments, understand the functions of technology, and
appropriately integrate this knowledgeinto instructional lessons. However, in the height of
this metamorphosis, instructional designers are presented with yet another challenge, that of
incorporating the needs of persons with disabilities into instructional plans. Whetherit is a
business, industrial, or educational setting, frequently instructional planners are not special
educators and have had limited exposure to persons with disabilities. However, the
integration of persons with disabilities into the instructional setting, especially those with
computers, is prevalent, and rightfully so. Technology permits individuals with disabilities to
function and communicate in ways never before possible. Machines can read text for persons
with visual impairments, talk for people who can’t speak, and write for persons with physical
disabilities.
With the assistance of technology, many individuals with disabilities can live independently in a society upon which they were once dependent. Personsonce confinedtoinstitutions, hospitals, and homes can nowfunctionin schools and in the workforce. Individuals

whorelied on taxpayers for support can becometaxpayers. The impact of technology on the

lives of persons with disabilities has been dramatic, and future applications are just as
promising. It is evident that the inclusion of persons with disabilities is just, but including
them still presents a more complex challenge to instructional designers. The challenge is
complex but not impossible.
The purposeof this chapteris (1) to address someofthe issues surroundingassistive and
adaptive technologies as they relate to the role of instructional designers and (2) to identify

some of the most commonly usedassistive technologies in instructional settings.

ISSUES
Why should instructional planners be concerned about integrating persons with
disabilities into instructional settings? Persons who plan anddeliverinstruction havea legal
responsibility to include persons with disabilities in the instructional setting. This actionis
supported by Public Law 99-506, which amended the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 by adding
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Section 508 to that act. Section 508 ensures equal access to computers andotherelectronic

office equipment in places of federal employment. The guidelines ensure that users with
disabilities can access and use the same databases and applications programsas other users.

These persons need to betrained in the use of technology, and instructional planners will be
responsible for designing that training.

Morerecently, Public Law 100-407, The Technology-Related Assistance for Persons
with Disabilities Act of 1988, places the responsibility upon each state to meet the

technological needs ofall disabled persons. The law provides financial assistance to states to
enable them to develop a system for providing a variety of technologyassistance to children
and adults with disabilities and their parents and guardians. Clearly, more people will need
to become knowledgeable aboutassistive technologies as the use of such devices becomes
commonplace.

What do persons with disabilities expect to gain from computer access and how can
instructional designers plan for them? The goalof individuals with disabilities is to enter and

receive the same information from computers as nondisabled users. However, not all
persons with disabilities can access the usual input and output methods of computer operations. Persons with physical disabilities may not have the motorskills necessary to type on a
regular keyboard; monitors and printouts may be unreadable to persons with visual impairments. The computer, however, is a great equalizer. With few exceptions, all individuals can

access computers with the aid of assistive technologies. Computers are incognizant of how

information is entered or how the information is displayed once it is output to the user.
Therefore, persons with disabilities can achieve the same results with computers as nondisabled users by accessing different input, process, and output devices.
Instructional designers should plan for disabled users to access the same information as
nondisabled persons, albeit in a different method or form. They should be awareofindivid-

uals’ needs and accepting of alternate equipment. Designers should become knowledgeable

about the types of equipmentand note if additional planning is necessary to integrate the
individual into the instructional lesson.
Will instructional designers be responsible for selecting adaptive equipment for persons
with disabilities? The assessment and evaluation of individuals with disabilities should be
completed by a professional team consisting of teachers, physical therapists, occupational
therapists, parents, guardians, clients, speech pathologists, computer specialists, and others.

Through an involved process, they will select equipment and conduct formative and

summative evaluations on the appropriateness of the devices. Input from instructional
designers is valuable when planning for the use of the adaptive equipmentin instructional
settings, but device selection is not the responsibility of instructional designers.
How can instructional planners adapt (or expect others to adapt) the environment to
accommodate persons with disabilities? Clear, wide aisles facilitate wheelchair access and

increase independent mobility of persons with visual impairments. Placing computers on

adjustable tables or desks allows the typing surface to be raised and lowered as needed to
accommodate wheelchairs and other adaptive seating mechanisms.
Some individuals with upper extremity disabilities and some forms of cerebral palsy
maybe using arm orwrist support bars in instructional settings. The bars can increase their
accuracy and speed of input without modifications to the computer (Wright & Nomura,
1988).
Another common adaptation is a slant board. This inclined plan raises the back of a
computer keyboardto an angle. This position provides easier access to some individuals with
physical impairments.
What types of regular keyboard adaptations can instructional planners expect to see,
and will they interfere with the regular operation of the computer? Someindividuals with

disabilities may be able to access the standard keyboardifit is adapted. These adaptations do

not interfere with the operation of the computer and are muchless expensive than electronic
equipment.
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Onesuch adaptation is the keyguard, whichis a hard plastic or metal shield madetofit
directly over the keyboard. Holes aredrilled in the shield to correspond to each key on the
keyboard. The keyguard allows individuals with physical impairments to place their hands
on the keyboard without depressing a key, thus avoiding accidental key presses. The holes
also provide a guide to the users’ fingers when a keypress is desired. A slant board is often
used in conjunction with a keyguard to improvevisibility of the keys.
Locking mechanisms often accompany keyguards, or they can be purchased separately.
These devices are convenient for one-finger typists needing to press multiple keys simultaneously. The lock provides the sameservice as the caps lock key by holding down one or
more keys while the user types other keys.

A protective keyboard cover is madeof clear soft plastic moldedtofit directly on the

keyboard. The cover keeps moisture (including saliva), dirt, and dust from damaging the
keyboard. The cover does not interfere with normal keyboard access. Keyboard coversare
also available with the letters and numbers embossedin braille characters on each key. These
covers assist persons with visual impairments in locating the keys on the keyboard.
An easy way to adapt a keyboardfor access to only a few keysis to use an input board.

This device usually consists of two to fourplastic rectangular plates connected at the top and

placed over the keyboard. Each plate has a small pad attached to the undersideofit directly

in line with one key on the keyboard. This makesa large target area for the usertostrike.
Remember, this adaptation is useful if the software requires access to a small number of

keys.
How can people with disabilities access a standard keyboardif they can’t isolate fingers

to press keys, and how does this affect instructional designers? Most people access a
computer by typing with their fingers on the keyboard. This option may notbe available to

persons with physical disabilities. In some cases, individuals may be able to use their toes,
knuckles, or some other part of their body in conjunction with a pointer to select a key.
There are a variety of pointers, sometimescalled extension devices, which are commercially available, however, they can also be homemade. Hand-held pointers are useful for
individuals who can position their hands yet can’t isolate a finger for key selection. The

pointer can be held or secured to the hand or other bodypart with velcro straps or by other

means.
A mouthstick is a pointer attached to a mouthpiece madeby a dentist. They are often
used by persons with spinal cord injuries who have good oral-motor control. If possible,
other meansof access should be used, because the mouthstick interferes with speech.
A headwandor headstick is an alternative pointer for individuals with good head

control. It is attached to a headpiece that fits snugly around the top ofthe head andisheld in

place with a chinstrap. The pointer extends directly from the forehead, and is above the
visual field when the individual is looking down. However, it may be uncomfortable for
some users becauseit is in the middle of the visual field when looking up or forward.
The chinwand operates on the sameprinciple as the headwand, except that it follows
along the side of the jaw and in front of the chin. Some models of the headwand and
chinwand maylimit a person’s independenceif assistance is needed in attaching the device.
When a pointer is used to access a keyboard, only one key can be depressed at a time
unless a key locking technique is used. Some locking devices allow for only a few keysto
lock, such as the shift key and commandkeys. Instructional designers should note if such
multiple key access is needed so trainers can be prepared to accommodate individuals who
need assistance.
How do persons with disabilities input information into the computer if a standard

keyboardis inaccessible, and how doinstructional designers plan for alternate methods of

selection? Individuals with disabilities use different methods of input into the computer: (1)
direct selection, (2) proportional selection, (3) scanning, and (4) encoding. One or more of
these selection methodsis used with every electronic adaptive microcomputer device on the
market today.
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Direct Selection
Direct selection is considered the easiest and most frequently used methodofselection.
Activation of a letter, picture, or symbol key on a keyboard oralternate keyboard, which
results in a unique character, word, or phrase, constitutes direct selection.
Pressure and nonpressuredirect selection techniques are available (Fishman, 1987). The

pressure technique requires physical contact with a keyboard oralternate keyboard by any

body part or extension device. The computer’s standard keyboard is the most common
pressure-sensitive direct selection device.
Individuals who are unable to apply pressure to a device maybeable to use direct selection with a device such as an optical head pointer. Such devices detect light from an array of
light emitting diodes (LEDs) arranged on an alternate display. The user moves his or her
head until the pointer is activating the LED associated with the desired letter, symbol, or

picture. The user holds the pointing device in position until the input is accepted by the

computer. The rate of input is adjustable according to the user’s needs.

Proportional Selection

Proportionalselection is considered by manyto be almost as quick as direct selection,
and in somecases, quicker. Proportionalselection requires that a device, such as a mouse,

alternate mouse, joystick, graphics tablet, touch tablet, or other pointing device be
connected to the computer. To initiate computer input, the individual moves the device to
the desired position or places a finger or hand onthedesired tablet coordinates. The device is
activated with a button click, switch press, sustained contact, or physical pressure. The
computer accepts input from the device and evaluatesit according to the orientation of the

cursor on the screen or coordinates on the graphicstablet.

Scanning
The third selection technique is scanning. There are a variety of types of scanning, most

of whichusesingle switch input. In microcomputer scanning, the possible character choices
are displayed on a monitor or alternate display. At a set rate, each character or group of
characters is visually and/or auditorily identified. Users indicate their choice by pressing a
switch and the identified character is input into the computer.
Two other types of scanning are used regularly: inverse scanning and step scanning.
Inverse scanning requires the user to activate the switch until the desired character is
identified. To makea selection, the user releases the switch. Step scanning requires the user

to press and release the switch to progress through the series of possible choices. When the
user releases the switch for a predetermined amountoftime,a selection is made.

Scanning is considered the most cumbersomeselection method because the user must
wait for the computer to indicate the desired character before selectionis made. Scanningis
somewhat quicker if each character is not presented separately. Group-column and rowgroup-column scanning can speed up the scanning process. Group-column scanning allows
users to scan through groups of usually four to eight characters, then scan the characters

individually. Two switch presses are required for each computerinput. In row-group-column

scanning, users first scan rows, then groups of columns, and then individual columns. This
type of scanning is used with large scanning arrays and requires three switch presses to gain
computer input.
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Encoding
Encodingis considered a secondaryselection technique, since it can be used with direct
selection, scanning, or proportional selection. “Encoding requires the user to either

memorize codes or use a separate chart of codes for items available to be entered into a

system” (Lahm & Gresczo, 1988, p. 47). The most commonuse of this method is Morse
code. Eachletter and symbolis representedbya series of dots (dits) and dashes (dahs). When
these codes are sent to the computer, they are translated into letters, numbers, phrases, or
commandcodes. Individuals who use Morse code usually enter the code into the computer
through switches connected to an alternate interface device. Other encoding methodsrequire
a series of numbersorletters to be entered into the computer, each of which translates into a

unique letter, word, or phrase in the computer.

In order to accommodate for the use of alternate methods of selection, instructional
designers will need to make very few adjustmentsto their plans. Individuals with disabilities
should be responsible for knowing and using their own input methods. Instructional
designers should, however, plan for a slightly slower pace of instruction because computer
input is usually more laborious whenan alternate selection techniqueis used.

COMMONLY USED ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Whattypes of electronic assistive devices will trainers encounter and how can instructional designers plan for their use? Basically two types of devices are available: computer

enhancements and self-contained devices. The self-contained devices, many of which are
communication devices, are designed to function independently of a microcomputer. These

devices don’t operate a variety of software application programs such as word processors,
databases, spreadsheets, or computer-assisted instructional lessons unless they are interfaced
with a computer anddiskdrive.
Computer enhancementsare alterations to a standard microcomputer that make them
accessible to individuals with disabilities. The remainder of this chapter focuses on microcomputer enhancements that instructional planners could possibly encounter. There are
thousandsofassitive technologies currently available, which makesit impossible to discuss
each particular device. However, the different types of input, process, and outputdevices are
described in detail below and summarized in figure 26.1.

Alternate Input Devices
Four types of input devices to the computer have been identified: alternate keyboards,
switches, proportional devices (also called video pointing devices, Lahm & Greszco, 1988),
and voice entry devices. All alternate input devices manufactured to date can beclassified in
One or more of these categories.
Alternate Keyboards

Approximately 25 alternate keyboards were identified by Brandenburg and
Vanderheiden (1987b), with more being developed each year. The alternate keyboards may
be smaller or larger than the regular keyboard. They mayallow the use ofall software or

require specifically written software. They may have keys to press or programmable
pressure-sensitive membrane surfaces. Some of the keyboards can be divided into two or

more large keys. Each of these devices is different, but each provides an alternative to the
regular keyboard to allow mentally and physically handicapped users to gain access to the
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USABLE BODY

METHOD OF
ACTIVATION

TYPE OF SWITCH

PART

Hand, Head, Foot, Arm,
Knee, Chin or other body

Pressure

Press, Push, Pull

Position Switch

Tip, Tilt

movable body part

Pneumatic Switch

Sip, Puff

Mouth

Proximity Switch

Pass close to switch

Any extremity or extension
device

Zero Force Touch Switch

Touched by skin (no

Chin, Finger, Handor other

pressure required)

extremity

Sound Switch

Noise

device which can make
noise

Light Sensitive Switch

Interruption of a light beam

Any body part that can
break the light beam

Eye Gaze Switch

Eye movementor blink

Muscle Action Switch

Any muscle movement

part

Head, Foot, Arm or other

Any bodypart or extension

Eye(finger or other body
part can be used if properly
attached)

Finger, forehead (above
eyebrow), or any other

muscle

Fig. 26.1. Types of switches, method of activation, and appropriate body part used for activation.

computer. Someof the keyboard emulatorsare also appropriate for use with preschool and

elementary students because of the easier access provided by larger keys and the ability to

customize the keyboard layout.
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Switches

Switches can provide access to the computer for individuals with physical disabilities
whoare unable to access a keyboard or keyboard emulator. They are used most frequently

with scanning, encoding, and proportional methodsofselection. Switches are made to be

activated by almost any bodypart that can reliably activate and release the switch. Hundreds
of switches are commercially available, and manyteachers, trainers, and parents maketheir
ownswitches.
Switches are madefor users to pushorpress, tilt, sip and puff, move a muscle, make a
noise, look at, breathe on, move a bodypart close to, or touch to activate a computer. The

types of switches (Brandenburg & Vanderheiden, 1987a) and the methodofactivation are
listed in figure 26.1.
Video Pointing Devices

Video pointing devices vary in their appearance and purpose andinclude peripherals
such as the mouse, joystick, graphics tablet, and touch screen. These devices are activated
with the proportional selection technique described earlier.
Devices that imitate the mouse or the mouse and keyboard are becoming more abundant

because of the increased popularity of the mouse. These devices can be hand- or footcontrolled, such as a trackball or footmouse, or more sophisticated input systems that direct

the cursor on the screen according to the movementof a headsetattached to the user’s head.
Such devices operate through an ultrasonic transmitting unit. Mouse emulators can be used

with most programsthat operate with the mouse.
Touch screens are another type of video pointing device that are made ofclear plastic

and attach directly over the computer monitor. The user provides input to the computer by

touching the screen in a specified place. The touch screens currently available operate only
with specialized software.
Voice Entry Devices

Voice entry devices allow the user to talk or make a series of soundsto input information into the computer. Most voice input systems include a microphone andadditional

hardware and software thatis used to program the computer to recognize utterances. Most
voice entry devices require each person who uses the device to train the computer to

recognize his or her own voice. Voice recognition training is accomplished by speaking the
utterance several times into the microphoneandtyping the correspondingletters, words, or
phrases. When in operation, the computer receives the utterances and translates them into
characters or strings of characters and accepts them as input.

These systemsare useful to individuals who, because ofsevere physical disabilities, have
no otherreliable method of entering information into the computer. They can also be used

by persons with limited speech capabilities if they can consistently make utterances, since the
computer will recognize any speech pattern oncetrained.
Currently, several different voice entry devices are on the market; however, most
models restrict the numberof utterances and the length of utterances because of the amount
of memory necessary to store them. Extraneous noise and voice changes influenced by the

common cold can also interfere with efficient input into the computer. Great strides are
being made toeliminate the effects of such nuances, andit is anticipated that the popularity

of voice input devices will increase.
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Alternate Interface Devices
Alternate interface devices allow the computerto process the information received from
the input device in a manner different from normal. This is achieved throughinterface cards,

random access memory (RAM) software, ports, and game connectors andalternate game

connectors.
Alternate interface devices can be classified as either transparent or nontransparent.
Nontransparent devices require software written specifically for a device such as an adaptive
keyboard whichplugs directly into a computer’s port. This type of device is not appropriate
if a user is trying to access many of the commercially available software packages. Currently,
most of the software available for nontransparent devices is most appropriately used with

preschool and elementary pupils or persons with mental disabilities. Trainers and

instructional designers need to be aware if individuals are using nontransparent devices since
the software applications are limited.
Transparent devices and software allow the use of software without disrupting the
normal operation of the application software. Most commercially available software will
remain functionally intact when operated with a transparent device. The software can see

through the device to operate without interruption (thus the name transparent).

Alternate Output Devices
A variety of output devices can be used in place of, or in conjunction with, standard

output devices. The output devices that are frequently used with computers are monitors,

speakers, andprinters, for all of which alternate components or enhancementsare available.

Monitor Adaptations

Probably the most common output method of computer information is the monitor.
However, becauseof thesize and contrastof text on thescreen, it is difficult for persons with

visual impairments to read text on a monitor. Software and hardware alternatives are
available. Specialized monitors are available to enlarge the size of the text. These oversized
monitors can enlarge the text up to 16 times the regular size and can be used with mosttext(not graphics) based software. If graphics are necessary for instructional purposes,
magnifying devices can be placed over the monitor to enlarge the display.
Speech Enhancement

Most computers are equipped with an internal speaker. The speaker is primarily used
for making sounds, but some can also generate high-quality speech with the aid of resident
speech synthesizers and specially written software. Speech can also be produced through

speech enhancement devices added to the computer. These devices generate two types of

speech, synthesized and digitized. Synthesized speech is phoneme based and robotic
sounding. Digitized speech is more natural sounding; however, it is more expensive and more
memory intensive.
Speech enhanced software is useful to individuals who are blind or visually impaired
and unable to read text displayed on the monitor. Persons with reading impairments,

language disorders, and preschool students also benefit from the addition of speech.
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Print Alternatives

Persons whoareblind or visually impaired can benefit from alternate forms of print.
Laser printers can generate large font text for the visually impaired. Braille printers that
produce hard copies and refreshable braille are available for the blind. If a braille printer is
to be used in an instructional setting, a model that produces both print and braille is most
useful to non-braille readers.

CONCLUSION
Numerousassistive technologies are now available, with new products being developed
each year. With each product comes the hope that users with disabilities will find a new
independence and meansof expressing themselves through written or verbal communication.
It is also the desire that instructional designers will continue to plan for the inclusion of

persons with disabilities into the instructional setting. (See figure 26.2 for a summary of
standard and alternate devices.)
STANDARD INPUT

DEVICE

Keyboard

ALTERNATE INPUT DEVICE

Alternate Keyboard
Switch

Voice Activation
Video Pointing Device

CONSUMERS

Physically Disabled,
Mentally Handicapped,

Preschoo] Students, Elementary
Students and Non-typists
Physically Disabled and nondisabled

Mouse

Footmouse
Trackball

users whoprefer the trackball because
of minimum hand movement.

STANDARD INTERFACE

ALTERNATE INTERFACE

CONSUMERS

DEVICE

Computer Microprocessor

DEVICE

Interface Cards

RAM Software
Port

Game Connector

Depending on the card, software or

device, almost all populations can

benefit from an alternate interface

STANDARD OUTPUT
DEVICE

ALTERNATE OUTPUT
DEVICE

CONSUMERS

Monitor

Large Screen Display

Visually Impaired

Printer

Braille Printer
Tactile Display

Blind

Built in Speaker

Speech Enhancement

Visually Impaired, Blind, Reading
Impaired, Language Disordered, and
Preschool Students

Fig. 26.2. Standard andalternate input, process, and output devices and possible consumers.
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In 1985, an examination of the factors influencing research productivity in the instructional technology (IT) field was written (Hannafin, 1985). Thearticle reflected the views of a

wide range of IT professionals and scholars, and the admittedly biased views of disciplined
inquiry as a foundation to both thecredibility and the survivability of the IT field. The ideas

were molded in large measure by attendees at the inaugural meeting of the Professors of
Instructional Design and Technology (PIDT), held in Bloomington, Indiana, earlier in the
year. In this chapter, the issues andbiasesreflected in that article are reexamined given the
developments of the past five years.

STATUS OF IT RESEARCH: 1985
Three major forces influenced the developmentof IT research prior to 1985: behavioral
science research traditions, diffuse research identity, and attitudes of the field toward
research.
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Behavioral Science Research Traditions
The behavioral sciences evolved a set of research traditions and standards within which
disciplined inquiry was conducted, implemented, and disseminated. Since the IT field was
rooted, in large part, in the behavioral sciences, the same standards for research weretacitly
adopted. To manyboth within and outside the field, research in the field was often measured
by experimental research yardsticks. Thus the influence of these research traditions was

strengthened. Many IT faculty were perceived by their institutions as behavioral scientists;

research expectations evolved accordingly. The absence of a distinct intellectual identity
intensified, while the proportion of research produced by IT scholars declined.
During IT’s infancy, the absence of a distinct intellectual identity was to be expected.
The behavioral sciences, psychology in particular, provided a sturdy base from which a
strong theoretical foundation might emerge with distinct, but related, research problems,
issues, and methodologies, but this never happened. Although competing research models
were encouraged by IT leadership (Clark & Snow, 1975; Guba, 1981; Heinich, 1984), the
field continued to be dominated by experimental research. Driscoll (1984), for example,
presented 13 alternative paradigms for research in instructional systems including
ethnography, technique development, and cost-effectiveness models. As of 1985, few had
been exploited.
Despite encouragement from leadership and suggestions for implementing alternative
research methods, the field remained dominated by research conducted by researchers in

related fields. As a consequence, fewer IT faculty produced research and the field became

increasingly shaped by the research and development (R&D) generated by researchers
outsidethefield.

Diffuse Research Identity
In the absence of competing researchpriorities and proven alternative paradigms, the IT
field’s research identity weakened. Sachs (1984) studied the citation patterns in the Journal
of Instructional Development and Performance and Instruction —two primary journals in
the instructional design and technology field—to identify both common themes in the
instructional design literature and the most productive scholarsin the IT field. Sachs identified only a couple of distinctive themes, and comparatively few influential scholars. Even
amongthe influential scholars, several were amongthe ranks of educational psychologists,
with strong, but neither primary nor exclusive, interests in instructional technology(e.g.,
David Ausubel, Robert Gagne, Robert Tennyson, Jerome Bruner, etc.). He reported that
few scholars had multiple citation patterns across IT periodicals literature, and concluded
that R&D was only loosely based on the previous works of IT scholars. Few researchers used
previously published works in the frameworkfor their own ideas; authors often published in

isolation from existing research.
Sachs provided a snapshotofthe field prior to 1985. His findings underscored both the

often haphazard development of IT research and the poorinternal R&D linkages within the
field. Sachs’s findings, consistent with our original paper, suggested that IT researchers were
unlikely to advance their ownfield appreciably, and portendeda significant problem for the
1990s.

Attitudes toward Research
The pre-1985 IT academic faculty were most accurately characterized as consumers
rather than producers of research. The lack of research may have been a consequence of
indifference toward or lack of familiarity with available methods, competing demands, or
simple lack of interest in research. Whatever the cause, the evidence was compelling. Few IT

faculty were producing scholarly R&D; fewerstill appeared prepared to doso.
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The problem wasattributed to a numberof factors. Manystated that research was not
well supported in their institutions. Several noted that teaching loads were excessive, and
that service demands for IT programs were disproportionate to other academic programs.
Others suggested that they lacked the expertise to plan and publish original R&D. Still others

pointed to the economic disincentives for publishing compared with the more lucrative
payoffs garnered through consulting. A few questioned the necessity for research given the

highly applied nature of most programs. There were significant ideas about how faculty can
productively spend their time; clearly, research was not a priority to most.

Barriers to IT Research
The next task was to objectively isolate true barriers to research. Assuming barriers

could be objectively identified, steps could be taken to remove them. Three majorbarriers to
IT research were isolated: implicit publication standards, the vastly expanded role of IT
programs, and the lack of commitmentto research.
Implicit Publication Standards
Faculty across disciplines have cited editorial gatekeeping and other implicit stnadards
of acceptability as deterrents to publishing original research (Boice & Jones, 1984). Likewise,
PIDT participants argued that the editorial review process was governed by implicit
standards of acceptability and entrenchment in traditional behavioral science research
models. Many argued that “editorial gatekeepers” responded most favorably to familiar
methods, experimental research methods in particular, thus encouraging old research
traditions and inhibiting new methods. Participants felt that editors and reviewers were
disinclined to consider alternative research approaches for publication. Many also voiced
special frustration with the perceived widespread editorial bias against qualitative research.
A numberofpotential solutions were proposed. Solutions included increasing editorial

latitude in the range of work and types of methodologies considered for publication. Participants were cautionedthat “alternative” was not simply a euphemism for “sloppy,” and that a
high degree of competence and rigor was needed for any disciplined inquiry. Writers could
not and should not expect that scholarly journals will simply acquiesce to the demand for

“different” when the case cannot be madefor “better.” Further, it was necessary to identify

which problems required study before methods could be selected. It made little sense to
endorse one methodology over another independentof the problemsto be investigated. The

basic relationship between problem identification and methodology wasreaffirmed. Thecall
was for greater awarenessof different problems confronting the IT field, and the importance

of varied methods, sometimes quite different from traditional experimental methodologies,
required for study.

Expanded Role of IT
Two major concerns were identified: (1) the rapid expansion of the field and the
programs that support growth, and (2) the consequence of expanded roles on the field’s
research identity. Participants agreed that, from an R&D perspective, expansion has been a
double-edged sword: As the mass of the field increased, research identity decreased.
Expansion has opened new employment markets, in turn increasing the enrollment in IT
programs. Yet, expansion has also spread our resources, both physical andintellectual,
thinly over a growing range of rolesandsettings.
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Perhaps the most negative effect of rapid growth through 1985 was the further divergence of interest, expertise, and effort within the field. IT had evolved a dubiousintellectual
identity, attributable in part to the progressive diffusion of research focus across programs.
We had no common “lore.” Our few productive researchers’ interests were often quite
dissimilar, doing little to collectively establish or advance a commonidentity. Instead,
competing roles, often focusing on service to the myriad of problems and settings associated

with our expanded field, had been cultivated. For example, in response to the expanded
number of needed graduates and programs, considerable attention had been focused on pro-

fessionalcertification of instructional designers (Bratton, 1984). One consequence had been
a declining effort in the preparation of future researchers in our graduate programs. Our
faculty modeled other behaviors, and students were simply raised and weanedin nonresearch
environments. Even in cases where successful research programs were in place, there was
little collective correspondenceacross programsto evolve unifying empirical foundationsfor
the field.

Few solutions were offered and fewer were unanimously endorsed by participants.

Because expanded, successful programs androles were already operational, it was difficult
to justify refocusing to establish and strengthen a unified research agenda. In retrospect, it
was probably naive to assume that wholesale shifts in priorities could happen. Faculty
autonomyis the cornerstone of academic life. Those committed to effecting such a change
were already engaged in scholarly research that had donelittle to unify IT constituents.
Those not yet committed were already committed elsewhere and had garnered considerable
momentum in their chosen roles. In academe, there can be no coercion. Diversity proved to
be the greatest strength in expanding our programs, but our most persistent obstacle to
advancing a research agendafortheITfield.
Commitment to Research

Although highly valued in university settings, few institutions adequately supported
research with needed time, resources, or students. Yet individual research productivity
varied widely under nearly identical institutional conditions. The key factor appeared to be
an evolved indifference, a highly individualized indifference, to becoming a productive
scholar. Individuals had “other things to do,” and thus lacked a researcher’s motivation.

Indeed, many programs appeared to berelatively immune from the “publish or perish”

standards of higher education. Without commitment, it mattered little how circumstances
conspired to makeresearch difficult to conduct. Increased support may makeit easier, but
not necessarily more likely, for research to increase.
The aforementioned barriers and issues could be readily distilled into one relatively
simple point: Faculty chose to spend time elsewhere doing other things. The debate over
research was lively. The participants were appropriately indignant over the demise of

disciplined inquiry among the ranks. Why, then, has there been no appropriate response?

Repeatedly, participants asked, “Why isn’t someone doing research in...?” The question
need never have been asked. The answer was simple but painful: As a field we were more
satisfied with debating than actually conducting and publishing research.

STATUS OF IT RESEARCH ENTERING THE 1990s
Have the status or future of research in IT changed much recently? As we enter the
1990s, evidence suggests that both the program andresearchidentities of the field remain as
diverse as ever. Schiffman and Gansneder (1987) illustrated the diversity of IT by noting
numerous and varied missions across IT graduate programs. Miller and Mosely (1987) listed

62 doctoral and more than 200 master’s degree IT programs, and an additional 41 educa-

tional computing graduate programs, in the Educational Technology and Media Yearbook.
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These numbers have grownsteadily during the past decade. Departmentaffiliations range
from curriculum andinstruction, to educational psychology, to personnel and management,
to library and information science, to vocational education; programsare located in independent university centers and interdepartmental units, schools and colleges of education,

colleges of business, schools of communication, and so on. It is clear that “diverse” remains
the single best description of the IT field.

The basic problems noted in 1985 remain, but several important issues must be
addressed. In this section, several recurring issues are reconsidered. Several of the assumptions raised initially are re-analyzed, and a number of somewhat different conclusions are
drawn.

Is Diversity an Asset or a Liability?
Diversity is not inherently problematic. Often, diversity helps to expandthe perspectives
taken on a problem, yielding solutions not possible from single perspectives. One could
argue persuasively that diversity is the primary strength of credible disciplines. Indeed, in
1985, we viewed our diversity as a potential strength for future research.
But diversity also places manylimits on our capacity to emerge as a discipline. We tend
to advance wholly different, often conflicting, images of the field. We haveyetto articulate
the collective core knowledge of IT, tacitly contributing to the image of IT as “everything
and nothing.” Our resources are often spread thinly across a broad array of priorities, none
of whichreceives sufficient support to makesignificant, visible gains. Clearly, there is a cost

associated with diversity. Much of this cost is evident in the weakened research and

theoretical foundations of the IT field.

Does IT Need a Unifying Research Agenda?
Little significant progress has been made in either establishing or systematically
pursuing a research agenda. New ideas have been advanced for guiding research (Clark,
1989) and the acceptance of alternative research methods, but as a field we have emphasized
other nonresearch priorities.
Our diversity, again, has influenced the viability of establishing a common research
agenda. Within IT diversity has engendered conflicting priorities. We are not so much a
collection of diverse scholars with complementary views on consensus problems as a group
unable to identify which problems to pursue. The diversity of the IT field has diluted our

research focus and inhibited the emergence of unifying research agendas. The varied

perspectives and interests of the IT field make the creation of a unifying research agenda
highly unlikely (Clark, 1978; Clark & Snow, 1975).
Perhapsit is unrealistic to strive for a unifying IT research agenda. Perhaps we are more
like engineersthat scientists after all. The field is no longer “new”in the samesense described
by Schuller (1985); our window of opportunity may already have closed. Given the nature of

the evolution of the field, it may be morefruitful to identify those root disciplines (Clark,

1989) where the foundations of IT can be strengthened. Those within the field with R&D
interests might align their interests more clearly with those of the root disciplines. IT may
neverattain the status of other scientific disciplines, but this may be more an academic than
a practical issue. Efforts to translate relevant R&D from allied disciplines will likely prove
more fruitful than attempting to establish a unifying agenda amongthe diverseinterests
represented in the IT field.
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Is There Interest in Research?

There is evidence to suggest that, as a group, we neither produce nor read much ITrelated research. Higgins et al. (1989) reported that AECT members expressed considerable
interest in reading about program developmentand newtechnologies, butvery little interest
in reading either basic or theoretical research. Carrier and Dick (1988) note that although
many professors expressed interest in pursuing research, few were allocated time to pursue
these interests. Hannafin (1989) reported that IT faculty published comparatively little
research in refereed journals, and that very few IT scholars published research indexedin the
1987 Social Science Citation Index.
Based upondata cited in the 1985 article, as well as recent evidence, research interest
remains weak. Where productivity is apparent, it tends to be highly localized both in terms
of who publishes the research and the ultimate impact of published work. This is a pattern
that has persisted for some time, with little evidence of a significant change in attitude. We
must conclude, therefore, that our field has demonstratedlittle interest in either publishing
original research or reading basic or theoretical research.

Where Do We Focus Our Research Efforts?
In an effort to classify research published in IT journals, Dick and Dick (1989)
comparedthe contents of the Journal of Instructional Development (JID) and Educational
Communication and Technology Journal (ECTJ). The authors analyzed both the topic and
focus of articles published over a period of seven years, as well as the influence of academic
rank and affiliation of authors. The findings indicated that comparatively little basic or
theoretical research was published by a handful of university faculty. Not surprisingly,
practitioners were moreinclined to publish applied than basic research.
Hannafin (1989) reported that faculty were far morelikely to publish in applied versus
basic research journals. Amongthe outlets in which faculty publications appeared were 912
separate periodicals, the overwhelming majority of which were highly applied in nature.
Publication focus typically emphasizes program development and instructional methods
over empiricism. This pattern seemslikely to continue.

Has Research Productivity Increased?
Clark (1989) reported that significant increases in the numberof IT-related articles can
be seen over the past decade. This is an encouraging sign for those concerned with the
meager output of IT scholars in the past. Yet, during the same decade, the numberof IT
programs and faculty has grown significantly as well. The increases observed by Clark,
therefore, may be attributable to increased mass versus individual productivity.
The overall figures on “meaningful” contributionsto the literature are not encouraging.
Hannafin (1989) estimated that fewer than 5 percent of the university faculty wrote the
applied and basic research published in the 10 top periodicals (according to IT faculty). Toprated basic periodicals include the likes of Educational Communication and Technology
Journal and Journal of Computer-Based Instruction; top-rated applied journals include the
aforementioned Educational Technology, Journal of Instructional Development, and
Performance and Instruction. This implies that full 95 percent of faculty members in the
academic programscontribute little to either the theoretical or applied scholarship of their
field. Research productivity remains distressingly low.
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Have We Made a Commitment to Research?
Previously, it was suggested that “The ID field is not lacking fuel—only fire”
(Hannafin, 1985, p. 29). Little has changed in this regard. While opportunities for research
continue to emerge in areas such as distance learning, technology in teacher education,
utilization of emerging technologies, and so forth, the issue of commitment remains. There
is little evidence that the IT field has demonstrated the needed commitmentin the past; there
is no reason to expect that significant commitmentswill be forthcoming in the future. Yet,
the IT field continues to grow, raising the question of whether empirical research is really
necessary. We have obviously been successful, if not unified, in many of our undertakings. It

is an issue of priorities, and thus far research and scholarship have not been high onthelist.
Yet this does not imply that neither research nor commitment are needed. Commitment
has many manifestations, each of which has its own supporting rationale. Clearly, there is
much to learn about how we have implementedourcraft in the past, and how wewill evolve
given future developments in technology, psychology, and so forth. Some have suggested
that IT maybe better served by formalizing methods for interpreting the implications of
related R&D generated elsewhere than by attempting to produce its own. Perhaps we have
evolved to precisely this point. We need a commitment not to chart our own IT research

future, but to identify a stronger sense of “fit” with allied, root disciplines, and emphasize
important translations and interpretations for the IT field.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It is difficult to be both realistic and optimistic regarding the future of IT research. If we
continue on ourpresent course, the field will be plagued by lack of direction, definition, and

focus. IT will continue its emphasis on training practitioners, but will be unable to forgeits
owndestiny and advanceits ownresearch. Thefield will continue to grow, becoming more

diffuse, moving current IT researchers into disciplines where research is nourished.
Perhapsit is time to accept that IT is a subset of other varied disciplines, and not a
discipline by itself. Our destiny, in effect, is shaped through the various disciplines in which
we are represented. Our focus should be to assess how instruction and technology are
conditionally appropriate within each discipline, not on the portability of the process across
often diverse fields. Some research cross-fertilization now possible would belost; there is
little evidence that we have properly exploited this opportunity to date. Although this option
may meet with most resistance in the IT community, the potential payoffs may be the

greatest.

This chapter is an indictment of neither the IT field nor the academic programsthat
train IT professionals. Instead, we have attempted to place the issues related to research and

the IT field, discussed initially in 1985, in a somewhat different perspective. It should be
apparent that we view research as central to the long-term prosperity of any field, but we

have cometo accept that there are varied ways in which that research can be advanced. The
IT field needs a strong research foundation, but it may no longer be viable to strengthenit
from within. This is not a eulogy for research andIT; it is what our field does best —a pragmatic assessment of needs, means, and ends.
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INTRODUCTION
According to Kuhn (1970), no paradigm for research ever solves all the problemsit
defines, nor do two competing paradigmsleave the same problems unsolved. When planning

research and deciding among paradigms, then, the question is: Which problems most
urgently require solutions? It is important to answer this question because adherence to

particular research paradigms mayaffect which problems weare ultimately able to solve.
According to Kuhn, the paradigm that guides our research necessarily delimits our
problems, theoretical assumptions, and methodologies. In a mature science, one paradigm
typically dominates. Progress occurs when this dominant paradigm, unable to account for a

growing number of anomalies discovered in the course of normal scientific inquiry, is
replaced or “overthrown” by a competing paradigm (Kuhn, 1970). In a developingscience,

by contrast, numerous paradigms mayvie for acceptability and dominance.
Instructional systems is such a developing science. It draws from the research and theory
of several fields, including psychology and information systems, to establish a basis forits
own theory developmentandresearch. Asit doesso, it will also reflect shifts in theoretical or
research paradigmsthat these fields may undergo. Heinich (1970), for example, documents

the theoretical shift from behavioral to cognitive that has occurred in psychology and discusses the impact of that shift on theory development and research in instructional technology. New research paradigmsare also finding their way into educational research(e.g.,
naturalistic inquiry in evaluation, Lincoln & Guba, 1985; semiotic inquiry, Cunningham,

1987, and Shank, 1987; qualitative inquiry, Erickson, 1985), and many of these hold promise
for research in instructional systems. The point is that because of the developing nature of

instructional systems, the field should embrace a wide variety of research paradigmsand not
yield to the dominance of any one. Moreover, identifying underlying assumptions of any

given research paradigm and examining the implications of changing those assumptions can
lead researchersto increasingly creative solutions to research problems (Cunningham, 1987).

*This paper represents an updated, revised, and expanded version of a previously published paper by

the same author (1984), Alternative paradigmsfor research in instructional systems, Journal ofInstructional Development, 7(4), 2-5.
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The traditional experimental paradigm plays an importantrole in our search for func-

tional laws and cause-effect relationships. Since it is perhaps the most familiar and dominant
mode of inquiry, it serves as a useful starting point for the discussion of research paradigms
available to instructional systems researchers. When maintaining experimental control

becomesdifficult in an instructional investigation, researchers may choose from among a

variety of quasi-experimental designs to permit them to makevalid causal inferences even in
the absence of rigid experimental control (Cook & Campbell, 1979). These are discussed
next. Finally, a variety of alternatives to experimental inquiry is presented. These are useful
for investigating the many interesting and important questions facing us in instructional
systems that are noncausalin nature.

The research paradigmsincludedin this chapter are discussedin relation to the types of

instructional systems research problems they may enable us to investigate. To the extent
possible, reference is made to resources, describing in more detail their assumptions and
critical features. Then, specific examples are presented of these paradigmsas they have been
implementedin instructional systems research.

PARADIGMS FOR RESEARCH IN
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
Summarizedin table 28.1 are a variety of paradigms for research and specific examples
of research studies in instructional systems that have employed these paradigms. Each is
discussed below, both in terms of how it might generally apply to the field and how atleast
one researcher has employedit.

Experiment
Experimental research designs offer the most effective means of establishing causal
influences on a phenomenonofinterest. They provide tests of hypotheses that have been
generated through previous research, observation, or theory. An essential characteristic of

experimental designs is that they seek to eliminate or minimize sources of error or bias so
that the effects of interest can be unequivocably attributed to the researcher’s manipulations.

Thus, laboratory settings are frequently chosen to maintain control over extraneous
variables, subjects are randomly selected and assigned to experimental treatments, and
treatments are often of short duration to minimize effects of maturation or attrition
(Tuckman, 1988).

Experimental designs are useful to instructional systems researchers for isolating and
examining the effects on learning of single or interacting instructional variables. Salisbury

and Klein (1988), for example, conducted an experimental study to compare the effects on
performance andattitude of students using a computer-baseddrill strategy —the progressive
state drill—vs. their own strategy with flashcards to learn 100 word-numberpairs. Effects in
question concerned which drill strategy was superior for learning verbal information and
whatinfluence either woiuld have on student attitude toward learning.

Quasi-experiment
Quasi-experimental designs for research represent a step betweenstrictly experimental
and nonexperimental paradigms. They deserve attention because they solve some of the
problemsraised with respect to experimental control in instructional research. For example,

it is not always possible or desirable in instructional research to randomly assign individual

students to treatment conditions or to assign some studentsto receive a particular treatment
which others will not get.
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Table 28.1.
Examples of Research Paradigms Employedin Instructional Systems Research

Research Paradigm

Study Utilizing the Paradigm

Experiment

Salisbury & Klein (1988)—a study to compare the
differential effects on verbal learning and attitude of
two drill strategies.

Quasi-experiment

Hannafin (1983)—a study of the performance effectiveness of an empirically verified instructional system
vs. traditional instruction over an 8-month span.

Meta-analysis

Bangert, Kulik, & Kulik (1983)—a meta-analysis of

mastery-based approachesto instruction.

Kulik & Kulik (1988) —a meta-analysis of the timing of
feedback in studies of verbal learning.

Klauer (1984)—a meta-analysis of the effects of preinstructional acts, such as behavioral objectives,

questions, and learning directions, on intentional and
incidental learning.
Case Study/Ethnography

Baird & White (1982)—a case study in which the
process of learning genetics with understanding is
investigated.

Allen (1986)—an ethnographic study of classroom
management from the perspective of students.
Systems-Based Evaluation

Hanson & Schutz (1978) —a research and development
effort to install, evaluate, and improve a new,

research-based instructional program.
Cost Effectiveness

Klein & Doughty (1980)—a study of cost effectiveness
evaluation applied to an innovative program in higher
education.

10.

Tsang (1988)—a review of cost studies in education

Model Development

11.

Keller (1987) —the development of a model of motivational design.

Technique Development

12.

13.

conducted in developing nations.

Driscoll & Tessmer (1985)—the development and

testing of a rational set generator for teaching and
testing defined concepts.
Smith & Wedman (1988) —the use of a new meansfor
collecting formative evaluation data from students:
read/think-aloud protocols.
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Other problems stem from the myriad of uncontrolled factors present in classroom

settings that can nullify the application of laboratory findings to these settings. Effects
found in short-term experimental studies mayalso fail to hold up in the long term because of

these mitigating classroom influences. But studies conducted directly in these settings will
face problems with experimental control. Cook and Campbell (1979) present numerous

designs for field settings in which all the controls of the laboratory cannot be maintained.
They discuss statistical as well as design strategies for use in these settings that will permit

valid causal inference despite the lack of controls.
A specific example of a quasi-experimental study in instructional systems is Hannafin
(1983), who investigated achievement differences in mathematics between Anglo and
Hispanic students assignedto either traditional instruction or an empirically verified instructional system. The study took place over a period of eight months, andis one of few studies

to examine performanceeffectiveness of instructional systems over an extended period (see
also Ebmeier & Good, 1979; Grabe & Latta, 1981).

Meta-analysis
A nonexperimental technique that uses previously reported research findings as its
“subjects,” meta-analysis (Hedges & Olkin, 1985; Abrami, Cohen, & d’Appollonia, 1988)
can serve an increasingly important function in instructional systems research. It provides a
statistical means for synthesizing research findings, a task that typically precedes the
planning of a “next step” in any line of research. It can help us cometo global conclusions as
to whether a previously researched instructional technology has an effect on learning and

howlarge the effect is. This is particularly important when controversies exist in the litera-

ture over the effectiveness of a particular technology.
Kulik and his associates have been responsible for a number of recent meta-analyses of
research on mastery-based approachesto high school instruction (Bangert, Kulik, & Kulik,
1983) and the timing of feedback in studies of verbal learning (Kulik & Kulik, 1988). In
addition, Klauer (1984) synthesized effects of such pre-instructional activities as behavioral
objectives, questions, and learning directions on intentional and incidental learning.

Case Study and Ethnography
While quasi-experimental designs help us to control for contextual influences on

learning variables, these influences become an integral part of the investigation in case
studies (Yin, 1984) and ethnography (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). Both assumethat contextin

part determines and defines any phenomenon in question. Thus, for example, different
contextual influences may operate in different settings, mediating the effects of any
particular learning variable or technology. Explanation of effects must therefore directly
consider what contextual factors were operating and howthey affected results. Case studies
and ethnographies are especially suited to answering “how” and “why” questions, such as
“How are textbooks actually used in schools?” and “Why do cooperative groups seem to
enhance motivation to learn?”
Baird and White (1982) use case study to investigate the individual’s involvement in
learning. They assume that general learning principles will be so masked by context and
individual differences that they should not be specified @ priori but rather allowed to emerge
as an investigation proceeds. In a study examining how several adults learn and retain
genetics concepts and skills, Baird and White identified and described two different learning

styles and specific recurring learning deficiencies that led to inadequate learning.
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A type of case study, ethnography draws from the assumptions and methodologies of
anthropology and sociology. Those applying ethnography to education seek to study the
“culture” of a teaching-learning environment, and employsuch techniques as observation,
interviewing, and content analysis of humanartifacts. True ethnographies are hard to find in
the research literature, largely because they take extensive time to conduct and typically
voluminous pages to report. Allen (1986), however demonstrates in a limited fashion the
nature of an ethnographic investigation. He spent weeks as a participant observer in a high
school in order to understand student culture in relation to the management of the
classroom.

Systems-Based Evaluation
Factors stemming from the context in which a new technologyorinstructional system is
implemented can greatly affect its success or effectiveness in the setting. Social, political, or

economic problems can impair technology effectiveness to as great or greater degree than

some inherent problem with the technology itself. To monitor these types of influences,
then, systems-based (Cooley & Lohnes, 1976; Borich & Jemelka, 1982) or naturalistic (Guba

& Lincoln, 1981) approaches to evaluation offer a great deal. Systems-based designs will
enable us to determine what makes technologies effective in somesettings and not others, so

that we will be less likely to discount a technology simply becauseit was not the solution to a
particular problem.

Hanson and Schutz (1978) followed a systems-based, developmental approach to

install, evaluate, and then improve a new, empirically based instructional program. The
point of their project was not to compare the new program to some competing one, but to
use data on a continual basis to make adjustments in the new program so that it would be
effective for that setting.

Cost Effectiveness and Cost Analysis
Questions of cost effectiveness and cost benefit increasingly arise in a tight economy
where waysof cutting costs while maintaining effectiveness are welcomed. Cost analyses can
help to reveal one technique or set of procedures to be more or less expensive than a
competing technique. As for questions of effectiveness, criteria by which a technique or
program is judged beneficial despite its cost should be defined, taking into consideration
situational variables.
In a series of articles on cost effectiveness analysis and its use to evaluate educational
programs, Doughty (1979), Lent (1979), Beilby (1980), and Klein and Doughty (1980) discuss
conceptual and practical criteria for judging cost effectiveness, presented models for

applying cost analysis to decisions about educational technology applications, and provide a

case study of these analysis techniques applied to an innovative program in higher education.
Klein and Doughty (1980) also reflect on their experience of conducting a cost effectiveness
study and presented both benefits and problemsthat resulted from it.
While cost analyses of instructional systems have not appeared in great numbers on a
national level, they have often been an important part of studies on education in other
countries. Tsang (1988) reviews cost studies in education conducted in developing nations,
and concludes with recommendations well worth the attention of instructional systems
researchers anywhere.
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Technique and Model Development
Briggs (1982) suggests that future research in instructional systems include both model
and technique developmentand validation. As learning environments grow morediverse and

learners participate more in determining what they will learn, new models of instructional
design or substantial revisions to old ones may be warranted. Similarly, as content to be

learned grows more problematic, new techniques for analyzing and presenting it may be
required. It has also been a fond hope that instructional systems may one day have an impact
on public school education. Perhaps a new model that takes account of teachers’ as well as

students’ needs will makethis possible.
Technique development was the object of Driscoll and Tessmer (1985) and Smith and
Wedman (1988). Driscoll and Tessmer devised a new method for systematically creating

examples for teaching concepts and testing student acquisition of them. The method

produces examples that cover a full range of concept discrimination and generalization.
Smith and Wedman employed a new meansforcollecting useful formative evaluation data
from students: read/think-aloud protocols. As for model development, Keller (1987)
represents an excellent example of meeting an increasingly critical need in instructional

systems with his ARCS model of motivational design.

SUMMARY
The examples described aboveare by no meansexhaustive of what has been or could be
donein instructional systems research. It is also worth noting that research paradigms need
not be applied singly to answer questions of interest. Rather, it may be to our advantage to
combine them, as in, for example, a hypothetical quasi-experimental study investigating
differential effects of two instructional strategies that also include measures of development
time and cost.

CONCLUSION
Wewill miss asking and investigating important questions concerning our instructional
design models, their implementations, and their applications if we hold to a narrow view
regarding research. Experimental designs have predominated onourresearch scene, and they
do answer some of our questions, particularly with reference to single and interacting
learning variables. But, lest we become myopic, let us permit our view to embracea range of
inquiry paradigms for research in instructional systems. Our field can only gain from this
approach.
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A requirement of some master’s degree programsandvirtually all doctoral programsin

instructional design and technology is that students do original research. Practicing professionals in various work settings also find themselves involved in research projects of
various types. Clark (1978, p. 166) suggests that “one of the foremost goals of all doctoral
programsis to produce graduates who are both capable of and motivated toward scholarship
regardless of the professional roles they assume.” Whatis research? How do we distinguish

between research and other forms of discourse? Onedefinitionlisted in the Oxford English

Dictionary is that research is a “courseofcritical or scientific inquiry.” For our purpose we
will define research as disciplined inquiry which involves the use of established research
methodologies.
There are several excellent books that discuss research methodologies for the social and
behavioral sciences. Manyof these booksfocus on specific aspects of doing research such as
methods, design, and analysis (e.g., Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Kirk, 1982; Shulman, 1988).
Shulman (1988) lists various methods that help to define and are used in educational
research. Shulman’s listing includes historical studies, philosophical, case studies,
ethnographic field studies, experiments, quasi-experiments, and surveys. In chapter 28
Marcy Driscoll discusses various research methods or paradigmsfor research in instructional
systems. Why then should we write a chapter on doing inquiry in instructional design and
technology?
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First, we feel that graduate students, and for that matter anyone planningto dodisciplined inquiry, should consider a numberof points long before beginning a specific research
project. We will discuss some of these considerations. Second, it is our belief that a most
critical part of the process is selecting an area and topic. Thus we provide a frameworkfor
selecting a topic which we believe can be used regardless of the specific methodology used.
In the first section of the chapter general advice is offered to those who plan to make
disciplined inquiry a part of their career and life. In the secondsection a specific approach is
presented that we hopewill help individuals select a specific topic for investigation. Someof
our advice will be more appropriate for graduate students, but we think that muchofit is
appropriate for anyone whowill do disciplined inquiry.

ADVICE
Reading
Are you just beginning a graduate program? Begin a regular program of reading now.
You will be required to read a number of books andarticles in the courses you complete.
While this reading would certainly be part of your reading program, the approach wesuggest
encompasses much more than course reading. Become familiar with the library at your
university. One way to get started is to makea list of the journals in the library that might
includearticles of interest in your field. Then produce an action plan for each semester or

year that includes the dates and times you will view the table of contents of the journals on

your list. Read the abstracts of the articles you have identified as potentially interesting.
Then, read the articles you selected based on the content of the abstract. Also, keep an idea
book. For each article you read, record your reactions to the article for future reference.
Since many journals are quarterly you might plan to look at the journals on yourlist four or
five times a year. Finally, select two or three significant journals in your field and review the

table of contents of each journal for the last 10 years. Again, read the abstracts and selected

articles; record your reactions to each authorin your idea notebook. The intentat this stage
is to expand your horizons, not select a specific research topic.
In addition to reading primary sources in journals we suggest that you also identify and
read “significant” books in your area of specialization as well as in related disciplines. A
number of these “must” readings will be identified for you in courses and in books and
articles. For example, Reigeluth (1983) provides a list of significant contributors to
instructional design theory. This list could provide a point of departure for your background
reading in instructional design and technology. There are many other books in psychology,
philosophy, communication, and organizational behavior which should be on your required
reading list (e.g., Bowers, 1988; Flanagan, 1984; Gardner, 1985). In your idea notebook

include a section entitled “books to read.” Remember, at first you are trying to broaden your

perspective, both in your areas of specialization and in related disciplines.

Organization and Planning
The organization of daily life is also an important consideration for the intellectual

worker. In a typical doctoral program students are required to complete a sequence of
prescribed courses, written and oral examinations, a dissertation proposal, and a defense of

the dissertation. Many students also work full- or part-time. With so many external
requirements, obligations, and deadlines, organization and timeallocation becomeessential.
Whatare the requirements for intellectual work? How will you organize your days and use
your time? Sertillanges (1960, p. 42) suggests that, “If you want to entertain knowledge as
your guest, you do not need rare furniture, nor numerous servants. Much peace, little
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beauty, certain conveniences that save time, are all that is necessary.” We suggest that you
consider the following goals when you plan andallocate yourtime:
1.

Mastery of your area of specialization,

2.

Developing knowledge and skill with at least two research methods (Shulman,
1988),

3.

Interaction with students and faculty outside of formal classes, seminars, and work
settings,

4.

Becoming involved in research projects, and

5.

Including sometime for inspiration and renewal.

You will spend a significant portion of time mastering your discipline and developing
knowledge and skill concerning research methods. Coursework and related reading,
practica, and internships are the primary meansusedto help students master their area of
specialization and develop mastery of research methods. Doctoral program requirements
will usually emphasize goals one and two.
We believe that informal interaction with other students and faculty is a critical
component of intellectual growth. Many questions are asked in an informalsetting that
would not surface in a class or worksetting. Also, a sense of group cohesiveness is usually
developed. One approachis to organize an informal group that meets for dinner on a regular
basis. In someinstances faculty initiate such gatherings. However, do not wait for someone
else to be the organizer; take the initiative yourself.
Professional meetings also provide a meansfor you to interact with other individuals
who are doing research. You can get involved by presenting a paper, attending graduate
student programs, or volunteering to serve on a committee. Someprofessional organizations
offer conference internships for graduate students. There are many professional organizations that you may want to consider joining, including the Association for Educational

Communications and Technology, the American Educational Research Association, and the

National Society for Performance and Instruction.
A significant goal to set for yourself is to become involved in a research project early in
your graduate student years. Identify a faculty member whoseresearch interests appear
interesting to you and volunteer to help collect and evaluate articles, collect and code data,
Or assist with the development of stimulus materials. Depending on your level of involvement, you could end up being a co-author whentheresults are published. There is much to

learn from classes and related readings about doing research. But there are also many things

you will learn only if you become involved in doing research.
The organization of your life should also include time for inspiration and renewal.
There are a number of activities you could consider, depending on your preferences and
interests. Involvement with the arts, general reading, and camping are a few. Identify
activities that inspire you and makesure to include them in your plan. Guitton (1964, p. 47)

states that “it is a serious misunderstanding of the mind’s natureto think ofit only in terms

of activity.”
We have offered advice on getting started with inquiry in a doctoral or master’s
program. It was suggested that twocritical areas are developmentof a plan for reading and
the organization of daily life. Assuming you have followed our advice in section one, you
have implemented a regular reading plan andarein the process of achieving the five goals we
identified. How might you get started doing primary research?
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PLANNING RESEARCH
How do youget started in planning a research study? The main problem for many
beginning researchers is putting the cart before the horse, which in research parlance translates into selecting methods, a design, or worse, a statistical analysis procedure (as in “Won’t
I need to use analysis of variance to get my dissertation approved?”) before clearly deciding
what questions they want to investigate. The usual result of such “backward planning”is a

collection of methodsthat lack a unifying purpose of direction. To help you avoid this error,

the following pages present a seven-part model that will guide you through a logical sequence
of planning steps.

Selecting a Topic
What general topic area interests you? Is it adaptive instruction, learner control,

computer programming, or some other focus? A research study should be thought of as

something that you will live with for awhile, perhaps a year and probably more(not too
much more, we hope, for yourthesis or dissertation!). A “shot-gun” marriage with a topic
area that doesn’t interest you, but is imposed by your advisor or suggested by a best friend is
almost certain to be an unpleasant experience. Research can be fun and involving when you
have a natural curiosity about the subject; it can be drudgery when you don’t.

Identifying the Research Problem
The next step is to determine what problem or concernto investigate within your topic
area. Sometimes the problem will be immediately identifiable based on your present
knowledge and interests. In other instances, it may be only a general idea that needs to be
more carefully considered and sharpened. For example, a few years ago, one of us became
interested in children’s solving of math word problems. Theparticular idea was making word
problems moreinteresting to students to increase motivation and learning. The basis for a
research problem was thus established, but some library time was needed to sharpen the
premises and specific focus. Througha review of the literature, the problem evolved into one

concerning whether meaningful learning could be enhanced by using a microcomputerto

personalize problems for each student. Regardless of your focus, a thorough literature
search will be essential here and/or at various other places in the planning process.

Conducting a Literature Search
Although there are several approaches to doing a literature review, a few key ideas and

techniques can help you improveyourefficiency. A starting point for a search is the journal
indexes, such as Psychological Abstracts, Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), or
Research in Education (RIE). To gain the mostefficiency in using these indexes, you must
start with two or three key terms. These termsare listed in the respective thesauri for each
index. Thus, a few minutes spent locating key terms can make your search time more

efficient. A second approachis to find the citation in one of the indexesfor a key article you

have read and notethe terms usedto classify the article. These terms are your starting point
for the literature review and may need to be revised as you makeprogress.
There are two approachesto searching these indexes. First is year by year through the
bound volumes. Although this approachis laborious and you mightnot find everyarticle, it
does allow you to browse. You mayalso find otherarticles of interest in the process. Secondis
a computerized search that uses an electronic database stored on a main frame or CD-ROM.
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The electronic search is very fast and thorough for the key terms entered. Unfortunately,
you cannot browse througharticles stored before or after the one the computerselected.
While it is easy to generate a list of 100 articles, computer-based searches provide a false
sense of security that all the related articles have been identified. Both of these approaches
are just the beginning of the search.

The next step is to retrieve the articles your search identified. A trip to the library,
however, requires someplanning. First, write each of your references on a notecard. Second,

sort the cards chronologically and then alphabetically by journal. Third, gather your
supplies, which should include extra notecards, a pen and pencil, paper clips, and moneyfor
the copy machines. Fourth, read through your index cards andclassify the articles by their
relevance to yourstudy(e.g., critical, probable, or “long shot”).

Whenyouarrive at the library, ask a librarian where information is kept concerning the
location of journals. For example, current journals are probably located in one place, bound

journals in another location, and microfilmed journals in another room. Organize your
research according to the importanceof thearticles (“critical” ones first). You might want to
make a photocopyof important articles and only make notes on others.
Yourinitial search will probably identify one or more keyarticles. One way to expand
the search is to read the references cited in those articles. This approach, however, only
provides you with older articles. Another option is to search through the Social Sciences
Citation Index to see if your key articles are cited elsewhere. This method provides more
recent articles on your topic. To broaden yoursearch, a third strategy is to examine indexes
of journals in related fields and of related international journals.
Problem Articles
There may be times when you cannotlocate a particular journal or ERIC paper. There
are six strategies for obtaining these elusive papers. First, check with yourlibrarian to seeif
another library in the area has the journal. Manylibraries have such a list and exchange
agreements with other libraries. Second, order a copy through interlibrary loan. This process

may take a few days and possibly cost a few dollars, but it is quite reasonable. Third, write to

the author and request a copy. Current addresses are available through association directories. Most authors are pleased to know that someoneis reading their research and may
even include additional articles. Fourth, try to order the article through University
Microfilms as either a microfilm or paper copy. Fifth, ask your librarian to help you locate
the journal published and then call and request to purchase a single back issue. Sixth, if you
are searching for a paper in ERIC, check Psychological Abstracts and CIJE for a three-year

period after the paper was presentedto see if it was published in a journal.

Stating the Research Questions
We have nowreached whatis probably the most critical step in the planning process.

Once defined, research questions provide the basis for planning all other parts of the study:
design, materials, and data analysis. Unfortunately, it is sometimes difficult to convince

beginning researchers of this. As stated earlier, a commontendency is to focus much too
early on which treatments to compare or whatdesign (e.g., experimental or correlational) to
use. These decisions are obviously important, but they cannot be reasonably addressed until
you know exactly what you want to find out. Research questions convey those goals.
At this point you have identified a problem (step 2) and are familiar with the literature

(step 3). Based on this background, what specific questions do you want your study to

answer? As you think of questions, write them downin a list. Don’t worry about their exact
phrasing, whether others will like them, or having too many. Before you actually begin the
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study, there will be many opportunities (perhaps a lot more than you want!) to present your
ideas to others and obtain reactions. Chancesare that you will also revisit the library to read

more about a specific theory or prior study. Thus, this initial list will probably not be the

final one, but will serve as a useful starting point for planning how the study will be
performed. As an example, table 29.1 lists the questions used in the personalization study

referred to earlier. In the following pages, we return to this table to illustrate how research
questions directly guide subsequent planningsteps.
Table 29.1.
Example of Research Questions and Procedural Planning for an Actual Study

Questions

Design

Instrumentation

Statistical Analysis

1. Will personalizing
contexts improve
problem solving relative to using concrete
or abstract contexts?

Experimental:
Three Groups

a.

Achievementtests

One-way Analysis of
Variance

2. Will personalizing
contexts improve
attitudes toward the
lesson?

Experimental:
Three Groups

b.

Attitude survey

One-way Analysis of
Variance

3.

Are attitudes and

Correlational

4.

What are the

Descriptive

5. What are teacher’s
reactions about the
practicality and value

Descriptive

problem solving
performancerelated?

logistics of personalizing problems?

a and b

Pearson
Correlation

c.

Experimenter
journal

Narrative report

d.

Interview

Narrative report

of the personalized
strategy?

Determining the Research Design
Yourresearch design will be determined primarily by two factors: (1) what the research

questions require (of course!), and (2) what is feasible given the resources or conditionsat

hand. Spacerestrictions limit how muchcanbesaid here about different design approaches,
but, as a brief introduction, we’ll note three general categories. Experimental-type designs
are used to test hypotheses regarding causation; for example, that a particular instructional
strategy leads to better student performance. Making causal inferences requires a high degree
of experimental control, such that all conditions for the “treatment” group and the control

group are identical except for the particular strategy being tested. A true experimental
design, in which subjects are randomly assigned to treatments, is best able to achieve this
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control, but is oftentimes impractical. A quasi-experimental design, which usesintact groups
(e.g., two existing classes), is less rigorous but generally easier to implement. Additional
design categories are the correlational and descriptive approaches. Correlational studies
examine how variables relate to one another (e.g., amount of computer experience and
attitudes toward word processing) rather than whether one causes the other. Descriptive
studies depict conditions as they exist in a particular setting (e.g., the numberof teachersat
different grade levels who use computer-based instruction).
Equipped with a basic knowledge of design approaches, the next task is to determine
what is needed for each research question. Your study may therefore include several
approaches; for example, an experimental part and a descriptive part. To illustrate, the

second columnoftable 29.1 lists the designs used to address the research questions in the

personalization study. Note that where treatment groups were compared on some dependent
(outcome) measure, an experimental design wasspecified. Question 3, concerning a relationship between variables, naturally required correlation. Questions 4 and 5 weredescriptive in
nature, concerning the researcher’s experiences in implementing the personalization strategy
and the teachers’ reactions to its instructional use. Keep in mind that as a beginning

researcher you do not haveto be a design expert; your advisor or committee are there to help

you in this area.

Determining Methods
Methodsof the study include (1) subjects (participants), (2) materials and instrumentation, and (3) procedures. What kind and how manyparticipants does your research design

require? For the present example (table 29.1), it was decided that to manipulate the three
treatments (questions 1 and 2) we would need about 60 elementary school students. Two or
three teachers would also be needed for the strategy evaluation (question 5).
Sometimes the specific resources needed will be obvious. When uncertainties exist,

construct a list on a question-by-question basis. This procedureis illustrated in table 29.1
(column 3) for the identification of assessment instruments for the personalization study.

Basic to all five research questions was obviously the need for a computer-based mathematics lesson that would convey the personalization and control strategies. A specific lesson
idea and target grade level evolved through discussion with teachers and examination of
curriculum materials. Because the lesson would be unique to our study, we were faced with
designing our own achievement test (a common situation in educational research) and

attitude survey to inquire about the particular materials used. As you plan your own
research, a goodrule to follow is to try to obtain existing validated instruments where you

can; when existing measures provide a poorfit with your research questions, you will be
better off developing your own using the guidelines described in most educational measurementtexts.
Thelast step in planning the methodologyis to develop a procedural plan. Whatlogical

sequence of steps will provide the information needed to answerthe research questions?
What materials will be used or information given to subjects at each step? You mayfindit

helpful to begin by constructing a general outline. Once you become moreconfident about
the basic procedures, the important task will be to describe them in narrative form (as
required in a prospectus or proposal). Our best advice: Write the narrative so that another
person could conduct the study for you just by readingit (this does not imply, however, that
you'll ever find such a person). The moreprecise you are, the better basis you will have for

conducting the study and your committee will have for evaluating it.
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Identifying Statistical Analysis Procedures
Some beginning researchers can’t wait to identify the statistics they will use, doing this

(unfortunately) as the first rather than last step in the planning process. Others would be

most happyif the statistical component somehow magically disappeared. For most types of
research in instructional technology, somestatistical analysis will be needed. The good news
is that if you have gone through the preceding six steps, specifying an analysis plan is very
straightforward andeasy. If statistics aren’t your strength, no need to worry. Show someone

whoknowsstatistics (usually there’s such a person on your committee) a clear set of research

questions and design descriptions, and that person will be able to identify readily what
analyses are needed. Yourtask is then to learn from a practitioner’s standpoint why those

analyses are appropriate, what types of information they provide, and howto interpret those

results. Interested readers can examine in table 29.1 (last column) a list of the analyses
selected for the personalization study. Note that each is matched to a specific research
question.

CONCLUSION
Wehopethat the suggestions and guidelines provided in the preceding sections will be
helpful as you begin your involvement with research in your graduate program. Developing a
plan of reading, taking appropriate courses in research methods and instructional technology applications, and assisting in faculty members’ projects are importantin establishing

readinessto initiate your own research study. Using a systematic planning approach, such as

the present seven-step model, will help you to identify and investigate problemsthat interest
you and are currently of interest in the field. More important, a systematic approachislikely
to result in a higher quality study and a much more positive experience for you as a new
researcher.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the first of a series of annual reviewsthat will identify trends, discuss the implica-

tions of findings, and propose directions for future research in the area of instructional

media. Although the reader maynotfind all relevant media studies discussed in this review,
we will attempt to describe all important trends in the literature, focusing on research that
defines media astechnological devices employed for the purposes of instruction. However,
we will also consider the relevance of emerging trends in research on instructional media for
the developmentof a technology ofinstruction. Wewill begin by noting the paradigm shift

that has occurred in research on instructional media during the past decade, ffom a
behavioral to a more cognitive approach. Wewill briefly describe the argument for applying

the new cognitive approach to media research and then expandonit in the body of the
discussion. Next, we will introduce an extensive framework for organizing past and present
research in a way that distinguishes between behavioral, cognitive, attitudinal, and economic
issues relating to the use of instructional media. Finally, we will identify the most promising
areas for future research.
*The research for this chapter was largely completed while the first author was Distinguished Visiting
Professor at the National Institute for Higher Education in Limerick, Ireland. The authors wish to

acknowledge Mr. Patrick Kelly, Director of the Information Systems Division at NIHE Limerick, for

his encouragement and support for this research. Reprinted from Educational media and technology
yearbook 1988. Englewood, CO: Libraries Unlimited.
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PARADIGM SHIFT
In their recent review of the past decade of research on the use of media in teaching,

Clark and Salomon (1986) noted that there has been a paradigm shift from behavioral to

cognitive theories and corresponding research questionsin instructional media research. This
shift follows the transition in psychology from behavioral to cognitive theories of learning.

A behavioral theory of learning focuses on environmental causes of changes in behavior
without reference to the mental processes mediating such changes. In contrast, a cognitive
theory of learning views learning as a constructive process, with the learner actively engaged
in the process of integrating new knowledge with old. Factors that determine whether

learning results from instruction are student traits such as general ability, prior knowledge,
and motivation; learning task differences such as their procedural and declarative characteristics; and instructional methods that place more or less cognitive burden on learners.
Within the new cognitive paradigm, learning may be defined as the degree to which
previously learned knowledge andskills can be transferred to new contexts and problems.

Instructional Media Research in the Behavioral Paradigm
Under the behavioral paradigm, research on instructional media centered on the means
of instruction as independentvariables and on learning outcomesin the form of knowledge
or skill acquisition as dependent variables. Media comparison studies dominated the
research journals. These studies emphasized comparisonsof the learning impact of newer
media suchas television with moretraditional media such as classroom instruction. Evidence

from these studies usually favored newer media. Thus, during the early days of the motion

picture, studies tended to favor movies over teachers. Later, similarly designed studies
favored television over teachers, movies, or textbooks. Other studies, inspired by the
behaviorist preoccupation with reinforcement, investigated the reinforcement value of
various media. As a result of these studies, conducted largely in the quarter century between
1950 and 1975, the media movement grew and prospered. Sometimeafter the early 1970s,
however, a change began in the media literature—a change that reflected the move to

cognitivism in the psychologicalliterature.

Instructional Media Research in the Cognitive Paradigm
The cognitive paradigm acknowledges the interaction between external stimuli
(presented by any medium) and internal, cognitive processes that support learning. Under

the cognitive paradigm, cognitive processing is studied as a dependent or outcomevariable,

and learner characteristics are studied as independent or mediator variables. The assumption
is that learners often affect the way they experience the instructional stimulus through their
previously acquired beliefs, values, expectations, general ability, and prior knowledge of the
subject matter. The cognitive paradigm ascribes to the learner a far more active and less
externally controlled role in learning from instruction than did the behaviorist paradigm. So,

with the advent of cognitive theories of learning, media comparison questions were
discarded because they assumed that media alone contributed to learning. In the cognitive

approachto research on instructional media, moreattention is devoted to the way various
media attributes (such as the imagery-evoking properties of visual presentations in memory
tasks) interact with cognitive processes to influence learning. Thus, researchers began to
examine how specific elements of an instructional message might activate particular
cognitions for certain learners underspecific task conditions. Aptitude-treatment interaction.
(ATI) research has been welcomed by media researchers who expect it not only to suggest

which specific media attributes are most effective for whom butalso to indicate the kinds of

cognitions that are or may becomeinvolved in the processing of different types of symbol
systems (Salomon, 1979).
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Unlike previous research concerned with the comparison of different media, the next
generation of researchers has investigated the way different modes of information presentation are processed by the learner and how these processing capabilities develop. Theresults
of someof these studies appear to yield important implications for instruction. For example,
Anderson and Lorch (1983) have found that children attend to televised material that is
comprehensible to them, implying that comprehensibility determines attention rather than
the other way around. This finding suggests that instructional production techniques should
be oriented to convey comprehensible information rather than to attract attention. Newer
media literacy programs are attempting to draw on this research and applyit to instructing
children on how to get moreselective knowledge out of mediated instruction (e.g., Dorr,
Graves, & Phelps, 1980).
t affect learning in and of themselves. Rather,
Generally, it appears that media
cesses that are relevant
ents with specific aptitude levels to learn particular knowledge or skills. However,
these cognitive effects are not necessarily unique to any particular medium or attribute of a
medium. Later in this review, we will describe evidence supporting the claim that the same
cognitive effect may be obtained by many media and media attributes. This suggests that
media are functionally equivalent. This fact, discussed in detail in the next section, has led a
numberofresearchers to claim that media do notinfluence learning but that they do greatly
influence the cost (time, expense) of learning.
The change in the basic paradigm for instructional media research is not from an
instructionally centered (situational) approach to a learner-centered (personological) one.
Rather, it is a shift from a unidirectional view to a reciprocal view. The new cognitive
paradigm assumesthat instructional powers do notreside solely in the media, for the way we

perceive media influences what we learn from them. However, learners are not the sole

powerbrokers, for their perceptions are founded on the kinds of information and instructional methods delivered by differenfmedia. This assumption of reciprocity is identical to
the one underlying recent advances madein other related fields such as personality research
(e.g., Kyllonen, Lohman, & Snow, 1984), spatial cognition (e.g., Olson & Bialystok, 1983),
aptitude processes (Kyllonen, Lohman, & Snow, 1984), and person-environmentinteraction
(Salomon, 1974b).
There have beenat least two results of the shift to the reciprocal, cognitive paradigm for
media research. First, researchers have been attempting to identify critical attributes of
media that not only distinguish between media in meaningful ways but also affect learning
relevant cognitions. This led to clearer distinctions between the means of information
delivery and manipulation (e.g., radio, computers, television, books) and other components
of media, notably their intrinsic modes of information presentation and the kinds of mental
operations they afford. The secondresult of the shift in focus is the long-overdue development of theories of learning from media that could guide recommendations on the use of

particular media for particular instructional objectives.

FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANIZING RESEARCH
ON INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
Research on instructional media can beclassified according to the main independent

and dependent variables studied. There are four main types of dependent variables of
interest to researchers in this area: performance outcomes, cognitive processing, efficiency/

costs, and equity of access toinstruction. Although there are many acceptable candidates for
a list of media research variables, three main types of independentvariables frequently arise
in the existing research: media-eharaeveristics (including type of medium,specifi

of a medium, symbolsystemsavailable within a medium), studentcharacteristics (including

general ability, attributions, preferences, and prior knowledge), and instructional method.
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Any combination of these dependent and independent variables may be investigated in a
|
particular study.
The research of the past decade has included the following combinations, which relate
to four distinct types of issues:

e

Behavioral Issues:

effects of type of medium on achievement

e

Cognitive Issues:

effects of media attributes on cognitive processing and on
achievement
effects of instructional method on cognitive processing and
achievement

interactive effects of student aptitudes and instruetional

method on cognitive processing and achievement

oy

Attitudinal Issues:

interactive effects of student attitudes/attributions/expectations and instructional method or medium on cognitive
processing and achievement

Economic Issues:

effects of type of medium on cost of instruction

dyoy”

we °

effects of type of medium on time for instruction.

These four types ofissues are used here as the framework for organizing the research of
the past decade.

RESEARCH RELATING TO BEHAVIORAL ISSUES
[Media Comparison Studies

i,
Sy

| ie
Until recently, a typical study in the area of instructional media comparedtherelative
achievement of groups whoreceived similar subject matter from different media. With the
advent of each new instructional medium, a new crop of such studies emerges, comparing
the new medium with an older one. During the past decade, television research has
diminished considerably, being replaced by computer-assisted learning studies, which belong
to the familiar but generally fruitless media comparison approach. Each new medium seems
to attract its own set of advocates who makeclaims for improved learning and stimulate
research questions that are similar to those asked about the previously popular medium.
NY
Most of the radio research approaches suggested in the 1950s were very similar to those
(ne
e
by the television movementof the 1960s (e.g., Schramm, 1977) and to the more
recent reports of the computer-assisted instruction studies of the 1970s and 1980s (e.g.,
Clark, 1985). It seems that similar research questions haveresulted in similar and ambiguous
data. Media comparison studies, regardless of the media employed, tend to result in “no
significant difference” conclusions. These findings have been incorrectly offered as evidence
that different media are equally effective as conventional meansin promoting learning. No
significant difference results simply suggest that changes in the outcome scores (e.g.,
learning) did not result from any systematic differences in the treatments compared. In these
studies, media are mere conveyances for the treatments being examined. Although media
often are not the focus of study, the results are erroneously interpreted as suggesting that
learning benefits had been derived from various media. So, for example, when a booklet
containing a version of programmedinstruction resulted in more learning than a teacher’s
lecture (minus the programmedinstruction feature) on the sametopic, the results are often

i"
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interpreted as favoring the medium of books. Theactive ingredient, in studies that find one

medium superior to another, is usually some uncontrolled aspect of the instructional method
(e.g., programmedinstruction) rather than the medium. In the 1970s, skepticism about
media comparisonstudies, still being conducted in apparently large numbers, began to grow.
Levie and Dickie (1973) noted that most overall media comparison studies to date had been
fruitless and suggested that most learning objectives could be attained through “instruction

presented by anyof a variety of different media” (p. 859). This observation was echoed by
Schramm (1977), whosays, “learning seemsto be affected more by whatis delivered than by

the delivery system”(p. 273).
During the past decade, more effort has been madeto analyze and refocustheresults of
existing comparison studies. Thestatistical technique called meta-analysis has proved to be a
most useful approach to summarizing instructional media (and other kinds of educational)
research. The current meta-analyses of media comparison studies provide evidence that any

reported significant differences in performance have been due to confoundingin thetreatments employedin the studies. Because this claim is somewhat controversial and the use of
meta-analysis is expected to increase in the next few years, the next section presents a
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of meta-analyses when applied to media
comparison studies.

Reviews and Meta-Analysis of Media Studies
A comprehensive and often-cited review by Jamison, Suppes, and Wells (1974) surveyed

comparisonsof traditional instruction with instruction via computers, television, and radio.
Their survey used a box scoretally of existing studies, evaluations, and reviews of research.

They concluded that a small number of studies reported advantages for media and others

indicated more achievementwith traditional instruction, but the most typical outcome was

no significant difference between the two. As they explained, “when highly stringent controls
are imposed ona study, the nature of the controls tends to force the methods of presentation
into such similar formats that one can only expect the “nosignificant differences’ which are
found”(p. 38).
However, there have been criticisms of the box score method of summarizing past

media research (e.g., Clark & Snow, 1975). Many of these criticisms have been accommo-

dated by newer meta-analytic methods of teasing generalizations from past research. A
recent series of meta-analyses of media research was conducted by James Kulik and his
colleagues at the University of Michigan (Clark, 1985, contains citations for these meta-

analyses). Generally, meta-analyses allow for a moreprecise estimate of treatment effect
sizes than was possible a few years ago. Meta-analytic proceduresyield effect size estimates

that are converted to percentage of standard deviation gains on final examination scores due
to the more powerful treatment, if any. Most of the meta-analytic surveys of media research
demonstrate a typical learning advantage for newer media of about one-half a standard

deviation on final examination performance, compared with conventional (i.e., teacher

presented) treatments. In the case of computer-based instruction studies in college
environments, for example, this advantage translates as an increase from the 50th to the 66th
percentile on final examinations in a variety of courses. This is an impressive accomplishment if we accept it at face value. Closer inspection of these reviews, however, reveals that

most of the large effect sizes attributed to computers in these studies are actually due to
poorly designed studies and confounding (Clark, 1983, 1985).
According to Clark (1983), the most commonsources of confounding in media research
seem to be the uncontrolled effects of (a) instructional method or content differences
between treatments that are compared, and (b) a novelty effect for newer media, which tends

to disappear over time. Evidence for each of these controlled effects can be found in the

meta-analyses and will now be considered.
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Uncontrolled Method and Content Effects in
Meta-Analytic Studies of Media
In effect size analyses, only adequately designed studies are supposed to beincludedin
the statistical analyses. Studies chosen for the Kulik analyses represent a great variety of
design features, subject matter content, learning task types, and grade levels. The most
commonresult of box score surveys is a small and positive advantage for newer media over
more conventional instructional delivery devices. However, when studies are subjected to
meta-analysis, our first source of rival hypotheses, medium and method confusion due to
poor research design, becomes evident. The positive effect for newer media moreorless

ye whenthe sameinstructor producesall treatments (Clark, 1985). Different teams
of instructional designers or different teachers probably give different content and instruc-

4:

tional methods to the treatments that are compared. If this is the case, we do not know
whether to attribute the advantage to the medium orto the differences between content and
method being compared. However, if the effect for media tends to disappear when the same

instructor or team designs contrasting treatments, we have reasonto believe that the lack of

difference is due to greater control of nonmedium variables.

Clark and Salomon (1986) cited a numberof researchers in the past who have reminded

us that when examiningthe effects of different media, only the media being compared can be

( cilferent, All other aspects of the mediated
treatments, including the subject matter content
nd method of instruction, must be identical in the two or more media being compared. In

meta-analyses of college level computerized versus conventional courses, an effect size of
one-half a standard deviation results when different faculty teach the compared course.

Clark (1983) found that this effect reduces to about one-tenth of a standard deviation
WWexperimen when considering only studies in which oneinstructor plans and teaches both

Wexperimental and control courses. Presumably, this very weak but positive effect for college
use of computers over conventional media is due to systematic but uncontrolled differences
in content and/or method, contributed unintentionally by different teachers or designers.
The evidence in these meta-analyses pointing to confoundingis that it is the method of
instruction rather than the choice of medium that leads directly and powerfully to learning.

The conclusion that media do not influence learning directly can be summed up in an

analogy: In instruction, media serve a function similar to the different forms in which
prescription medicines are delivered. One would notclaim that a tablet or a liquid suspension
of a drug altered the effects of the drug on humanbiological functions (except to makeit
moreorless efficient). Nor is it important, except for efficiency purposes, whether a drugis
administered by the medium of injection or by oral ingestion. It is the prescription
compound that influences biology, not the medium of delivery. Here, the drug medium
(tablet or liquid suspension) is analogousto the instructional medium of computeror teacher
in education. It is not the computer that alters learning any more than the tablet influences
biological processes in a different way than the liquid form of a drug. Both the choice of
drug medium andinstructional medium influence the efficiency and the cost of delivering the
active ingredient. In neither case is the essential biology or psychology ofthe target systems

influenced. The active compoundin a drugis a mixture, analogous to what mostofuscall a
combination ofinstructional method and information. It is the method, not the medium that

influences the psychological processes that produce learning.
Since the inception of cognitive theory, methodsare defined as external representations
of the cognitive processes that are required for learning. Examples and analogies are
instances of instructional methods as is the structure imposed on information that is
presented during instruction. An example provides external support for one variety of a
cognitive process that has been called connecting. Examples encourage us to connect new

information withrelevant prior experience. Analogies support a different type of cognitive

connecting process. The analogy allows us to connect a current problem with the solution to
that problem, which, whileit is in our experience, we do not notice as relevant. When wefirst
encountered mathematics, manyof us profited from the analogy that adding and subtracting
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fractions was similar to slicing pie. Familiar teaching methods such as giving examples and
analogies may bedelivered by any of a variety of media with the same learning effects.

Uncontrolled Novelty Effects with Newer Media
A second, though probably less important, source of confounding’in media comparison
studies is the increased effort and attention research subjects tend to give to media that are

novel to them. The students’ increased attention sometimesresults in an increased effort or
persistence, which yields achievementgains. If attentiveness is due to a novelty effect, these
gains tend to diminish as students become more familiar with the new medium. This wasthe
case in reviews of computer-assisted instruction at the secondary school level (grades 6 to

12). An average computereffect size of three-tenths of a standard deviation (i.e., a rise in
examination scores from the 50th to the 63rd percentile) for computer courses tended to
dissipate significantly in longer duration studies. In studies lasting four weeks orless,
computer effects were one-half a standard deviation. This reduced to three-tenths of a
standard deviation in studies lasting five to eight weeks and further reduced to the familiar
and weak two-tenths of a standard deviation computer effect after eight weeks of data
collection. Effects of two-tenths or less account for less than 1 percent of the variance in a
comparison.

The Kuliks report a similar phenomenon in their review of visual-based instruction

(e.g., film, television, pictures). Although the reduction in effect size for longer duration
studies approached significance (about .065 alpha), there were a numberof comparisonsof
methods mixed with different visual media, which makesinterpretation difficult (cf. Clark &
Salomon, 1986). In their review of computer use in college, the Kuliks did not find any
evidence for this novelty effect. In their comparison of studies of one or two hours duration
with those which held weekly sessions for an entire semester, the effect sizes were roughly the
same. Is it possible that computers are less novel experiences for college subjects than for
secondary school students?

Conclusions and Applications of Media Comparison Research
General media comparisons and studies investigating the relative learning effectiveness
of different media have yieldedlittle that warrants optimism. Even in the few cases where
dramatic changes in achievementor ability were found to result from the introduction of a
new medium suchastelevision or computers, it was not the medium perse that caused the
change but rather the curricular reform that accompanied the new medium. Thisin itself is
an important observation. A new medium often seems to encourage the support of expensive
instructional design, curriculum changes, and/or organizational changes in the educational
establishment. This pattern seems to recur throughout history with the advent of each new
medium. Such a pattern can be useful for reformers whowishto attract support for efforts
to improveinstruction, revise curriculum, and/or reshapeossified organizationalstructures:
Wait for a new medium andthen attach reform proposals to requests that the new medium
be adopted.
However, media researchers are cautioned against arguing for newer media and accompanying reforms by promising (even implicitly) that the new medium can be expected to
produce learning advantages. If government or education officials have historically been
willing to support expensive instructional development and curriculum reform only when a
new medium is adopted, we should be willing to encourage such reforms when needed.
However, the research clearly indicates that any learning gain associated with a new medium
cannot be said to be caused by the choice of medium.
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RESEARCH RELATING TO
COGNITIVE ISSUES
Cognizant of the limitations of media comparison studies, researchers turned their
attention to other types of questions. These newer approaches focused on a study of the
attributes of media andtheir influence on the way that informationis processedin learning.
In this approach, many media were thoughtto possess attributes such as the capacity to slow
the motion of objects or zoom into details of a stimulus field or to unwrap a three-dimensional object into its two-dimensional form. These attributes were thought to cultivate
cognitive skills when modeled by learners, so that, for example, a child with low cue-

attending ability might learn the cognitive skill of zooming into stimulus details (Salomon,

1974a), or novice chess players mightincrease their skills in recognizing potential moves and
configurations of chess pieces through animated modeling of moves and patterns. Because
this type of question dealt with the way that information is selected and transformed in the
acquisition of generalizable cognitive skills, many believed that the possibility of a coherent
theory dealing with media attributes was forthcoming. In addition, it was exciting to imagine

that these media attributes might result in unique cognitive skills because they promised to

teach mental transformations that had not heretofore been experienced.
The promise of the media attributes approachis based onatleast three expectations: (a)
that the attributes are an integral part of media and would provide a connection between
instructional uses of media and learning; (b) that attributes would provide for the cultivation
of cognitive skills for learners who needed them; and (c) that identified attributes would

provide unique independentvariables for instructional theories that specified causal relationships between attribute modeling and learning. Thefinal point (c) is most important because

it represents a renewed search for evidence of a connection between media (or mediaattributes in this instance) and learning. The discussion of media attributes that follows is an
attempt to explore the evidence for each of the three expectations listed above.

Are Media Attributes the Psychologically
Relevant Aspects of Media?
The first expectation was that media attributes would somehowrepresent the psychologically relevant aspects of media. However, few of the originators of the media attribute
construct (Salomon, 1974b) claimed that they were more than correlated with different
media, that is, that any one mediaattribute was available from more than one (and often
many) media. Because they are not exclusive to any specific media and were only associated
with them by habit or convenience, media attributes are not media variables any more
certainly than the specific subject matter content, format, organization, or layout of a book
is part of the definition of a book. In fact, the early discussions of media attributes most
often referred to symbol systems or symbolic elements of instruction. All instructional
messages were coded in some symbolic representational system, the argument went, and
symbols vary in the cognitive transformation they allow us to perform on the information we
select from our environment. Some symbolic elements (animated arrows, zooming) permit
us to cultivate cognitive skills. However, many different media can present a given attribute
so there is no necessary correspondence between attributes and media. Media are mere
vehicles for attributes so the term mediaattributes is misleading.
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Do Media Attributes Cultivate Cognitive Skills?
The second expectation of the attribute approach wasthat attributes would provide for

the cultivation of cognitive skills for learners who needed them. Salomon (1979) and more
recently Greenfield (1984) have reviewed research where symbolic features of mediated

experiences and instruction were shownto affect differentially the skills activated in the
service of knowledge acquisition and the mastery ofthese skills. Such research wasinspired,

in part, by Jerome Bruner’s (1964) argument that internal representations and operations
partly depend on learning “precisely the techniques that serve to amplify our acts,
perceptions and ourratiocinative activities” (p. 2). Such a view implies that unique coding or
structural elements of the media (e.g., filmic causal sequences) or uniquely afforded
activities (e.g., computer programming) may have unique effects on related mentalskills.

Thus, employing a coding element such as a close-up, or the allowing for students’ manipulation of input data mayactivate specific mental operations that facilitate the acquisition of
knowledgeas well as improved mastery. In one study by Salomon (1974a), students who had
difficulty attending to cues in a visual field learned the skill by seeing it modeled in a film
where they saw a camera “zoom” from a wide field to close-up shots of many different
details. An analysis of the task suggested that effective cue attending required an attention-

directing strategy that began with a view of the entire stimulus and then narrowed the
stimulus field until a single, identifiable cue remained. For those students with low cue-

attending skill (the requisite cognitive skill to perform the task), Salomon (1974b) reasoned
that the required instructional method would be modeling. In this case, the construction of
the model followed an analysis of the symbol systems, which allowed this particular method
to be coded for delivery to the students. Although the zooming treatmentused wasavailable
in many media (e.g., film, television, videodisc), the students seemed to model the zooming

and used it as a cognitive skill that allowed them to attend to cues.
However, in a partial replication of this study, Bovy (1983) found that a treatment that

used anirising attribute to provide practice in cue-attending wasas effective as Salomon’s
zoomingin cultivating the skill during practice. Irising consisted of slowly enclosing cuesin a
circular, gradually enlarging, darkened bordersimilar to the effect created by an iris which
regulates the amountof light permitted through a camera lens. More important, however,
was Bovy’s finding that a treatment that merely isolated cues with a static close-up of

successive details singled out by the zooming andirising was even more effective in
cultivating cue-attendingskill than either zoomingorirising. It may be that only the efficient

isolation of relevant cues is necessary for this task.
In a similar study, Blake (cf. Clark, 1983) taught chess movesto high or low visual
ability undergraduates through a standard narration and (a) still pictures, (b) animated
arrowswith thepictures, or (c) a motion film from whichthestill pictures were taken. While

all three conditions worked for the higher ability students, low visualizers learned the chess
moves equally well from the arrow and the motion treatments, which were significantly
better for them thanthestatic pictures. Here, as in the Salomon (1974a) study, we presume
that the modeled chess moves compensated for the low-ability student’s lack of spatial
visualization. Unlike Salomon’s, Blake’s subject profited from two different operational
definitions of the necessary model, animated arrows and moving chess pieces. Different
stimulus arrangements resulted in similar performances but, as we might expect, led to

nominally different cognitive processes being modeled. The necessary process for learning

chess moves, the visualizing of the entire move allowed each piece, could therefore be operationalized in any of various sufficient conditions for successful performance. Therefore the
recommendationis to exercise caution in future research on symbolic elements of media.
The possibility of skill activation and cultivation from specific media attributes raises
new conceptual and empirical questions. If media’s symbolic modesof information presenta-

tion can activate, even cultivate, mental operations andskills, are these skills unique? What
is their utility? How far do they transfer, if at all? These questions are of particularinterest
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with respect to the use of computersin instruction for many computer-afforded activities are
rationalized in terms of their unique effects on transferable skills. One would need to
distinguish between, say, the acquisition of a particular image or operation, on the one hand,
and the cultivation of imagery ability or generalized skill, on the other. It is one thing if
children learn from televiewing only how to become better televiewers0
or‘fromProgramming
in Logo howto be better Logo programmers; itis:anethe
show skill
cultivation:the
ansfers beyond the boundaries of that mediumor activity.
Work by Scribner and Cole (1981) concerning the effects of acquiring basic literacy
skills in nonschoolsettings serves as a warning against unwarranted optimism here. Contrary
to earlier claims, they found no evidenceto show thatliteracy acquired in nonformal educa-

tion affected abstract thinking or, for that matter, any other generalizable ability. The

subjects they studied were denied the opportunity to acquire and practice reading and writing
in the variety of contexts that may amplify the effects of basic literacy into transferable skills
regardless of the medium or symbolsystem usedin the instruction. Varied and prolonged
practice would presumably enable the literate individuals to apply the initially specific

operationsin a variety of complex tasks andsituations, thus to allow the generalizability of
these skills.

The road from possible to actual transfer is fraught with difficulties. It is certainly not a
matter of one-shot, brief experiences and encounters, except in the unlikely event that
considerable mental effort is expended in reaching transferable conclusions, formulating
rules, or generating guiding metacognitions. In all, it appears that media’s symbolic forms
and computers’ afforded activities may haveskill-cultivating effects, but these are not

necessarily unique noreasily transferable. Future research, particularly that concerned with
computer-afforded learning activities, will do well to ask not just whether particular skills

are acquired but also how else they could be developed, and under whatinstructional,
contextual, and psychological conditions they can be madeto transfer. The problem lies not
in the fact that symbol systemscan be madeto cultivate skills but in whether these symbolic
elements or attributes are unique, exclusive to any particular medium, or necessary for

learning. If the attributes identified to date are useful in instruction, they are valuable.
However, theory development depends on the discovery of basic or necessary processes of
instruction and learning. It is to this point, the third expectation of media attribute theories,
that the discussion turns next.

Unique Media Attributes and Theories of Instruction
From our discussion so far, it seems reasonable to assume that media are best concep-

tualized as delivery vehicles for instruction and not as variables that directly influence
learning. Although certain elements of different media, such as animated motion or
zooming, might serve as sufficient conditions to facilitate the learning of students who lack
the skill being modeled, symbolic elements such as zooming are not media and merely allow

us to create sufficient conditions to teach particular cognitive skills. All of the attributes
investigated so far are only correlated with media (each attribute is available from a number
of media) and noattributes have been found to produce unique cognitive effects. In science,

sufficient conditions are those events that were adequate to produce some outcomein a past
instance. There is no guarantee, however, that sufficient conditions will ever produce the
outcome again because the variable that caused the outcome was merely correlated with the
condition. For example, a computer might be sufficient to produce the desired level of

achievementin one instance but mightfail in another. The determination of necessary conditions is a fruitful approach when analyzingall instructional problems, andit the foundation
of all instructional theories. Once described, the necessary cognitive operationis a specifica-

tion, or recipe, for an instructional method. We can employa great variety of media and,
possibly, a similar variety of symbol systems to achieve the sametype of learning. However,
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we cannot vary the requirement that the method somehow model the crucial cognitive
process required for the successful performance of the task.
It is the identification of the critical features of necessary cognitive processes that under-

lies the construction of successful instructional methods and the development of instructional theory (Clark, 1983). The cognitive process features must be translated into a symbol

system understandable to the learner and then delivered through a convenient medium. The
cognitive feature in the chess study was the simulation of beginning and endingpoints of the

moves of the various chess pieces. In the cue-attending studies by Salomon and Bovy, the
cognitive features were probablytheisolation of relevant cues. It is the external modeling of
these features in any symbol system understood by the student that yields the required

performance. When a chosen symbolsystem is shaped to representthe critical features of the
task and other things are equal, learning will occur. When a medium delivers a symbol

system containing this necessary arrangement of features, learning will occur also but will
not be due to either the medium or the symbol system. Thisissue is related to the problem of

external validity.
Although it is often useful instructionally to know about sufficient conditions for
producing desirable levels of achievement, our theories seek necessary conditions. Without
necessary conditions we runtheriskoffailing to replicate achievement gains when we change
the context, times, or studentclients for instruction. Instructional theory (Shuell, 1980) seeks
generalizations concerning the necessary instructional methodsrequired to foster cognitive
processes. Instructional media attribute research to date has not led to such generalizations

and does not promise to do so in the future. However, an area wherethereis a great deal of

promise for applying past research and for new directionsis in research onattitudes toward
media.

RESEARCH ON ATTITUDES TOWARD MEDIA
In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in the effects of learner values, attitudes, and beliefs toward media. This section briefly reviews that research. Before presenting
a model for understanding these studies however, we caution the reader to note that, in
attitude studies, the independent variable is not media but our beliefs or values related to
media. Therefore, if there are learning or motivation benefits uncovered in these studies,
they may not be attributed to media. Attitude variables are learner variables and learning
gains must be attributed to individual differences or learnertraits.
Attitude research has a long history. Critics of the area have noted a numberof serious
flaws in study design and have disputedtheutility of research results for the development of
instructional prescriptions. Recently, however, there has been a promising series of
developmentsthat have resulted from the growth of cognitive theories of learning. Although
space does not permit a detailed account of these developments; a brief summary of them
follows.
In general, researchers believe that our attitudes, beliefs, and values influence our

motivation to learn. Motivation is typically measured byeither our willingness to engage in a
task (i.e., to choose one task over a numberof things that compete for our attention) and/or
to invest effort in a task we have selected to perform. Effort investments can range from very
shallow (i.e., when we perform automatically, mindlessly, and without much thought) to
very deep(i.e., when wegive all our attention andintelligence to a task). Motivationis one of
the necessary components of learning. We may haveall the necessary ability for learning
without the motivation to invest effort. Similarly, we may have motivation and lack ability.
The difference between motivation and intelligence is analogous to the difference between
gasoline and the engine of an automobile. Although the analogy fails in a numberofareas,
the best engine will not run on an empty tank andthe highest octane gas will not cause a car
to run when the engine has a mechanical problem. If learning is enhanced when values,
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beliefs, or attitudes change, it is because the learner gains motivation to engage in a task or
invest the required level of effort —the engine gets gas. If an increase in motivation does not
increase learning, the problem may havebeen a lack of ability—the engine malfunctions.
Attitude research has resulted in some very confusing results. Although our expectation
of a positive relationship between attitude and learning is generally borne outin the research
literature, we find a numberof studies wherethe reverseis true. Thereis a significant group
of well-designed studies where more positive attitudes toward a medium result in less
learning and other studies where negative attitudes result in more learning. Clark and
Salomon (1986) reviewed a numberof specific studies with these conflicting and counter-

intuitive results. The outcome of an analysis of these studies suggests that the relationship

between attitude (and our resulting motivation to learn) on the one hand and learning on the
other is not direct or monotonic.

A New Cognitive Theory of Motivation to Learn from Media
The most exciting new cognitive self-efficacy theory of motivation (Bandura, 1978;

Salomon, 1981) suggests that the relationship between attitude toward media andlearning is
best conceptualized as an inverted U. This theory suggests that students invest effort on the

basis of their beliefs about, or attitude toward, two factors: (1) the requirements of a task,
and (2) the students’ assessment of their ownskills related to task requirements. Salomon

calls these two factors perceived demand characteristics (PDC — for task requirements) and

perceived self-efficacy (PSE—for self-assessment of required skills). Drawing on Bandura’s
theory, Salomon hypothesizes that as a student’s perception of the difficulty of a medium
increases from low to moderate, the effort he or shewill invest in learning from that medium
increases from very low to its maximum level. The same result occurs when a student’s

perception of his or her own skills increases from low to moderate. However, when a

student’s perception of the difficulty of a medium reaches a very high level or judgment
abouthis or her ownskills at learning from a mediumis very high, the effort investmentfalls

to very low levels. It is moderate levels of PDC and/or PSEthatresult in the greatest level of

motivation. In addition, there may be large national and cultural differences in PDC and
PSE judgments. Salomon(1984), for example, notes that North American students generally
believe that television is an easy medium while booksare difficult. Althoughthere is nothing
essentially more difficult about books, students will generally invest more effort in learning
from them than from televised presentation. Salomon notesthat Israeli children, who have

a different perception of the demands of televised instruction, do not make the same
distinctions.
This new motivation theory may go somedistance in explaining the often counterintui-

tive research findings in previous research on attitudes, values and beliefs about media such

as those described by Salomon (1981, 1984) and Clark (1983). For example, studies that have
shown increases in motivation (or learning) with decreases in attitude toward a specific
medium are now predictable given the self-efficacy theory.

Research on Liking or Valuing Different Media
One of the areas not adequately addressed byattitude theoryis the construct of value.
We may value a medium andprefer to learn from it simply because welike it, not becauseit

represents an easier way to learn or becausethe learner perceives him or herself as more or

less capable with it. There is currently very little research on values for learning from one or
another medium. Thereis a buddinginterest in values, however, in current cognitive theories
of learning. Researchers interested in this area might consult studies by Dweck and
Bernechat (1983) for direction. Generally, we suspect that a student’s values will influence his
or her decision to engagein learning from a specific medium (ora learning task) but not the
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amount of effort they invest (recall the distinction made earlier between engagement and
effort in motivation theory). We may haveability and an attitude that would allow for effort
to be spent at a medium but simply value some other medium so much morethatwerefuse to

choose to learn from the medium employed for instruction. This may have beenthe case in

attitude studies reported by Saracho (1982) and Machula (1978-79). These and other studies
(Clark, 1983) suggest that student values for or against certain media may changeradically

over a brief span of time within the same instructional module. One indication of these

changesis the extent to which student attention and engagementin tasks wanders on andoff
their tasks as they choose to think about things other than the instructional task. Indications
that values change in a brief span of time suggest that the design of studies in this area
contain measurement techniques that are sensitive to such changes.

Conclusions about Research on Attitudes toward Media
Cognitive theories of motivation have brought a measure of clarity to research onattitudes, values, and beliefs about media. Previous research results that seemed conflicting and
counterintuitive are now more understandable. Generally, attitude research is better conceptualized as part of motivation theory, and media researchersinterested in attitudes or values

are urged to master the growing and vigorousliterature on cognitive theories of motiva-

tion— particularly the work that has resulted from Bandura’s self-efficacy theory and the
extensions of that theory by Salomon (1981, 1984). Basically, the cognitive theories suggest
that all motivation results from the answer to three largely implicit questions learners ask
themselves: (1) Do I like this medium (or learning task)? (2) Whatskills are required to learn
from this medium (orlearning task)? and (3) Do I havetheskills that it takes to learn from

this medium (or learning task)? The answerto the first question leads learners to chooseto

learn from one or another valued medium. The answers to the second two questions
influence the amountof effort they invest in learning from any given medium.
Researchers in this area are urged to focus on a careful measurement of engagement,

level of effort, values and related constructs such as perceived demand characteristics, and

perceived self-efficacy. In addition, researchers are urged to separate learning from

motivational issues in studies. This can be accomplished by insuring that motivation studies
are not confounded byability or prior knowledge differences on the part of subjects. In this

way, the motivationa! influences on achievement will be separated from the contribution of
general and specific abilities.
Onefinal suggestion is in order. We suspect that these new cognitive theories of motivation imply some changes in our understanding of research on feedback during instruction.
This is particularly important in the design of research on theinteractivity advantages of
computer-based instruction (CBI). Many CBIstudies are designed to investigate different
forms of interaction between learner and computer courseware. The feedback given by the
computer may be conceptualized in many ways, but if researchers think of it as answering
one or more of the three motivation questions (in addition to other questions), the literature
in this area may become more productive. In other words, feedback might be about values,
media demandsonthe learnerorthe learner’s capabilities to learn from one or more media —
depending on whetherthe researcher wanted to manipulate engagement with a medium or

the amountof effort invested in learning from a given medium.
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ECONOMIC ISSUES IN MEDIA RESEARCH
One of the least obvious yet most compelling aspects of the media research conducted
during the last decade is the large number of economic questions and the scarcity of
economic studies. There is a growing consensus that past media comparison, media
attribute, and motivation studies indicate that media do not influence whether someone
learns from instruction. Learning seemsto be dueto factors such as task differences, instructional methods, and learner traits (including attitudes) but not the choice of media for
instruction. Another way tostate this conclusion is that media do not influence the psychological elements of learning and have no place as independentvariables in attempts to predict

learning outcomes. Yet, it seems that there is equally dramatic evidence that media do influ-

ence the economic elements of learning. That is, under certain conditions media can
dramatically influence the cost of learning. Here, cost can be defined in any of a variety of
ways—as the amount of time it takes a learner to reach an achievementcriterion or a
development team to develop, revise and/or present instructional programs; as the cost in
resources (such as dollars, committed facilities, or the drain on an organization); and/or as

the cost of access to instruction by different types of learners(in dollars, effort, or time). For

example, comparisons of computer and conventional instruction often show a 30 to 50
percent reduction in time to complete lessons for the computer groups (Clark & Salomon,
1986). Although someof this dramatic economic advantage of computers may be due to a
novelty effect that disappears over time, not all time savings are attributable to research

design errors. One of the reasons for exploring these cost of media issues is that they allow
for additional analyses of the psychologically based effectiveness studies or what economists

call cost-effectiveness research.

Cost-Effectiveness Studies of Computers in Primary

and Secondary School Settings

A recent review of cost-effectiveness studies of media use (primarily devoted to

computer-based instruction) has been conducted by Henry Levin (1986; Levin & Meister,
1985) at Stanford University. He has reanalyzed a number of recent, comprehensive, costeffectiveness studies that were conducted in elementary and secondary schools. His conclusions note that computer-based instruction cost-effectiveness is relatively poor in most of the
better evaluation studies. However, when sites made a determined effort to promote full
utilization of the medium andsoftware, the cost-effectiveness ratio increased by a factor of
50 percent. Levin also found evidence that there are dramatic cost-effectiveness differences
for the same CBI program at different implementation sites. That is, when the same program
is implemented at different schools or cities, the cost-effectiveness ratio changes significantly—by as much as 400 percent. This strongly suggests that different strategies for
managing media systems and the implementation of mediated instruction can greatly
influence the cost of achievement from computers (and perhaps other media as well).
Because we would expect that the media courseware would produce the samelevel of
achievement at different sites, management and organizational factors are mostlikely to
influence cost and, in somecases, inhibit achievement.

Media Economics Research Design Suggestions
Levin cautions researchers in this area that a great numberof flawed cost-effectiveness
studies have been conducted. He located reports of about 80 studies but was only able to use
8 of them for his analysis. In his view, 72 of the studies were so seriously flawed that they
could not be used. Healso presents a very engaging discussion of the issues surrounding CBI
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implementation —a discussion that all media researchers interested in conducting studies in

this area should read. He notes, for example, that elementary school computer systems tend
to be more fully utilized than those in secondary or college settings, which may account for

the typically larger achievementeffect sizes found in the primary school meta-analyses by the
Kuliks (Clark, 1985).

Westrongly recommendincreased research on the economicsof instructional mediain
the next few years. Although school systemsin the United States are not forced to rationalize
their plans in terms of cost-effectiveness yet, we seem to be movingin that general direction.
Wemayfind that some media makecertain instructional methods cheap enough for broad

implementation. For example, computers and videodisc media may provide the constant

interaction that individualized instruction requires but has only been previously available
from expensive, live teachers. In this case it would not be necessary to claim that computers

made a unique contribution to learning in order to rationalize their use in education. It

would besufficient to provide evidence that a medium made somenecessaryinstructional
method cheap enoughto be affordable within current levels of support.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Since the mid-1970s there has been a movement away from research questions and
studies inspired by a behavioral view of learning. The trend in the past decade has been
toward scholarship that is rooted in the new cognitive theories of learning from instruction.
The results of media comparison studies and, more recently, media attribute studies indicate
that media are best conceptualized as delivery vehicles for instruction and not as variables

that directly influence learning. In general, most previous research on instructional media

has identified some sufficient conditions for learning and for the cultivation of cognitive
learning skills. Future research should aim to determine necessary conditions for learning,
i.e., the unique aspects of a medium or of the instruction delivered by the medium that
models the cognitive processes required for successful performance on particular learning
tasks. We might also adopt a broaderdefinition of the outcomes of learning—onethat

includes levels of transfer of knowledge andskills desired.

Ourreading of the past decade of media research strongly suggests that the learning that
occurs from well-prepared media presentations is actually due to three factors or types of
variables: (1) learning task type (e.g., more procedural or more declarative tasks); (2) individual learnertraits (e.g., motivation, general ability, and prior knowledge); and (3) instructional method (e.g., the way that the instructional presentation compensatesfor deficits in

learner traits that are required for learning). Instructional technology research in the next

decade might profitably focus on interactions between these variables. In these studies,
media should be employed as delivery devices that will aid the researcher’s control of
treatment duration, reliability, and quality.
The motivational effects and the cost-effectiveness of instructional media have
remained largely unexplored. Attitudinal studies have been conducted in large numbers but
with conflicting results and without the benefit of theory. Now that cognitive research has
provided motivational theories such as Bandura’s and Salomon’s, future motivation research
with media will be more fruitful. Researchers interested in motivation issues are urged to
clarify some of the measurement problemsin past research on variables such as engagement,
level of effort, and values in relation to media presentations. In addition, motivational
research should avoid direct measurement of learning outcomes. Current cognitive theory
assumes that motivation influences either engagement in a task and/or the amount and
quality of effort expended to learn. Therefore, research in this area should use engagement
and effort expended as dependentvariables that, in turn, are presumedto influencelearning.
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The limited research available on cost-effectiveness of instructional media indicates
that, under certain conditions, media can dramatically influence the cost of achievement.
Thereis a great need for research to identify and quantify the management, implementation,
and organizational factors that influence the cost-effectiveness of various instructional
media for various kinds of subject matter, instructional methods, and students. Westrongly
support and urge an increase in the amount of economic research on media. Theseare the
studies that, in the long run, may proveto be the most fruitful for media researchers.
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What We Know (and What

We Don’t Know) about Training
of Cognitive Strategies for
Technical Problem-Solving*
Wellesley R. Foshay
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Let us start by identifying a fundamental dilemma of any practicing instructional
developer: the models by which we work have considerable practical utility, and they are
generally well grounded in theory. But the business of translating theory into practice is
always risky. As Cunningham (1986) points out,
...we must rid ourselves once and forall of the notion that science will produce
“truth,” fixed and immutable for all time. Our notion of generalizability must be
radically altered. We must allow ourselves the discomfort that comes when we
realize that we are less certain about things than wepreviously imagined.

In this view, theory in principle does not lead smoothly and unambiguously to generalizable
prescriptions for practice. Instead, practitioners must use theory as a “point of view” or a
means for forming expectations of howreal-world problemswill behave. These expectations
help the practitioner understand the complexity of real-world problems, and they help
structure decisions about what to do. Whileit is true that the mapis nottheterritory,it is
also true that to navigate in the territory, one must have a map: theories are only abstractions
of reality, but reality can only be understood through the point of view provided by theory.
Andsoit is now, as instructional developers seek to incorporate the theory of information processing cognitive psychology into their practical models of instructional design. As
always, the research is incomplete and in somecases contradictory. But even so, we must ask
if there are models, modesof analysis, or prescriptive principles which are powerful enough
to improve the practice of an instructional developer who uses them.
*An earlier version of this chapter was presented to the American Educational Research Association,
Washington, DC, April 1987. Reprinted with permission from the Journal of Structural Learning.
The helpful comments of professors R. M. Gagne and J. M. Scandura onanearlier draft of this paper
are gratefully acknowledged.
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The answer is a (heavily qualified) “yes,” in the opinion of recent reviews, such as
Fredericksen (1984) and André (1986). To evaluate these opinions, it is appropriate to
examine how thinking about instructional design might change to incorporate cognitive
theory. This examination also will help illuminate some unanswered theoretical questions
and identify some tools which practitioners will need in order to effectively modify their
design practice.
Let us take as the point of departure the topic of teaching troubleshooting, as one might
find it in content areas such aselectronic circuit fault detection, mechanical system repair,
computer software debugging, or medical diagnosis. Troubleshooting has the advantage of
being a commonsubject of training courses, and also a commontopic of cognitive research.
However, troubleshooting is generally well-structured compared to other kinds of problem
solving (such as design tasks), so the degree of generalizability to other cognitive tasks must
be questioned.
First, we will quickly review common(behaviorally-based) design practices for training
in troubleshooting. Then, we will examine some of the cognitively-based recommendations
for teaching problem solving which have been recently published, and see how they might be
applied to design of troubleshooting training. Finally, we will identify some unanswered
questions of importanceto practitioners seeking to incorporate cognitive principles into their
instructional designs. As part of the discussion, we will note certain key divergences between
Scandura’s Structural Learning Theory (SLT) and other cognitive theories.

BEHAVIORALLY-BASED DESIGN PRACTICES
FOR TROUBLESHOOTING TRAINING
The behaviorally-based approach to teaching troubleshootingis essentially algorithmic.
For example, popular treatments such as Mager’s (1982) often include recommendations
such as these:
1.

Identify the system’s most commonfaults.

2.

Derive one or more algorithm(s) for troubleshooting each common fault, using a
split-half strategy. A full analysis includes identification of conditions, actions, and
feedback for each step.

3.

Sequence instruction in each algorithm (or algorithm segment) using sequencing
rules (e.g., teach prerequisite parts before wholes).

4.

Teach each algorithm (or algorithm segment) separately, teaching the stepsin retrograde sequence. Structure practice of each step so it includes:
e

realistic stimuli (conditions)

e

realistic responses

e

immediate feedback on accuracy of the response, in detail

Continue practice until the behavioris satisfactorily shaped.

Limitations of the Behavioral Approach. Instructional design strategies incorporating

these features have been in use for over twenty years, and they have been shownrepeatedly
to be effective. However, the behavioral approach hasnot been withoutcritics. For example,
Duncan (1985) makes these points:
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1.

Detailed procedure analysis of the sort required is costly. Each system fault
requires a separate algorithm, or algorithm segment.

2.

Techniciansresist using a fully algorithmic approach.

3.

The algorithmsare very situation-specific, and thus expensive to update.

4.

Retention of algorithm details is a constant problem, because most of the faults
(and their associated algorithms) are rarely encountered — and thusrarely practiced.

5.

Transfer of troubleshooting skills to new systems or newfaults is relatively low.

It may be that experiences with these limitations are at the root of the commonpractice
of using job aids to record troubleshooting algorithms, wherever possible. When they can be
used in the worksituation, job aids effectively offset the problem of retention, and the need
for transfer is greatly reduced. However, the cost of the analysis and the need for constant
updating still remains.
Recent cognitive research suggests some ways of overcoming someoftheselimitations.
To see how, let us next summarize some key findings from that research.

KEY COGNITIVE PRINCIPLES OF
RELEVANCE TO TROUBLESHOOTING
Of the various lines of cognitive research, two of perhaps greatest interest to instructional designers teaching problem solving deal with knowledgerepresentation and with the
things that expert problem solvers know. While these findings are familiar, we will review
each to facilitate later discussion.
Knowledge Representation. In general, cognitive researchers have tended to draw
distinctions between types of knowledge. For example, André’s chapter on problem solving
in a recent introductory text (André, 1986) distinguishes between:
e

Concepts, or schemata, which are stored as sets of multiple discrimination rules
and as prototype examples; and

e

Production systems, including rules, principles and skills, which specify the conditional relationships between concepts.

In addition, André makes the familiar distinction between:
e

Declarative knowledge, which supports the ability to classify or define; and

e

Procedural knowledge, which supports the ability to perform.

An exception has been Scandura’s Structural Learning Theory (Scandura, 1986). In
SLT, both declarative and procedural knowlédge are subsumedin single rule structure. In
the rule structure, higher-order rules subsume lower-order ones, and separate knowledge
structures are not postulated.
Expert Knowledge. In studying differences between expert and novice problem solvers,
André’s review distinguishes two types of knowledge important for our purposes:
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e

e

Heuristic knowledge. Heuristics, or generally applicable (but imprecise) production

systems, are used by experts to control problem representation and selection of
solution strategy.

Domain-specific knowledge. Experts have mastered large arrays of knowledge

specific to a particular domain. This knowledge probably includes:
—

the symbol system in use

—

the structure of the system

—

types of problems

—

problem solution algorithms

—

strategies for applying heuristic knowledge to domain specific knowledge.

Again, there is a contrast with SLT. SLT doesnot allow for extra-domain knowledge,
other than a single “goal-switching” control mechanism, which is taken to be innate. What
others call heuristics are taken within SLT to be higher-order rules, which maybe applied to
generate lower-order (content-specific) rules as required.
Another important phenomenonis automaticity, or the ability to process certain kinds
of highly standardized algorithms rapidly and with minimal cognitive processing load
(Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). There is growing evidence that automaticity is important
becauseit frees up attentional power for other, less standardized tasks. Elio (1986) suggests
that this effect applies to production systems, but not to concepts. In other words, rapid
recall of facts does not necessarily facilitate learning of advanced skills, but rapid performance of component subskills does.
Finally, the expert’s reasoning process itself has been studied. Elstein, Schulman and
Sprafka (1978) characterized physician’s reasoning process as hypothetico-deductive,
meaningthat expert physicians usually formulated a small numberof hypothesesearly in the
problem-solving process, then gathered the information with the greatest powerin discriminating between competing hypotheses. This is essentially a refinement of earlier views (for

example, Gagne, 1954) that activities such as fault identification are essentially tree-

structured deductive tasks involving sequential discrimination of multiple cues. However,
more recent work (Patel & Groen, 1986) suggests that this kind of backward reasoning may
not be used universally. At least in the case of problems of moderate difficulty, a forward
reasoning process seems to be more characteristic of experts.
With these basic concepts in mind, let us now turn to the problem of teaching troubleshooting by addressing it as a subset of the general issue of teaching problem solving.

HOW TO TEACH TROUBLESHOOTING
If we approachthetask of designing instruction for troubleshooting by using a standard
instructional design model, it makessense tofirst discuss the analysis of the task, and then to
address the selection of appropriate instructional strategies.
Analyzing the Task. The theory reviewed above leads to somesignificant departures
from conventional task/content analysis. The analysis procedure might looklike this:
1.

If experts use a symbol system to describe the system, identify it. Then analyze the
characteristics of the symbol system through a conventional concept analysis.
This recommendation is based on the finding that knowledge of an appropriate
symbol system is the first level of an expert’s domain-specific knowledge.
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2.

Using this symbol system, represent the system understudy, identifying components
within the system. The level of detail of analysis should be such that the smallest
unit of analysis corresponds to the smallest componentto be acted uponin troubleshooting. The analysis should include at least the name and function of each system
component.
This corresponds to the identification of concepts or schemata for an expert’s
domain-specific knowledge, or the lowest order of rules in an SLT rule structure.

3.

For each component, identify the failure modes and the probabilities and costs
associated with each failure. Then group the failure modesinto categories.
This corresponds to identification of the expert’s knowledge of the types of
problemswhich occur. The recommendation to attach probabilities and costs to the
failures is consistent with Elstein, Schulman and Sprafka (1978), and also with
work done with some expert systems.

4.

For each category of failure, identify the solution algorithm for isolating the
problem. The algorithms are specific indicators or tests which isolate component

failures. They are not complete algorithms for troubleshooting the entire system. It
may also be worthwhile to identify the relative cost and reliability of each test.

This corresponds to an expert’s knowledge of problem solution algorithms for each

problem type, or higher-order rules within SLT. There is some evidence from
studies such as Elstein, Schulman and Sprafka (1978) that experts also take into

accountthe cost andreliability of each test when weighing the information value of
each alternative.
5.

For the system as a whole, derive heuristics which may be applied to guide linking
of the detailed solution algorithms to find a particular fault.

This corresponds to an expert’s knowledge of problem solving strategies, or the
highest-order rules within SLT.
Compared to conventional behavioral analysis, this task analysis is much more comprehensive, yet potentially simpler to perform. It shows the structure of the system whenit
works, and when it doesn’t work; it also shows the production systems used by an expert
when troubleshooting at a precise and a heuristic level. However, it does not do what a
behavioral analysis would: it does not map the exact algorithms needed to troubleshoot every
particular fault in a specific system. Instead, it assumes that detailed troubleshooting
algorithms are constructed by experts as they are confronted with each malfunction. To do
this, the experts draw onall five types of knowledge analyzed above. If all five types of
knowledge are taughtto learnersin an effective way, the assumptionis that they also will be
able to construct the algorithms as experts do.
This approach to cognitive task analysis also differs from that proposed by Brien and
Duchastel (1986). In their technique, discrete learner objectives are developed for reproduction competencies (for which the learner is expected to recall the algorithm), and production
competencies (which the learner must generate). The production competencies correspond to
the troubleshooting algorithms mentioned in point 4 above. However, Brien and Duchastel
do not seem to makeseparate provisions for heuristic knowledge, as recommendedin point 5
above. Furthermore, structural analysis of the relationships between the rules in the
knowledgestructure is not discussed.
With the task analysis complete, let us turn to the design of the instructional strategy.
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Instructional Strategies. It would seem logical to teach each of the five types of knowledge with a separate instructional strategy. However, there is considerable controversy over
whetherthis is really effective. For example, Duncan (1985) reported improvementsin faultfinding efficiency, but not accuracy, when various problem representation strategies were
taught. Improvements in accuracy cameonly with practice. An attemptto directly represent
production systems to physics students by Hewson and Posner (1984)yielded mixedresults.

Others have concluded that greater transfer occurs when concepts and production systems

are taught in an integrated fashion as a complete system representation. Scandura (1986)
concurs from both theoretical and empirical evidence that use of separate instructionalstrategies is both less efficient and less effective.
While integrated teaching of concepts and production systems maybebest for declarative knowledge, the opposite may be true of procedural knowledge such as the specific

algorithms and general heuristics known by experts. Chaiklin (1984) has argued that verbal
representation of procedural rules assists novices as they master the rules, even though the

verbal representations drop out when experts use the procedures. Furthermore, Chaiklin
argues that even experts mayreturn to verbal representation of the rules when confronted by
a difficult problem.
These recommendations are far from certain. Each of them could be challenged by
citing conflicting research findings. However, it appears (at least to this author) that they
represent the most persuasive positions among current work. Combining them with more
widely recognized instructional strategy recommendationsleadsto this instructionalstrategy
for teaching troubleshooting:
1.

First, teach the symbol system used to represent the problem. The symbol system is
essentially a system of declarative knowledge involving both terms and concepts.
Procedures for teaching terms and concepts using sequencesof definitions, positive
and negative examples have been well documented, most recently by Tennyson and
Cocchiarella (1986).

2.

Then, teach the system understudy, including both its components andtheir causal
relationships (how the system works). This corresponds to the recommendation to
teach concepts and production systems simultaneously. Procedures for teaching in
this way are outlined by Tennyson and Cocchiarella (1986).

3.

Continue teaching the system by identifying the failure modesof each type of system
component and howeachfailure affects the system as a whole (how it works whenit
doesn’t work). Again, this is an example of teaching both concepts and production
systemsat the sametime, so theinstructional procedures would beasin the previous
step. However, in this case the content directly concerns system malfunctions.
If the designer wishes to teach probabilities and costs for eachclass of failure, these
would be two kinds of concept attribute to teach.

4.

Teach algorithms for isolating each type of component failure. These would be
specific algorithms which provide definitive tests to isolate each class of component
failure. They would be taught using standard procedure teaching strategies, such as
those outlined by Salisbury, Richards and Klein (1985).

5.

Teach heuristics for troubleshooting the system in general. Use a practice strategy
which asks the learner to state the heuristics and use them by applying them to
troubleshooting the system. In other words, practice of the heuristics would involve
asking the learner to verbalize them as they generate andstate specific algorithms
for troubleshooting given problemsin specific systems. This is an application of
Chaiklin’s (1984) recommendation andis also consistent with Gagne (1954).
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A general consideration is whether, in each step, the learner should continue practice
until automaticity is achieved. As previously noted, Elio’s (1986) argumentthat automaticity
facilitates learning of production systems but not concepts suggests that extended practice

should be plannedatleast for steps 2 through 4,especially in exercises requiring the learner

to apply the production systems by stating or predicting functional relations. Reasoning
from Duncan’s (1985) review, one would expect the extended practice to affect only accuracy
and speed of solving such exercises.
It should also be noted that steps 2 through 5 would involve heavyuse of simulation to
teach the production systemsand heuristics. The realism of such simulations should becarefully regulated. The simulations should provide only the practice of relevance for eachstep.
Consequently, they are likely to be relatively unrealistic, allowing for considerable intrusion
of instructioninto the simulation. This is consistent with Munro, Fehling and Towne’s (1985)
recommendation for computer-based simulations.
The strategy described above represents a plausible application of some current
research. However, many of the recommendations may be open to challenge based on
studies other than those cited. Furthermore, the author could identify no examples ofactual
instructional systems usingall five of the recommendedstrategies. To illustrate some of the
recommendations, the next section will briefly describe a commercial training product which
applies some of them. Then, a final section will summarize someof the points of controversy
surrounding the instructional strategy proposed above.

CICS MAINTENANCE: A PRACTICAL
APPLICATION OF SELECTED PRINCIPLES
The CICS Maintenance product (Robbins & Connors, 1987) was developed by

Advanced Systems, Inc. as the introductory course in its curriculum to teach IBM’s CICS

application programming system. The course was implemented in a combinationof linear
video with a printed text exercise manual (Video Assisted Instruction, or VAI), andlevelIII

interactive video, with a supplementary printed text component and a pocket reference job

aid (Interactive Video Instruction, or IVI). The target audience for the courseis proficient
applications programmers and systems analysts whoare learning CICSforthefirst time.
Needs analysis showed that beginning CICS programmersarefirst assigned to maintenance
tasks, such as fixing bugs or adding features to existing CICS programs. In spite ofthis,
there are no reference manualsor training products which explicitly teach this skill. Instead,
it is widely regarded by CICS experts as one whichis hard to learn and not usually mastered
until the programmerhas had a numberof years’ experience with CICS.
The course thus represents a radical departure from conventional CICS entry-level
training in at least two ways. First, it is an explicit attempt to teach novices a skill which
experts widely believe “can be learned, but not taught.” Second, the course is an explicit
attempt to teach a high-level problem-solving skill.
The course is not a full implementation of the analysis and design strategy outlined

above. However, someofthe principles identified were applied. These are described below.

Task Analysis
e Analysis of the symbol system wasin this case analysis of the CICS programming
languageitself, using conventional methodsof concept analysis.
e

Representation of the system under study. The system under study was CICS

programs, as implemented in typical programming structures. Analysis thus

included identification of typical programmingstructures as executed in blocks of
CICS code. Analogies to COBOL programmingalso wereidentified.
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e

Failure modes. The failure modes included both commonly occurring bugs and
frequent maintenance requests. These were identified by expert CICS programmers
and then grouped into categories. No attempt was made to exhaustively identify
every possible bug or maintenance requirement. Instead, only the problems which
were most commonly occurring and most typical of their category were analyzed.

e

Solution algorithm. Specific solution algorithms, such as debugging tests or modification procedures, were not separately identified in task analysis.

e

Heuristics. For each category of bug or maintenance request, “rules of thumb” were
identified, in the form of small productions for “things to check” or “points to
consider.” These then were sequenced into a flowchart (a format chosen because of
its familiarity to the audience), even though the result was not fully deterministic.

Instructional Strategies
e Teaching the symbol system was doneearly in the course, in linear video with textbased practice, using standard concept teaching sequences involving careful isolation and presentation of concept attributes, use of positive and negative example
sequences, and spaced practice involving generation of simple code and discrimination of positive and negative examples of concepts.

e

Teaching the system under study was doneby introducing the basic programming
structures through analysis of blocks of CICS code and through analogy to COBOL.

e

Teaching the failure modes was done byintroducing the heuristic flowchart in interactive video. At its highest level, the cells in the flowchart are a taxonomy of
program update types. This taxonomy was taught using conventional coordinate
concept teaching strategies.

e

Teaching the heuristics was done by presentation of each of the production systems
(“rules of thumb”) shown in the flowchart to be relevant to each type of program

update. Practice was two-level: first, in an on-line CBT format, learners were asked

to analyze a typical CICS maintenance request and select the production systems
which applied to that problem. Then, learners were given a “final exercise” involving
handling of a simulated maintenance request and manual rewriting of CICS code.
The courseis structured to facilitate self-paced mastery learning. However, practice is
insufficient to lead to true automaticity for any of the skills taught.
While the course is a conscious attempt to apply someofthe principles identified in this
paper within the constraints of a practical, commercial developmentproject, it is not without
compromise. To complete the course within constraints of time and budget, a numberof

design decisions had to be made whicharenot fully supported by the research cited above.

Thus, the project helped us identify a numberoftopics of interest to instructional designers
which do not appear to be fully explored by research. These topics will be discussed in the
next section.
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WHAT WE DON’T KNOW ABOUT
TEACHING TROUBLESHOOTING
The research cited above, and our experience with the CICS project, leads to articulation of a numberof questions which are as yet not fully answeredin the literature. These

include:
1.

How should knowledge be represented? In the CICS project, flowcharts were used
to represent what wasreally a heuristic process. Concept hierarchies were used for
the concept analysis. However, other authors have used a large variety of representation techniques, especially for production systems, heuristics, and rule structures.
Asyet there are no standard recommendations for the representation system to use
in a cognitive task analysis. Scandura (1986) argues that the various representation
systems have varying strengths, much as do different computer programming
languages. If this is so, then what is needed are recommendations for when to use
each representation system.

2.

Should the strategy components of the skill be directly verbalized and taught, or
should they be acquired inductively through practice? Chaiklin (1984)is typical of
those who advocate direct verbal teaching of cognitive strategies. Other investigators argue for inductive modeling (discovery) of strategies through practice, with
little or no verbalization of the strategy.

3.

Do the principles of teaching procedures apply to cognitive strategies and
heuristics? Principles of procedure teaching such as those summarized bySalisbury,
Richards and Klein (1985) may apply, but it may be that other techniques are more
appropriate.

4.

How should simulations be constructed for practicing the procedural knowledge
components of troubleshooting skills? There are indications that carefully
constructed by unrealistic simulations are moreeffective than realistic simulations,
especially early in the learning process(see, for example, Munro, Fehling & Towne,
1985). However, empirically validated guidelines for constructing such simulations
are only fragmentary.

5.

How can a designer predict when the benefits of achieving automaticity outweigh
the developmentcosts for the extended practice sequences? Authors such as Elio
(1986) argue that automaticity is needed for low-level algorithmic components of
problem solving, in order to manage attentional loading in higher-level
components. If this is so, what decision rules can a developeruseto identify a priori
the componentsubskills truly requiring automaticity?

Many morequestions could be derived, of course. But it should be clear that research on
the learning psychology side of the cognitive field far outstrips the research on the

instructional psychology side. In many ways, the situation is analogous to that over twenty

years ago, when behavioral theories did a much better job of describing learning than of
prescribing instruction. At that time, a behaviorally-based instructional psychology was
developed. Perhapsit is time to do the same, using cognitive psychology as a basis.
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Evaluation
A General View
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INTRODUCTION
Myintent in this chapter is to propose a general perspective from which to view evaluation studies. The view, one hopes, will provide both a framework from whichto judgeevaluations and also a way to think about conducting them. Missing from the chapter is a
discussion of areas requiring technical expertise. Things not included, amongothers, are
questions of sampling designs, instrument construction, interviewing techniques, field notes,
validity and reliability, and the analysis of educational objectives. Instead, the focus is on
providing a framework into which can befitted some orall of these technical matters.
The chapter ends with an example of the questions that might be raised and designs to
answer them when conducting an evaluation of a new curriculum. Embedded in that
example are some technical considerations. These are alluded to but not elucidated.

WHAT IS EVALUATION?
Evaluation can be defined as disciplined inquiry to determine the worth of things, where
things may include programs, products, procedures, or objects. As a way to ask and answer
questions, evaluation activities, aims, and methods can be distinguished from moretraditional research, which is another type of inquiry. There are three dimensions on which
research and evaluation can differ.
First, evaluation need not haveasits objective the generation of new knowledge. Evaluation is applied; research is basic. Second, evaluation, presumably, produces information
that is used to makedecisions or form a basis for making decisions or determining policies.
Evaluation yields information that has immediate use; research need not. Third, evaluation
is a judgment of worth. Evaluations result in value judgments; research need not and some
would say should not.

EVALUATION MODELS
There are a plethora of evaluation models. Each requiresa skilled evaluator to implement
and each focusesonslightly different issues in the course of conducting an evaluation. Each
has its strengths and weaknesses; each maybe more applicable to one setting than another.
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Figure 32.1 provides a heuristic for evaluation studies. An evaluator chooses one or
more of the existing evaluation models, applies his or her skills to a problem, and conducts a
study within a set of constraints. An evaluation may contain aspects of each of these dimensions. Any one evaluation may not be a puretype, but one maybeable to see someaspects of

the models discussed below.
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Fig. 32.1. An heuristic for viewing evaluations.

Traditional — Tyler Rationale
This is probably the first evaluation model in what could be called the “modern era” of
evaluation. It is based on the work of Ralph Tyler (1949), who emphasized consistency
between goals, experiences, and outcomes.
For Tyler, goals are to be made operational in terms of measurable (behavioral) objectives reflecting changes that will occur in participants when they have received appropriate
instruction or have had appropriate experiences. Samples of the outcomesof instruction or
experiences are collected both immediately after them and later as a follow-up. Baseline
information (what the participants knew prior to the treatment) is crucial in order to assess
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changes, so pretest-posttest designs are called for. If the goals are not met, one looks for
ways to changethe instruction and the experiences. Tyler’s is mainly a goal attainment
model, with a heavy emphasis on a broad array of behavioral outcomes.

Decision-oriented — Stufflebeam
Stufflebeam (1983) emphasizes collecting information from a variety of sources to

provide a basis for making better decisions. This model, often given the acronym CIPP
(context, input, process, and product), distinguishes various phases of an evaluation study.
A context evaluation focuses on needsof a particular group; provides a rationale for a set of
goals and objectives; and provides a basis for planning a program, activity, or curriculum.
Aninput evaluation provides information about how one can marshall resourcesto structure

activities and experiences in order to increase the probability that one can meet specific
objectives. This is an analysis of what a system is capable of doing and of which of a

competing set of strategies might be mostefficient given specific goals. Process evaluationis
used to monitor programsand checkthe degree to which the planned programsoractivities
have been implemented. Product evaluation focuses on outcomes and decisions about
whether goals have been reached. Processevaluation is a piece of the CIPP model that most
closely resembles the Tyler rationale.

Case Study — Ethnographic — Stake
While the traditional or decision-oriented models are labeled by some as quantitative
approachesto evaluation, case studies or ethnographic ones maybe called qualitative (Stake,
1967). The emphasis is on understanding whatis being evaluated; being responsive to various
diverse interests and audiences, sometimescalled stake holders, of the evaluation; and, more
or less, using methods associated with anthropology to gather evidence about whatis being
evaluated. Characteristics of this approach include being a participant observer, asking key
informants about what is happening, and providing information about whether or not a
program has been implemented. While routine data collection may include administering
traditional questionnaires and tests, the main thrust here is on the perceptions and
experiences of the observer.

Goal Free and Integrative — Scriven
A goal free approach emphasizes determining all of the effects or outcomes and
deciding whether the effects, either intended or not, are desirable (Scriven, 1967; 1983). A
program should havea set of goals, but an evaluator should notrestrict an inquiry into those
preordained outcomes. Meeting trivial goals meansa trivial program. Not meeting difficult
but desirable goals might be the best a program could do. Unintended outcomes may be
more powerful and compelling than the intended ones. One is interested not only in
outcomesbutalso in whatit costs to produce them. Thatis, part of an evaluation is to weigh
costs versus benefits. Scriven (1983) has integrated his approach through a key evaluation
checklist, part of which is used in the example part of this chapter.
Although I describe both “qualitative” and “quantitative” models in the above
discussion, I do notbelieve that this is a useful way to distinguish between the models. Some
questions are best answered using one approach; others need different ones. There is room
within each of the basic models to conduct both “qualitative” and “quantitative” studies. As
the example at the end of this chapter indicates, a thorough evaluationis likely to use diverse

methods which fall in both the qualitative and quantitative camps. For a discussion of these

differences, see Cook and Reichardt (1979).
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There are, of course, other models of evaluation. I have chosen these because they cover
a range of alternatives. For discussions of other models and perspectives, Popham (1975)
and Madaus, Scriven, & Stufflebeam (1983) are excellent sources. It is important to recog-

nize the variety of models and methodsavailable to an evaluator. I also think it is important
to recognize that no evaluation study need be a pure type. Any one study can be a hybrid

depending on the questions being asked and the meansused to obtain theresults.

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
Having chosen a model, an evaluator then applies a set of skills to design a particular
study which operates within a set of powerful constraints. Some of the more importantskills
and salient constraints are elaborated upon in the next two sections.

Skills
Designing
An evaluator must ask appropriate questions and gather evidence that responds to those
questions. Important questions are determined by the nature of whatis to be evaluated. For
example, a change in curriculum assumes that different types of learning outcomes are
expected. A proper focus for an evaluation would be how muchstudents advanced toward
these new goals and what other (unintended) things they learned. A new product (software
for a computer) might also be evaluated in terms of changes in students but would also
include such computing-relevant dimensions as the speed of the program, howeasily used
and learned, whether the presentation wasaesthetically pleasing, what kinds of feedback
were provided, and howthe program dealt with errors.
Implementing

Whenchoosing a set of procedures and types of instrumentation, an evaluator seeks

congruence between them andthe proposed evaluation design. A common complaint about
new programsis that they have not been implemented correctly. This is also true of evaluations. Often there is a knee-jerk reaction against using anything but questionnairesortests to
collect information. Such techniques as interviewing, videotaping, and merely talking with
participants are shunned because they are too soft. But they are, in fact, powerful ways to

collect important information about the product or process being studied.
Assessing

Whatdata are collected and how they are analyzed should be consistent with the design

and implementation of the evaluation. There is a tendencyto collect too much of the wrong

kind of data. For lack of a clear vision of what should be evaluated and howthat evaluation
should be conducted, loads of data are collected that are never used. Also, some types of
data (existing records or a papertrail) are ignored at the expenseof less relevant information.
There is too much emphasis on questionnaires andtoolittle collecting and archiving of wellfocused data.
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Reporting
Good evaluation reports are focused on an appropriate audience and report complex
results in straightforward, understandable ways. While a research paper follows moreorless
well-known and accepted conventions, that is not true of an evaluation report. Most evaluations are done for several different audiences. Tailoring reports to those audiencesis a
major facet of producing an effective evaluation. Effective reporting can vary from a short
one- or two-page summaryto the more conventional, full-scale report.

Constraints
Values

Evaluations should include a judgment of worth, looking at value orientations and
potential conflicts. Traditional research is reported in a “value free” context and uses neutral
language as a vehicle for claiming objectivity. In virtually all evaluation settings a question
of why this thing being evaluated is good should beat the center of inquiry. Evaluators
should seek to raise values issues, not repress them.
Contexts

Context constraints include howthesetting of an evaluation impinges on what can be
doneeffectively. Politics influence what can be done in an evaluation. Stakeholders will

differ in terms of what they believe should be done. Evaluators and evaluations should be

responsive to many constituencies, but there will be avenues of inquiry and seemingly
pertinent questions that will be difficult to pursue or ask. These conflicts, too, must be

brought to light, not hidden from the various audiences.
Design

The constraint here is on how the design of an evaluation can affect the strength of
conclusions that might be reached. In traditional research, experiments allow oneto talk
about cause and effect in powerful ways. In most evaluation contexts it is difficult to have
experimental control over the relevant variables. However, thoughtful designs and appropriate methods can be used so that one can produce information and evaluations that are
useful. Quality of information gathered during an evaluation is of greater importance than
the power of the evaluation design.

THE FORMATIVE-SUMMATIVE DISTINCTION
Operating above or throughthis proposed view of evaluation activities is the distinction
made by Scriven (1967) between the roles of formative and summative evaluation. While
developing a product, one collects information about that process andits progress. If things
are not going as planned —there were unforeseen obstacles, changes in personnel, a redirection of efforts—an evaluator should document andrespondto those deviations. Putting the

project back on track through evaluation activities during the process is formative

evaluation.
At the end of the development phase, after some entity has been put in place, one wants
to know whatits effects are. This type of evaluation is summative. For summative evaluations one is interested in making statements about what works and what does not work,
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what changes and what doesnot change, and whatis worthwhile and whatis not worthwhile.
A summative evaluation leads to final reports about the effectiveness of what is being
evaluated.
Onepractical example of the distinction between formative and summative evaluation
can be found in mastery learning (Bloom, 1968). Instructional units in this approach are
assumed to be structured linearly. That is, learning a first unit is a necessary but not

sufficient condition for learning a second. General topics subsumethese instructional units.

In the mastery paradigm onetypically gives formative tests after each of the instructional
units. Based on theresults of those evaluations, students are given additional work or receive
the next instructional unit. After having completed all of the units, where each has a
formative evaluation and students have mastered each, an overall evaluation of the broader

general topics is done. This final evaluation is summative and used to determine the extent to
which students have accomplished what was expected in the general unit.

It is the case, of course, that this summative evaluation could be considered a formative

one for the next general idea or issue to be addressed. These distinctions — formative versus
summative —are based on two different notions. First, there is the question of whether the
role of the evaluation is to intervene in a process to change it: That would be formative. If

the role is to make statements about effectiveness, that is summative. But effectiveness

statements can play a formative role as well. This happens when one changesthelevel at
which an analysis is conducted. In the mastery example, the summative results for the
general idea covered in the instruction could provide formative information for the next level
of instruction. For example, one could use the summative evaluation of a first course in
statistics as a formative evaluation for the second.

AN EXAMPLE EVALUATION
As an example of the kinds of questions that could be asked and the kinds of methods

that might be used to evaluate a particular thing, I have chosen the Perseus project (Crane &
Mylonas, 1988). I chose this for several reasons. (1) It is an ambitious attempt to provide an
interactive database on classical Greek civilization. Because it is ambitious, one can have an

ambitious evaluation scheme. (There are those whosaythat evaluation activities should be
provided 20 percent of the budgetallocated for the developmentof a project.) (2) It seeks to
combine advanced computing technology with a view of learning that emphasizes inquiry.
(3) Its possible educational roles are sufficiently diverse (it is a learning tool for students, a
structuring tool for instructors, a reference for all interested in classical Greece, and an
expandable database for future research publications and other related efforts), so a diverse
set of evaluation questions and techniquesis called for.
Crane & Mylonas (1988) suggest that some formative evaluation activities have already
been completed. For example, there has been work done with students that suggests the
Perseus approach is more fun for them. Instructors have reported that students are more
confident and better informed using Perseus than they wereprior to its implementation. Let
us assumethat Perseus is at a stage where it might be implemented in several settings and
used in ways that were envisaged by the authors. What kinds of questions, methods and
approaches might be used to evaluate Perseus?
While Scriven (1983) might advocate beginning with a needs assessment, I will assume
that a program ofthis type can bejustified intrinsically by how it can enhance knowledge of
classical Greece. Instead of beginning with a needs assessment, I will start with one general
and several basic questions that could (and I think should) be asked abouta project of this
magnitude. I do notclaim that this is the most important question that can be asked about a
complex program like this. Rather, I wantit to be a good question. Without any great deal of
difficulty I could have generated 10 or more questionsof this sort.
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The general question is: Does Perseus enhance learning aboutclassical Greek civilization? The general question leads to more specific ones. The first question is: Does Perseus
enhance learning? There are other questions involved in that one: (1) Do students learn more
and better when using Perseusin a course onclassical Greek civilization? (2) Can instructors
in a Western civilization course use Perseus as a wayto integrate information aboutclassical
Greece in their course? (3) Which components of Perseus are used most effectively by
students in a classical Greek course? (4) Which components of Perseus are used most effectively by students in a related course? (5) Do the computing requirements of Perseus hinder
its adaptation to existing courses? There are many others.

Creating a Design
The first question is a classic curriculum evaluation question, so one could start with
Tyler and think of a pretest-posttest follow-up design. One could peruse a course syllabus of
an existing Greek civilization course to see what content was covered and what was supposed
to be learned bythe participants. Based on thosespecifications, pretest information (it need
not only be through objective tests but could include term projects or portfolios of what
students had done during the course, and need not be limited to “cognitive” outcomes but
could include an array of opinions, attitudes, and preferences) would be specified; a parallel
set of information would be gathered immediately after the course; and, sometimelater in

the students’ careers, this information would be collected again. If this were a typical course,
this might be sufficient to assess the outcomes of learning with Perseus. Big gains would be

attributed to the innovation and Perseus would be deemed successful.

But if there were no major gains, the design would not provide a meansto assess what
went wrong. For Perseus the intense computing that one must do is an obviousdifficulty in
integrating the material into the existing course. Hence, at least two variations are needed in
order to institute a more powerful evaluation. First, one would build upon the existing
design by making it a comparative study. Instead of a single location, one would choose
multiple sites. For the multiple sites one would select two comparable courses: one receives

Perseus and the other does not.

To respond to the issue of the intense computing demands, different ways would be
used to show students and faculty how to master Perseus. Such planned variation might
include for one site a two-week training session, for a second site a Perseus-trained expert
who would be available to construct laboratory experiences and assist students and faculty in
the use of the system, and for a third the training materials available with the product would

be supplied. The net result of the first addition to the basic design is the need forat least

three sites and two courses at each site. Obvious comparisons would be made between
Perseus and non-Perseus and between the different training techniques.
However, without some knowledge of the extent to which either Perseusor the training
sessions were implemented, one would not havea basis for forming conjectures about why a
program workedin onesite and not at another. Hence, one needs onsite an observer or some
proxy for an observerin orderto be able to find out what happenedat the different sites. The

importance of such an observer has been well documented by Trend (1979).
For the second variation, I will add an observerto each of the sites. That observer’s task

is to describe as well as possible what happenedat each site. That would include monitoring
the training programs, talking with students and faculty who used Perseus, perhaps learning
Perseus so as better to understand it, and describing the contexts in which the instruction

took place.
Having chosen the design and implemented the evaluation schema, and having within

the schemaa wayto talk about what kinds of constraints were imposed onthe evaluation,I

will assumethat all has gone well (which, of course, will never be the case) and that, as the
evaluator, I have received all of the information collected from my study. My problem now
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is to provide reports on the success, or lack of it, of Perseus. I have at my disposal the
quantitative data gathered during pretest and posttest for each of the conditions. I have
information about what went onin the training sessions. And I have a description of what
occurred at each of the sites. My job is to make sense of this voluminous dataset.
Myfirst job is to determine my audiences. First there is the agency that funded my

evaluation, then the producers of Perseus. Then there is an audience of potential users of the
innovation. There is also a cohort of evaluators who are interested (presumably) in what I
have done and a cohort of developers who wish to know more about Perseus andits

implementation. There is a public that is interested in the educational effects of technology.
(There may be others but that is enough for this discussion.)

First, I must report to the funding agency. That report would be the longest and most
comprehensive. But rather than conceive of that as a single report, I view it as three separate

ones. First is an eight- to ten-page summary of what was found. That summaryis a kind of
“Reader's Digest”that highlights the most important findings, discusses the biggest obstacles

faced by this program, and arrives at a conclusion of whether or not Perseusis a good thing.
The second reportis the typical final report. It contains a detailed description of Perseus,
how it was implementedin the varioussites, the major results of the evaluation, an interpretation of those results, and a judgment of the worth of Perseus. The appendix of the report
contains the raw data and descriptive information gathered during the evaluation. Thethird
report is the data archive. Data are structured so other persons can analyze results. Thefield
notes are containedin files easily accessible to such software programsas the Ethnographer.
This third report, a data archive, provides a basis for secondary analyses of this complex
project.
To the developers I send a report that is formative in nature. It details what types of
things might be changed in order to make Perseus more amenable to being exported. This

report need not be long, but should be prescriptive.

Assumingthat the project fared well, one should think ofstill another kind of report.
That should be aimed at an audience of potential users. Its focus would be on those things
necessary for adopting Perseus. It would include the kinds of training, the resources, and the
general configuration of hardware and other computing essentials that are needed successfully to adopt the Perseus program.
Finally, one could produce a brief press release that would inform the public at large of
what new and goodthingsare available within academe.

CONCLUSION
I have, I hope, provided a sketch of what kinds of things can be done underthe broad
heading of an evaluation study. The sketch is a general one that encouragesthe potential
evaluatorto be eclectic in terms of models, to have questions drive a design, notto be greatly
concerned with whether one is doing a qualitative or a quantitative study, and to report
responsibly to a variety of audiences.
This is a broadly based curriculum example, but the approachis general. If an evaluator
wished, for instance, to look at only the technical pieces of Perseus—things such as the
appropriateness of content, the speed of the machine, the quality of the graphics, the extent
to which the database was integrated so that text and appropriate graphics were easily
accessible —such things as choosing defensible outcomes (what should a program like this be
able to do), varying the setting (users with different needs and past experience), planning the
variation (use in different courses and settings), and reporting to a variety of audiences
would be germaine.
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Professional Competencies and

Certification in the
Instructional Technology Field
Barry Bratton
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Iowa City, Iowa

CERTIFICATION DEFINED
Professional certification is the formal recognition individuals receive from an

independent body of peers who have examined their work and evaluated it against some

published external standards. The standards vary among professions, obviously, but the
more commononesinclude membership in a professional association, successful completion
of a program of study, and satisfactory performance on an examination. Achievingcertification meansrecognition for possessing specific knowledgeandskills at a specified level of
competence. Individuals who do not wish to becertified are free to continue working in the
same field, but they cannot promote themselves as “certified.” Accreditation and licensure
are sometimes mistakenly confused with certification. Accreditation recognizes school,
college, and university programs that meet certain standards. Licensure, on the other hand,
is a legal requirementto protect the public from incompetent practitioners.
Professional certification is not the same as teacher certification. The latter is a
misnomer because, in reality, it is a form of licensure. State governments, for example,
require that teachers hold a valid certificate in order to teach in public schools.
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ESTABLISHING COMPETENCIES
Professional certification rests on the assumption that those people served (e.g.,
students, teachers, trainers, clients, administrators, etc.) by the membersof anotherfield are
not always able to judge the quality of the work performed. One wayto protect the consumer is for the members of the profession to decide whether their colleagues possess the
necessary knowledge andskills to practice in a competent manner. The responsibility for
establishing and maintaining the standards for competent performance, therefore, rests with
each profession. In manycases the professional associations take on this task. In the instructional technology field two professional organizations have showntentative interest in certification: the Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) and the
National Society for Performance and Instruction (NSPI). Task forces representing AECT
and NSPI first worked cooperatively to investigate the viability of certification through a
joint task force composedprimarily of experts in instructional and training design. The joint
task force concluded that a final decision on certification would be premature until it was

clear that competencies could be identified. It also decided to use the instructional design

area as the first case becausethis area was the most familiar to the task force members. After
three years of research, debate, and formative evaluation, the joint task force produced list
of 16 skills in which instructional designers should be competent. Within each area are essen-

tial subcompetencies. The instructional designer competencies are presented in figure 33.1.

Competentinstructional designers are able to:
1.

Determine projects that are appropriate for using instructional design
methodologies.

2.

Conduct needs assessments.
Assess the relevant characteristics of learner/trainees.

om ID

Analyze the characteristics (resources, constraints, values, etc.) of the
Organization’s environment.
Perform task/content/job analyses.
Write statements of performance objectives.

Develop the performance measurements.
Sequence the performance objectives.
Specify the instructional strategies.

10.

Design the instructional materials.

11.

Evaluate the instruction/training.

12.

Design the instructional management system.

13.

Plan and monitor instructional design projects.

14.

Communicate effectively in visual, oral, and written forms.

15.

Interact effectively with other people.

16.

Promote the use of instructional design.

Fig. 33.1. Instructional design competencies. From Instructional Design Competencies:
The Standards published by the International Board of Standards for Training, Performance and Instruction, 1986. Distributed by the American Society for Training and
Development, Alexandria, Virginia.
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Soon thereafter the joint task force elected to become an independent body and
restructured itself into a not-for-profit corporation. This action was taken to ensure impartiality and to actively solicit financial support for the corporation’s goals. The organization
was namedthe International Board of Standards for Training, Performance andInstruction

(IBSTPI). The persons who served on the first governing board of IBSTPI were Barry

Bratton, president (University of Iowa), J. Robert Carleton (Vanguard Group), Maurice
Coleman (Arthur Andersen & Company), William Coscarelli (Southern Illinois University),
Rob Foshay (Advanced Systems, Inc.), Judith Hale, secretary (Hale Associates), Cathleen

Hutchison (General Motors Corporation), Thomas Leavens (Leavens, Armiros & Ross),
Linda Robinson (The Contact Group), James Russell (Purdue University), Charline Seyfer

(Mountain Bell), Sharon Shrock (Southern Illinois University), Kenneth Silber, vice

president (AT&T Communications), Sivasailam Thiagarajan (Institute for International
Research), and Odin Westgaard (Hale Associates). The variety of organizations andsettings
in which these individuals worked, the education they had received, and their professional

experiences helped ensure that the competencies represented the state of theart.
The board was helped also by input from the NSPI Standards Committee and the
AECTCertification Committee as well as suggestions from individuals throughout the
country. The board adopted the agenda of the joint task force and initiated the task of
identifying the competencies of a competent trainer/teacher. These competenciesarelisted
in figure 33.2.
:
Both the designer and the instructor competencies were developed with the following
precepts in mind:
e

The competencies would reflect the skills of a professional regardless of current job
title, academic degree, or type of training.

e

The competencies would be performance-based rather than academically oriented.

e

While some employmentsituations might proscribea designer or teacher/trainer from
exhibiting every competency,all the competencies could be demonstrated if needed.

There are several ways in which these and future competency studies can be helpful to
the instructional designer:
1.

They are a source of information for persons seeking information about instructional technology.

2.

They provide experienced designers and trainers/teachers with a tool for selfassessment and professional growth.

3.

They provide a common set of concepts and vocabulary that will improve
communication among the members ofthe instructional technologyfield.

4.

They are a vehicle for communicating with employers and persons in other

5.

They provide the academic preparation programs with information to develop
curricula, courses, internships, and standards.

6.

They are a vehicle for communicating to other fields the professional applications
of instructional technology.

7.

They can be a model for identifying the competencies in other specialties in the
instructional technologyfield.

8.

They can be a basis for defining the parameters of the instructional technology
field.

professions.
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Competent instructors are able to:
1.

Analyze course materials and learner information.

2.

Assure preparation of the instructional site.

3.

Establish and maintain instructor credibility.

4.

Managethe learning environment.

5.

Demonstrate effective communication skills.

6.

Demonstrate effective presentation skills.

7.

Demonstrate effective questioning skills and techniques.

8.

Respond appropriately to learners’ needs for clarification or feedback.

9.

Provide positive reinforcement and motivational incentives.

10.

Use instructional methodseffectively.

11.

Use media effectively.

12.

Evaluate learner performance.

13.

Evaluate the instruction.

14.

Report evaluation information.

Fig. 33.2. Instructor competencies. From Jnstructor Competencies: The Standards
published by the International Board of Standards for Training, Performance andInstruction, 1988. Distributed by the American Society for Training and Development,
Alexandria, Virginia.

As difficult as the work may be, defining the competencies of specialized groups (such
as instructional designers) appearsto be easier than gaining support for setting standards and
instituting a process by which the truly competent can be recognized. The International
Board of Standards (IBSTPI) investigated the certification processes employed bya variety

of credentialing agencies. The board took the philosophical position that the credential

should reflect performance as opposed to the experience, education, or philosophy a person
may have accumulated. This decision therefore ruled out typical paper-pencil tests, oral
examinations, or portfolio reviews.

ASSESSMENT CENTER APPROACH
One potentially useful means of assessing on-the-job activities and decisions is the
“assessment center.” This is the name given to a series of assessments presented to persons
who seek jobs or promotions that require high levels of judgment and interpersonalskills.
During the assessment, a candidate maybe asked to participate in a simulated meeting witha
“client” for the purpose of constructing a needs assessment, or to review the objectives and

the evaluation methodology for internal consistency, or to recommend the appropriate
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delivery medium for a specific project. Trainer observers monitor and evaluate candidates’
responses and behaviors throughout a variety of experiences and then meet with them in a
debriefing session, where each candidate is given the opportunity to explain or give a
rationale for the decisions and actions that were taken.
The assessment center approach (or something comparable) is appealing becauseit (1)
does notrely solely on paper-pencil tests, (2) does not focus on the recall of academic information exclusively, (3) has high face validity, and (4) is real-world performance oriented.
However, this methodology is not withoutits drawbacks. Complex simulations and exercises
must be created in such a way as to permit applicants to use manyskills. The simulations
must be reality based but with high fidelity. The observers must be well-trained for their roles
as actors (to maintain fidelity) and as assessors (for realiability of the judgments). Only a
limited number of candidates can be assessed at any one time.
Even if a perfect assessment process were available, certification would not become a
fait accompli. The membersofthe field will decide if they wish to be certified; recall that it is
a voluntary service. If they choose not to seek a certificate, the program will fail before it

starts. Regardless of the future of certification, the act of self-examination that produced

both the instructional designer and instructor competencies has provided a unique perspective on our roles in the education and training arenas.
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Joseph A. Hutchinson
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Pauline M. Rankin
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Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Few topics pique our professional interests as muchas salaries and employmentinformation. Educational technologists are interested in the comparison of job descriptions and
compensation plans for individuals who have backgrounds and responsibilities similar to
theirs. Additionally, administrators of educational technology programsare concerned with
employing and retaining persons whoare appropriate for the positions. To accomplish that
task, the administrators require information regarding educational/training experiences,
salary levels which are commensurate with the responsibilities of the position, and other
factors.
In 1983 the authors conducted a study of employment conditions and incomelevels of
members of the Association for Educational Communications and Technology. A summary
of that study was published in Jnstructional Innovator (April 1984). This article reports on a
follow-up study designed to identify changes since 1983. It was undertaken asa result of
membership requests for updated information. Factors such as the national economy,
cutbacks of educational technology personnel and programs, the resulting mobility of AECT
members, and the employers’ requirements for selecting appropriate personnel contribute to
the need for a comprehensive and current body of information regarding the employment
and compensation profiles of educational technologists.
*Reprinted from Educational media and technology yearbook 1987. Libraries Unlimited: Littleton,

Co.
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METHODOLOGY
A survey instrument similar to the one used in 1983 was mailed to 20 percent of the
AECT membershipin the spring of 1986. The sample wasstratified according to the various
types of work settings reported in the AECT membership database. The questionnaire was
designed to collect data regarding the following aspects of employment:
e

Worksetting

e

Job classification (description)

e

Minimum education required for the position held

e

Actual level of education attained by the individual

e

Length of employmentin thefield

e

Length of employment in current position

e

Annual income

e

Basis of employment (12-month, 9-month, length of project, other)

e

Source(s) of funding for the individual’s present position

e

Demographic information (age, sex, ethnicity, geographic location)

A total of 440 (57 percent) usable questionnaires were returned. To provide commonality for job classifications, the brief descriptions found in table 34.1 were listed.
Respondents were asked to indicate the description which most closely approximated their
own responsibilities. Information regarding salary levels was solicited by means of a
checklist item on the questionnaire. Increments of $2,000.00, ranging from “less than
$10,000.00” to “greater than $60,000.00” were used.
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Table 34.1.
Job Classifications

Audiovisual Specialist
Performs in a specialty function of the audiovisual field, such as the
production and use of audiovisual materials, the utilization and maintenance
of audiovisual equipment, or the design and specification of learning facilities.
Librarian/Information Specialist

Majorresponsibilities relate to selection, acquisition,classification, cataloging, and distribution of materials; locatingcurriculum, instructional, and
research materials; and may include some supervisory and administrative
duties.
Media Director/Administrator

Managesthe organizational and personnel functions of an audiovisual,
library, or media program.
Other Educational Administrator

Managesthe organizational and personnel functions of an institution in
areas other than audiovisual, library, or media programs.
Teacher/Professor
Instructs and develops courses or programs in an education or training
program; subject matter may bein anyarea.
Curricula/Instructional Developer
Develops units, modules, or courses, and programs of instruction;
specifies objectives, content scope and sequence, instructional strategies and
materials for particular learners; may have duties for inservice development of
instructors or administrators.
Television Production Specialist/Director
Plans, installs, maintains, or uses television system; plans and produces
televised instruction; evaluates television utilization in the education or
training organization; may hire or train staff and participate in inservice
developmentof instructors.
Educational Computing Specialist/Director
Plans, installs, maintains, or uses computer systems; plans or produces
computer-assisted or computer-managed instruction; evaluates computer
hardware and software; directs computerliteracy programs.
Researcher/Consultant

Conducts basic or applied investigation and experimentation, and/or
gives professional advice.
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GENERAL FINDINGS
Demographics
The mean age of AECT membersin 1986 was 45.4 years, with the range extending from
22.0 to 75.0 as comparedto the 1983 study when the meanage was 44.5 years, with the range

extending from 24.0 to 77.0. The 1986 mean age for men was 45.6 and the mean age for
women was 45.1. In terms of job classification, members aged 60 and over tended to be

media directors, library/information specialists, and audiovisual specialists while the
younger members were fairly evenly represented in all job categories. Very few working
members were below age 30.
The study indicated that 95.45 percent of the members were Caucasian, a statistic which
wasvirtually the same as reported in the 1983 study. All other ethnic groups combinedrepresented only 4.55 percent of the total usable responses. The breakdown ofthe ethnic minorities
was as follows: black, 2.05 percent; native American, 0.23 percent; Hispanic, 0.91 percent;
and Asian/Pacific Islander, 1.36 percent. A 1976 study of members conducted by Molenda
and Cambre (1977) revealed that 11.4 percent were members of ethnic minority groups.
The male/female ratio of members remainedvirtually the sameasin the prior study (64
percent male and 36 percent female). °
Education
As in 1983, the level of education attained by AECT members somewhat exceeded
requirements. The majority of respondents hold graduate degrees: 52.50 percent hold
master’s degrees, while 33.41 percent hold doctoral degrees. The level of education required
for employment was reported as master’s, 50.91 percent, and doctoral, 22.95 percent.
Furthermore, 17.05 percent of the positions required a bachelor’s degree, but only 5.23
percent of the respondents report that degree as the highest level of education attained.
Likewise, 4.77 percent of the positions were reported as requiring an associate/technical
degree or no specific education. Less than 2 percent of those surveyed indicated their highest
level of education as a high school diploma or associate/technical degree. Men held
advanced degrees in larger proportions than women (53.33 percent doctorates versus 27.22
percent doctorates). However, 46.67 percent of the men reported that the doctorate was
required for their jobs compared to only 16.46 percent for women.

Length of Employment
How long do AECT members workin the field? The study indicated that 34.55 percent
have been employedin the field for 10 years or less; 45.68 percent reported working from 11
to 20 years; 17.95 percent from 21 to 30 years, while not quite 4 percent indicated a period of
31 to 40 years.
Manyindividuals experience job mobility: 45.68 percent have been in their present position for 5 years or less, while 33.86 percent have had the same job for more than 10 years.
An examination of the number of years in the field by gender reveals that women’s
participation in the field in significant numbers is a relatively recent trend, beginning
approximately 18 years ago. Men and womenreport employment as educational technologists in approximately equal numbers for the last 10 years. Individuals having 13 years
or more in the field are predominatly male. Males reported an average of 15.4 years of
employment compared to 12.6 for females.
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Work Basis
The majority of respondents are hired on a 12-month basis (59.32 percent), with
employment on a 9-month basis being reported by 21.59 percent of the persons surveyed.
Less than 1 percent (0.91) of the respondents reported that they were employed for the
duration of a specific project. The remainder of the respondents reported being employed
for terms which did not fall into any of the three categories mentioned above.

Sources of Funding
Respondents reported that funding sources for their positions were as follows: 64.58
percent from governmental appropriations (federal, state, or local); 27.05 percent from
profits, tuition, or other income generated by the institution; 5.87 percent from other
sources.
‘

WorkSetting
Table 34.2 provides the reported distribution of AECT members by work setting.
Colleges and universities remain the single largest employer of members (42.14 percent),

while school districts ranked second (16.63 percent). These were followed by individual
secondary schools, junior/community colleges/technical institutes, commercial/business/

industry, other, and regional mediaservice centers. All other work settings were reported at
statistically insignificant levels.
Table 34.2.

AECT Membership by WorkSetting
1983

Individual Elementary School
Individual Secondary School
School District
Commercial/Business/
Industry
Military
Junior/Community College/
Technical Institute
Regional Media Service Center
College/University
Government Department of
Education
Nonprofit Organization
Other

TOTAL

1986

Change

N

%

N

%

N

%

18
43
58

3.82
9.13
12.31

15
40
73

3.42
9.11
16.63

—3
—3
15

— 10.59
— 0.20
35.04

33
3

7.01
0.64

25
3

5.69
0.68

—8
0

— 18.72
7.29

45
20
197

9.55
4.25
41.83

35
24
185

7.97
5.47
42.14

—10
4
—12

— 16.55
28.75
0.75

4
12
38

0.85
2.55
8.07

13
l
25

2.96
0.23
5.69

9
—11
— 13

248.69
— 91.06
— 29.41

47]

100.00

439

100.00
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Approximately one-half (50.11 percent) of the survey respondents were employed in

settings which could be collectively categorized as higher education. Slightly over 29 percent
reported K-12 employment.
When compared with similar data from the 1983 study, increases were noted in the

percentage of educational technologists employed by government departments of education,
regional media service centers, and school districts. Employment in elementary schools,

business/industry, junior/community colleges, and nonprofit organizations declined.

Table 34.3 provides data relative to gender and occupation as reported for each work
setting. When compared with the overall gender distribution of AECT (male 64 percent,

female 36 percent), the authors found significantly higher proportion of females employed

by elementary schools, government departments of education, and business/industry. A
similar trend was reported for males employed by junior/community colleges and regional

media service centers. The male/female distribution in other work settings was near that of
the general membership.

Occupations
Librarian/information specialists and audiovisual specialists were most often employed

in K-12 settings, while members employedbyinstitutions of higher education tended to work

as media directors and teachers/professors (table 34.3). Curricula/instructional developers
and researchers/consultants were found principally in the commercial/business/industry
sector.
The majority of individuals responding to the survey indicated having responsibilities in
two or more of the occupations described on the questionnaire. The primary responsibilities

given and their frequencies are listed in table 34.4.

The general membership of the association appears to be increasingly composed of
individuals having administrative and/or teaching responsibilities. These categories
comprised 58.64 percent of the membership in 1986, whereas they accounted for only 39.48
percent in 1983 (a composite increase of 48.53 percent). On the other hand, reported employment as television producer/director, researcher/consultant, and audiovisual specialist
declined between 1983 and 1986 by 66.13 percent, 68.12 percent, and 28.18 percent, respectively. The authors suspect a correlation between lowered numbers of persons employedin
those categories and a decline in the general membership during the sameperiod.

Compensation
The general salary range reported for AECT members as a whole extended from less
than $10,000.00 to greater than $60,999.00, with a mean of $34,736.00. The meansalary in
the 1983 study was $29,672.00. When analyzed as a function of the work setting (table 34.5),
the authors found that at $40,500.00, the average salary of individuals employedin regional
media service centers exceeded the average salary of each of the other worksettings. As in
1983, the work setting providing the lowest average annualsalary wasthat of the individual
elementary school. However, 80 percent of those members were employed on a 9-month
basis. When extrapolated to 12 months, the yearly average would project to $37,244.00.
With the effect of inflation factored in, the authors found that most membersrealized
modest gains in terms of “real dollars.” Members working in business/industry lost ground,
while those in regional media service centers, secondary schools, and nonprofit organizations madesignificant gains.

Gender and Occupation Distribution by Work Setting (In Percentages)
Occupation*
Male

Female

A

B

Cc

D

E

F

G

H

I

Individual Elementary School

26.67

73.33

9.99

60.00

20.00

6.67

13.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Individual Secondary School

60.00

40.00

30.00

30.00

20.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SchoolDistrict

67.12

32.88

17.81

6.85

61.64

4.11

1.37

4.11

2.74

1.37

0.00

Commercial/Business/Industry

56.00

44.00

8.00

0.00

4.00

8.00

0.00

52.00

4.00

8.00

16.00

Military

66.66

33.34

0.00

0.00

33.33

33.33

0.00

33.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

Junior/Community College/
Technical Institute

80.00

20.00

8.57

11.43

57.14

8.57

11.43

0.00

0.00

2.86

0.00

Regional Media Service Center

79.17

20.83

0.00

8.33

87.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.17

0.00

College/University

68.11

31.89

7.03

3.24

36.76

7.03

34.05

5.41

4.32

1.62

0.54
15.38

Government Departmentof
Education
Nonprofit Organization
Other

38.46

61.54

15.38

0.00

46.15

15.38

0.00

7.69

0.00

0.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

0.00

52.00

48.00

4.00

16.00

24.00

24.00

8.00

8.00

4.00

0.00

12.00

*Occupation
A, Audiovisual specialist

F, Curricula/instructional developer

B, Library/information specialist

G, Television producer/director

C, Media director

H, Educational computing specialist/director

D, Other educational administrator

[, Researcher/consultant

E, Teacher/professor
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Table 34.4.
Primary Occupations

1983

1986

Change

%

%

%

Media Director

25.03

40.91

63.44

Audiovisual Specialist

14.55

10.45

— 28.18

Teacher/Professor

14.45

17.73

22.70

Library/Information Specialist

10.58

9.55

—9.74

Curricula/Instructional Developer

9.42

7.05

— 25.16

Television Producer/Director

8.06

2.73

— 66.13

Researcher/Consultant

7.12

2.27

— 68.12

Educational Computing Specialist/Director

5.76

2.05

— 64.41

Other Educational Administrator

5.03

7.27

44.53

Table 34.5.
Compensation by Work Setting

1983

1986

Adjusted
1986
Average

$

$

Average

Average

Commercial/Business/ Industry

34,635

36,520

33,260

($1,375)

39,666

36,126

1,794

5.22

$

(CPID*

Income

Work Setting

Gain/Loss Gain/Loss

$

%

— 3.97

Military

34,332

Government Department of
Education

32,999

37,000

33,698

699

2.12

School District

31,982

37,054

33,747

1,765

5.52

36,885

4,986

15.63

Regional Media Service Center

31,899

40,500

Junior/Community College/
Technical Institute

29,488

33,971

30,939

1,451

4.92

College/ University

29,455

33,281

30,311

856

2.90
28.96

Other

28,221

39,960

36,393

8,172

Nonprofit Organization

27,332

33,000

30,055

2,723

9.96

Individual Secondary School

26,208

31,800

28,962

2,754

10.51

Individual Elementary School

24,666

27,933

25,440

774

3.14

* Adjusted for 1983-86 rise in Consumer Price Index.
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By examining salary as a function of occupation, the authors found that, as in 1983,
individuals employed as other educational administrators received the greatest mean salary
($41,687.00). Educational computing specialists/directors dropped to the lowest position,
reporting an average annual salary at $27,000.00. Library/information specialists realized
the greatest gains over inflation, followed by media directors, and researchers/consultants.

Educational computing specialists were the biggest losers to inflation, followed by teachers/
professors, and television producers/directors. Other occupations showed modest gains
(table 34.6).

Table 34.6.
Average Annual Salaries by Occupation

Adjusted
1986
Average
(CP1D*

1983
Average

1986
Average

Other Educational Administrator

36,666

41,687

37,966

1,300

3.55

Media Director

31,119

37,822

34,446

3,327

10.69

Teacher/Professor

30,923

31,884

29,038

(1,885)

— 6.09

Researcher/Consultant

30,500

37,100

33,789

3,289

10.78
— 3.87

$

$

$

Income
Gain/Loss Gain/Loss

$

Television Producer/Director

30,476

32,166

29,295

(1,181)

Curricula/[nstructional Developer

30,148

35,516

32,346

2,198
(3,910)

%

7.29

Educational Computing Specialist/
Director

28,500

27,000

24,590

Audiovisual Specialist

24,346

27,434

24,985

639

2.63

Library/Information Specialist

23,983

30,761

28,015

4,032

16.81

—13.72

* Adjusted for 1983-86 rise in ConsumerPrice [ndex.

There wasa positive relationship between education achieved and salary. The average

annual salary received by membersreporting high school diplomasas their highest level of
formal education was $25,000.00. Individuals holding doctorates received an average of

$39,496.00 annually. Table 34.7 shows salaries relative to education achieved. As in the
previous study, the greatest incremental difference between levels remains between the
master’s and doctoral degrees. Compensation for the bachelor’s degree increased the most
over the three-year period (9.90 percent).
The geographical area in which an individual is employed appears to have some

influence upon income. Table 34.8 comparessalary levels reported among AECTregionsin

the 1983 and 1986 studies. Although members in Region IX reported the highest average
salary ($38,866.00), Region I realized the greatest net increase overthe last three years (23.60
percent). Regions VI and VIII lost groundto inflation.
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Table 34.7.
Average Incomeby Education Attained

1983

Average
$

1986

Adjusted
1986
Average

Average
$

Income

(CPI*
$

Gain/Loss Gain/Loss
%

High School Diploma

21,800

25,000

22,769

969

4.44

Associate/Technical Degree

24,333

27,800

25,319

986

4.05

Bachelor’s Degree

25,041

30,217.

27,520

2,479

9.90

Master’s Degree

28,054

32,415

29,522

1,468

5.23

Doctorate

34,378

39,496

35,971

1,593

4.63

* Adjusted for 1983-86 rise in ConsumerPrice Index.

Table 34.8.
Income by AECT Region

1983
Average

1986
Average

Adjusted
1986
Average
(CPI)*

I

24,453

33,187

30,225

5,772

{I

28,538

34,491

31,413

2,875

10.07

{II

26,728

33,571

30,575

3,847

14.39
19.90

AECT Region

$

$

$

Income
Gain/Loss

$

[V

24,577

32,357

29,469

4,892

V

31,094

34,578

31,492

398

VI

32,580

34,791

31,686

(8.94)

Gain/Loss

%

23.60

1.28
~—2.74

VII

28,111

34,508

31,428

3,317

11.80

Vill

28,028

30,724

27,982

(46)

—0.16

[X

31,498

38,866

35,397

3,899

12.38

* Adjusted for 1983-86 rise in Consumer Price Index.

Table 34.9 presents the results of an analysis of salary levels as a function of the
combined variables of work setting and occupation. As stated previously, many AECT
members have diverse responsibilities, cutting across the occupational categories investigated. Therefore, the figures presented are from computations based upon the primary
responsibility reported on each returned questionnaire.

Income by Work Setting and Occupation (In Dollars)
Occupation*

A

B

Cc

D

E

F

G

H

I

Individual Elementary School

T

27,000

29,666

38,999

24,000

Tt

Tt

T

Tt

Individual Secondary School

30,333

32,666

33,500

35,000

28,000

31,000

T

t

T

School District

31,153

27,800

40,111

33,666

38,999

32,000

34,000

36,999

tT

Commercial/Business/Industry

25,000

T

32,999

39,000

Tt

38,384

32,999

32,000

39,000

T

T

26,999

56,999

t

34,999

tT

Tt

T

22,333

30,500

37,600

39,000

28,500

T

T

16,999

T

T

26,000

42,904

Tt

Tt

Tt

T

18,999

tT

23,461

32,333

34,882

44,384

32,920

32,200

29,250

24,333

t

20,000

t

39,000

47,000

t

32,999

tT

Tt

40,000

Military
Junior/Community College/

Technical Institute

Regional Media Service Center

College/University
Government Department of

Education

Nonprofit Organization

Other
*Occupation

Tt

tT

Tt

tT

Tt

Tt

ft

32,999

T

30,999

37,500

48,000

39,333

22,000

35,000

50,999

tT

43,000

TNonereported.

A, Audiovisual specialist

F, Curricula/instructional developer

B, Library/information specialist

G, Television producer/director

C, Media director

H, Educational computing specialist/director

D, Other educational administrator

[, Researcher/consultant

E, Teacher/professor

eg
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Finally, the possible existence of any significant differences between the incomes of men

and women was examined. The average annual salary reported by AECT females was
$6,659.00 less than their male counterparts ($30,468.00 versus $37,127.00). This is an

increase over the $4,050.00 difference found in the 1983 study, and mayin partbe a result of
the facts that, on the average, men had been employedin the field longer and held a higher

proportion of advanced degrees than did women. When the employmentvariables of work
setting, Occupation, years in position, and education achieved were held constant, no
significant differences in salaries were found.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SURVEY
1.

The mean salary of the survey was $34,736.00.

2.

Since 1983, most members realized some degree of gain in terms of real dollars.

3.

AECT Region I membersrealized the greatest net increase since 1983; Region IX
membersreport the highest salaries.

4.

When variables of work setting, occupation, years in position, and education
achieved were held constant, nosignificant differences existed between thesalaries
of men and women.

5.

The gender composition is approximately two-thirds male and one third female.

6.

The level of education attained by AECT members frequently surpasses the
requirements of the positions held.

7.

Colleges and universities employ the largest group of members.

8.

The majority of the association’s members are employed in administrative or
teaching positions.

9.

The proportion of respondents whoidentified themselves as membersof an ethnic
minority group is small.

10.

The mean age of AECT membersis 45.5 years.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Follow-up studies should be conducted every five years with results reported to the
membership.

2.

Other organizations need to be made aware ofthe availability of the data in order
that their membersreceive the information needed for decision making.

3.

The association can exercise its leadership role by establishing other types of
ongoing studies to report information needed by its members.
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Orlando, Florida
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There are many professional publications and organizations which focus on topics of
interest to instructional design and technology professionals. In this chapter, some of these
are identified. While we have attempted to be thoroughin ourlistings, we have not been
exhaustive. There are other excellent organizations and publications which may appeal to
special interests of instructional technologists.
First, we present a list of publications of interest. For each journal listed, we have
included the nameand addressof the professional association or the publisheraffiliated with
the journal. We havealso included a brief annotation of the journal’s scope and focus. Then,
in the next section, we present a list of professional associations of interest to instructional
technologists. We have also included the address of the organization andits publication(s).
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PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
ADCIS News
Association for the Development of Computer Based Instructional Systems
International Headquarters
Miller Hall 409

Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA 98225

ANcontains information aboutactivities in the field of computer-based instruction.
Adult Education Quarterly: A Journal of Research and Theory

American Association for Adult and Continuing Education
112 16th Street, NW

Washington, DC 20036
AEQpublishes research literature about adult education issues.
AEDS Journal. See Journal of Research on Computing in Education

American Educational Research Journal: A Quarterly Publication of the American Educational Research Association
American Educational Research Association
1230 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

AERJreports articles based on controlled, quantitative educational research.
American Journal of Distance Education
Office for Distance of Education/College of Education
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

AJDEpresents writings on teaching where teachers and students are separated by
distance.
American Psychologist
American Psychological Association
1200 17th Street, NW

Washington, DC 20036
AP provides documentation about the American Psychological Association’s research
interests including recent scientific and practical developments.
Audiovisual Instruction. See TechTrends

AV Communications Review. See Educational Communication and Technology
British Journal of Educational Technology
Council for Educational Technology for the United Kingdom
3 Devonshire Street
London WIN 2BA, England
BJET provides practical and research writings across a wide range of educational

technology issues.
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Canadian Journal of Educational Communication. Continues Media Message
Association for Media and Technology in Education in Canada
500 Victoria Road
North Guelph, Ontario NIE6K2
Canada

CJEC is the journal of the Association for Media and Technology in Education in
Canada.
Computers and Education
PergamonPress, Inc.
Journals Division
Maxwell House
Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10523
CE features technical research project reports.
Education and Computing: The International Journal
Elsevier Science Publishers
Postbus 221

100 AE Amsterdam
The Netherlands
ECis an international journal with articles about education and computing.

Educational Communication and Technology: A Journal of Theory, Research and Development. Continues AV Communication Review. See Educational Technology Research
and Development
Educational Researcher
American Educational Research Association
1230 17th Street, NW

Washington, DC 20036

ER is primarily devoted to discussing research methods and the ways research is

reported and used.

Educational Technology Research and Development. Continues Educational Communication and Technology Journal, AV Communication Review, and Journal of Instructional Development
Association for Educational Communications and Technology
1025 Vermont Avenue, NW
Suite 820
Washington, DC 20005
ETRDis a scholarly journal for educatorsinterested in instructional technology andits
applications to effective teaching and learning.

Educational Technology: The Magazine for Managers of Change in Education

Educational Technology Publications, Inc.
720 Palisades Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

ETarticles include research reports, brief literature summaries, and opinion pieces.
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Evaluation and Program Planning
PergamonPress, Inc.
Journals Division
Maxwell House

Fairview Park
Elsmford, NY 10523

EPP reviewsinnovative means of data analysis, interpretation, and evaluation.
Instruction Delivery Systems
Society for Applied Learning Technology
50 Culpepper Street
Warrenton, VA 22186

IDS discusses applications and issues related to enhancing productivity through the
appropriate utilization of technology in education, training, and job performance.
Instructional Innovator. See TechTrends

Instructional Science: An International Journal
Martinus Nijhoss Publishers
c/o Kluwer Academic Publishers Group
Distribution Center
P.O. Box 322
3300 AH Dordrecht

The Netherlands

IS is a communication forum for its readers in education, psychology and the social
sciences.
Journal of Computer Assisted Learning
Blackwell Scientific Publications, LTD.
Osney Mead
Oxford OX2 OEL England

JCAL publishes articles on topics of interest to computer assisted learning advocates.
Journal of Computer Based Instruction
Association for the Development of Computer Based Instructional Systems
International Headquarters
Miller Hall 409
Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA 98225

JCBIincludes scholarly research and descriptions of practical computer based instruction techniques.
Journal of Educational Computing Research
Baywood Publishing Co.
P.O. Box D
Farmingdale, NY 11735

JECR includes articles concerning the pedagogical uses of computers.
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Journal of Educational Psychology
American Psychological Association
1400 N. Uhle Street
Arlington, VA 22201
JEP publishes research articles in educational psychology.
Journal of Educational Technology Systems
Baywood Publishing Co., Inc.
26 Austin Avenue
Amityville, NY 11701
JETS offers information about educational technology innovations and applications.
Journal of Educational Television
Educational Television Association (UK)
Carfax Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 25
Abington, Oxfordshire, OX14 3UE
England
JETpublishes articles about educational television and related educational applications.
Journal of Instructional Development.
Development

See Educational Technology Research and

Journal of Interactive Instructional Delivery
Society for Applied Learning Technology
50 CulpepperStreet
Warrenton, VA 22186
JIID is a scholarly journal which focuses on interactive delivery systems.
Journal of Research on Computing in Education
International Society for Technology in Education
University of Oregon
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, OR 97403
JRCE containsreports of research on the use of computers in instructional settings as
well as theoretical pieces and book reviews.
Journal of Special Education Technology
Association of Special Education Technology
Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons
Utah State University, UMC 68
Logan, UT 84322
JSETarticles illustrate the use of computer-assisted instruction in special education

situations.

Journal of Typographical Research. See Visible Language
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Journal of Visual/Verbal Languaging
Virginia Polytechnical Institute and State University
Educational Technologies —LRC
Blacksburg, VA 24060

JV/VL provides a forum for presentation of ideas, theories, and research results related
to visual communication.
Performance and Instruction. See Performance & Instruction Journal
Performance & Instruction Journal. Continues Performance and Instruction
National Society for Performance and Instruction
1126 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
PIJ containsarticles of interest to instructional technologists.
Performance Improvement Quarterly
National Society for Performance and Instruction
1126 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

PIQ is a journal addressed to professionals in the practice of human performance
technologyandits related disciplines.
Programmed Learning & Educational Technology
Association for Educational Training Technology
Kogan Page, Ltd.
120 Pentonville Rd.
London N1 9JN England
PLETpresents articles related to educational and training technology.
School Library Media Quarterly
American Library Association
American Association of School Librarians
50 E. Huron Street

Chicago, IL 60611

SLMQpresents practical and analytical articles useful to instructional technologists
interested in school library media centers.

Simulation and Games: An International Journal of Theory, Design and Research
Association for Business Simulation and Experimental Learning
Sage Publications, Inc.
2111 W. Hillcrest Drive
Newbury Park, CA 91320
SG includes research, design, and theoretical articles on games and computer
simulations.
Studies in Adult Education. See Studies in the Education of Adults
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Studies in the Education of Adults. Continues Studies in Adult Education
National Institute of Adult Continuing Education
19 De Monfort Street
Leicester LE1 7GE
England
SEA publishes adult and continuing education information focusing on the United
Kingdom educational environment.
TechTrends: For Leaders in Education and Training. Continues Audiovisual Instruction
and Instructional Innovator
Association for Educational Communications and Technology
1025 Vermont Avenue, NW

Suite 820
Washington, DC 20005

TT includes articles on various instructional technology topics and issues.
Training: The Magazine of Human Resources Development
Lakewood Publications, Inc.
50 S. Ninth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
T contains training-related articles for training managersin business, government, and
healthcare settings.
Training and Development Journal
American Society for Training and Development
1630 Duke Street
P.O. Box 1443
Alexandria, VA 22313
TDJ publishes articles supporting the professional interests of training managers and
developers.

Visible Language: The Quarterly Concerned with All That Is Involved in Our Being
Literate. Continues Journal of Typographic Research
WayneState University Press
5959 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202

VL presents research results and discussion concerning the role of written language.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
American Association for Adult and Continuing Education
112 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Publication: Adult Education Quarterly
American Educational Research Association
1230 17th Street, NW

Washington, DC 20036

Publications: American Educational Research Journal; Educational Researcher
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American Library Association/American Association of School Librarians
50 E. Huron Street

Chicago, IL 60611

Publication: School Library Media Quarterly
American Psychological Association
1200 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Publications: American Psychologist; Journal of Educational Psychology

American Society for Training and Development
1630 DukeStreet
P.O. Box 1443

Alexandria, VA 22313

Publication: Training and Development Journal
Association for Business Simulation and Experimental Learning
Sage Publications, Inc.

2111 W. Hillcrest Drive
Newbury Park, CA 91320
Publication: Simulations and Games

Association for Educational Communications and Technology
1025 Vermont Avenue, NW
Suite 820
Washington, DC 20005
Publications: Educational Technology Research and Development; TechTrends
Association for Educational Training Technology
Kogan Page, Ltd.
120 Pentonville Rd.
London N1 9JN England
Publication: Programmed Learning & Educational Technology
Association for Media and Technology in Education in Canada
500 Victoria Road
North Guelph, Ontario N1E6K2

Canada

Publication: Canadian Journal of Educational Communication
Association of Special Education Technology
Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons
Utah State University, UMC 68
Logan, UT 84322

Publication: Journal of Special Education Technology
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Association for the Development of Computer Based Instructional Systems
International Headquarters
Miller Hall 409

Western Washington University

Bellingham, WA 98225

Publications: ADCIS News; Journal of Computer-Based Instruction
Council for Educational Technology for the United Kingdom
3 DevonshireStreet
London WIN 2BA, England
Publication: British Journal of Educational Technology
Educational Television Association (UK)
Carfax Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 25
Abington, Oxfordshire, OX14 3UE

England

Publication: Journal of Educational Television
International Society for Technology in Education
University of Oregon
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, OR 97403
Publication: Journal of Research on Computing in Education
National Society for Performance and Instruction
1126 16th Street, NW
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